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Executive Summary: 

 Thank you for the opportunity to submit a Proposal to continue as the distribution partner of 

the New Hampshire State Liquor Commission, its customers and suppliers.  We are honored to have 

provided these services for the past forty years and are proud of our contribution to the 

Commission’s 126% increase in sales since 1997.  On behalf of the more than 100 dedicated 

employees, we feel privileged to come to work every day to serve the Liquor Commission and its 

partners.  We take our role very seriously and strive every day to ensure that all products are 

received, stored and delivered in a timely and safe manner.  Our ambition is to continuously 

improve in order to provide the best distribution solution for the NHSLC.    Over the past several 

years we have been analyzing the distribution system, evaluating solutions and securing the 

facilities and equipment necessary to support the NHSLC’s growth needs.  Our Proposal 

modernizes the distribution system, creating improved service while returning on average more than 

$1,750,000 per year in cost savings and revenue sharing to the NHSLC.  By selecting our Proposal, 

the NHSLC eliminates the risk of transitioning to a new supplier while returning more than 

$37,000,000 to the State of NH over the term of the contract. 

 

Key Factors: 

 There are two key factors driving our analysis.  First, is the substantial growth in SKUs, 

standing inventory and shipping volumes.  Second is the impact of maintaining a two-warehouse 

distribution system on both cycle times and bailment pricing. 
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Growth 

Over the course of the previous contract we began to realize that the growth in products and 

volumes were straining our resources.  We had been adding space, equipment and labor to maintain 

service levels, with labor carrying the 

heaviest burden.  This chart shows how our 

growth in labor expense is closely 

correlated with the proliferation of SKUs, 

each up more than 240% since 1997.  The 

proliferation of products negatively impacts receiving, storage and picking economies of scale.   

Concord has realized similar constraints as product lines have grown, reducing the number 

of cases per sqft that can be stored.  Due to the fixed footprint of the Concord warehouse, these 

constraints have resulted in the transition of more and more accounts from Concord to Law in order 

to accommodate the SKU growth of Diageo, NH wineries and others.  However in the past two 

years volumes from Concord have declined - down 2% in FY2011 resulting in a 2% decrease in 

bailment revenue and down 10% year-to-date in FY2012.     

 Although SKU growth has 

negatively impacted warehouse 

operations, we also recognize that it is 

directly related to increased case 

shipping growth, which is a key factor 

in the growth of NHSLC’s sales.  For 

the NHSLC to continue to realize similar sales growth, while maintaining its brand as a low cost 

provider, it must have an efficient distribution system capable of managing not only today’s 

volumes, but substantial growth in SKUs, inventory and shipping volumes. 

Wages vs. Volume Trends 
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Monday orders from Concord:
••••    Deliver Wednesday (Min 3-day cycle time):  Claremont, Newport, Seabrook, Walpole, Pelham, Gilford, Merrimack, New London

•        Deliver Friday (Min 5-day cycle time): Berlin, Woodsville, Colebrook, Grafton, Whitefield, Lancaster, Gorham

•        Deliver Thursday (Min 4-day cycle time): W. Chesterfield, Keene, Hillsboro

MONDAY

Orders sent to 

Concord & 

Nashua

TUESDAY

Concord Picks

ORDER 

TODAY

TUESDAY

LMF Trucks loads 

from Concord to 

Nashua

WEDNESDAY

LMF Trucks loads 

from Concord to 

Nashua

THURSDAY

3 Stores get 

Deliveries

FRIDAY

7 Stores get 

Deliveries

MONDAY TUESDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

DELIVERY 

10 DAYS

Concord Warehouse 

A fundamental part of evaluating solutions has been the analysis of the efficiencies that 

would be gained by operating both the Nashua and Concord volumes from one facility.  One of the 

outcomes of that analysis has been the realization that shipping from two warehouses has created an 

order-to-delivery cycle time from Concord that is extremely inefficient.  For example, there are 

seven (7) North Country liquor stores with an order-to-delivery cycle time of between five (5) and 

ten (10) days.  These stores receive delivery once a week and the NHSLC polls these stores on 

Monday for a Friday delivery out of Concord.  As a result, if someone was to order an out-of-stock 

item from one of these stores 

on Tuesday, they would have 

to wait until the following 

Friday to receive delivery 

creating unnecessary lost sales.  

This type of inefficiency can also be found at the highest volume stores.  Should someone order an 

out-of-stock or warehouse-only item from any of the highest volume stores on a Friday they would 

have to wait until Tuesday for delivery – a four day lead time.  Under our current multi-location 

manual operation these leads times cannot be effectively reduced.  Although these are the extreme 

examples, it points out the inherent inefficiencies of operating from two warehouses.  The current 

distribution model simply cannot support modernization efforts aimed at providing consumers with 

greater access to product. 
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Planning 

We recognized several years ago that we must plan for this type of continued growth in 

order to be successful, that our solution must be able to include the Concord volumes, and that we 

needed to find a more efficient solution to remain competitive.  To understand how other logistics 

operations were addressing building efficiencies we toured the country researching best practices.  

Following visits to Utah’s automated warehouse, a Southern Wine & Spirits distribution facility in 

Chicago, and attending a number of warehouse conferences, we hired System Logistics in 1997 to 

both automate our split case handling operation and to develop a design for construction of new 

warehouse space on our undeveloped land in Nashua.   

 

System Design: 

Recognizing that we needed a single large distribution facility, we began evaluating 

expansion concepts for our Nashua complex while searching for suitable alternative sites in New 

Hampshire.  With the combined Nashua and Concord operations utilizing more than 400,000 square 

feet, we knew that we needed to build or find a single facility of at least that size in order to 

maintain service and provide for growth.   

System Logistics, a world leader in the development of automated warehouses and material 

handling systems for the beverage industry, first developed a design concept for expansion of our 

Nashua facilities.  This project proved that for this type and size of operation our existing Nashua 

facilities were not well-suited for expansion.  As a result, we turned our attention to alternate sites.  

Following a state-wide site search, in 2010 we began discussions with the landlords of the only 

large distribution centers on the market in New Hampshire - the Poland Spring distribution center in 

Seabrook and the Nashua Corp property in Merrimack.  We hired System Logistics to develop in 

depth system designs to evaluate each site.  Their analysis showed that in the Seabrook facility we 
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could implement a very effective design concept that would meet our needs for years to come, while 

the Nashua Corp facility, due to its smaller size, disjointed footprint, and lower ceilings, would not 

be able to absorb the entire operation requiring us to store stock during peak seasons on Airport Rd. 

 

Why Seabrook and why automate?   

The Seabrook facility is a premier distribution 

facility.  At 505,000 square feet with 40’ clear height, 

the facility is perfect for installing narrow-aisle high-bay 

storage racks creating greatly improved storage densities 

over traditional warehouses.

  With 40’ of clear height and an open design, we are able to install the racking, picking and 

conveyor systems that substantially reduce processing time and allow picking to begin immediately 

following the receipt of orders, thus eliminating the current minimum eight-hour or more lag 

between order receipt and the order picking.    The substantial increase in efficiency on many levels 

creates opportunities to drastically shorten cycle times.  The size of the facility also allows us to 

install these systems to efficiently manage seasonal peaks and year over year growth without a 

corresponding increase in labor.  With 55 truck doors and a large staging area we are able to load 

trailers on a just-in time basis preventing the risk of product being exposed to temperature extremes 

for extended periods of time.  Investing in systems that generate significantly greater throughput per 

employee creates considerable cost savings which we will be able to pass along to the NHSLC.   
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Our 2012 Proposal 

Following the evaluation of all the key factors in the distribution of wine and spirits for the 

NHSLC, we have developed a modernized strategy that incorporates the economies of scale 

generated by combining the Concord and Nashua volumes in one location and the efficiencies 

provided by operating from a modern 

distribution facility.  We will invest more 

than $20,000,000 to install a combination 

of traditional and state-of-the-art 

warehouse and order fulfillment 

technologies creating the distribution center of the future for the NHSLC and Law.  Our solution is 

a proven design for the beverage industry having been implemented by our systems integrator 

around the world with new systems currently being installed in both the United State and Europe.  

The completion of this transition will generate a multitude of operational and financial benefits to 

the NHSLC, averaging more than $1,750,000 per year and more than $37,000,000 over the term of 

this contract -- all while keeping supplier rates flat for the next four years.   

 

Operational Benefits of Modernization: 

One of the most significant operational benefits our Proposal provides is dramatically 

reduced order to delivery cycle times for licensees and NHSLC stores.  Rather than the current 

extreme of a ten-day lead time between order and delivery, stores will be able to measure their 

order-to-delivery cycle time in hours, and for many stores, six (6) days per week.  The NHSLC will 

be in position to generate substantial growth by giving their customers greater access to more than 

10,000 products while also reducing the risk of stock-outs and reducing backroom inventories.  The 

distribution system can now be a strategic resource in NHSLC’s modernization efforts aimed at 
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satisfying consumer demand for easier access to a broader range of products.  We see wine and 

spirit distribution as a growth industry for the state of NH and have developed a plan to account for 

unlimited future growth for the Liquor Commission.   

Suppliers will also benefit by shipping to a single warehouse, while realizing improved sales 

through a reduction in stock-outs, shorter cycle times in stores, significantly improved receiving 

cycle times and stable bailment pricing.  We propose no increase in bailment pricing through the 

first rate term of this contract.    

 

Financial Benefits of Modernization: 

Not only would service be enhanced, but our research has shown that the high volume 

nature of the current Concord products, when combined with Nashua’s products to create a single 

distribution center, generates on average more than $1,750,000 annually in transportation cost 

savings, warehouse cost savings and revenue sharing that can be returned directly to the State.  

Following transition of the Concord vendor-owned products to Seabrook in October 2012, the 

following cost savings will be implemented.  (Note: the following are all charges currently paid by 

the NHSLC directly, not billed to Suppliers and, thus, represent direct savings to the State). 

 

Elimination of the NHSLC in the Feeder Program: Combining all vendor stock into 

our system provides the opportunity to internally manage the feeder program during the transition 

year.  As a result the NHSLC’s cost of transferring and purchasing feeders is eliminated, savings the 

NHSLC more than $30,000 annually. 

   

Elimination of the Order Processing Fee Charged to the NHSLC: Elimination of 

this fee results in direct savings to the NHSLC of more than $475,000 annually.  
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 Elimination of the January 1, 2013 Rate Increase:   

Elimination of the rate increase, scheduled to go into effect on January 1, 2013, results in 

direct annualized savings to the NHSLC of more than $65,000.  In addition, it results in indirect 

savings of an additional $1,200,000 due to increases that would not be applied to Suppliers and, 

therefore, would not be passed through to the NHSLC in the form of Supplier price increases.   

 

The combined first-year savings to the NHSLC is more than $550,000. 

 

Upon final transition of all liquor operations from Nashua to Seabrook in the fall of 2013 the 

following direct cost savings and revenue sharing will take effect: 

 

Revenue Sharing: Law Warehouses will pay directly to the NHSLC a per-case revenue 

sharing fee based upon the number of cases shipped.  In the first year alone this will provide income 

to the NHSLC of more than $250,000.  Based on our proposed scale, revenue sharing will surpass 

$500,000 by FY2016 and $900,000 by FY2019.   

 

Transportation Savings: Economy of scale efficiencies generated by the warehouse 

operation can also be applied to deliveries to state stores.  The improvement in load factors 

generated by delivering from one location, under the current Nashua delivery schedule, allows us to 

reduce the Transportation fee for delivery to NHSLC stores by a weighted average reduction of 

$0.06 per case for every case shipped to NHSLC stores savings the NHSLC $200,000 per year.   
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Combined Return to the NHSLC:  The first year return to the NHSLC following 

implementation is $1,000,000, while the average combined return of savings and revenue sharing 

realized directly by the NHSLC is more than $1,750,000 per year, generating a combined return to 

the State of more than $37,000,000 during the term of the contract. 

Total Direct Revenue and Savings to NH Liquor Commission
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Chart showing combined savings and revenue savings to NHSLC totaling approximately $37,000,000 over contract term. 

 

Implementation 

There are two timing elements that are directly linked to the implementation of these 

financial benefits.  First, is the transition of all vendor-owned products and inventory from Concord 

to Seabrook prior to the end of October 2012.  Second is the full installation and testing of our new 

warehouse systems in Seabrook, scheduled for the fall of 2013 based upon Law being selected no 

later than August 2012. 

In our previous Proposal, the timeline for the transition of the Concord volumes occurred 

following installation of the new system, which was to occur largely during a period of free rent.  

Due to the improving economy and renewed interest in the Seabrook facility we have been required 

to maintain our existing agreement which requires rent to begin effective May 1, 2012.  The loss of 

9-months free rent will add more than $1,250,000 in cost without any off-setting revenue without 

the transition of the Concord vendor owned products.  Therefore, the execution of this contract prior 
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to the end of August 2012 and the transition of the Concord vendor owned inventory prior to 

October 31, 2012 are directly related to our ability to implement these financial benefits for the 

NHSLC.   

 

Summary 

Law Warehouses has been providing reliable distribution services to the NHSLC for more 

than forty years.  As a New Hampshire based family owned and operated company, committed to 

applying our vast institutional knowledge to the betterment of the NHSLC Distribution System, we 

are uniquely positioned to take the NHSLC into the future without the major risks created by 

transitioning to a new vendor, a vendor whose primary commitments may not be to New 

Hampshire.   

The start of a new long-term contract provides the optimum timing for a mutual investment 

in the modernization of systems best suited to meet the needs of the NHSLC for years to come.  The 

State of NH has a history of partnering with corporations for the purpose of utilizing private 

investment and industry expertise to create specific structural and financial benefits for the State of 

NH and its citizens.  In 1998 the State of NH entered into a contract with Okemo Mountain Inc. 

(OMI).  This partnership created a service benefit for the citizens of NH by creating a better ski area 

and a financial benefit for the State through revenue sharing.  In FY2011 Okemo returned more than 

$500,000 to the State of NH. 

We are prepared to make the investments necessary to secure the facilities, systems, and 

resources necessary to create the distribution center of the future for the NHSLC while returning 

more than $37,000,000 to the State of New Hampshire.  We look forward to working with the 

NHSLC, its suppliers and customers for the next twenty years and encourage the NHSLC to move 

swiftly to put these benefits in place as soon as possible. 
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Section II – Innovative Ideas  

(Reference RFP Section 1.7.3: Innovative Ideas and Appendix C, Item IX-1: Rate and Price 

Analysis - Value-added Services) 

 

This section is presented, as requested in the RFP sections referenced above, to clearly 

identify and summarize the operational enhancements being provided in subcontractor’s proposal 

and to identify costs savings being provided.  We are proud to offer these improved services and 

revenue enhancements to the State of NH.  We are also privileged to have created a distribution 

solution that not only meets the short- and long-term needs of the NHSLC, Suppliers and 

Licensees but is probably the only automated solution being offered that has been tested and 

proven in distribution facilities around the world.  The value of these proven capabilities is 

priceless when compared to the potential cost of disruptions in service to the NHSLC and the 

resulting loss in revenue for the State.  The innovative solutions, cost savings and revenue 

sharing are summarized below. 

 

Automation:  In order to position the State of NH and the NHSLC to be leaders in the 

bailment Control State arena, Law has developed a solution using automation where it was 

deemed appropriate to help diminish the upward pressure on long-term costs and support the 

State’s ability to maintain its liquor branding in the state.  This automation, in conjunction with 

combining inventory and shipping from one strategically located facility, will allowed improved 

efficiencies, better service and the ability to reduce costs and share revenues with the NHSLC.  

(See Section III of our proposal and our response to RFP Section 3-IX, Rate and Price Analysis).  
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 Improved Receiving/Expanded Hours:      The new Seabrook facility and the transition to 

bar code scanning has the potential to dramatically reduce the receiving processing time 

providing more open appointments during the normal work day.  Law Warehouses will maintain 

a schedule of available receiving appointments from 6:00am to 9:30pm, which is beyond that 

required in this RFP, unless both parties agree otherwise.  Law will continue its process of 

adding appointments when necessary to meet peak demand periods.  

 

Overnight Picking:    The overnight picking assumed in our proposal will reduce the 

order to ready-for-shipment cycle time from two or more days in the current two-warehouse 

system to an “order today ship tomorrow” cycle time.  By reducing the cycle time, in some cases 

by several days, stores can better control orders to replace sales and enhance service levels to 

their customers, all while reducing back-room safety stock levels.   

 

Reduced Delivery Cycle Times:  The implementation of this Proposal provides the 

NHSLC with six (6) day per week delivery for the highest volume stores, reducing the labor 

impact of receiving extremely large deliveries coming out of busy weekends and holidays.  This 

extra delivery day provides an opportunity for stores to reduce their back room inventories, 

freeing up inventory dollars while making their back rooms more efficient.   

 

 This system also dramatically shortens the order-to-delivery cycle time should Law 

Motor Freight also be chosen as the NHSLC’s transportation provider.  Rather than the current 

two-day or more lead time between order and delivery, stores will be able to take advantage of 

an “order today receive delivery tomorrow” cycle time.   
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The six (6) day schedule, in conjunction with shortened cycle time, provides an 

opportunity for the NHSLC to service on-line customers in a timely manner.  Reducing the cycle 

time to “overnight” creates the service levels expected of these consumers, driving up consumer 

demand for both the NHSLC website and NHSLC stores.     

 

Not only would service levels be enhanced but our research has shown that the high 

volume nature of the current Concord products, when combined with Nashua’s products to create 

a single distribution center, generates significant transportation cost savings, warehouse cost 

savings and revenue sharing that can be returned directly to the State.    

 

Reduced Cost/Revenue Sharing Innovations:   Following transition of the Concord 

vendor-owned products to Seabrook in the October 2012, the following cost savings will be 

implemented.   

 

Elimination of the NHSLC in the Feeder Program:      Combining all vendor stock into 

our system provides the opportunity to internally manage the feeder program during the 

transition year.  As a result the NHSLC’s cost of transferring and purchasing feeders is 

eliminated, savings the NHSLC more than $30,000 annually.   

 

Elimination of the Order Processing Fee Charged to the NHSLC:      Elimination of this 

fee results in direct savings to the NHSLC of more than $475,000 annually.  The first year 

savings to the NHSLC is more than $500,000. 
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Substitution of the January 1, 2013 Rate Increase:  Law proposes to substitute the current 

14% rate increase, scheduled to go into effect on January 1, 2013, with the rate structure in this 

proposal.  Doing so results in direct, annualized savings to the NHSLC of more than $65,000.  In 

addition, it results in indirect savings of up to an additional $1,200,000, which represents 

increases in rates that would not be billed to Suppliers and, therefore, would not be passed 

through to the NHSLC in the form of Supplier price increases.   

 

Although there is no way to know with certainty how much of the increased Supplier 

costs would be passed on to the NHSLC, a reasonably low estimate of 50% would increase the 

NHSLC’s delivered cost by $600,000.  This would either have to be absorbed by the NHSLC, 

thereby reducing profits, or would have to be passed on to consumers, impacting its branding.   

 

Upon final transition of all liquor operations from Nashua to the new system in Seabrook 

in the fall of 2013 the following direct cost savings and revenue sharing will take effect: 

 

Revenue Sharing: Each month Law Warehouses will pay to directly to the NHSLC a 

per-case Revenue Sharing Fee.  The ‘per case’ fee will be scaled based upon the total number of 

cases shipped from our Seabrook facility over the previous rolling twelve months.   

 

Threshold  Fee  Min Annual Revenue  Projected Year: 

5,000,000 cases $0.05/case  $250,000         2013 

5,500,000 cases $0.10/case  $550,000         2016 

6,000,000 cases $0.15/case  $900,000         2019 
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Transportation Savings: Economy of scale efficiencies generated by the warehouse 

operation can also be applied to deliveries to state stores.  The improvement in load factors 

generated by delivering from one location, using the current Nashua delivery schedule, allows us 

to reduce the Transportation fee for delivery to NHSLC stores by a weighted average reduction 

of $0.06 per case for every case shipped to NHSLC stores savings the NHSLC $200,000 per 

year.   

 

Summary of Savings:   The average combined savings and revenue realized directly by 

the NHSLC is more than $1,750,000 per year, generating a combined return to the State of more 

than $37,000,000 during the term of the contract.   

 

 

Total Direct Revenue and Savings to NH Liquor Commission
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Law Warehouses has engaged System Logistics, a global leader in automated beverage 

fulfillment, to analyze and design an automated order fulfillment system to support wine and 

spirits distribution to exceed the requirements set forth by the New Hampshire State Liquor 

Commission “Request for Proposal – 2011-12 Warehouse Services for Wine and Spirits and 

Related Products”   

 

The system design and fulfillment solution proposed offers the New Hampshire State Liquor 

Commission a long-term opportunity to benefit from automation in beverage fulfillment and 

achieve the following…  

 

� SKU proliferation 

� Scalability 

� Direct and indirect labor savings  

� Improved associate safety 

� Order accuracy 

� Provide marketplace advantages 

� Increased customer satisfaction through reduced product damage and lowered delivery 

cost 

 

This document describes the design in detail including data analysis, equipment design, and 

software function.  Inside you will find. 

• A description of the data analysis we have worked on together 

• An overview of the layout and capacities for all areas 
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• A detailed description of operation for each part of the system 

• A detailed description of all the software running the system 

• A description of our project implementation plan 

• A detailed testing plan 

You will find this to be interesting reading, especially since you will be able to imagine every 

possible situation coming up that would impact the system operation. Please take the time to read 

through this system plan.  While the system is physically large, it uses proven methods of 

operation and simple equipment that has been working in the industry for years.  The Best Fit 

software used to create the pallets in this system is an ideal solution for Law Warehouses.  The 

combination of the buffer needed to build pallets creates the large waves that simplify everything 

else in the system design.  This is a superb application of new and existing technology and it will 

give the NHSLC a competitive edge for years to come. 

1. Company Overview 
 

System Logistics – Corporate Profile 

 

SYSTEM LOGISTICS is a global integrator of automated case and each pick 

systems and industrial automation.  System Logistics is part of larger group – 

SYSTEM Spa, established and headquartered in Modena Italy since 1970.  

 

System Spa employs over 1,000 employees worldwide and has international 

presence with 23 branches in 19 countries.  SYSTEM Spa technological center 

in Fiorano operates 11 plants covering over 1,300,000 ft2 

 

System Logistics, North America is located in Lewiston, Maine under 100,000 ft2 for 

corporate offices, engineering and manufacturing.  Software engineering and project 

services are located in Grand Rapids, Michigan.  Sales offices are located in every 

major market throughout the United States and Canada.    
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System Logistic Integration Capabilities   

 

Technology Software Services  

Automated Storage/Retrieval Cranes WES™ – Warehouse Execution System Application analysis 

Package conveyor AutoRoute™ – interface and  WCS AutoCAD design 

Pallet conveyor PowerPick™ pick/put to Light Simulation 

Sortation conveyor DirectPick™ pick/put to Light Software engineering 

Modula™ vertical lift DirectPick VerbalPick™ Mechanical engineering 

VLS (Vertical Lift Sequencer) PowerView™ – system monitoring Electrical engineering 

MOPS™ Robotic mixed pallet building Best Fit™ – robotic pallet build Project management 

MOPS ™Robotic layer picking  Aftermarket support 

AGV (Automatic guided vehicles)   

SVL™  (System Vehicle Loop)   

Diamond™  Horizontal carousels   

Maxtractor™ Inserter/Extractor   

Diamond™ Vertical carousels   

Diamond™ Pick /Put to Light   

 

 

System Logistic Food & Beverage References   
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Tychy – POLAND 

 

• Fully robotized layer picking + automatic “goods 

to man” box picking 

• 54,000 pallets 

• 15 Stacker Cranes 

• 8,500 picking lines/day  

• 6,000 shipped pallets/day  

 

Waterbury – VT 

 

• Green Mountain Coffee is the second largest and 

fastest growing coffee company in the United 

States.   

• System Logistics' US team built this turn-key facility 

for Green Mountain Coffee in 2003. The facility uses 

AS/RS to automate fulfillment solution for each 

picking, case picking and manual “rainbow” pallet 

top-off building.  

• Shipping rates exceed 3,600 cartons per hour  
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Piedras Negras – MEXICO 

 

System Logistic built this system as part of Grupo 

Modelo support of the new brewery at Piedras 

Negras, Mexico. This plant solely provides the US and 

Canada with Corona beer products. The facility uses 

AS/RS and LGV to automate fulfillment solutions to 

and from the brewery. 

• 16 Stacker Cranes 

• 215,424 pallets positions 

• 3,000 pallets per hour thru-put 

 

Sandalo – SPAIN 

 

Sandalo Spain is the largest order buffer system in 

the global Coca Cola network. It is in its 3
rd

 

expansion growing to 100,000 pallets. System 

supports the automated picking of completed 

layers, and has a goods to man system for 

manually picking less than layer quantities for 

customer orders  

• 65,000 pallets 

• AS/RS Stacker Cranes 

• 3,000 picking lines/day 

• Automated Layer Picking 

• 1200 pallet thru-put per day  
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System Design – Law Warehouses Wine and Spirits Fulfillment   

 

Law Warehouses is proposing to support wine and spirits fulfillment from a new and modern 

distribution center.  This distribution center will promote trending technologies in beverage 

fulfillment such as paperless picking, automated storage and retrieval, automated conveyors and 

robotic mixed case pallet building.  This new and modern distribution center will incorporate a 

well-balanced mix of conventional and automated handling systems to assure order accuracy and 

on-time delivery and offers… 

 

� Large number of loading docks for shipping and receiving 

� Expansive yard for trailer management and staging  

� High building for maximum storage density  

� High suppression fire protection system  

� Ample office space and employee facilities  

� Expansion space  

 

The distribution center is managed by intelligent software systems to facilitate inventory, 

receipts, product putaway, paperless case and bottle picking, intelligent conveyor routing, 

automated case labeling, automated pallet building and shipping.  Technologies include the 

following… 

� High bay storage racks serviced by narrow aisle wire-guided lift trucks  

� Multiple level pallet flow pick modules and conveyors to store and pick high velocity 

SKUs  

� Automated storage and retrieval system to store and pick low velocity SKUs  

� Conveyor system for transporting, picking, and sorting cases  

� Automated system for case sequencing and robotic mix case palletizing  
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The objective of this intelligent and efficient beverage handling system is to minimize product 

touches, speed order processing, assure accurate and timely shipping, accommodate peak 

velocity and plan for scalability.    

 

The following is a broad description of our proposed wine and spirits fulfillment operation.  

 

Receiving  

Product is received in Law Inventory and assigned to either reserve or forward stock locations.  

Receipt operators use wireless network terminals to identify receipts and receive processing 

instruction.  Product is palletized either as single or mixed SKUs.    Full pallets are transferred to 

end-of-aisle staging rack for putaway by narrow aisle lift trucks.   

Putaway 

Lift truck operators use wireless network terminals for instruction to retrieve pallets from the 

staging racks and perform putaway.  High velocity SKUs are stored adjacent the pallet flow pick-

modules.  These pallets are putaway using turret trucks.  Low velocity, generally mixed case 

pallets, are stored adjacent the automated storage and retrieval system.  These pallets are 

putaway using stockpickers.   

 Replenishment 

Lift truck operators use wireless network terminals for instruction to retrieve pallets from reserve 

storage racks and replenish pallet flow pick locations in the pick-modules or deliver mixed case 

pallets to a conveyor induction area for replenishment in the automated storage and retrieval 

system.   
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Picking  

This system incorporates three automated paperless picking processes: (1) high velocity SKUs 

are picked by light on conveyor from the pallet flow modules (2) low velocity SKUs are picked 

by automated storage and retrieval system on conveyor with no operator interface and (3) bottle 

picks are batch-picked by light on conveyor.   Wave picks from all three picking operations are 

sorted by conveyor into an automated case buffer and sequencing system.   

Palletizing  

During the wave process, cases are sorted and stocked in a series of vertical storage and retrieval 

devices adjacent automated palletizing stations.  This system buffers cases until they are ready to 

be palletized.  Intelligent software recognizes the sequence to retrieve cases from buffer storage 

and build pallets.  Robots are used to build pallets in a predetermined pattern.  As the pallets are 

built, they are also shrink-wrapped.  There is no operator interface for palletizing orders.  Empty 

pallets are automatically presented to the robots and full pallets automatically moved from the 

robotic palletizers.  

Shipping  

Lift truck operators use wireless network terminals for instruction to retrieve order pallets from 

pallet conveyor accumulation lines and deliver them to their assigned loading dock.   
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2. System Overview 

2.1   System Objectives 

The system was designed with the following goals in mind: 

• Design the system for the building in Seabrook NH 

• Reduce the labor required throughout the operation 

• Increase the pick rate and general efficiency of workers 

• Store a minimum of 21,720 full pallets and 5,255 half pallets in a cost effective way 

• Pick and palletize an average of 20,000 cases per day and a peak of 40,000 cases per day 

• Be capable of taking large orders and shipping them within a reduce cycle time 

• Increase space efficiency by using the full building height 

• Incorporate the existing bottle picking system 

• Design the system to support future expansion both in rate and capacity 

• Use a simple interface with the existing WMS to minimize Law IT efforts and cost. 

Some of the most important benefits of this system are:  

Future Expansion 

The system is designed to expand in both capacity and rate.  These can be expanded separately or 

together.  Expansion capacity is designed into every area of the system. 

Proven Technology and Equipment 

All equipment, controls, software packages, operating systems and computer hardware have been 

used successfully many times in other systems.  Proven technologies minimize surprises.  
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Large reduction in Labor 

The labor required for picking has been significantly reduced and made far more efficient.  The 

labor required for packing and stacking cases to pallets has been nearly eliminated.  This will 

provide a far more cost effective path for future growth in the system over the next twenty years. 

Flexible Operation 

The system has been designed so orders, work in process, and labor can be easily shifted to 

match changing requirements.  The WES software supplied by us has been used in multiple other 

systems. 

Fast Response 

The system is designed to process any size order on the same day it is electronically received. 

 

2.2 Data Analysis 

We have been working on this project for the last three years.  In the course of this project we 

have been analyzing data for this system going back to 2007.  Data shown in this section is taken 

from various times between 2008 and 2010.  All data shown is combined totals from both Law 

Warehouses and the Concord warehouse.  Data showing total SKU usage and comparisons is 

from 2008.  Since this is comparison data it will not change much.  Order, rate, and SKU usage 

data is taken from July 2010 and reflects the current volumes.  This data has been organized into 

spreadsheets which are the basis for this system design.   

 

The data is described in two sections.  The first is the SKU analysis.  This gives us the storage 

requirements for the system.  This data allows us to decide the best storage methods to use, and 

organization of the SKUs to support the picking goals. 
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The second section shows the order data.  This data allows us to decide the best technologies and 

picking methods to use.  This tells us what the system must produce during average and peak 

times.  This data shows us what labor to plan for and how orders must move through the system. 

 

2.3 SKU Analysis 

2010 Data 

SKU data was also separated for the month of July in 2010 since it had the highest peak days 

recorded so far.  This gave us real daily data for SKU volumes and replenishment case quantities.  

This also gave us truly accurate order data to work with. 

 

Law SKU Analysis 

Law did an extensive SKU analysis on the current inventory this year.  This listed all the possible 

SKU classifications including, SKU code, gift, status, and receipt.  Since many of these codes 

required separate pallet locations this spreadsheet calculated the true number of required pallet 

locations in reserve storage.  The system layout was matched to this quantity of pallet locations. 

• 21,720 full pallet locations 

• 5,255 half pallet locations (2,628 full locations) 

• 24,348 total full pallet locations  
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SKU Data 

Classification SKUs % Cases % Avg cases % Avg lines % SKU pallets %

in July per month per day per day avg per day

Top 5% of SKUs 316 5% 247,879 56% 11,267 56% 5,599 43% 198 56%

Top 10% of SKUs 632 10% 310,840 70% 14,129 70% 7,856 61% 248 70%

Top 15% of SKUs 948 15% 348,525 79% 15,842 79% 9,242 72% 278 79%

Top 20% of SKUs 1,264 20% 373,947 85% 16,998 85% 10,210 79% 298 85%

Top 50% of SKUs 3,160 50% 430,061 97% 19,548 97% 12,438 96% 343 97%

Bottom 50% of SKUs 3,161 50% 11,073 3% 503 3% 462 4% 9 3%

6,321 100% 441,134 100% 20,051 100% 12,900 100% 352 100%
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6,321 Total SKUs 

Cases Shipped per SKU - July 2010 

 
Notes 

This chart shows all SKUs picked in July of 2010 sorted by cases picked.  These are the 

combined SKUs for both Law Warehouses and the Concord warehouse. 

• 72% (6,321 SKUs) of the total of 8,788 SKUs were touched in 22 days of picking in July 

• The breakdown across the 5, 10, 15% classifications were very similar to previous data. 

• The bottom 50% (3,161 SKUs) account for only 3% of cases shipped and 2,467 SKUs 
were not touched at all during this month. 

 

With the top range of SKUs in pick modules the next 60% of SKUs will get hit every month.  

These SKUs need to be available for picking but in smaller quantities per pick location. 
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SKU Data 

 

Classification SKUs % Cases % Avg cases % Avg lines % SKU pallets %

in July per month per day per day avg per day

Top 5% of SKUs 316 5% 247,879 56% 11,267 56% 5,599 43% 198 56%

Top 10% of SKUs 632 10% 310,840 70% 14,129 70% 7,856 61% 248 70%

Top 15% of SKUs 948 15% 348,525 79% 15,842 79% 9,242 72% 278 79%

Top 20% of SKUs 1,264 20% 373,947 85% 16,998 85% 10,210 79% 298 85%

Top 50% of SKUs 3,160 50% 430,061 97% 19,548 97% 12,438 96% 343 97%

Bottom 50% of SKUs 3,161 50% 11,073 3% 503 3% 462 4% 9 3%

6,321 100% 441,134 100% 20,051 100% 12,900 100% 352 100%
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6,321 Total SKUs 

Avg SKU Pallets per Day (per SKU) - July 2010 

 
Notes 

This chart shows all SKUs picked in July of 2010 sorted by average pallets used per day (SKU 

pallets).  These are the combined SKUs for both Law Warehouses and the Concord warehouse. 

• 70% (248) of the pallets used were for 632 of the fast SKUs.  These would be full pallets. 

• The breakdown across the 5, 10, 15% classifications were very similar to previous data. 

• The bottom 50% (3,161 SKUs) account for only 3% of cases shipped and 2,467 SKUs 
were not touched at all during this month. 

 

With the top range of SKUs in pick modules the next 60% of SKUs will get hit every month.  

These SKUs need to be available for picking but in smaller quantities per pick location. 
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SKU Data 

Summary Points 

• There are on average a total of 8,788 SKUs to be stored in the system.  All of these SKUs are 

received and stored in cases.  All of these cases are stored on pallets.  This allows quick and 

efficient transport within the facility. 

• The system will need a minimum of 24,348 full pallet positions in reserve storage. 

• A typical day touched a range of 2500 to 3000 SKUs. The peak day (July 6) touched 3254 

SKUs.  This means that on any given day less than 35% of the SKUs get hit. 

• In the peak month of July 2010 over 70% of the SKUs were touched.  This makes is very 

probable that nearly all SKUs would be touched in a period of 3 to 6 months. 

• Approximately 840 fast SKUs can be placed in pick modules.  This means that an average 

range of 1,700 to 2,200 slower SKUs must be touched for picks every day outside of the pick 

modules. 

• By concentrating the fast moving SKUs in pallet flow modules we can reduce the 

replenishment transactions to around 250 pallet moves per day (32 per hour).  This can 

support pick ranges of 15,000 to 20,000 cases picked per day (over 70% of case picks). 

• The other 30% of the case picks (5000 cases per day) must be made from the other 7,988 

SKUs.  This is too many SKUs against too few cases to make any kind of manual pick 

module effective.  This is a good application for an automated pick module where all the 

SKUs can be made available and the required rate keeps the module to a reasonable size. 

• The cases on hand data shows us the approximate split in quantity between full SKU and 

mixed SKU pallets.  We know that over 57% of the pallets on hand (8200 pallets in 2008) 

were for only 879 SKUs.  This is an average of 9.3 pallets per SKU.  These would all be full 
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pallets of 1 SKU.  This also allows us to forecast which areas of rack should be dedicated to 

full pallet storage. 

• The next 40% of the SKUs average 1.4 pallets per SKU.  The next 50% of SKUs average 3.5 

SKUs per pallet.  This ratio is further divided by different SKU classifications such as gift 

packages etc.  This means that approximately 6000 SKUs are stored on pallets holding 

multiple SKUs or contain less than full pallet quantities.  This requires a picking 

methodology that can pick individual cases off pallets to resupply the automated pick 

module. 

Storage Conclusions 

VNA Rack  

Very narrow aisle pallet rack is the best choice for storing reserve pallets.  This provides the 

densest and most cost effective storage for the 40’ building height.  This method also supports 

full pallet movement for replenishment of the modules and case picking from pallets on man up 

VNA trucks. 

Pallet Flow Pick Modules 

Case picking from pallet flow modules is the most effective and cost efficient method for storing 

the fast SKUs.  The space allows 4 levels in two modules holding approximately 800 SKUs. 

Automated Case Buffer 

An automated case buffer will be used to store the remaining 8000 SKUs.  This allows smaller 

quantities per SKU while still keeping all SKUs available for immediate picking. 
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2.4  Order Profiles 

Order data tells us what we have to pick and ship in a day.  It also tells us the form it will 

be shipped in, and how much time we have to do it.  This data tells us what picking and packing 

technologies we need in the system design.  This is a design choice based on the building, order 

requirements, and labor available. 

Order data is shown in real days.  This shows us the true peaks and averages we need to 

design the system to.  It also forms the basis for future growth projections.  The following data is 

taken from the month of July 2010.  This month contained the highest volume day yet seen but 

also had a good sample of heavy and average days as well.  It is noteworthy that the order data 

shown here for 2010 is remarkably similar to order data reviewed in 2008.  This shows that the 

orders and general shipping volumes are not subject to radical peaks and valleys of demand. 

The following table shows order data from the month of July 2010.  Orders are listed by 

day with SKUs hit that day, stores shipped to, lines picked, cases picked, pallets shipped and 

SKU pallets consumed.  Pallets shipped is based on dividing total cases by an average of 50 

cases per pallet.  SKU pallets were calculated by dividing the cases by an average of 57 cases per 

pallet (from 2008 SKU data) 

Peak Day 

The peak day is highlighted in orange.  This was the highest volume day recorded so far.  

Note that this day was 37% higher (10,800 cases) than the next highest day (July 27).  Knowing 

the possible range of the peak days allows us to make good decisions about system design.  We 

can expand the system design or decide to work longer hours based on the frequency of these 

peaks. 
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Average Peak Day 

The average peak day shown near the bottom is calculated by taking the average from the 

top 5 days of the month (highlighted in yellow).  This gives us a good idea of a typical high 

volume day that will happen once or twice a week.  This is a volume that the system should 

handle in a normal work day simply by adding a few hours of operation. 

 

Average Day 

The average day is calculated by taking all the categories and dividing them by 22 days.  

This gives us the typical work day (highlighted in blue).  This volume can be expected every day 

and the system should handle this volume easily in a normal work day.  Keep in mind that this 

number represents the midpoint average.  This means that half the days in month were more than 

this and half the days were less.  Two days were selected in the chart for being very close to the 

calculated average day (July 2 and 29).   

 

Order Analysis by Day 

Extensive spreadsheet analysis was done on seven of the selected days.  Individual orders 

were isolated and sorted to get a detailed picture of the work required each day.  The following 

pages show charts from the peak day and an average day.  Each page has relevant summary 

notes. 
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Order Profiles – July 2010 

Date SKUs hit Stores Lines per day Cases Shipped Pallets shipped SKU pallets

7/1/2020 15,065 24,353

7/2/2020 2,471 144 12,371 19,671 440 345

7/6/2020 3,254 213 23,339 39,908 877 700

7/7/2020 3,114 187 16,756 26,132 568 458

7/8/2020 11,622 17,040

7/9/2020 9,348 14,067

7/11/2020 99 185

7/12/2020 14,479 22,405

7/13/2020 17,195 25,414

7/14/2020 10,166 15,894

7/15/2020 11,325 16,348

7/16/2020 9,371 13,883

7/19/2020 15,597 24,987

7/20/2020 3,105 215 17,436 25,706 599 451

7/21/2020 10,179 15,920

7/22/2020 11,589 16,135

7/23/2020 9,679 14,403

7/26/2020 3,088 159 16,791 27,254 594 478

7/27/2020 3,156 219 18,659 29,109 665 511

7/28/2020 9,732 17,100

7/29/2020 2,739 175 12,541 19,319 449 339

7/30/2020 10,469 15,911

22 * 283,808 441,144

Avg day SKUs Stores Avg lines Avg cases Avg ship pallets avg SKU pallets

1 2605 160 12,900 20,052 440 345

Avg peak day Avg peak Avg peak cases (top five days avg)

5 3,143 199 18,596 29,622 661 520

Peak day peak lines peak cases

1 3,254 213 23,339 39,908 877 700

For July (totals for month)

22 6,322 283,808 441,144 7,739  
 

Notes 

• A range of 2,500 to 3,000 SKUs are touched every day.  This means that 2,300 to 3,200 
SKUs will need to be picked that are not in the pick modules. 
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Order Profiles – Average Day 

 

Order Classification Stores % Cases % Lines % Pallets % Case  /line avg

1000 + cases 1 1% 1,240 6% 408 3% 25 6% 3.0

500 - 1000 cases 6 3% 4,132 21% 2,237 18% 83 18% 1.9

300 - 500 cases 13 7% 5,311 27% 3,307 26% 106 24% 1.6

200 - 300 cases 10 6% 2,505 13% 1,773 14% 50 11% 1.4

100 - 200 cases 19 11% 2,491 13% 1,748 14% 50 11% 2.7

50 - 100 cases 28 16% 1,933 10% 1,665 13% 39 9% 1.2

10 - 50 cases 67 39% 1,540 8% 1,256 10% 67 15% 1.4

1 - 10 cases 30 17% 167 1% 147 1% 30 7% 1.2

Totals 174 100% 19,319 100% 12,541 100% 449 100%
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This graph shows the day listed by orders (stores) and sorted by cases highest to lowest.  Order 
size classifications are listed in a chart below.  Column shown in the graph are highlighted in the 
chart. 

• Note the low average ratio in all order classifications (1.8 cases per line).  This ratio is 
consistent no matter how big or small the order is in total cases. 

• This means that the larger an order gets the more labor it requires to pick.  This is 
because the number of SKUs to pick (lines) increases in close proportion to the amount 
of cases. 
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Order Profiles – Peak Day 

 

Order Classification Stores % Cases % Lines % Pallets % Case  /line avg

1000 + cases 10 5% 15,572 39% 7,664 33% 311 36% 2.0

500 - 1000 cases 12 6% 8,107 20% 4,958 21% 162 18% 1.6

300 - 500 cases 15 7% 6,229 16% 3,536 15% 125 14% 1.4

200 - 300 cases 13 6% 3,455 9% 2,369 10% 69 8% 1.5

100 - 200 cases 21 10% 2,888 7% 1,786 8% 58 7% 1.8

50 - 100 cases 24 11% 1,679 4% 1,425 6% 34 4% 1.2

10 - 50 cases 73 34% 1,711 4% 1,354 6% 73 8% 1.5

1 - 10 cases 45 21% 267 1% 247 1% 45 5% 1.2

Totals 213 100% 39,908 100% 23,339 100% 877 100%
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This graph shows the day listed by orders (stores) and sorted by cases highest to lowest.  Order 
size classifications are listed in a chart below.  Column shown in the graph are highlighted in the 
chart. 

The low average ratio remains consistent (1.3 cases per line).  Even though more orders were 
picked, the volume came from primarily from a few large orders hitting a more SKUs.  

SKUs touched jumped to 3,254 from an average of 2,605.  Since the lines to case ratio remains 
low this means that SKU volume increases proportionately to case volume.  In short big days 
will require more labor to hit more SKUs. 
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Order Profiles 

Order Classification Stores % Cases % Lines % Pallets % Case  /line avg

1000 + cases 1 1% 1,240 6% 408 3% 25 6% 3.0

500 - 1000 cases 6 3% 4,132 21% 2,237 18% 83 18% 1.9

300 - 500 cases 13 7% 5,311 27% 3,307 26% 106 24% 1.6

200 - 300 cases 10 6% 2,505 13% 1,773 14% 50 11% 1.4

100 - 200 cases 19 11% 2,491 13% 1,748 14% 50 11% 2.7

50 - 100 cases 28 16% 1,933 10% 1,665 13% 39 9% 1.2

10 - 50 cases 67 39% 1,540 8% 1,256 10% 67 15% 1.4

1 - 10 cases 30 17% 167 1% 147 1% 30 7% 1.2

Totals 174 100% 19,319 100% 12,541 100% 449 100%
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This graph shows the day listed by order classification with the same information listed in a chart 
below.   

• Note that on an average day over 60% of the cases come from orders of between 200 and 
1000 cases per order.  This comes from a group of 29 orders out of 174 (16% of orders).  

• Note the consistent ratio of lines to cases throughout all order classifications. 
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Order Profiles 

Order Classification Stores % Cases % Lines % Pallets % Case  /line avg

1000 + cases 10 5% 15,572 39% 7,664 33% 311 36% 2.0

500 - 1000 cases 12 6% 8,107 20% 4,958 21% 162 18% 1.6

300 - 500 cases 15 7% 6,229 16% 3,536 15% 125 14% 1.4

200 - 300 cases 13 6% 3,455 9% 2,369 10% 69 8% 1.5

100 - 200 cases 21 10% 2,888 7% 1,786 8% 58 7% 1.8

50 - 100 cases 24 11% 1,679 4% 1,425 6% 34 4% 1.2

10 - 50 cases 73 34% 1,711 4% 1,354 6% 73 8% 1.5

1 - 10 cases 45 21% 267 1% 247 1% 45 5% 1.2

Totals 213 100% 39,908 100% 23,339 100% 877 100%
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This graph shows the day listed by order classification with the same information listed in a chart 
below.   

• Note that on a peak day the majority of the case volume shifts to an even smaller group of 
very large orders.  On this day 22 orders (10%) accounted for 60% of all cases shipped.  

• Note the ratio of lines to cases increases in the larger orders.  This means more cases per 
SKU are being picked, within these classifications) on peak days  
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Order Profiles 

Order Classification Stores % Cases % Lines % Pallets % Case  /line avg

1000 + cases 1 1% 1,240 6% 408 3% 25 6% 3.0

500 - 1000 cases 6 3% 4,132 21% 2,237 18% 83 18% 1.9

300 - 500 cases 13 7% 5,311 27% 3,307 26% 106 24% 1.6

200 - 300 cases 10 6% 2,505 13% 1,773 14% 50 11% 1.4

100 - 200 cases 19 11% 2,491 13% 1,748 14% 50 11% 2.7

50 - 100 cases 28 16% 1,933 10% 1,665 13% 39 9% 1.2

10 - 50 cases 67 39% 1,540 8% 1,256 10% 67 15% 1.4

1 - 10 cases 30 17% 167 1% 147 1% 30 7% 1.2

Totals 174 100% 19,319 100% 12,541 100% 449 100%
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This shows the percentages by order classification with the same information listed in a chart 
below.   

• Note that on an average day 56% of the total orders (97 stores) account for only 9% of 
the cases shipped and 11% of the total lines.  

• At the other end of the spectrum 11% of the orders (22 orders) contained 54% of the 
cases shipped and 47% of the total lines. 
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Order Profiles 

Order Classification Stores % Cases % Lines % Pallets % Case  /line avg

1000 + cases 10 5% 15,572 39% 7,664 33% 311 36% 2.0

500 - 1000 cases 12 6% 8,107 20% 4,958 21% 162 18% 1.6

300 - 500 cases 15 7% 6,229 16% 3,536 15% 125 14% 1.4

200 - 300 cases 13 6% 3,455 9% 2,369 10% 69 8% 1.5

100 - 200 cases 21 10% 2,888 7% 1,786 8% 58 7% 1.8

50 - 100 cases 24 11% 1,679 4% 1,425 6% 34 4% 1.2

10 - 50 cases 73 34% 1,711 4% 1,354 6% 73 8% 1.5

1 - 10 cases 45 21% 267 1% 247 1% 45 5% 1.2

Totals 213 100% 39,908 100% 23,339 100% 877 100%
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This shows the percentages by order classification with the same information listed in a chart 
below.   

• Ratios of orders to total cases are similar on peak days.  

• This points out that it would be wise to release large amounts of small orders together by 
carrier so they can be picked and palletized at the same time.  Multiple small orders 
should be consolidated onto single pallets for efficiency picking and palletizing. 
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Order Profiles 

Summary Points 

• All shipments are palletized before loading onto trucks.  The typical shipping pallet holds an 

average of 50 cases.  With an average peak day of 30,000 cases this means days of shipping 

600 pallets will be common.  Peak days of 40,000 cases can go out to 800 pallets per day. 

• Over 90% of the cases shipped go out on orders that require multiple pallets to ship.  This 

means that any system that builds pallets automatically will require a buffer large enough to 

hold hundreds of cases per order.  This must also be large enough for multiple orders.    

• Orders getting 50 cases or more (this includes 90% of all cases shipped) will put an average 

range of 35 different SKUs on every shipped pallet of 50 cases.  Due to the consistent lines to 

case ratio, this is true on both average and peak days.   

• Because of the high SKU count on every pallet there will be no layer picking.  Automated 

pallet building software must be able to absorb all the cases sizes and calculated building of 

pallets with a wide range of box sizes on every pallet. 

• It is very common for 3,000 SKUs to be touched in a single day of order picking.  This 

means that any choice of picking and storage methods must be able to access all of these 

SKUs locations quickly enough to get all cases to the shipping dock at close to the same 

time. 

• Smaller orders (less than 50 cases per order) make up over 50% of all orders but have less 

than 10% of the total cases.  These orders should be consolidated onto pallets going to the 

same carrier.  This allows efficient palletizing and shipping. 
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• With 840 of the fast SKUs in the pick modules we can expect a range of 65 to 75% of all 

cases picked to come from the pick modules.  On an average day of 20,000 cases this will be 

an average of 15,000 cases per day or 1,875 cases per hour in an 8 hour day. 

• The remaining 30% of the picks will come from 8,000 “slow” SKUs.  This would be an 

average of 6,000 cases per day and 4,375 lines.  This turns into 547 lines and 750 cases per 

hour.  2,000 of these 8,200 SKUs will be touched each day. 

 

Conclusions 

Automated Palletizing 

The volume and complexity of the order pallets will continue to grow.  In the future this will 

consume unreasonable amounts of labor in a manual system.  An automated palletizing system 

can handle the growth and complexity of the order pallets and eliminate the labor of stacking 

order pallets.   

 

Palletizing / Pick Buffer 

For this application, a system that builds pallets automatically will require a buffer large enough 

to hold hundreds of cases per order.  This must also be large enough for multiple orders.  This 

will require a buffer of holding a range of 5000 to 8000 cases.  In short the bigger the better. 
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Order Profiles 

Pick Module Technology 

The pick modules hold 846 SKUs and pick 1,100 lines (1,759 cases) per hour on the average.  A 

wave of half the buffer is equal to 4,000 cases (2,500 lines).  This means at any given time 2,500 

lines would be in process in the pick modules.  With 846 SKUs this would be an average of 3 

lines per SKU and 5 cases per SKU.  In short there would be a pick needed from almost every 

location.  Picking directed by light displays would be the best choice for this application.  It 

allows pickers to see and move quickly to all the work in pick aisle and does not slow them 

down in between picks. 

 

Automated Case Picking 

An average of 547 picks (750 cases) must be made every hour against the remaining 8,000 

SKUs.  This would be an extremely large manual picking system.  The low lines to cases ratio 

makes the labor required to pick and replenish from this many locations unreasonable.  It would 

also be very difficult to manage the waves needed to support the pick buffer.  This combination 

of available SKUs, discreet case selection, and pick rate make it a good application for an 

automated case buffer.  This allows picking at a high rate, makes all SKUs available, and is 

completely responsive to electronic pick waves.  The only labor required is for replenishment.  

This can be managed in batches from the VNA aisles. 
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2.5  Flow Chart 
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Flow Chart 

The graphic above shows the system flow from operation to operation.  Capacities are listed 

under the operation symbols.  Rates are shown attached to the arrows running between 

operations.  There are labels showing the forms of the items transported items on the arrows 

between the operations as well.  Areas of specific importance and that require added description 

are highlighted in yellow.  The system flow remains the same regardless of the volume shipped.  

It is the same whether it is an average, peak, or slow day.  Areas of expansion are shown in grey.   

Average Day 

Rates shown in the flow chart are rates for the average day.  This is done for simple explanation. 

• 20,500 cases for 160 stores would ship on an average day 

• 12,900 lines would be picked from 2600 SKUs on an average day 

• Approximately 440 pallets would be shipped on an average day 
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Peak Day 

Peak rates would follow the same operations flow. 

• 40,000 cases for 220 stores would ship on an average day 

• 23,400 lines would be picked from 3,254 SKUs on a peak day 

• Approximately 700 pallets would be shipped on a peak day 

Flow Chart 

Reserve Rack 

All inbound SKUs are received in trucks that are fluid loaded (not on pallets).  Cases are pulled 

out from the trucks on slip sheets and palletized according to SKU and group of SKUs.  All cases 

of received SKUs will be palletized for storage. 

Reserve Rack 

All inbound pallets are stored on the reserve racks.  These are pallet racks in a VNA (very 

narrow aisle) system.  Pallets are brought to the VNA system from the receiving docks.  VNA 

trucks store the pallets in the racks according to the type of SKU (fast or slow). 

Case Pick Module 

The fastest moving 804 SKUs (fast SKUs) are picked from two case pick modules.  Cases are 

picked directly from the pallets.  This allows a very large volume of cases to be picked (930 

cases per hour) with a minimum of replenishment labor (32 pallet moves per hour).  The two 

case pick modules will pick approximately 70% of all the cases picked per day. 
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Carousel Case Pick 

The carousel case pick is an automated case picking system that holds the remaining 7,984 

SKUs.  Cases are stored in individual locations.  The system can pick individual cases as needed 

for the palletizers in shipping.  This allows a very high pick rate against a very large quantity of 

SKUs.  This would be impossible to achieve in a manual picking system. 

 

Bottle Pick 

The bottle pick system is used to pick individual bottles into cases for orders.  The output is full 

cases that go to the palletizers in the same way as cases coming from the other two picking 

zones.  This subsystem picks a fraction of the cases that the other two picking systems generate. 

 

Sorter 

The sorter takes all the cases from the three pick modules and sorts them to the correct 

palletizing modules.  There are four palletizing modules.  Each palletizing module has 8 VLS 

units.  This creates 32 possible sort destinations for the sorter.  An average day would be 2,603 

cases per hour (43 per hour avg).  The max rate of 4 palletizers is 3200 cases per hour (53 per 

minute).  The sorter will be sized to handle 100 cases per minute to handle surges and 

recirculation. 
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VNA Case Pick 

The VNA case picking operation replenishes the carousel case pick system.  Cases are picked 

from the reserve rack on man up VNA trucks.  Pick quantities are optimized for efficient picking 

from the reserve rack aisles.  Pallets are stripped of cases and sent into the automated case pick 

system. 

 

Flow Chart 

VLS Units (Pick Wave) 

The VLS units are the storage buffers for the palletizer modules.  At 226 cases per VLS, up to 

1,808 cases to be accumulated per module.  This allows the palletizing software to work 

efficiently and creates a high degree of flexibility in choosing a pallet building sequence for 

multiple orders simultaneously. 

Palletizing Module 

Each group of 8 VLS units supports one palletizer.  The palletizer can build pallets at a rate of 

800 cases per hour.  This is roughly 16 pallets per hour at 50 cases each.  Cases are sorted into 

the VLS so they can be fed into the palletizers at the optimal rate and sequence. 

Pick Wave 

All the VLS units taken together hold approximately 7,232 cases.  This is highlighted in yellow 

on the flow chart.  This is almost 35% of all cases on an average day.  This creates a very large 

and efficient pick wave in the pick modules.  This method allows the pick modules to work at the 

best possible rate and reach the maximum rates for both the manual pickers and the automated 

system. 
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Building Flow 

This graphic shows the primary flow from 

area to area in the building. It follows the 

same path as the flow chart.  Note that the 

space required for each operation is laid 

out over the building drawing.  This shows 

the actual space required for each 

operation. 

Perimeter Aisle 

All cases are moved on conveyor above  

the ground level.  All pallets are 

transported on the ground level.  There are  

fork truck aisles around the perimeter of 

each area for easy access and transport in 

any direction. 

Flexible Shipping Dock 

The shipping dock can be used for both 

shipping and receiving.  Both operations 

can happen at the same time.  The entire 

dock is open from one side to the other for 

easy truck traffic.  Access aisles allow 

easy movement to the storage racks. 

Expandable Design 

Every area of the system can be expanded 

both in capacity and rate.  All areas can be 

expanded separately depending on future 

growth or changed  requirements.  Storage 

and shipping will follow separate 

expansion paths. 

Cube Utilization 

VNA rack allows the densest and most 

cost effective storage for this building 

height.  The carousel case picking area 

also uses the full building height for 

storage of individual cases.   
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2.7  System Layout 
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2.8  Capacities 

 

Reserve Rack 

 

Lowest Beam

Flue space (12" and 10")

End of Aisle Bay Facing

 
 

The rack is designed as part of a Very Narrow Aisle (VNA) system.  The aisles will be 72” wide 

and will only by accessed by VNA trucks.  This provides exceptionally dense storage at the 

lowest cost. 
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Reserve Rack 

 

Pallet Sizes 

 

Max Load Size

40"40"
48"

64"

48"40"

 
 

The pallet loads going into the VNA rack must not exceed the maximum sizes listed here. This is 

especially critical for full pallets going into the pallet pick modules.  These pallet loads must be 

the correct size so they can be moved in and out of bay positions reliably.   

 

Rack Summary 

 

Description Dimension Description Dimension 

    

Bay spacing 8’-4” Top beam height 31’-3” 

Bay clear space 8’-0” Top overall height 36’-7” 

Max pallet height 5’-4” (64”) Clearance over top pallet 20” 

Max pallet width 40” Lowest beam clear height 38’-3” 

Max pallet depth 48” Max flue space 12” 

Clearance over pallet 6” Min flue space 10” 

Beam to beam 6’-3” (75”) Side clearance for load 5” 

Clear space under beam 5’-10” (70”) Space between pallets 6” 

The system is designed around the 

standard GMA pallet currently used by 

Law Warehouses.  This pallet is 48” 

long x 40” wide by 5” tall.  Pallets will 

weigh a maximum of 2,200 lbs. 

 

The maximum size pallet load for this 

system is 48” long by 40” wide by 64” 

tall.  This allows the proper amount of 

clearance on the sides and over the top 

of the pallet.  This is required for 

reliable and efficient operation of the 

VNA trucks.  Loads can be smaller than 

this but they cannot be larger. 

 

There should be no “overhanging load” 

on a pallet going into the VNA system.  

Loading of pallets should stay within 

the bounds of the pallet.  This must be 

observed during the building of the 

pallet in receiving. 
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Reserve Rack 

Capacity Calculations 

full pallet pallets pallets lost Pallets lost Pallets lost total spaces pickup pallets total pickup Total Pallet

Row bays per bay levels to columns to bracing to aisle full pallets bays levels per bay positions locations

1 21 12 6 0 0 0 252 1 3 12 6 246

2 29 12 6 0 0 12 336 0 0 0 0 336

3 60 12 6 0 0 12 708 2 3 12 12 696

4 29 12 6 0 0 12 336 0 0 0 0 336

5 30 12 6 30 48 12 270 1 3 12 6 264

6 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 0 0 0 684

7 60 12 6 0 0 12 708 2 3 12 12 696

8 29 12 6 0 0 12 336 0 0 0 0 336

9 60 12 6 30 48 12 630 2 3 12 12 618

10 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 0 0 0 684

11 60 12 6 0 0 12 708 2 3 12 12 696

12 58 12 6 30 48 12 606 0 0 0 0 606

13 30 12 6 0 0 12 348 1 3 12 6 342

14 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 0 0 0 684

15 60 12 6 0 0 12 708 2 3 12 12 696

16 29 12 6 30 48 12 258 0 0 0 0 258

17 29 12 6 30 48 12 258 0 0 0 0 258

18 62 12 6 0 0 12 732 4 3 12 24 708

19 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 0 0 0 684

20 31 12 6 0 0 12 360 2 3 12 12 348

21 58 12 6 30 48 12 606 0 0 0 0 606

22 62 12 6 0 0 12 732 4 3 12 24 708

23 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 0 0 0 684

24 62 12 6 30 48 12 654 4 3 12 24 630

25 29 12 6 0 0 12 336 0 0 0 0 336

26 62 12 6 0 0 12 732 4 3 12 24 708

27 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 1 3 12 6 678

28 29 12 6 30 48 12 258 0 0 0 0 258

29 29 12 6 30 48 12 258 0 0 0 0 258

30 62 12 6 0 0 12 732 4 3 12 24 708

31 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 0 0 0 684

32 31 12 6 0 0 12 360 2 3 12 12 348

33 58 12 6 30 48 12 606 0 0 0 0 606

34 62 12 6 0 0 12 732 4 3 12 24 708

35 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 0 0 0 684

36 62 12 6 30 48 12 654 4 3 12 24 630

37 29 12 6 0 0 12 336 0 0 0 0 336

38 62 12 6 0 0 12 732 4 3 12 24 708

39 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 3 12 0 684

40 62 12 6 30 48 12 654 4 3 12 24 630

41 58 12 6 0 0 12 684 0 3 12 0 684

42 62 12 6 0 0 12 732 4 3 12 24 708

totals 2,078 360 23,508 58 348 23,160  
 

The chart above is taken from the spreadsheet used to calculate the pallet capacity of the reserve rack in 

the system.  The row numbers (1 through 42) on the left side of the chart correspond to the row numbers 

shown on the drawing.  Each row shows the amount of bays, levels, pallets lost to columns, cross bracing, 

and the center aisle and the amount of pick up bays and drop.  The total number of pallet storage locations 

for each row is shown on the far right.  Totals are shown at the bottom.  Half pallet locations can be added 

to this design.  Selected full pallet locations can be used to create two half pallet locations.  This can be 

done anywhere in the system. 

 

• 2,078 total bays • 23,160 total pallets in VNA reserve rack 

• 58 pick up / drop off bays  

• 348 total drop off positions  
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Pick Modules 

 

Pick Module 1 

total pallets total return total pallets total return total total return

Level bays lanes SKUs in lane pallets lanes bays lanes SKUs in lane pallets lanes lanes SKUs pallets lanes

1 28 56 51 3 153 4 29 58 54 3 162 4 114 105 315 8

2 28 56 52 3 156 4 29 58 54 3 162 4 114 106 318 8

3 28 56 52 3 156 4 29 58 54 3 162 4 114 106 318 8

4 28 56 52 3 156 4 29 58 54 3 162 4 114 106 318 8

Totals 224 207 621 16 116 232 216 648 16 456 423 1269 32

side 1 (north) side 2 (south) Total for Module

 
 

Pick Module 2 

total pallets total return total pallets total return total total return

Level bays lanes SKUsper lane pallets lanes bays lanes SKUs per lane pallets lanes lanes SKUs pallets lanes

1 28 56 51 3 153 4 29 58 54 3 162 4 114 105 315 8

2 28 56 52 3 156 4 29 58 54 3 162 4 114 106 318 8

3 28 56 52 3 156 4 29 58 54 3 162 4 114 106 318 8

4 28 56 52 3 156 4 29 58 54 3 162 4 114 106 318 8

Totals 224 207 621 16 116 232 216 648 16 456 423 1269 32

side 1 (north) side 2 (south) Total for Module

 

 

Totals for Both Modules 

Combined SKUs Pallets

Totals 448 414 1242 32 232 464 432 1296 32 912 846 2538 64  
 

The charts above are taken from the spreadsheet used to calculate the pallet capacity of the pick modules 

in the system.  The level numbers (1 through 4) on the left side of the chart correspond to the 4 levels in 

the modules.  Each row shows the amount of bays, SKU lanes, pallets, and return lanes for each side.  The 

totals for each level are shown on the right side (highlighted in blue).  Totals are shown at the bottom of 

each chart.  The combined totals for both modules are shown on the lower chart. 

 

• 912 total pallet lanes • 2,538 total SKU pallets in both modules 

• 846 SKU pallet lanes  

• 64 return pallet lanes  

 

Direct Lanes 

1 lane on the floor level of each module will be left empty.  It provides a direct line to load 

anything into the system that needs to go to shipping.  This lane will be held open for direct 

placement of SKUs (by the pallet) or SKUs with odd case sizes that cannot go through the 

carousels.  This will also be useful for any cross docking requirements that come up in the future. 
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Carousels 

Carouse Stack Configuration 

 

37'-6"

1 carousel
110 bins
880 locations

1 carousel
110 bins
880 locations

1 carousel
110 bins
880 locations

39'-0"

Carousel

Extractor

Carousel Bin Location (case)

96'-9"

Carousel

 
 

The carousel system is made up of units called stacks.  Each stack has 3 carousels stacked on top of each 

other and one extractor at the front.  The extractor picks and stores cases out of all three carousels.  All 

three carousels can move simultaneously to present cases for the extractor to pick.  Cases come and go 

from the stack by inbound and outbound conveyors mounted to the extractor (not shown).  The graphic 

above shows a picture on one stack.  The system has 8 carousel stacks in total. 

 

Min

6"

6"

9"

Max

15"

14"

15"

15.75"

16"

14"

21"

15.75"

6"

6"

15"

Min Max

Bin A - Small Cases Bin B - Small Cases

 
 

• 7 stacks 88%  • 1 stack 12% 

• 21 carousels 88%  • 3 carousels 12% 

• 2,310 bins 88%  • 330 bins 12% 

• 18,480 locations 88%  • 2,640 locations 12% 

• 6,830 SKUs * 86%  • 874 SKUs * 11% 

We received case dimensions for over 6,000 SKUS.  We could match 3,413 of these to the 

existing SKU data for the carousels (43%).  The numbers shown with an * are extrapolated from 

that percentage  
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Carousels 

 

Bin bins per Shelf 1 Shelf 2 Shelf 1 Shelf 2 Total shelves Shelves

Carousels Stack Type carousel per bin per bin / carousel / carousel per carousel per stack

1 1 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

2 1 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

3 1 A 110 8 0 880 0 880 2640

4 2 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

5 2 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

6 2 A 110 8 0 880 0 880 2640

7 3 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

8 3 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

9 3 A 110 8 0 880 0 880 2640

10 4 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

11 4 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

12 4 A 110 8 0 880 0 880 2640

13 5 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

14 5 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

15 5 A 110 8 0 880 0 880 2640

16 6 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

17 6 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

18 6 A 110 8 0 880 0 880 2640

19 7 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

20 7 A 110 7 1 770 110 880

21 7 A 110 8 0 880 0 880 2640

Totals 21 2,310 16,940 1,540 18,480 7

22 8 B 110 7 1 770 110 880

23 8 B 110 7 1 770 110 880

24 8 B 110 8 0 880 0 880 2640

Totals 3 330 2,420 220 2,640 1

Combined

Totals 24 2,640 19,360 1,760 21,120 8  
 

The carousel system is designed to hold the remaining 7,942 SKUs (90%) but still provide very 

fast automated picking across all of them.  In order to achieve fast pick rates the inbound cases 

must be spread evenly across all stacks.  This increases the probability that all stacks will take 

part in the outbound pick waves.  This increases the overall rate for the carousel system.   

 

The carousel buffer is split into two different sections based on different case sizes.  In effect this 

turns the system into two buffer systems.  This is because larger cases are confined to 1 stack and 

smaller cases are confined to 7 stacks.  This method is necessary to handle the wide range of case 

sizes.  This means the inbound cases must be spread out evenly within each buffer section.
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Carousels 

 

Carousel Range of Range of Total Locations % of Replenish Avg SKUs Avg cases

SKU storage avg cases cases per cases in for cases locations frequency replenished replenished

classification SKUs % SKUs per day SKU system in system in system in days per day per day

3 day 938 11% 1.5 - 4.5 6 - 14 8,090 8,090 38% 2 351 2,511

4 day 393 5% 1 - 1.5 5 - 6 2,150 2,150 10% 3 210 486

25% of month 777 9% .5 - 1 '4 - 5 3,256 3,256 15% 7 111 549

50% of month 1,168 14% .2 - .5 2 - 4 3,395 3,395 16% 14 149 357

2 case min 923 11% .1 - .2 2 1,846 1,846 9% 14 66 121

no storage 4,148 50% 0 - .08 0 0 2,383 11% 1 85 85

8,347 100% 18,737 21,120 100% 972 4,109
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SKU Breakdown 

Calculations done on the combined SKU data were made to assign quantities of locations to 

these SKUs based on their usage in the previous year.  We decided to have a range of no less 

than 3 to 4 days of storage capacity for about 1300 of the remaining SKUs.  The next 2700 SKUs 

were assigned ranges of 2 to 5 cases each.  This insures that most of these SKUs can be picked 

from the carousels on any given day without needing to replenish the difference.  This strategy 

allows the VNA replenishment picking to be optimized based on multiple days usage instead of a 
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direct relationship based on a single day of picking.  The breakdown from this calculation is 

shown in the above chart.   

 

Note that no cases will be kept in the carousels for the bottom 4,148 SKUs this is because the 

usage is so low for these that it does not justify losing carousel locations to keep them.  These 

SKUs average just 85 cases per day to these will be picked by the VNA trucks and replenished to 

the carousels first thing in the morning. 

 

This SKU chart is taken from SKU data in August of 2010.  The total SKUs is slightly different 

but the basic ratios (fast to slow) remain the same. 
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VLS Units 

16'-5"

7'-6.5"

38'-2"

25.67"

22.55"

Plan View

Side View End View

Shelves

Carriage

Inbound

Outbound
Shelves

Carriage

 

The Vertical Lift Sequencers (VLS units) provide temporary buffer storage for the palletizing 

modules.  They store cases coming in from the sorter and pick them in the sequence required for 

building pallets.  A horizontal beam moves vertically through the center of the unit. It is mounted 

on tracks and runs the entire vertical length of the machine reaching all shelf levels.  A carriage 

moves horizontally across a beam to reach all positions on the shelf.  Each VLS unit has 19 shelf 

levels on each side.  Each shelf holds six cases making 12 cases per level. 

 

Description Length Width Height Determined by 

Maximum location size 23.62” 23.62” 15.75” VLS maximum 

Maximum case size 22”.0” 18.0” 15.75” Conveyor maximum size 

Minimum case size 9.0” 6.0” 6.0” Conveyor minimum size 
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VLS Units 
 

Cases per Cases Cases per Cases in Total cases cases out Total cases

VLS Module Levels level per VLS module per min in per min per min out per min

1 1 19 12 226 2 2

2 1 19 12 226 2 2

3 1 19 12 226 2 2

4 1 19 12 226 2 2

5 1 19 12 226 2 2

6 1 19 12 226 2 2

7 1 19 12 226 2 2

8 1 19 12 226 1808 2 16 2 16

9 1 19 12 226 2 2

10 1 19 12 226 2 2

11 1 19 12 226 2 2

12 1 19 12 226 2 2

13 1 19 12 226 2 2

14 1 19 12 226 2 2

15 1 19 12 226 2 2

16 1 19 12 226 1808 2 16 2 16

17 1 19 12 226 2 2

18 1 19 12 226 2 2

19 1 19 12 226 2 2

20 1 19 12 226 2 2

21 1 19 12 226 2 2

22 1 19 12 226 2 2

23 1 19 12 226 2 2

24 1 19 12 226 1808 2 16 2 16

25 1 19 12 226 2 2

26 1 19 12 226 2 2

27 1 19 12 226 2 2

28 1 19 12 226 2 2

29 1 19 12 226 2 2

30 1 19 12 226 2 2

31 1 19 12 226 2 2

32 1 19 12 226 1808 2 16 2 16

Totals 32 7232 4 64 64 64 64  

Summary 

Each VLS unit has a maximum capacity of 226 cases.  Each palletizing module has eight VLS 

units giving each module a maximum capacity of 1,808 cases.  At 50 cases per pallet this is equal 

to 36 build pallets.  At an 800 case per hour rate this is roughly equal to 2.25 hours of work per 

module.  The chart above shows this breakdown.   

 

The total VLS capacity is 7,232 cases for all 32 units.  This can be considered the maximum 

wave size for the system. This means that 4,000 to 6,000 case pick waves will be typical in this 

system. These large pick waves allow the rest of the system to operate at exceptionally high 

rates. 
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Total System Capacity 

 

The charts below show the total system storage capacity in pallets, cases, and locations.  The 

second chart shows this broken down further by SKU classification. 

 

Total Capacity 

Cases per Total Total

Storage Method Pallets pallet Cases Locations

Reserve Rack 23,160 56 1,296,960 23,160

Pick Modules 2,538 56 142,128 846

Carousel Case Pick - - 21,120 21,120

Bottle System - - 2,772 2,772

Totals 25,698 1,462,980 47,898  
 

Breakdown by SKU Type 

% of cases Total Cases in Pallets Total Locations

Storage Method on hand Cases SKU type in class Locations SKUS per SKU

Reserve Rack - Fast SKUs 58% 1,296,960 752,237 13,433 13,433 846 16

Reserve Rack - Slow SKUs 42% 1,296,960 544,723 9,727 9,727 7,942 1.22

Pick Modules - Fast SKUs 100% 142,128 142,128 2,538 846 846 1.00

Carousels - Slow SKUs 100% 21,120 21,120 - 21,120 7,942 2.66

Totals 1,460,208 25,698 45,126  
 

Notes 

The breakdown of the SKU types comes from SKU data from 2009.  This was combined SKU 

data from both Law Warehouses and the Concord operation.  This data gave us cases and pallets 

on hand for all SKUs.   

• 58% of all cases on hand were for the top 846 SKUs (Fast SKUs).   

• 42% of all cases on hand were for the remaining 7,942 SKUs (Slow SKUs) 

 

This breakdown was applied to the capacities for the new system design.  This gives us planning 

totals for SKU classifications and shows the range of locations available by SKU type.  The 

actual breakdown varies depending on inventory levels and seasonality but it will not change 

dramatically from the percentage shown here. 
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2.9  Case Sizes 

 

Case Sizes for: 

Pick Modules 

Conveyor 

VLS Units 

Min

6"

6"

9" 17"

15.75"

21"

Max  
 

The controlling case dimensions are highlighted in yellow for this section of the system.  The 

conveyor determines the minimum and maximum case length and width for this section of the 

system.  The VLS determines the maximum height.  The minimum height is dictated by the 

conveyor guard rails. 

 

Case Sizes for: 

Carousels 

Min

6"

6"

9" 16"

15.75"

21"

Max  
 

The controlling case dimensions are highlighted in yellow for this part of the system.  The 

carousel bin design determines the minimum and maximum case length and width for this section 

of the system.  The bin shelf spacing matches the VLS maximum height.  The minimum height is 

dictated by the contact space on the side of the case needed for the extractor gripper pads. 

 

Equipment Sizing 

The automated part of the system is designed to handle 98% of all case sizes.  The conveyor, 

VLS, and carousel equipment is designed to use the smallest space possible for the greatest 

Pick Modules 

Length Width Height 

min max min max min max 

- - - - - - 

Conveyor 

min max min max min max 

9” 21” 6” 17” 6” 17” 

VLS Units 

min max min max min max 

9” 23.6” 6” 23.6” 6” 15.75” 

 

Carousels 

Length Width Height 

min max min max min max 

9” 21” 6” 16” 6” 15.75” 
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volume of cases.  We chose the most efficient location sizes to maximize the storage space and 

wave capacity.  Making these locations any larger gave us minimal added case sizes and 

decreased the storage capacity and wave size significantly.  This sizing also fit well within the 

normal operating ranges of all the equipment chosen. 

Case Sizes 

Cases out of size ranges 

We project just over 180 case sizes will fall outside of the size ranges for the automated system.  

These cases will be picked in the special sizes zone.  This will be done with a VNA man up truck 

picking to pallets.  Data analysis shows that an average of 174 cases will be picked per day for 

these SKUs. 

Many of these case sizes fall just out of the ranges set for the system.  Many of these cases 

should be tested for transport during the testing phase of the system to see if they can in fact be 

handled on the system.  Please note that many of these cases are excluded because one 

dimension fell just short or slightly above the cutoff point.  For example a 21.5” long case that is 

12” wide by 9” tall would have been excluded in our calculations but would be easily handled by 

the system if it does not go into the carousels.  In addition 45 of these SKUs are on this list 

because they fell under the 6” height.  Many of these cases may be able to go through the system 

on the conveyor without going through the carousels.  This would move them out of the special 

sizes pick zone. A final review of all the cases needs to be done when all dimensions are 

available. 

Turned Cases 

There are a small number of cases that have heights disproportionate to the length and width.  

These cases typically have 3 or 6 unique size bottles in them.  Many of these cases can be 
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handled by the system if they are turned on their side for transport.  They will run on the 

conveyor, the carousels, and through the VLS units with no problem.  The only issue is that they 

cannot have cases stacked on top of them in the order pallet.  4 of the fast SKUs in the pick 

modules would be handled like this. 

Palletizer sequence 

Turned cases and other special cases can be set up by the Best Fit software to be put on the 

pallets only on the top layer.  This prevents them from being stacked on and allows them to run 

through the system.   

Case Handling 

All pickers and case handlers should be taught the proper loading of cases on the conveyor.  All 

cases should run down the conveyor with their length parallel with the direction of the conveyor 

and the width running across the conveyor.  All cases should be transported with the bottles 

standing up vertical.  This is critical for reliable stacking of pallets.  The only exception to this is 

for turned cases.  Locations where these cases are stored should be well marked so pickers 

recognize how they are to be loaded onto the conveyor.  Over time the pickers automatically 

know how to load the system but they must be trained at the start.  This is no different than the 

process being used now for building pallet manually. 

Notes 

We have listed all the major considerations regarding the case handling in the system.  

Recognize that there will be other issues that will come up that have not been listed here.  All of 

these things will be dealt with during the final engineering phase of the project.   
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2.10  Slotting 

There are 3 forward pick zones in the system.  They are the pick modules, the carousels, and the 

bottle system.  The pick modules have two zones (pick modules 1 and 2).  The carousels are 

handled as 1 zone.  The bottle system has two zones (pods 1 and 2).  There are specific SKUs 

assigned to each of these zones.   

There are seven different zones in the VNA rack.  Zones 1, 4, and 7 hold SKUs for VNA case 

picking.  Zones 2, 3, 5, and 6 hold full pallets for replenishment to the pick modules.  There are 

specific SKUs assigned to location ranges in these racks. 

This section lists each of the zones and describes the logic used for slotting the zones.  In some 

cases we list the exact SKUs to be assigned to locations (such as the pick modules).  In other 

cases we list the SKUs to be assigned to a range of locations (such as the reserve racks).  This is 

because the FIFO nature of the location assignments will lead to a scattering of the locations.  

The goal is to keep them within the most efficient range of travel for the VNA trucks. 
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Pick Modules - slotting 

 

Classification SKUs % Cases % Pallets %

per day per day

Top 634 SKUs 634 75% 12,057 92% 204 90%

Bottom 212 SKUs 212 25% 1,115 8% 22 10%

846 100% 13,172 100% 226 100%
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Pick Module Slotting 

The two pick modules are used for the top 846 fastest SKUs in the system.  The chart above 

shows the top moving 846 SKUs sorted fast to slow.  The bottom 212 SKUs account for 8% of 

the cases picked on the average day.  These SKUs will be put on the top levels of the modules.  

This reduces the picking time for these SKUs and on slow days may allow the picking of 

multiple waves in one pass.  The process listed below describes the logic for slotting the pick 

modules.   

 

1. Sort the 846 SKUs by average cases per day (velocity) fastest to slowest 

2. Divide the SKUs evenly between modules 1 and 2 (same average velocity per day) 

3. Sort SKUs by velocity fastest to slowest within each module 

4. For each module place the slowest SKUs on level 4 

5. For each module divide the remaining SKUs (by velocity) evenly across levels 1, 2, and 3. 

6. For each level divide the SKUs evenly (by velocity) between side 1 and side 2. 

7. For each side on a level, spread the SKUs evenly across the length of the module 
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The following pages show the result of this formula and the SKUs assigned to the lanes in each 

module.  These SKUs should be periodically checked every 6 months or so to make sure that the 

correct SKUs remain in the pick modules. SKUs that become slow should be replaced with faster 

moving SKUs.  Because of the nature of these SKUs there should not be much change in any 6 

month period. 
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Pick Module 1 - slotting 

Module 1  Level 1 Module 1  Level 2
location NH code location NH code location NH code location NH code

1 6937 106 1 6570 106 3650

2 3525 105 26092 2 42349 105 8370

3 25918 104 3522 3 7874 104 7221

4 33213 103 10723 4 8537 103 6213

5 3726 102 7994 5 37732 102 23025

6 44038 101 2424 6 1233 101 12188

7 6456 100 39750 7 3830 100 8705

8 10874 99 6586 8 4689 99 23143

9 41715 98 8907 9 5214 98 26399

10 27807 97 29128 10 34647 97 2723

11 35414 96 24325 11 8504 96 4296

12 8761 95 8361 12 24907 95 2589

13 6983 94 5616 13 27350 94 13491

14 37527 93 8627 14 36540 93 6312

15 7485 92 32670 15 35941 92 34905

16 6876 91 28658 16 6725 91 8905

17 3837 90 31201 17 482 90 405

18 8043 89 32989 18 45875 89 3436

19 27042 88 13447 19 37678 88 38945

20 31349 87 41713 20 5863 87 8838

21 3857 86 43223 21 27867 86 28888

22 8978 85 33148 22 1416 85 3123

23 12258 84 10421 23 11037 84 7860

24 31487 83 6256 24 26392 83 5230

25 2676 82 43043 25 38133 82 457

26 7878 81 31458 26 8746 81 39437

27 33334 80 3938 27 5596 80 4247

28 40097 79 3329 28 6183 79 7715

29 42752 78 31494 29 2713 78 21208

30 39411 77 4044 30 28258 77 42099

31 6498 76 3141 31 5391 76 8389

32 31456 75 46163 32 1180 75 31497

33 11826 74 4233 33 4291 74 46661

34 5105 73 46663 34 39652 73 3244

35 12123 72 24875 35 6145 72 42422

36 6654 71 11038 36 497 71 32652

37 6285 70 6581 37 2757 70 46165

38 35413 69 8166 38 8670 69 6854

39 13492 68 28947 39 5694 68 24842

40 3218 67 37904 40 8016 67 6748

41 10254 66 5330 41 6181 66 3257

42 29558 65 6650 42 4267 65 29835

43 1232 64 43450 43 6579 64 36771

44 3630 63 5765 44 34175 63 2212

45 19662 62 5367 45 5311 62 12256

46 25522 61 26948 46 5862 61 14006

47 26463 60 6356 47 5848 60 26945

48 38899 59 34765 48 7991 59 6281

49 3879 58 33874 49 27351 58 14259

50 6575 57 32543 50 8066 57 46476

51 6288 56 30602 51 6688 56 8339

52 2834 55 7982 52 7345 55 8526

53 5767 54 4638 53 4685 54 3276

side 1 side 2 side 1 side 2  
 

Pick Module Level 1 % Level 2 % Level 3 % Level 4 % 

Pick module 1 2,077 cases 31% 2,026 cases 31% 1,935 cases 29% 558 cases 8% 

Pick module 2 2,120 cases 32% 1,981 cases 30% 1,919 cases 29% 557 cases 8% 

This table shows the average cases per day picked from each level in each module.  Actual 

numbers will vary day by day but average should remain consistent over a period of months. 
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Pick Module 1 - slotting 

Module 1  Level 3 Module 1  Level 4
location NH code location NH code location NH code location NH code

1 2127 106 6735 1 1220 106 27233

2 43193 105 3820 2 10228 105 36547

3 37071 104 1634 3 45920 104 24088

4 41717 103 7279 4 46424 103 3842

5 3227 102 8550 5 33872 102 34870

6 3858 101 36874 6 22750 101 6568

7 33682 100 5242 7 38180 100 599

8 6932 99 32907 8 903 99 8452

9 25036 98 39979 9 5348 98 6527

10 13258 97 25269 10 12269 97 4722

11 2143 96 5445 11 4673 96 5849

12 45332 95 37735 12 32519 95 6438

13 6782 94 3894 13 6919 94 13688

14 39256 93 29212 14 42212 93 37401

15 35664 92 8451 15 44300 92 538

16 36770 91 4264 16 8214 91 39798

17 3834 90 6918 17 1379 90 40545

18 31204 89 12901 18 4202 89 33210

19 23296 88 37433 19 37235 88 758

20 39996 87 43292 20 4938 87 3296

21 18988 86 39209 21 8620 86 37786

22 38728 85 6524 22 24455 85 6398

23 3808 84 6861 23 3328 84 38181

24 24003 83 6378 24 14130 83 7423

25 8032 82 3385 25 28163 82 42602

26 3769 81 7865 26 3405 81 32054

27 23739 80 25039 27 7262 80 3961

28 5312 79 1637 28 443 79 35578

29 7977 78 23595 29 33326 78 3719

30 2656 77 28887 30 984 77 6798

31 3696 76 32749 31 31502 76 14129

32 5058 75 39470 32 37607 75 41786

33 6451 74 31454 33 3403 74 11440

34 36539 73 8701 34 8790 73 39708

35 5505 72 44208 35 14133 72 3627

36 39356 71 28266 36 22027 71 10230

37 3637 70 37826 37 1231 70 3515

38 3331 69 6479 38 8107 69 3679

39 11141 68 6351 39 23095 68 28775

40 6828 67 8737 40 6434 67 27854

41 3238 66 3782 41 31915 66 37530

42 5561 65 28919 42 29155 65 25046

43 6455 64 6660 43 42751 64 10472

44 31493 63 39995 44 8040 63 14240

45 38457 62 28736 45 8525 62 41072

46 8367 61 29130 46 8342 61 28038

47 31452 60 34137 47 39357 60 25985

48 27596 59 3827 48 3656 59 5375

49 8232 58 14262 49 33214 58 4949

50 41714 57 4397 50 22882 57 8312

51 6755 56 3344 51 40425 56 27835

52 6859 55 40098 52 12595 55 5524

53 33873 54 31465 53 43832 54 23423

side 1 side 2 side 1 side 2  
 

On each level the SKUs evenly divided (by case velocity) on each side.  This means that there is 

roughly an equal amount of traffic on side 1 and side 2 on each level.  This creates even storage 

and pallet traffic on each side of the pick module.  It also determines the SKUs to be stored (by 

pallet) in each rack zone on each side of the module.  It balances the VNA traffic across the rack 

system. 
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Pick Module 2 - slotting 

Module 2  Level 1 Module 2  Level 2
location NH code location NH code location NH code location NH code

1 4243 106 1 3746 106 3650

2 5444 105 26092 2 33582 105 8370

3 5446 104 3522 3 6344 104 7221

4 5296 103 10723 4 5285 103 6213

5 6975 102 7994 5 41033 102 23025

6 6938 101 2424 6 6574 101 12188

7 4368 100 39750 7 4196 100 8705

8 4382 99 6586 8 11888 99 23143

9 41751 98 8907 9 5714 98 26399

10 39335 97 29128 10 37792 97 2723

11 3348 96 24325 11 8112 96 4296

12 4806 95 8361 12 36558 95 2589

13 3680 94 5616 13 7535 94 13491

14 31186 93 8627 14 6368 93 6312

15 38178 92 32670 15 24837 92 34905

16 29169 91 28658 16 33149 91 8905

17 32367 90 31201 17 25995 90 405

18 2164 89 32989 18 6694 89 3436

19 42295 88 13447 19 2665 88 38945

20 41716 87 41713 20 44228 87 8838

21 126 86 43223 21 3684 86 28888

22 32915 85 33148 22 6599 85 3123

23 45496 84 10421 23 2749 84 7860

24 24096 83 6256 24 22079 83 5230

25 28147 82 43043 25 44719 82 457

26 35472 81 31458 26 4437 81 39437

27 6968 80 3938 27 12586 80 4247

28 37827 79 3329 28 229 79 7715

29 8446 78 31494 29 44148 78 21208

30 39654 77 4044 30 5513 77 42099

31 46202 76 3141 31 24592 76 8389

32 29248 75 46163 32 41546 75 31497

33 6269 74 4233 33 4916 74 46661

34 8922 73 46663 34 40096 73 3244

35 38850 72 24875 35 34134 72 42422

36 8523 71 11038 36 3593 71 32652

37 38546 70 6581 37 3485 70 46165

38 6420 69 8166 38 10420 69 6854

39 6523 68 28947 39 8506 68 24842

40 46447 67 37904 40 28138 67 6748

41 27503 66 5330 41 8970 66 3257

42 4896 65 6650 42 37943 65 29835

43 4223 64 43450 43 3529 64 36771

44 8264 63 5765 44 41034 63 2212

45 3456 62 5367 45 34903 62 12256

46 5440 61 26948 46 4422 61 14006

47 31203 60 6356 47 37828 60 26945

48 3668 59 34765 48 5049 59 6281

49 10411 58 33874 49 4194 58 14259

50 28262 57 32543 50 28317 57 46476

51 6264 56 30602 51 6595 56 8339

52 3643 55 7982 52 31787 55 8526

53 12747 54 4638 53 4064 54 3276

side 1 side 2 side 1 side 2  
 

Pick Module Level 1 % Level 2 % Level 3 % Level 4 % 

Pick module 1 2,077 cases 31% 2,026 cases 31% 1,935 cases 29% 558 cases 8% 

Pick module 2 2,120 cases 32% 1,981 cases 30% 1,919 cases 29% 557 cases 8% 

This table shows the average cases per day picked from each level in each module.  Actual numbers will 

vary day by day but average should remain consistent over a period of months. 
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Pick Module 2 - slotting 

Module 2  Level 3 Module 2  Level 4
location NH code location NH code location NH code location NH code

1 6682 106 6735 1 23423 106 27233

2 4894 105 3820 2 5524 105 36547

3 3237 104 1634 3 27835 104 24088

4 5231 103 7279 4 8312 103 3842

5 11825 102 8550 5 4949 102 34870

6 31489 101 36874 6 5375 101 6568

7 38011 100 5242 7 25985 100 599

8 7832 99 32907 8 28038 99 8452

9 32675 98 39979 9 41072 98 6527

10 8450 97 25269 10 14240 97 4722

11 36378 96 5445 11 10472 96 5849

12 658 95 37735 12 25046 95 6438

13 3859 94 3894 13 37530 94 13688

14 6257 93 29212 14 27854 93 37401

15 47027 92 8451 15 28775 92 538

16 32263 91 4264 16 3679 91 39798

17 90053 90 6918 17 3515 90 40545

18 3368 89 12901 18 10230 89 33210

19 5101 88 37433 19 3627 88 758

20 3828 87 43292 20 39708 87 3296

21 5299 86 39209 21 11440 86 37786

22 31500 85 6524 22 41786 85 6398

23 1323 84 6861 23 14129 84 38181

24 92 83 6378 24 6798 83 7423

25 4889 82 3385 25 3719 82 42602

26 35914 81 7865 26 35578 81 32054

27 6249 80 25039 27 3961 80 3961

28 26181 79 1637 28 32054 79 35578

29 6216 78 23595 29 42602 78 3719

30 43365 77 28887 30 7423 77 6798

31 28260 76 32749 31 38181 76 14129

32 8329 75 39470 32 6398 75 41786

33 5297 74 31454 33 37786 74 11440

34 6588 73 8701 34 3296 73 39708

35 32906 72 44208 35 758 72 3627

36 3272 71 28266 36 33210 71 10230

37 28889 70 37826 37 40545 70 3515

38 2894 69 6479 38 39798 69 3679

39 19926 68 6351 39 538 68 28775

40 4226 67 8737 40 37401 67 27854

41 41170 66 3782 41 13688 66 37530

42 8837 65 28919 42 6438 65 25046

43 32368 64 6660 43 5849 64 10472

44 35411 63 39995 44 4722 63 14240

45 3896 62 28736 45 6527 62 41072

46 41712 61 29130 46 8452 61 28038

47 6385 60 34137 47 599 60 25985

48 34904 59 3827 48 6568 59 5375

49 6460 58 14262 49 34870 58 4949

50 12189 57 4397 50 3842 57 8312

51 35913 56 3344 51 24088 56 27835

52 7716 55 40098 52 36547 55 5524

53 8840 54 31465 53 27233 54 23423

side 1 side 2 side 1 side 2  
 

On each side the SKUs evenly spread across the length of the module.  This means there are roughly an 

equal amount of picks across every 10 SKU positions.  This creates an even flow of cases going onto the 

center conveyor and balances the storage and pallet traffic along the length of the module. 
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Carousels - slotting 

Carousel Range of Range of Total Locations % of Replenish Avg SKUs Avg cases

SKU storage avg cases cases per cases in for cases locations frequency replenished replenished

classification SKUs % SKUs per day SKU system in system in system in days per day per day

3 day 938 11% 1.5 - 4.5 6 - 14 8,090 8,090 38% 2 351 2,511

4 day 393 5% 1 - 1.5 5 - 6 2,150 2,150 10% 3 210 486

25% of month 777 9% .5 - 1 '4 - 5 3,256 3,256 15% 7 111 549

50% of month 1,168 14% .2 - .5 2 - 4 3,395 3,395 16% 14 149 357

2 case min 923 11% .1 - .2 2 1,846 1,846 9% 14 66 121

no storage 4,148 50% 0 - .08 0 0 2,383 11% 1 85 85

8,347 100% 18,737 21,120 100% 972 4,109
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The carousels will supply all the cases from the remaining SKUs not in the pick modules.  This 

is roughly 90% of the SKUs.  The chart above illustrates the strategy for SKU selection and 

storage in the carousels.  The goal of this strategy is to keep the maximum amount of SKUs in 

the carousels at high enough storage levels that almost all cases needed for the day can be picked 

from carousels.  Any cases for SKUs not in the carousels will be picked by the VNA man up 

trucks and put into the carousels before wave picking starts for the day.  The second goal of this 

strategy is to minimize this quantity.   

 

In the chart above the blue line shows the average usage per day for all the remaining SKUs.  

The red line shows the quantity of cases stored in the carousels.  The blue line is a calculated 

number so it shows the average usage falling below 1 case for almost 6500 SKUs.  In reality you 

cannot pick less than one case.  Many of these slower SKUs are picked in 1 or 2 case quantities 

once every couple months.  This is why we set a two case minimum for all SKUs in the 

carousels.  The idea is to stay well above the average usage per day for all SKUs while still 

keeping enough empty locations for replenishment. 
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Carousels - slotting 

SKU Classifications in the Carousels 

1. The top 1,331 SKUs in the carousels average 1 to 4.5 cases per day.  These SKUs were given 

3 to 4 day supply in the carousels.  This is a range of 5 to 14 cases per SKU.  These are the 

SKUs that will be hit almost every day.  These SKUs will occupy 8,090 carousel locations 

(38%). 

2. 777 SKUs show an average usage of .5 to 1 case per day.  This means they are picked every 

2 days of so.  These SKUs were given a supply equal to 25% of the month.  There is a range 

of 4 to 5 cases per SKU in the carousels for this group.  These SKUs will occupy 2,150 

carousel locations (10%). 

3. 1,168 SKU show an average of .2 to .5 cases per day.  This means they are picked once or 

twice per week.  These SKUs were given a supply equal to 50% of the month.  This is a 

range of 2 to 4 cases per SKU in the carousels for this group.  These SKUs will occupy 3,256 

carousel locations (15%). 

4. 923 SKU show an average of .1 to .2 cases per day.  This means they are picked at a rate of 1 

case every week or two.  These SKUs were given a supply of 2 cases each or roughly a one 

month supply.  These SKUs will occupy 1,846 carousel locations (9%). 

5. The remaining 4,148 SKUs are picked at less than a case per month on the average.  These 

SKUs make up only 2% of the daily volume picked and average only 85 cases per day.  This 

group of SKUs will not be stored in the carousels.  They will be picked out of the VNA racks 

and replenished to the carousels before wave picking starts.  2,383 locations are left open in 

the carousels for this group (11%). 
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Note that 11% of the carousel locations will be left empty.  This is to provide enough locations 

for the slowest SKUs to be picked each day.  This is also left open to provide enough empty 

locations for the system to operate efficiently during heavy or peak replenishment days.   

 

This calculation also shows the average amount of SKUs that would be replenished each day.  

Note that the total of 972 assumes that all the 85 cases replenished would be different SKUs.  

This is more likely to be half that so it should be around 930 SKUs replenished per day.  This 

should minimize the amount of stops that the man up will need to make during replenishment 

runs. 

 

There are 8 stacks in the system.  Inbound cases for all SKUs will be spread evenly across all 

stacks.  This method brings all extractors into action for outbound picking.  This is especially 

important to maximize the possible outbound rate.  

 

Within each stack the cases will be evenly spread across the three carousels.  This reduces 

carousel positioning time within the stack.  Within a carousel it makes very little difference 

where the case is stored.  No carousel location is any “closer” than another. 
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Reserve Rack – full pallet storage slotting 
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Approximately 50% of the total pallet locations in the reserve storage racks will be used for full pallet 

storage of the SKUs in the pick modules.  All of these SKUs will be stored as full pallets and moved as 

full pallets into the pick modules.   
 

There are 7 designated zones in the reserve rack.  Zones 2, 3, 5, and 6 are used for full pallet storage of 

the fast SKUs.  Each zone is located on one side of a pick module and holds all the SKUs for that side of 

the pick module.  This confines the VNA travel to a small area for all movement of those SKUs.  In these 

zones there are typically 5 rows of rack and 5 aisles.  This means that a pallet in these zones will usually 

be limited a maximum distance moved of 1 aisle length and 5 cross aisles.   

 

Within each rack zone the SKUs will be grouped into two vertical zones.  Faster SKUs will be assigned to 

the lower 4 levels and slower SKUs will be assigned to the upper two levels.  This will result in 

approximately 75% of the pallet moves being made on the lower 4 levels. 
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Reserve Rack – full pallet storage slotting 

 

 

16 pallets per day
28% pallet moves

42 pallets per day
72% pallet moves

130 Slower SKUs

82 Faster SKUs

 
 

Within the two groups of locations (top and bottom) there will be no specific assignments of 

locations to SKUs.  This is because of the random FIFO nature of the SKU receipts.  Based on 

the SKU, pallets will be assigned to any empty location within the top or bottom range.  This 

method will also keep an appropriate amount of empty storage locations available in each area 

(top or bottom).  The following tables show the SKU assignments by zone.  Keeping 75% of the 

pallet moves on the lower 4 levels should speed up the VNA transactions (higher locations take 

longer).  The following charts show the initial breakdowns for each of the rack zones. 

 

Zone 2 – 212 SKUs 

Fast SKUs on lower 4 levels 82 SKUs 1742 available locations 

 42 pallets per day 274 empty locations 

 1450 pallets in stock 16% empty locations 

 2557 cases per day 72% of pallet moves 

 

Slow SKUs on upper 2 levels 130 SKUs 862 available locations 

 16 pallets per day 125 empty locations 

 737 pallets in stock 15% empty locations 

 908 cases per day 28% of pallet moves 

 

Zone 3 – 211 SKUs 

Fast SKUs on lower 4 levels 82 SKUs 1742 available locations 

 42 pallets per day 274 empty locations 

 1450 pallets in stock 16% empty locations 

 2557 cases per day 72% of pallet moves 

 

Slow SKUs on upper 2 levels 130 SKUs 862 available locations 

 16 pallets per day 125 empty locations 

 737 pallets in stock 15% empty locations 

 908 cases per day 28% of pallet moves 
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Reserve Rack – full pallet storage slotting 

 

Zone 5 – 212 SKUs 

Fast SKUs on lower 4 levels 77 SKUs 2196 available locations 

 43 pallets per day 562 empty locations 

 1634 pallets in stock 26% empty locations 

 2516 cases per day 71% of pallet moves 

 

Slow SKUs on upper 2 levels 135 SKUs 1098 available locations 

 18 pallets per day 250 empty locations 

 848 pallets in stock 23% empty locations 

 962 cases per day 29% of pallet moves 

 

Zone 6 – 211 SKUs 

Fast SKUs on lower 4 levels 98 SKUs 1736 available locations 

 41 pallets per day 520 empty locations 

 1216 pallets in stock 30% empty locations 

 2370 cases per day 76% of pallet moves 

 

Slow SKUs on upper 2 levels 113 SKUs 868 available locations 

 13 pallets per day 267 empty locations 

 601 pallets in stock 31% empty locations 

 729 cases per day 24% of pallet moves 
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Dock Space 

The receiving and shipping functions use the same 

dock space.  The space is long enough and has enough 

dock doors so there will be no conflict in space or door 

availability.  The entire length of the shipping dock 

space has been left open.  This allows trucks to run the 

length of the space quickly and is the most flexible 

design since it allows any truck to move to any 

operation without impediments. 

Cross Aisles 

Four cross aisles connect the receiving dock to the main 

transport aisle behind the palletizers.  These aisles are 

evenly spaced at about 100’ across the length of the 

receiving dock.  Each cross aisle is wide enough for two 

way traffic.  This allows great flexibility of movement for 

trucks moving between the receiving docks and transport 

aisle and removes potential points of congestion. 

Empty Pallets 

Cases are received floor loaded in trucks and must be put 

onto pallets for storage in the system.  Empty pallets are 

required in receiving for this purpose.  An average day of 

receipts will consume between 250 and 350 empty 

pallets.  40 stacks of empty pallets are stored next to the 

VLS units facing the receiving dock.  This is a total of 

400 empty pallets spread across the length of the dock.  

This supply must be maintained regularly. 

Door Selection 

Any door can be selected to receive product.  

Received cases will take up more than one door 

space since they must be loaded onto pallets for 

storage in the system.   Doors should be chosen so 

they do not interfere with the movement of outbound 

pallets going to the trucks.  Doors can also be chosen 

based on foreknowledge of what SKU is being 

received.  Many SKUs are stored in specific zones in 
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Receiving 

The SKU content and quantities of each truck delivery are known ahead of time by the WMS.  

The WMS plans the pallet organization for the storage of all received SKUs.  This is similar to 

the process used now.  All received cases are taken off the trucks by slip sheet and then loaded 

onto pallets for storage.  Depending on the SKU, there are three types of pallets they can be 

loaded on.  This section describes the process for each one. 

 

Single SKU – Full Pallet 

This is for a full pallet of one SKU.  These SKUs are stored and moved by the pallet.  This is 

typically one of the fast moving SKUs that will be picked from the pallet pick modules.  These 

pallets go to zones 2, 3, 5 and 6 in the reserve rack.  These are on either side of the pick modules.  

The pallet goes into the system and does not come out until it is empty. 

 

1. Cases are taken off the truck and moved onto the receiving dock.  This is done by pulling 

groups of cases out of the truck on slip sheets.  These cases are often stacked up to 5 levels 

high. 

2. Based on the amount of cases a number of empty pallets are positioned on the floor next to 

the received cases. 

3. Cases are taken from the slip sheet and stacked on the empty pallets.  This can often be done 

by layer with a clamping truck.  It is critical that the cases being stacked onto the new storage 

pallet don’t exceed the maximum dimensions for the storage loads (40” wide by 48” long by 

64” tall). 
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4. The pallet is shrink wrapped.  A pallet id label (bar code) is printed and placed on the pallet.  

This allows pallets to be moved around by different operators without losing track of it. 

5. When a pallet is finished, the pallet id, SKU, and pallet quantity are entered into the WMS by 

hand scanner or on the fork truck mobile unit.  This allows the WMS to assign a storage 

location if it has not already done so. 

6. The WMS directs the fork truck to the drop off point for that pallet.  This is based on the 

storage zone for that SKU.  See additional notes on directed storage locations below. 

7. The pallet is taken to the drop point and stored in one of the six pallet spaces at that drop 

point.  Any space can be chosen since the pallet has an id label on it. 

Directed Storage Location 

Directing the intended storage aisle or location will make VNA travel more efficient since the 

pallet will always be positioned at the end of the aisle it will be stored in.  At a minimum, the 

pallet must be directed to an aisle.  This is especially critical for delivering pallets to the correct 

drop off point coming from receiving.  The storage location for the pallet could be preassigned 

by the WMS in multiple ways.   

• If the WMS assigns the pallet to just an aisle, then the VNA truck chooses an open 

location in that aisle and updates the WMS with the chosen storage location.  This means 

the WMS knows before assigning the aisle that there are empty locations available in that 

aisle. 

• If the WMS assigns the pallet to a specific location then the VNA truck takes the pallet to 

the assigned location and updates the WMS when it is stored. 
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Receiving 

Multiple SKU – Full Pallet 

This is for SKUs received in quantities that are less than one pallet.  Very often these SKU are 

received in quantities of 5 to 10 cases.  These SKUs can often be combined with other SKUs on 

one pallet and stored in the reserve rack for VNA case picking.  These would be the medium to 

slow SKUs.  These pallets go to zones 1, 4, and 7 in the reserve rack.  These pallets can go into 

the system and remain long periods of time since they are depleted by case picking. 

 

1. Cases are taken off the truck and moved onto the receiving dock.  This is done by pulling 

groups of cases out of the truck on slip sheets.  These cases are often stacked up to 5 levels 

high. 

2. Based on the storage plan for the received SKUs a number of empty pallets are positioned on 

the floor next to the received cases. 

3. SKU cases are scanned and directed to pallets based on the WMS storage plan for the 

delivery.  Cases are taken from the slip sheet and stacked on the correct empty pallets.  It is 

critical that the cases being stacked onto the new storage pallet don’t exceed the maximum 

dimensions for the storage loads (40” wide by 48” long by 64” tall).   

4. The pallet is shrink wrapped.  A pallet id label (bar code) is printed and placed on the pallet.  

This allows pallets to be moved around by different operators without losing track of it. 

5. When a pallet is finished, the pallet id, SKU, and pallet quantity are entered into the WMS by 

hand scanner or on the fork truck mobile unit.  This allows the WMS to assign a storage 

location if it has not already done so. 
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6. The WES directs the fork truck to the drop off point for that pallet.  This is based on the 

storage zone for that SKU.  See additional notes on directed storage locations below. 

7. The pallet is taken to the drop point and stored in one of the six pallet spaces at that drop 

point.  Any space can be chosen since the pallet has an id label on it. 

Directed Storage Location 

For these types of SKUs the WMS will assign a specific storage location.  This is because this 

group of SKUs is often case picked by man up trucks in the VNA aisles.  The WMS will assign a 

storage location to match the usage of the SKUs on the pallet.  This location is often preassigned 

before the delivery is made. 

Due to the low case quantity per SKU, these are often stored by half pallet loads. 

 

Receiving 

Multiple SKU – Pallet Transport 

These SKUs are received in small quantities (1-10 cases) and have existing pallet locations in the 

reserve rack.  These cases are loaded onto pallets for transport to the VNA man up trucks.  The 

cases are taken off the pallet and transferred to the existing location in the VNA reserve rack.  

When this process is done the pallet is returned to be used again.  These pallets will be loaded 

with SKUs that match up to specific aisles in order to minimize the VNA man up travel during 

put away.  These cases will go to zones, 1, 4, and 7 in the reserve rack. 

1. Cases are taken off the truck and moved onto the receiving dock.  This is done by pulling 

groups of cases out of the truck on slip sheets.  These cases are often stacked up to 5 levels 

high. 
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2. Based on the storage plan for the received SKUs a number of empty pallets are positioned on 

the floor next to the received cases. 

3. SKU cases are scanned and directed to pallets based on the WMS storage plan for the 

delivery.  Cases are taken from the slip sheet and stacked on the correct empty pallets.  It is 

critical that the cases being stacked onto the new storage pallet don’t exceed the maximum 

dimensions for the storage loads (40” wide by 48” long by 64” tall).   

4. The pallet is lightly shrink wrapped.  A pallet id label (bar code) is printed and placed on the 

pallet.  This allows pallets to be moved around by different operators without losing track of 

it. 

5. When a pallet is finished, the pallet id, SKUs, and quantities are entered into the WMS by 

hand scanner or on the fork truck mobile unit.   

6. The WES directs the fork truck to the drop off point for that pallet.  This is based on the aisle 

with the storage locations for those SKUs.  See additional notes on directed storage locations 

below. 

7. The pallet is taken to the drop point and stored in one of the six pallet spaces at that drop 

point.  Any space can be chosen since the pallet has an id label on it. 

 

Directed Storage Locations 

Each pallet of this type has multiple storage locations that it must go to.  During put away, cases 

are taken of the pallet and placed in these locations.  The WMS assigns the SKUs to these pallets 

by aisle in the reserve rack.  This minimizes the VNA man up travel distance by confining it to a 

single aisle. 
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There will be an empty pallet when the put away process is completed.  This pallet can be 

returned to the inbound empty pallet stacks staged for the palletizers. 

 

Receiving 

Case Identification 

Throughout the system SKU cases are identified by the existing bar code label printed on the 

case itself.  This label is present on almost every case in the system.  Cases are identified by scan 

tunnels on the conveyor and are tracked throughout the system.  This method eliminates placing 

id labels on SKU cases just for the purpose of tracking.  Printing and placing an average of 

20,000 labels a day is costly, not efficient in general operation, and becomes especially time 

consuming in the pick modules. 

There are a few cases where there is no identifying label on the box.  For these few cases an id 

label will be need to be placed on the case.  The best place to do this is during the receiving 

process.  This is the first best place to do this since every case is handled during the unloading 

process. 

For many deliveries the WMS will know ahead of time that some SKUs will need case id labels.  

If this happens the labels will be printed during the scanning of SKU case during the loading 

process.  In many cases these id labels could be preprinted and simply placed on the cases in the 

process of pallet loading. 

Catching this in receiving will be the best way to optimize all other operations that follow. 
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Put Away 

Put away is the process of putting the SKU into its storage location after it is received.  The VNA 

trucks are responsible for doing all put aways in the system.  All put aways go into the reserve 

rack area and are subsequently replenished to the picking zones later.  There are two types of put 

aways in the system, pallet put away and case put away.  Each process is described here. 

Pallet Put away 

Pallets are brought to the drop off stations at the end of the reserve racks along the main transport 

aisle.  Pallets are directed to specific drop off points that match up to the aisle where the SKU is 

to be stored.  This is necessary to minimize the travel time of the VNA truck.  When a pallet is 

brought to a drop point the truck operator confirms to the system that it is in the drop off 

location.   

 

1. The pallet and location then show up as an available put away on the mobile screens of the 

VNA trucks. 

2. A VNA truck retrieves the pallet from the pick up point (same as drop off point).  The 

operator scans or enters the pallet id. 

3. The operator is directed to the location where the pallet is to be put away.  The VNA truck 

moves the pallet down the aisle and puts it away in the directed location.  The operator can 

override the directed location if this is required. 

4. Steps 1 through 3 are repeated as pallets show up for put away. 
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Case Put away 

This describes the process for pallets dropped off for case put aways by the VNA man up trucks. 

 

1. The pallet and location then show up as an available put away on the mobile screens of the 

VNA man up trucks.  They are the only truck that can process this type of put away. 

2. A VNA truck retrieves the pallet from the pick up point (same as drop off point).  The 

operator scans or enters the pallet id. 

3. The operator is directed to the location where each case is to be put away.  The VNA truck 

moves down the aisle in a preassigned sequence of locations based on the cases on the pallet.  

This sequence is designed for the most efficient movement of the truck.   

4. When the truck arrives at location the operator confirms the location.  The screen displays the 

SKUs (cases) to be put away at that location. 

5. The operator places the cases on the pallet in the location.  They confirm the transaction to 

the screen.  The WES updates the system and directs the operator to the next put away 

location. 

6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until all the cases are put away.  The operator is now left with an 

empty pallet on board the VNA truck.  

7. The empty pallet can be dropped off at the empty pallet stacks next to the main aisle or at the 

VNA case pick drop off.  Steps 1 through 6 are repeated until all put aways are done. 
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3.2   Replenishment 
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Replenishment to Pick Modules 

The pick modules will pick an average of 72% of all the cases each day.  This will be over 

15,000 cases on a typical day.  All of these cases will be picked from the SKU pallet directly to 

the conveyor line.  All replenishments to the pick modules will be full pallet transfers from 

reserve storage to the pick module location.  The average SKU pallet holds 56 cases.  This means 

that an average of 270 pallets will be moved from reserve storage to the pick modules each day.  

This works out to be an average of 34 pallets moved per hour.  Replenishment of the pick 

modules is the fastest and easiest of all replenishment operations in the system.  More cases are 

moved per transaction than any other operation in the system. 

 

Slotting 

SKU pallets are slotted in the reserve rack to minimize the travel distance for the VNA trucks.  

Each pick module has approximately 210 SKU locations on each side.  The SKU pallets for 

these SKUs will be stored in the reserve racks on the matching side of the pick module. 

 

Flexible Movement 

Along with cross aisles on both sides, there is also cross aisle running down the center of all the 

reserve racks.  This effectively limits the travel distance down any VNA aisle to half the aisle 

length for any pallet move.  This speeds up the transaction rate and gives the VNA trucks greater 

flexibility of movement. 

 

Pallet Moves 

1. The truck mobile computer receives a move transaction for a pallet from the WES.  The 

screen will show the SKU and pallet location to be picked. 

2. The VNA operator drives the truck to the location in the pallet rack. 
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3. The operator picks the pallet and confirms the transaction to the system. 

4. The mobile computer tells the operator which location to put the pallet into in the pick 

module. 

5. The operator drives the truck to the pick module location and places the pallet into the lane 

and confirms the transaction to the system. 

Pallet Put Aways 

1. The truck mobile computer receives a put away transaction for a pallet from the WES.  The 

screen will show the SKU, pallet id, and the pick up location for the pallet.  

2. The VNA operator drives the truck to the pick up location at the end of the aisle. 

3. The operator picks the pallet from the drop location and confirms the transaction to the 

system. 

4. The mobile computer tells the operator which location to store the pallet in the reserve rack.   

5. The operator drives the truck to the reserve rack location and stores the pallet.  If required, 

the operator may optionally and choose another location.  The transaction is confirmed to the 

system.   

Notes 

The WES will be direct the locations for pallet storage and moves.  The movement and control of 

the trucks will be under the control of the VNA supplier.  The decision on the VNA supplier will 

be up to Law Warehouses.  System Logistics will work with the chosen VNA supplier to 

engineer the system so everything works together. 
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Replenishment to Carousel Case Buffer 
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Replenishment to Carousel Case Buffer 

VNA Case Picking 

Replenishment for the carousels system will be done by man up VNA trucks picking cases from 

pallet locations in the reserve racks. 

Sequenced Picking 

Pick list in this operation will be sequenced within an aisle for the most efficient movement of 

the man up truck from location to location.  This gives us the fastest pick rates and keeps trucks 

separated in different aisles minimizing aisle congestion.  

Case Picking 

1. The WES organizes all case picks by aisles in the system.  Picks within an aisle are split up 

into pallet quantities in the range of 40 to 50 cases (what fits on a pallet).  This group of picks 

is called a “replenishment pallet”.  All VNA case picks for the day are organized into 

replenishment pallets. 

2. The truck operator retrieves an empty pallet from the pallet drop off area or from the P&D 

stations at the other end of the system. Empty pallets are kept in both places for easy access. 

3. The truck mobile computer can access all available replenishment pallets.  The screen will 

show the pallet id, the quantity of cases to pick, and the aisle number.  The operator chooses 

the pallet to pick or takes the one with the highest priority. 

4. The operator goes to the end of the aisle where the pallet is to be picked and enters the pick 

mode on his screen.  This gives them the list of locations and quantities to pick for the pallet. 

5. The screen tells the operator where to go to and the operator moves the truck to the location.  

The platform is moved to a height where cases can be picked from the intended location.  
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The exact height is at the operator’s discretion depending on the pallet load in the rack 

location. 

6. The operator picks the quantity of cases for that location and confirms the transaction.  This 

can be done on the screen or by scanning the case id. 

7. The operator repeats steps 5 and 6 until the pallet is completed.   

8. When the pallet is completed the operator drives the truck down the aisle and drops the pallet 

off at the case loading zone. This area is next to the conveyor and is designated by painted 

lines on the floor. 

9. The operator repeats steps 2 through 8 until all replenishment pallets are finished. 

10. All cases on the full pallets are loaded onto the conveyor and transported to the carousels.  

Full pallets are stripped of cases.  The resulting empty pallets are stacked nearby for pick up 

by the VNA man up trucks.  These pallets effectively operate in a closed loop. 

 

Pick to Pallets 

Pallets being used on the man up trucks operate in a closed loop.  This means they can be 

modified to suit the case picking operation.  For example they could be made larger to handle 

more cases per trip. 
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Replenishment to Carousel Case Buffer 

Batching of Picks 

The carousel system has a capacity that is 2 to 3 times larger than the average day’s picks for the 

SKUs in it.  This means the case replenishment to the carousel system does not have to match the 

carousel outbound picks day by day or SKU by SKU.  This allows the WES to batch picks over 

multiple days for the VNA case pick operation.  This improves efficiency in two ways. 

• For some SKUs it may be beneficial to collect picks for multiple days before doing a run of 

replenishment case picks on the man up trucks.  This cuts down the amount of locations to hit 

for case picks per day, and increases the amount of cases picked per location. 

• On slow days it may be beneficial to batch the picks for multiple days before doing case 

picks in the VNA system.  This will have the same benefit.  There will be fewer locations to 

hit and more cases to pick per location.  

Flexible Movement 

Along with cross aisles on both sides, there is also cross aisle running down the center of all the 

reserve racks.  This allows the man up trucks a choice of multiple paths to the drop off zone if 

they finish a pallet in less than half an aisle.  This gives the VNA trucks greater flexibility 

through the case pick zone and allows them to pick a pallet moving in the opposite direction and 

make a U turn if they choose to. 

Slotting 

The slotting of the SKUs in this section of reserve rack is critical for efficient operation of the 

case picking man up trucks.  It is very important that these procedures be followed.  The steps 

listed below should be applied to all VNA man up case picking zones.  This is especially 

important for zone 1. 
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• SKUs must be sorted by velocity (usage) fast to slow.  The fast SKUs must be distributed 

evenly across all aisles in the zone.  This spreads out truck traffic and stops congestion. 

• Within each aisle SKUs should be sorted fastest to slowest into thirds (corresponding to two 

levels of rack). 

• Within each third, fast SKUs should be sorted fastest to slowest.  SKUs from this sort should 

be placed from the rear aisle (pallet drop off) toward the front aisle.  The fastest SKU should 

be closest to the pallet drop off area.  

• Each third should be slotted fastest to slowest from the floor level up. 

There are multiple other slotting options for this area such as half pallet locations and full pallet 

moves within the zone.  This description is further illustrated in the slotting section of this 

proposal.   

Notes 

The VNA case picking operation is expected to hit an average 2,250 SKUs and 5,880 cases per 

day.  This will fluctuate quite a bit depending on how heavy or slow the previous days were.  

This works out to 281 lines (location hit) and 735 cases per hour over an 8 hour day.  Using 6 

VNA trucks this puts us at an average of 47 lines and 123 cases per hour per truck.  This is an 

aggressive rate and correct slotting of the SKUs is the key to achieving it. 
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Replenishment to Carousel Case Buffer 

 

Slotting of VNA Case Pick Zones 

 

The chart on the left below shows the location in zone 1 of the VNA case pick rack.  Each row is 

numbered and the aisle number is shown on the third column.  This shows the number of full 

pallet locations in each aisle and gives the total pallet locations at 6,198. 

 

Zone 1 VNA Case Pick SKUs in VNA Case Pick 

Locations Locations

Row in row aisle in aisle

1 246 1 246

2 336

3 348 2 684

3 348

4 336 3 684

5 264

6 342 5 606

6 342

7 348 6 690

7 348

8 336 7 684

9 309 8 309

9 309

10 342 9 651

10 342

11 348 10 690

11 348

12 303 11 651

Totals 5,895 10 5,895  
Storing 2 pallets each of the top 1000 SKUs from this group in zone 1 this would cover 56% of the SKU 

to be picked.  The remaining 3,895 pallet locations could hold 1 pallet each of the remaining SKUs.  This 

would allow zone 1 to handle 95% or more of all the picking needed to replenish the carousels.  

 

This data was taken from the combined SKU data from 2009.  It is important to note that a large 

percentage of the SKUs being assigned a full pallet do not have cases in stock that would fill the pallet.  

Many of these SKUs could easily be stored on half pallets. This means there is likely to be even more 

storage space (on the pallets) than these calculations shows.  

% SKUs SKUs Cases % Cases 

    

5% 397 1,717 29% 

10% 794 2,838 48% 

20% 1,588 4,161 71% 

50% 3,971 5,505 94% 

Bot 50% 3,971 375 6% 

    

Totals 7,942 5,880 100% 

 

The chart above shows the data for the SKUs going into 

the carousels.  These are called the slows SKUs since 

they are all the SKUs not in the pick modules.   

 

The top 20% of these SKUs account for 71% of the 

carousel picks and the top 50% cover 94% of them.  

These are the SKUs that should be slotted in zone 1 of 

the VNA case pick area.  This keeps them closest to the 

conveyor drop off and minimizes the travel time for  the 

VNA man up trucks. 

 

3,971 of these SKUs show virtually no movement.  

These are the SKUs with 1 case in the carousel system. 
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Replenishment to Carousel Bottle Pick 
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Replenishment cases will be picked onto pallets from the VNA man up trucks.  Cases will be 

picked onto pallets destined for either pod 1 or pod 2.  A pallet will not have cases going to both 

pods.  This allows the pallets to be dropped off at the correct loading point where all the cases 

will be stripped off and loaded onto the conveyor.  There is enough space at the back of the 

system to stage up to 6 pallets in one line across the loading points.  More pallets can be staged 

behind the first 6 if needed. 

 

Operators will simply load cases from the pallets onto the conveyor going into the pods.  The 

pod operators can do this since this is being done at different time than picking.  Note that cases 

can be loaded and will accumulate on the inbound replenishment line for the floor level pod 

without interference to picking.  Cases going to the upper level pod use the main conveyor line.  

This means that picking must be cleared before replenishment cases can be loaded for the upper 

level (pod 2). 

 

Approximately 250 to 400 cases will be replenished per day into the bottle system.  This would 

be equal to a range of 5 to 8 pallets per day (or 2 to 4 pallets per pod per day).  Some of these 

cases will go to the flow rack.  It should take one person 1 to 2 hours to load the cases from the 

pallets onto the conveyor.  Pod operators should be in the pods at the same time during the 

loading process so the cases go through the system and into the pods as quickly as possible. 
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3.3   Order Picking 

 

Pick Modules 
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Visual Operation 

Pickers can see all the picks on one level simply by looking down the 

aisle.  This shows them how much work is there and where it is 

concentrated.  It provides them with immediate status in one look and 

speeds up their pick paths.  This allows pickers to make their own 

decisions about the most efficient movement in the pick modules. 

 

Pick Zones 

Pick zones are single aisle with picking locations on one side with the 

conveyor running the length of the aisle.  There are two zones on each 

level and 8 zones in each module.   

 

Multiple pick zones will typically be assigned to one operator.  A 

picker can be assigned to every zone if volume requires this in the 

future but this would be an extreme condition.  Multiple combinations 

of pick zones would be assigned to individual pickers (by the 

supervisor) based on daily volumes.  It will typically be staffed by 1 

picker on each level picking from 2 zones. 

 

Replenishment 

Fork truck replenishment aisles run the full length of the pick module on each 

side.  This allows full pallet replenishment from the rear of the pallet flow 

lane.  This design allows replenishment operators (fork truck) to easily drive 

the entire length of the module to respond to empty spaces in the pallet flow 

lanes.  The system is visually simple to respond to in replenishment mode.  

Replenishment pallets will be directed by the WMS. 

Capacities 

Every SKU location can hold 3 pallets.  Across 804 SKUs this gives us a total 

capacity of 2,412 pallets.  Pallet consumption per lane will range from 4.6 

pallets per day down to .1 pallets per day.  3 Pallets can be in the lanes for a 

range of 1 to 30 days depending on the SKU.  Both modules will consume an 

average of 259 pallets per day (130 pallets per module per day). 

Conveyor Operation 

A single line of transport conveyor runs the length of the zone on each 

level.  This conveyor transports all cases picked in the module and delivers 

them to the main sorter.  Two separate lines of conveyor run out of each 

module.  Each line runs through two levels.  This reduces the transport time 

for a case coming out of the module.  No case can go further than two module 

lengths before exiting the pick module. 

 

Empty Pallet Return Lanes 

Each pick zone has four empty pallet return lanes for stacking empty pallets 

and pushing them back out in the opposite direction. They are picked up by 

fork trucks on the back side.  The empty pallet return lanes are evenly spread 

across each zone.  .   

The empty pallet return lines will be operated with a release in the first

position.  This allows the stacking of multiple pallets on the pick aisle side 

prior to release to the back side for fork truck pick up.  This creates fewer 

trips for the fork trucks and more efficient trips with multiple pallets. 
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Pick Modules 

Operation 

The fastest moving 804 SKUs (fast SKUs) are picked from two case pick modules.  Cases are 

picked directly from the pallets.  This allows us to bring a large quantity of cases directly into a 

forward pick zone. Some SKUs can be assigned multiple lanes which further increases the per 

SKU case quantity in the forward zone. The case pick modules will pick approximately 72% of 

all the cases picked per day. 

The entire zone will be light directed.  There will be a light display over each location indicating 

the quantity to pick for each SKU. It is likely that a wave of multiple orders will need picks from 

every picking zone. This is because a typical order has over 200 cases and over 150 SKUs. With 

70% of the picking coming from these modules, they will typically operate throughout the day. 

Wave Size 

The pick module is designed to support large waves of work. Waves need to be large enough that 

there are cases to pick from nearly every SKU position. This minimizes the amount of trips down 

the pick aisles and maximizes the pick rate.  Each wave is equivalent to one walk past every 

SKU position in the pick module. 

There should be an average range of 3.5 to 6 cases per SKU per wave.  This would be a pick 

wave of between 3,000 to 5,000 cases for both modules.  The pick rate in the modules is directly 

tied to the size of the downloaded wave of picks. 

Pick Paths 

The pickers path usually be to walk from one location to the next picking the amount of cases on 

each display.  Because of the large wave size there will be picks at almost every display.  This is 

the most efficient pick path possible in a system of this type. 
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Pick Rate 

The module is designed to hold the fastest moving SKUs in the system.  The top 846 SKUs 

account for 72% of all cases picked.  This average will fluctuate slightly day by day but it is 

consistent through the year.  This means the pick modules will pick the following range of cases. 

 

• Avg day 21,000 cases = 15,120 from pick modules 

• Heavy day 30,000 cases = 21,600 pick modules 

• Peak day 40,000 cases = 28,800 from modules 

 

With 4 to 6 waves per day the typical wave size would be between 3,800 and 4,800.  This would 

give us an average range of 4.5 to 5.7 cases per SKU per wave. This is high enough to give us 

pick rates that range between 300 and 400 cases per hour per picker.  Please note that wave sizes 

must be kept large enough to support this. Pick rates can easily drop below these planning levels 

if the pick wave gets too small. 
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Pick Modules 

 

9'-6"

Rack Supported

The entire main pick module will 
be a rack supported structure.  
This is a typical cost effective 
design for a multiple tiered picking 
system. 

Pallet Delivery

Full pallets from reserve storage will 
be delivered by VNA truck for 
replenishment to the pick module 
locations. This happens on all four 
levels throughout the day. 

Light Dispays on Locations

Each picking location has a light 
display to indicate the quantity picked 
for the wave. Displays will be 
mounted on an overhead rail that 
runs across all the picking locations 
just over the top of the pallets.

9'-6"

9'-6"

8'-6"

37'-0"

40'-0"

Pick Aisle

Full cases of SKUs are picked 
directly to a powered belt 
conveyor from the pallet locations.  
Pickers move down the pick aisle 
from pallet to pallet.

34'

Clear Height

Ceiling clearance is shown at the 
lowest level of 37' at the sides of 
the building and at the highest 
level (40') in the center.

Pallet Flow

Each picking location holds three 
pallets that flow down to the front 
pick position.  These pallets would 
all be holding the same SKU. 
Pallets would be picked clean as 
full cases.

 

Pallet Uprights 

Pallet uprights are used for structural support throughout the pick module.  They run down 

each side of the aisle space in the modules.  These can be used for overhead storage or adding 

flow lanes.  Since they are spaced to match the pallet positions, any number or lanes can be 

added by simply adding more rack crossbeams.   
 

Ventilation 

The line of pallets and the decking on each level create a tunnel of airspace.  Fans can be 

mounted below each deck to blow down the length of the aisle.  This is an inexpensive and 

efficient way to create air circulation in the modules.  This will be especially important on the 

upper levels in the summer months. 
 

Notes 

The exact configuration of the zones will be determined during the engineering phase of the 

project.  Details such as computer locations, conveyor crossovers, etc. will be finalized during 

this phase.  Detailed drawings will be produced for review and approval by Law Warehouses. 
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Pick Modules 

 

 

Module Design 
 

Electronic picks for a wave of orders will be downloaded to the system by the Law WMS.  This 

is expected to be a range of 3,000 and 6,000 cases per wave.  These picks will be hitting 804 

SKUs in the case pick modules.  This means that each SKU position will have about 6 cases to 

pick in any given wave.  This level of pick density in the pick modules minimizes the walking 

between picks. This should create a high pick rate for pickers in the modules. 

 

Visibility 

Pickers in the modules should be able to look down the aisles and see all positions needing picks 

at a glance.  This allows quick visual judgment for choosing the most efficient route between 

picks.  In short, they can see everywhere they need to go by looking down the lights. 
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Light Display Location 

Light displays for the pallet lanes will be placed on a single rail running above the pallets across 

all the pick zones.  This places all the displays at the same height so operators can see them all 

and it keeps the displays spaced out directly over their pick location. 

These displays will be placed just above the working height required to pick from a pallet.  This 

will be about 2 meters.  This keeps them out of the way of the operator but still easy to see and 

reach for picking.  It also simplifies the installation of the displays since a single rail is used 

across all the locations.  This uses the least amount of connectors and increases the overall 

reliability of the displays.   

Pick Modules 

Description of Operation 

Order Download 

Orders are transmitted from the WMS to the WES.  WES distributes the required picks to the 

DirectPick system controller.  This is expected to be a range of 3,000 and 6,000 cases per wave 

for multiple orders.  The information passed from the WMS consists minimally of the following:  

Order number, SKU, location for each pick; and the quantity to pick. This is the same order 

information required for the other pick zones.  The pickers will only be seeing the quantity 

displayed over each SKU location. 

Picker Login: 

Pickers are tracked throughout the DirectPick system by logging in and out of zones.  They can 

log on by scanning an employee bar coded ID or keying the ID in through the keyboard on the 
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scanner itself or assigning the picker through the console of the system.  DirectPick tracks 

individual pickers pick rates by zone as well as by employee to help the zone balancing process. 

Order Induction: 

There is no formal.” Induction” of orders in these pick zones.  Multiple orders are grouped 

together in a wave and all the picks for that wave are displayed on the lights in the modules.  

Pickers simply pick the cases and put them on the conveyor.  There is no complexity in this 

operation (labeling, sequencing, etc.)  

Wave Picking 

1. The first bay controller in the pick zone that has picks will flash “start” on its display.  When the 

operator sees this they can begin picking.  Multiple bay controllers are used in the system (about 

every 10 lanes).  Pickers will be using only the SKU lights during normal operation.  

2. All the required SKU locations light up displaying the quantity of picks for that wave (multiple 

orders) in that zone.  Task complete buttons are flashing on the lighted locations.   

3. The operator picks the cases from the location in the quantities indicated on the light and places 

the cases onto the conveyor.  They hit the flashing button on the location light changing the 

display to “done” and the light goes out.  This button operation also serves as the verification 

since the correct SKU location light must be hit. 

4. Once all displays have been picked in a bay, the bay controller sounds a single audible beep, 

indicating picks are completed in that bay and the bay controller beacon changes from blinking 

to a steady light.   
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5. Once all picks are completed within a zone, the picker gets an audible two beep 

acknowledgement and a message “Complete XX” in each of the bay controllers.  This lets the 

picker know the wave of orders is finished in that zone.   

6. All picked cases are transported out of the picking modules by the conveyor.  The operator then 

repeats steps 2 through 4 until all waves of orders for the pick zone are done.   

Pick Modules 

Shorts 

If at any time the required quantity in the display is greater than the amount available to pick, the 

operator will use the shorting keys to decrement the quantity shown in the display to the amount 

remaining and then push the beacon to acknowledge the pick.  This information is uploaded to 

the systems controller and ultimately to the WMS. 

 

Capacities 

In general the pick modules should be kept full simply to maximize storage capacity.  If a SKU 

lane uses a pallet then a new pallet should be put into the lane quickly.  This opens up a storage 

slot in the reserve racks and it maximizes the storage capacity of the module.  It also insures that 

shorts in these pick modules should be a very rare occurrence. 

Notes 

This is the same software currently being used in the bottle picking system for picking single 

orders.  This operation is much simpler since it only involves picking cases and putting them 

onto a conveyor.  All the features for picking individual orders and are still present in this 

software.   
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Carousel System 
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to 6 stacks
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Basic Operation 

The carousel case buffer is used to pick cases for the remaining 7,940 SKUs in the system.  This 

represents 91% of the SKUs in the system and will pick an average of 28% of the cases each day.  This 

method allows a very fast pick rate over a large amount of SKUs and consumes a minimum amount of 

floor space. 

The remaining 7,940 SKUs are stored in the carousel buffer.  Each SKU has approximately 3 days’ worth 

of picking volume stored in the carousels.  Cases are automatically picked by the system as they are 

downloaded by the WES and sent to the palletizers as required.  This allows very fast automated picking 

across a large amount of SKUs. No labor required for order picking no matter how many SKUs are 

needed in a wave. 
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Carousel System 
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System Configuration 

The system is set up with 8 stacks.  Each stack has 3 carousels and one extractor.  Each carousel 

has 110 bins.  Each bin has 8 shelf locations that hold one case per shelf.  The extractor picks and 

stores cases into and out of the carousel bins on all three levels of carousels.  

 

Transaction rate is determined by the amount of stacks in the system.  Each stack has one 

extractor.  Each extractor has access to three carousels with 880 locations in each carousel.  Each 

stack has 2,640 storage locations.  System rate calculations are included later in this section. 

 

Capacity 

Stack carousels bins Bins per 

shelf 

Shelves per 

carousels 

Shelves per 

stack 

1 3 110 8 880 2,640 

2 3 110 8 880 2,640 

3 3 110 8 880 2,640 

4 3 110 8 880 2,640 

5 3 110 8 880 2,640 

6 3 110 8 880 2,640 

7 3 110 8 880 2,640 

8 3 110 8 880 2,640 

8 24 2,640 8  21,120 

 

System Height 

The system is designed to maximize the cube used inside the building.  The clearance under the 

beams in the building ranges between 38’-6” to almost 40’.  The carousels will be sized to 

maximize the height used under this clearance.  Right now the system is tentatively set for a 
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height of 37 feet.  This will leave a range of 18” to 30” of clearance.  Exact measurements will 

be taken during the engineering phase of the project. 

 

Carousel System 

Conveyor 

Cases are transported to and from the carousel system by conveyor.  The conveyor system is 

positioned on a mezzanine in front of the extractor stacks (see graphic).  The conveyors are 

located close to the center of the vertical travel of the extractors.  This minimizes vertical travel 

for the extractors (improving rate) and clears the floor space below for fork truck movement. 

Inbound 

Inbound cases are unloaded onto the inbound conveyor from pallets coming out of the VNA 

system.  These cases move onto the inbound sorter in front of the carousel stacks.  The inbound 

sorter distributes the cases across the stacks onto the inbound spurs.  Cases that cannot be 

diverted to a stack are recirculated on the loop and sorted again when they come back around.  A 

more detailed description of this conveyor operation is included in the conveyor section of this 

proposal. 

Outbound 

Outbound cases coming out of the extractors are placed on the merge spurs coming out of each 

extractor stack.  These spurs merge onto a common outbound line that runs directly over the 

sorter and then out to the palletizers in shipping.  All the cases coming out of the carousel stacks 

are picked cases for outbound orders. 
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Access 

With 8 merge points and 8 sorter diverts both general and maintenance access will be needed for 

the conveyor system in this area.   Access to the conveyor system is provided by two stairways 

up to the mezzanine from floor level.  One set goes up to the induction area in front of the sorter 

allowing access to the scanner and induction belts.  The other set goes up to the area in front of 

the sorter and merge lines and allows access to all inbound and outbound spurs.   

Future Expansion 

Both case volume and SKU volume can increases in the future.  In both situations the most likely 

area of the system to need expansion will be the case buffer.  Space for 6 additional stacks has 

been designed into the layout.  This allows for a 75% increase in the automated case picking part 

of the system.  
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Carousel System 

Bin Design 
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Bin Details 

Description Bin A Bin B 

Shelf depth 15” 21” 

Max case length 15” 21” 

Min case length 9” 15” 

Max case width 15” 16” 

Min case width 6” 6” 

Min case height (all shelves) 6” 6” 

Shelf 1 spacing 16” 16” 

Shelf 1 max case height 14” 14” 

Shelf 2 spacing 18” 18” 

Shelf 2 max case height 16” 16” 

 

Exact bin dimensions will be finalized during 

system engineering. 

Bin Description 

The graphic above shows the carousel bin and shelf 

concept for holding the cases.  Due to the wide 

range of case sizes there will be two different bin 

sizes.  Seven stacks will use bin A and one stack 

will use bin B.  Shelves for bin A will all be 15” 

deep and shelves for bin B will be 21” deep. 

The side vertical components of the bin will be 

made of heavy gauge sheet metal.  The shelves will 

be made of heavy gauge wire bolted to the metal 

side sections.  Both the wire and side flanges 

provide a strong and reliable shelf structure for 

holding cases in a repeatable position for the 

extractor.  The bin backs are open to allow 

sprinkler access through the bin from the center of 

the carousels.  . 
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Carousel System 
 

Case Size Breakdown 

We received case dimensions for over 6,000 SKUS.  We could match 3,413 of these to the 

existing SKU data for the carousels (43%).  The SKU breakdown of the shelf sizing for that 

sample is shown in the following table 

SKUs Shelf percentage 

2,885 A1 84.5% 

52 A2 1.5% 

383 B1 11.2% 

5 B2 .15% 

88 Do not fit 2.6% 

3,413   

 

We extrapolated these percentages across 7,942 SKUs that we planned the carousel system for.  

This is a safe assumption since we had a large quantity of case dimensions to go by. 

Min

6"

6"

9"

Max

15"

14"

15"

15.75"

16"

14"

21"

15.75"

6"

6"

15"

Min Max

Bin A - Small Cases Bin B - Small Cases

 
 

• 7 stacks 88%  • 1 stack 12% 

• 21 carousels 88%  • 3 carousels 12% 

• 2,310 bins 88%  • 330 bins 12% 

• 18,480 locations 88%  • 2,640 locations 12% 

• 6,834 total SKUs * 86%  • 902 total SKUs * 11.4% 

• 6,712 SKUs A1 shelves 84.5%  • 890 SKUs on B1 shelves 11.2% 

• 122 SKUs on A2 shelves 1.5%  • 12 SKUs on B2 shelves .15% 
 

Notes 

88 SKUs (2.6%) did not meet the size limits for the carousels.  They were either too small or too 

big in one or more dimensions.  This would be about 206 SKUs in the full system.  These have 

been taken out of the carousel calculations. 
 

It is important to recognize that the SKUs will be different by the time the system is installed a 

year from now.  Percentages and volumes will change for these classifications.  The important 

thing is to choose a reasonable break point for sizing that will work for the most likely 

combination of SKUs in the future.
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Carousel System 

Dedicated Stacks 

The WES will recognize the SKU label at the scan tunnel and automatically sort the case to the 

correct group of stacks (A or B).  Since only one stack is sized differently the system retains a 

high degree of flexibility for picking outbound cases.  86% of the SKUs in the system use the A 

bin size.  This means that the bulk of the outbound picking can bring the rate of 7 stacks to bear 

during a wave.  This same flexibility is retained for inbound cases as well. 

Inbound cases heading to the B stack will have less flexibility since they must accumulate on one 

spur.  If this spur is full then excess cases will hit the recirc loop on the carousel conveyor.  This 

will not be a problem since there is considerable room for cases on the recirc loop and the 

inbound volume coming to this stack has all day to get there.  It is not tied to any pick wave. 

Bypassing  

On some days there may be some SKUs needed for orders that do not have enough cases in the 

carousel system.  This would typically be a small amount of cases.  When this happens these 

cases will need to be picked by a VNA man up truck.  These cases will be sent into the carousels 

to be held until their pick wave comes up.  There may be times when they should bypass the 

carousels and go directly into the VLS units for the current pick wave.  There are multiple ways 

to do this. 

 

1. A bypass divert could be added to the carousel sorter at the very end of the sorter.  This 

would route the cases directly onto the outbound line.  This would require added space and 

would a future carousel stack position would be lost.   
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2. The cases can be loaded on the conveyor and sent to the carousel system.  They would be 

sent to the first divert where the extractor takes the case from the inbound line and place it 

directly on the outbound line.  If the volume is small this will have no effect on the overall 

system operation.  It would also not require the loss of a future stack position to add a bypass 

divert. 

Note 

It is important to note that both solutions here require induction to the sorter.  The case must pass 

through the scan tunnel before either of these solutions is possible.  This is the only way the case 

can be identified for a sorting decision. 
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Carousel System 

Rate Calculations 

Extractor Rates 

A transaction is either a pick or a store.  Since the software and controls are optimized to do both 

at the same time we use this method for rate calculations because it more accurately reflects the 

true operation of the system.  There are two rates to be reviewed when designing a system like 

this one.  Machine rate and system rate are two different calculations and both figure into the 

system design. 

Machine Rate 

Machine rate is the “pure” rate of the machine with no interruptions or delays.  Our carousel / 

extractor combination is the fastest product of its type in the industry.  For a system of this 

configuration the maximum machine rate of the extractor would be about 6 transactions per 

minute.  This is equal to doing a pick and a store every 10 seconds.  To achieve a pure machine 

rate means there can be no wait time for the extractor ever.  This means there would never be any 

carousel wait time, there would be an inbound case to store every time a pick was completed, 

and there would be a clear outbound conveyor every time a pick was made from the carousel.  In 

order to reach a pure machine rate on a continuing basis, the stack would have to run like this 

every minute of every hour of every day.   

System Rate 

System rate is the true rate you expect the extractor operate over the course of the whole day.  

This takes into account the likely things that will happen to slow the stack down from the pure 

machine rate.  Inbound cases will not show up in a perfect continuing stream at every stack and 

the wave of picks will not always be constant.   
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Max rate Qty Transaction System System System System

per minute stacks rate / minute picks / min stores / min picks / hour stores / hour

per stack all stacks all stacks all stacks all stacks all stacks

4.50 8 36.0 18.0 18.0 1080 1080

4.25 8 34.0 17.0 17.0 1020 1020

4.00 8 32.0 16.0 16.0 960 960

3.75 8 30.0 15.0 15.0 900 900

3.50 8 28.0 14.0 14.0 840 840

3.25 8 26.0 13.0 13.0 780 780

3.00 8 24.0 12.0 12.0 720 720  
 

System Rate 

The chart above shows the calculations for the number of stacks in the initial system with 

different system planning rates.  Even though the extractor can approach rates of 6 transactions 

per minute the rest of the system will not be able to support it.  An aggressive system planning 

rate would be in the range of 3.5 to 5 transactions per minute.  With the exceptionally large pick 

waves this system should be pushing the higher end of this rate chart. 

Carousel System 

 

Carousel Rates 

What makes a carousel system efficient is handling multiple picks on a single stack.  As picks 

are available to the carousel software they are continuously sequenced in the optimal order for 

minimizing bin movement.  In short the system works best when it is given a lot of work to do.  

The chart below demonstrates this principle. 

 

Total picks for the system are shown in the first column.  Picks are divided by the number of 

stacks, carousels, and bins per carousel, to get the average picks per carousel.  This figure is 

divided by 3 to get the average picks per carousel within a stack.  The total amount of bins in the 

carousel (110 bins) is divided by the average number of picks per carousel.  This gives you the 
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average amount of bins the carousel has to move to get to the next pick.  This amount of bins is 

converted to a travel time with acceleration and slow down time added to get the estimated travel 

time.  This is shown in seconds in the last column.  These numbers are based on averages.  A 

stack may be more or less efficient at any given moment in time.  In the course of the day it 

would be close to the averages shown here. 

 
avg carousel avg dist estimated

Batch bins per carousels picks per bin moves moved in time to move

Size Stacks carousel per stack carousel per pick bins per car carousel (sec)

250 8 110 3 10.4 10.56 3.52 10.7

500 8 110 3 20.8 5.28 1.76 7.3

750 8 110 3 31.3 3.52 1.17 6.2

1000 8 110 3 41.7 2.64 0.88 5.7

1250 8 110 3 52.1 2.11 0.70 5.3

1500 8 110 3 62.5 1.76 0.59 5.1

1750 8 110 3 72.9 1.51 0.50 5.0

2000 8 110 3 83.3 1.32 0.44 4.8  
 

Note the rapidly dropping movement distances as the total quantity of picks increases.  From this 

chart you can see that the carousels benefits from having as many pick requests as possible at 

any one time.  The goal should be to have enough picks so that the extractor never has to wait on 

a carousel to get into position.   

Wave Sizes 

The numbers highlighted in orange on the charts show the minimum range you would want the 

wave size to drop down to.  We recommend that you make the wave size as large as possible.  

This takes the carousel wait time completely out of the picture as a factor in system rate.  With 

the large capacities in the VLS units it should be possible to be operating with waves of well 

over a 1000 picks at any one time.  This will be a perfect environment for a carousel buffer 

system like this.  
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Note 

With such large wave sizes this system should be able to outperform these calculations.  In 

addition if there are no outbound cases available to store, the system picks outbound cases even 

faster.  This can add significant additional outbound rate capacity for peaks and future 

expansions.  Recognize that it is critically important to send the system larger amounts of work. 

The carousel system becomes faster and more efficient as the wave of work gets larger. 
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Carousel System - Inbound 
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to 6 stacks
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Carousel Stack
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Inbound Description 

This section describes the inbound cases coming into the carousel system.  The graphic shows 

only the carousel stacks and conveyor interface.  A detailed description of the VNA picking and 

loading of the cases onto the conveyor is included in the next section.  This is a general 

description of operation for the carousel / extractor stack.  This describes how a single stack 

operates.  All stacks in the buffer would operate this way.   
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Carousel System - Inbound 

1. Inbound cases are placed on the conveyor at the ground level.  These cases are unloaded from 

pallets and should be placed on the conveyor with the width across the conveyor and the longer 

side of the case (length) parallel to the conveyor.  The SKU label could be on any of the five 

visible sides of the box.  This area is not shown on the graphic. 

2. The case travels down the conveyor and up the incline to the inbound sorter on the mezzanine.  

The case enters the induction area on the sorter.  Cases will be arriving in random order. 

3. The SKU label on the case is read by the scanner at the induction point of the sorter.  Based on 

the case id the WES software chooses a destination carousel stack.   

4. The sorter moves the box down the sorter and diverts it onto the inbound spur for the selected 

stack.  The software tracks the box into the divert for the selected carousel stack.  Each inbound 

spur can hold up to three boxes in front of the extractor. 

5. The inbound case id is passed to AutoPick by the WES.  AutoPick will select the most time 

efficient carousel locations to store the inbound case.  Typically it stores the inbound case in the 

space just vacated by the previous pick.  This minimizes the potential carousel movement. 

6. If the inbound case id is needed as a pick in the current wave of picks the extractor (C) take the 

case from the inbound conveyor and moves it directly to the outbound conveyor.  This should be 

a very rare event since the system holds three days’ worth of cases.   

7. The extractor (C) moves into position at the inbound conveyor.  The stop at the end of the 

conveyor is dropped and the case is moved onto the extractor bed. 

8. The carousel (D) is moving into position at the same time.  A bin with an empty location is 

positioned in front of the extractor. 
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9. The extractor (C ) moves up or down into the correct position to store the case.  The extractor 

stores the case into the carousel bin location.  The system records the case ID and its carousel 

location.  The storage date and time are also recorded by AutoPick. 

 

No Reads 

If the inbound case cannot be read by the induction scanner on the sorter then it is classified as a 

“no read”.  If there is a no read then the case is diverted onto the first divert on the sorter 

designated the “no read” line.  Cases sent to the no read line will be checked and fixed (usually 

damaged labels).  Once this is done then the cases can be reintroduced into the system at any 

point on the conveyor.   
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Carousel System - Outbound 
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Carousel System - Outbound 

Picking 

1. Pick requests are sent in waves by the WMS.  These requests are sent to the WES and passed 

to the carousel system electronically.  Multiple case requests (larger waves) allow the carousel 

system to operate most efficiently (see previous section). 

2. AutoPick software optimizes the order of the cases into the fastest carousel travel times. 
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3. The carousel (D) spins to the correct bin and the extractor (C) picks the required case.  This 

process repeats itself until all the requested cases are picked. 

4. Cases are placed onto the outbound conveyor spur (E) by the extractor. Outbound case ids 

will be recorded as each transaction occurs.  AutoPick deletes the case id from its carousel record 

after the case is placed on the outbound conveyor.   

5. The case is transported by the outbound conveyor to the main sorter and palletizers.  All 

cases going to palletized orders will follow this route. 

6. A hot pick can be entered manually on a computer if it is part of the network. 

7. If a “hot pick” is made the software immediately moves this pick to the front of the existing 

picking requests.  The carousel will move to the correct bin and the extractor will pick the correct 

case and put it onto the outbound conveyor. 

Note 

The process of picking and storage occurs simultaneously.  The software looks for an inbound 

case immediately after it has picked an outbound one.  If one is present, the system will always 

store the inbound case in the location just vacated by the last outbound one.  The carousels are 

also positioning independently for the next transaction.  The exact sequence of picks and stores is 

being determined by the software dynamically as the system is running.  See attached standard 

software documentation for more detailed descriptions. 

Important Note 

If there is no inbound case the system will immediately move onto the next pick.  In effect the 

system fills in all excess time with picks if they are available.  This means the system can shift to 

even higher outbound rates if there are no inbound cases available. 
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Hot Picks 

1. An operator may occasionally need to request a “hot pick”.   

2. When a hot pick is necessary an operator manually enters the pick in AutoPick or the WES.  

There are multiple ways to query the AutoPick software to get specific case id or location 

information. 

3. The carousel system then follows the same methods to pick the specific case. 
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Since the bottle picking system operation is already known in detail this section will focus on 

describing only the parts that will be changed.  

 

The bottle picking operation will use the same equipment in the current bottle picking system in 

Nashua.  The flow of the system will be modified slightly but the basic operation will be the 

same.  The carousel pods and the flow rack will be used in the same configuration.  The 

conveyor system will be modified slightly so the flow goes from the bottom to the top pods and 

then out to shipping.  The system will be disassembled, moved to the new site, and then installed 

in the new configuration.   

 

The system flow starts at pod 1.  From pod 1 orders can go the flow rack zone, or pod 2 or 

straight out to shipping.  All orders will be picked in this sequence (pod 1, flow rack, pod 2).  
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Orders can start in the flow rack and go to pod 2 but they cannot go backwards to pod 1.  This is 

the same linear flow as the current system just reversed.  Orders can start in any zone so order 

boxes are available in all zones. 

 

The main difference in the bottle pick system will be the introduction of standard order boxes for 

picking bottles into.  This is necessary so that the boxes coming from the bottle system will have 

consistent and square dimensions.  This is needed so the best fit software can place the boxes 

properly into the outbound pallets.  These boxes will be configured for 3, 6, and 12 bottle 

quantities. 
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Bottle Picking System – Lower Level 
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The graphic above shows the bottle system at the floor level.  Pod 1 and the flow rack are on the 

floor level.  Orders starting on pod 1 will move down the powered conveyor and can be diverted 

to the flow rack at the transfer zone or continue up to pod 2 on the upper level. 

 

Replenishments to the pods will be by conveyor (loaded at the floor level).  Replenishments to 

the flow rack will be loaded from pallets at the back of the flow rack.  These replenishments will 

be brought by pallet from the VNA trucks and placed in the loading zones at the back of the 

system.  Replenishment pallets will be picked by pod (pod 1 or 2) or for the flow rack zone.  This 

makes loading them at the conveyors very simple.   
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A large supply of empty order boxes must be available at each pick zone.  These boxes will be 

brought in on pallets with the boxes stored in knocked down form.  A ready supply will be 

needed at all zones and they must be close by the operator so they are easily moved into the 

picking area.  There is space for up to 8 pallets next to pod 1 and 6 pallets on either side of the 

flow rack.  All of these pallets can easily be dropped off by fork truck.  These pallets will contain 

a selection of box sizes for the pickers to choose from.  Space is also provided in the access 

aisles for the pickers to pre build some of the boxes if they choose.  This is a likely process as 

they become more familiar with the system.  Note the collection of existing empty boxes in the 

current system.    
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Bottle Picking System – Upper Level 
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The graphic above shows the upper level pod and mezzanine.  Orders coming to pod 2 will move 

up the incline conveyor and be diverted at the transfer into the accumulation line for pod 2.  If 

they do not need to go into pod 2 they will continue on the same line and go to shipping.  

Completed orders from pod 2 will be pushed out on the outbound line and go to shipping. 

 

Order boxes are stage on pallets in the same way they as the lower level.  Pallets of empty boxes 

are brought up to the mezzanine level by forklift.  This is quite similar to the operation in the 

current system.  Note the mezzanine must be large enough to clear the flow racks below.  This 

creates extra space on the mezzanine.  This can be used for storage of additional pallets of empty 

boxes and for staging of prebuilt boxes at the pickers discretion.  This mezzanine will be 
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expanded from the current configuration.  The stair sections and pallet drop gates will be move 

to the new positions. 

 

Pod 1 on the floor level has a dedicated conveyor for replenishment cases.  Note that 

replenishments for the upper pod use the same conveyor used for outbound orders.  This means 

that replenishments for pod should be done during a dedicated “replenishment time”.  This clears 

the conveyor for subsequent order traffic during picking.   
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Bottle Picking – Pod Picking 
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All the orders and picks for a wave are downloaded electronically into the system by the WMS.  

A box selection (box 1, 2, or 3) is included with each order.  This selection is based on the 

number of bottles in the order.  The box number is shown on the computer when an order is 

registered to a batch location. 

1. The operator stages a selection of prebuilt empty boxes under the conveyor and workstation for 

ready use.  There would be space for about 30 prebuilt boxes on the floor around the pod. 

2. The operator enters the pick mode on keyboard of the workstation computer. 
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3. The operator registers the locations in the active batch to the 10 sort bar positions with a hand 

held scanner.  The software displays the box type (1, 2, 3) for each location.  The operator places 

the correct box in each batch location. 

4. The operator places order id (bar code) labels on each new box in the active batch.  These labels 

are taken from a roll at the pod workstation.  The operator then scans the bar code ids on each 

box to the sort bar location.  This confirms the box id to the correct order box for the system. 

5. The operator completes the registration process on the computer (enter key). 

6. The carousel software sorts the pending picks in optimized bin sequence and rotates all carousels 

to the first "pick from" location.  

7. When the carousels stop at the correct location the light tree indicates the quantity to pick from 

the location presented.  At the same time the workstation sort bar lights the "put to" locations 

with the quantity to be put into each order box. 

8. The operator picks the SKUs (bottles) from the carousels where the light tree indicates. 

9. The puts the picked bottles into the order boxes on the workstation where the sort bar indicates. 

10. The operator hits the task complete button on the sort bar to tell the system the pick is completed. 

11. The operator turns back to the carousels and repeats step 8 (picks SKUs) 

12. The picking process (steps 8-10) is repeated until all the order boxes are completed (in that pod). 

13. The sort bar indicates when an order box is completed with a “done” message.  This allows the 

operator to tape the box closed and push any single box onto the conveyor immediately upon its 

completion. 

14. The outbound conveyor takes the completed box away. 
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15. The operator can place an empty box into the empty position in the active batch or can finish the 

entire batch if they choose.  In either case the operator pushes completed boxes out as soon as 

they are done.  If an order is completed in the pod and the box is partially full then the sort bar 

displays “pass”.  The operator then pushes the partially full box out onto the takeaway conveyor.  

Boxes that are to be passed do not get taped. 

16. If the box is full and the order is not done in the pod the operator will tape the box closed and 

push it out onto the conveyor.  They will start another box with a new label and continue picking 

the order. 

 

Dynamic Batching 

This system was designed to support the ability to continuously "roll" dynamically batched 

orders.  The operator can push a completed order out onto the conveyor as soon it is completed.  

Empty boxes can be replaced and scanned into the batch immediately.  Note that the software 

would still indicate the box type to be used whenever a new location on the sort bar is registered.  

The operator can always maintain a full batch of boxes in front of him to sort into.  He will never 

have to wait to finish picking all the other orders before he can send a completed order on it's 

way ("end of batch syndrome").   

In practice operators typically wait till multiple orders are completed before they scan new 

boxes into the batch.  This cuts scanning time down to a few seconds in between constant 

picking.  The rolling batch typically keeps 50-100% of the batch active at any one time.  The 

operator never has to wait for a carousel bin at the end of a batch.  There is always a new 

carousel bin already in position or on its way. 
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Interleaved Replenishment 

Replenishing during the picking process detracts from the time spent picking.  If there is too 

much replenishment going on it blocks orders and significantly impact the pick rate.  Even 

though the software supports this process, interleaved replenishment should be done in batches 

and not during peak picking times unless there is an emergency requirement. 

Box Taping 

Full order boxes must be taped shut before they are pushed out to the outbound conveyor.  This 

is necessary since all boxes must be closed before entering the palletizers.   

Bottle System Box Types 

There will be 3 box types outbound from the bottle picking system.  These are based on bottle 

quantities.  The goal of this method is to create outbound boxes from the bottle system that have 

reliable square dimensions.  This is necessary for the pallet building software to be able to 

integrate these boxes into the pallets built for shipping. 

Box 1 

Box 1 will hold the standard twelve bottles.  It will be sized to handle the typical bottle diameter 

and to handle the tallest bottle in the bottle system.  Bottles going into this box will typically be 

multiple different SKUs so there will usually be multiple bottle heights.  This box will be stored 

in the pallet with the bottles standing vertically. This is the same as any other case in the system.  

This box will be made of sturdy cardboard with dividers so that the box itself can support other 

boxes stacked on top of it. 

Box 2 

Box 2 will hold 6 bottles.  It will be sized to handle the typical bottle diameter and to handle the 

tallest bottle in the bottle system.  Bottles going into this box will typically be multiple different 
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SKUs so there will usually be multiple bottle heights.  This box will be longest along the height 

of the bottle.  This means the box will move on the conveyor with the bottles resting 

horizontally.  The box will have dividers in it between the bottles.  This box will also be stored 

on the top layer of the outbound pallets.  This insures that no boxes will be stacked on top of it.   

Box 3 

Box 3 will hold 3 bottles.  It will be sized to handle the typical bottle diameter and to handle the 

tallest bottle in the bottle system.  Bottles going into this box will typically be multiple different 

SKUs so there will usually be multiple bottle heights.  This box will also be longest along the 

height of the bottle.  This means the box will move on the conveyor with the bottles resting 

horizontally.  The box will have dividers in it between the bottles.  This box will also be stored 

on the top layer of the outbound pallets.  This insures that no boxes will be stacked on top of it.   

 

Notes 

All the boxes coming from the bottle system will have an id label on them.  This allows the 

scanners on the conveyor to recognize the box and route it correctly.  This label also is used by 

the scanners at the auto labelers to print the order label. 
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Special Case Pick 

 

Picking Odd Size Cases 
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Longer than 21” 24 

Wider than 17” 2 

Taller than 15.75 “ 3 

Total in calculation 109 

repeated cases 21 

Total outsize cases 88 

 

This total of 88 was taken from the 

sample of 4,105 cases we matched 

up to the existing SKU records.  

2.1% of the total are outside 

dimensional specifications.   

 

The calculated volume for these 

SKUs is about 83 cases per day. 

 

2.1% of the total of 8,788 SKUs 

works out to 184 SKUs that will 

have odd sizes.   

 

The calculated volume for these 

SKUs would be about 174 cases 

per day or 4 pallets. 

 

Note 

Because of the small quantity of 

SKUs it is possible to fit all of 

these SKUs into a single aisle.  

This will make picking much faster 

and the same VNA trucks can be 

used. Most of these SKUs will fit 

on the bottom two levels of the 

aisle. 
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Picking Odd Size Cases 

 

Cases that cannot be run through the automated system (odd size cases) will be done by man up 

VNA trucks picking cases from pallet locations in the reserve racks.  The pick list in this 

operation will be sequenced within the aisle for the most efficient movement of the man up truck 

from location to location.  This is similar to the case picking operation for replenishing the 

carousels.  It is expected that all the SKUs for these cases will fit on the bottom two levels of one 

half of a VNA aisle. 

 

Case Picking 

1. The WES organizes all case picks by wave.  Each wave will be picked onto a dedicated 

pallet.  Because of the small volume of picks for these SKUs we expect that each wave 

will easily fit onto one pallet.  This zone will pick a range of 50 to 100 cases per day. 

2. The truck operator retrieves an empty pallet from the pallet drop off area or from the 

P&D stations at the other end of the system. Empty pallets are kept in both places for 

easy access. 

3. The truck mobile computer can show the available wave pallets to be picked.  They will 

usually match the amount of waves per day.  The operator chooses the next pallet to be 

picked for an upcoming wave. 

4. The operator goes to the end of the aisle and enters the pick mode on his screen.  This 

gives them the list of locations and quantities to pick for the wave pallet. 
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5. The screen tells the operator where to go to and the operator moves the truck to the 

location.  The platform is moved to a height where cases can be picked from the intended 

location.  The exact height is at the operator’s discretion depending on the pallet load in 

the rack location. 

6. The operator picks the quantity of cases for that location and confirms the transaction.  

An order label is placed on each case picked.  This label is printed on a mobile printer 

carried by the truck operator.  This is required since the case cannot be labeled like others 

going through the system. 

7. The operator repeats steps 5 and 6 until the pallet is completed.   

8. When the pallet is completed the operator drives the truck down the aisle and drops the 

pallet off at the drop station. 

9. The operator repeats steps 2 through 8 until all wave pallets are finished. 

10. These pallets are picked up and brought to the shipping docks.  Cases are then distributed 

to their dock locations during the wave.  These cases will have to be manually loaded on 

the trucks with the rest of the pallets for the order. 

 

Locations 

Pallet locations for these SKUs should be kept as small as is reasonably possible.  The smaller 

the locations the shorter the aisle will be for this zone.  The picker will be able to cover more 

picks in a shorter distance.  This speeds up picking. 
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3.4   Palletizing Operation 
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Explanation 

The palletizing operation is the heart of the system.  It determines the overall outbound rate of 

the system and drives the volume of work in the picking zones.  The routing of all cases coming 

from the pick zones is determined by the palletizing system.  All the supporting conveyor 

systems (case and pallet) are designed to insure that the palletizing system can run at full speed.  

This section describes the operation of a single palletizing module. 

Best Fit Software 

The “Best Fit Software” drives the palletizing module.  The Best Fit software examines each 

order and determines the make up of cases for each pallet in that order.  This means it also 

determines the exact sequence of cases needed to build each pallet.  This sequence determines 

the routing of all inbound cases into the VLS units. 

The Best Fit software can be configured to apply multiple priorities and rules for building the 

pallets.  A description is included in the WES section of this document.  A detailed description is 

in appendix A of this proposal as it is too long to show here.  
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Palletizer Configuration 
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Overall Configuration 

The system is designed with 4 palletizing modules.  Each module can build pallets at a maximum 

rate of 800 cases per hour.  This would be equal to 16 pallets of 50 cases each.  4 modules 

running at the same time can produce up to 3200 cases per hour.  Each module is made up of: 
 

• 8 VLS units (storing 228 cases each with a total of 1,824 cases per module) 

• 2 Palletizing robots (building 2 pallets simultaneously) 

• Inbound case conveyor system 

• Outbound case conveyor system 

• Inbound conveyor for empty pallets 

• Outbound conveyor for empty pallets 
 

VLS Units 

The Vertical Lift Storage unit (VLS) is an automated storage machine that stores up to 228 cases.  

Each machine can pick and store 2 cases per minute (2 in and 2 out per minute).  Cases are 

stored on 19 possible shelf levels.  An automated extractor device moves vertically between the 

shelves and picking and storing cases.  Cases are brought to and taken away from the VLS by 

conveyor.  There are 8 VLS units in each palletizing module.  This gives each module a capacity 

of 1,824 cases.  This means each module can hold approximately 36 pallets @ 50 cases each.   

The palletizers run at 800 cases per hour and require an average of 13.3 cases per minute.  8 VLS 

units can reach an upper rate of 16 cases per minute.  Since not every VLS gets a case for every 

pallet in a sequence, the VLS units are designed for a slightly higher rate (20%) than the 

palletizers.  This also allows for an increase in palletizer rate if equipment upgrades are made in 

the future. 
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Palletizer Configuration 
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Waves and Routing 

Each palletizing module can hold up to 1,824 cases in 8 VLS units.  All four palletizing modules 

can hold up to 7,296 cases in 32 VLS units.  This would be roughly equal to 24 orders of 300 

cases each.  The total capacity of cases in the combined VLS units determines the maximum size 

of the pick wave the WES can send to the pick modules.   

The WES selects combinations of orders that are close to the maximum wave size in combined 

cases (for all Palletizer modules).  This process in described in greater detail in the WES section 

of this document.  Case makeup and building sequence for each pallet in these orders are 

determined by the Best Fit Software prior to the wave being sent.  This build sequence then 

determines which palletizing module and which VLS units that each case can be sent to.  This 

sequence is turned into conveyor routing destinations by the WES.   The WES uses these routes 

to sort the cases to the correct diverts on the main sorter.  There is a divert off the sorter for each 

of the 32 VLS units. 
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Inbound Sorter 

The inbound sorter brings all the cases to the palletizing module.  The sorter runs down both 

sides (left / right sides) of the module and diverts cases into the VLS units.   

 

Outbound Conveyor 

The outbound conveyor runs down the center of the module.  All VLS units feed outbound cases 

onto the main outbound line.  This line takes cases to the palletizer. 

 

Palletizer 

The palletizer takes the inbound cases and builds order pallets with them.  The palletizer uses 

two robots and builds pallets in two positions.  This allows the robots to continue building pallets 

without losing time when a completed pallet is switched out for an empty.  Completed pallets 

drop down to the floor level for transport to the shipping dock. 
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Palletizer Configuration 
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Sorter Mezzanine 

Inbound cases come into the VLS modules from the inbound sorters (left or right).  The inbound 

sorters are supported by the mezzanine at an elevation of 18’-6”.  This allows the sorter and related 

saw tooth conveyor sections to operate on one level.  This simplifies the conveyor layout and general 

access. 
 

Palletizer Mezzanine 

The outbound case conveyor and palletizer are supported by the palletizer mezzanine at an elevation 

of 13’.  This allows complete access around the palletizing robots and inbound case conveyor with no 

interference with the inbound sorter above.  This also provides single level access to all outbound 

cases coming out of the VLS into the palletizer robots. 
 

Pallet Building Positions 

The pallet building positions move vertically from top to bottom as the pallet is built.  When the 

pallet is completed it is shrink wrapped on its way to the bottom level.  At the bottom level the pallet 

is taken away by fork truck. 

 

Floor Level Empty pallets and completed full pallets move in and out of the palletizer on the floor 

level.  This allows them to be resupplied by fork trucks both coming to the system from one side and 

going out on the other. 

 

Pallet Conveyors Pallet conveyors are used to deliver empty pallets to the palletizer and take 

completed full pallets away from it.  A pallet destacking machine is used to singulate inbound pallets 

to the palletizer. 
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Palletizer Module – Inbound Cases 

 

VLS VLS VLS VLS

VLS VLS VLS VLS
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Pickup PositionSorter Divert

Sorter

Mezzanine

Palletizer

Mezzanine

Auto Labeler
Outbound

Feed Spur
Main Outbound Line

Palletizer

Access Stairs

Bypass divert

Sorter

Mezzanine

 
 

Inbound Cases 

VLS destinations are determined for all inbound cases prior to the pick wave being sent to the 

pick modules.  Inbound cases coming out of the pick modules are first diverted to the left side or 

right side sorter depending on which side the destination VLS is.  Destinations are determined by 

the case id (SKU id) which is read in the scan tunnel at main sorter induction.  This happens 

before the case gets to the either sorter. 

 

1. SKU id is read on the case at sorter induction 

2. WES determines the VLS the case will be sent to 

3. The case is diverted to the left or right side sorter 

4. The case travels down the sorter to the correct divert 

5. The sorter diverts the case to the correct VLS (1 of 8 in the palletizing module) 

6. The case moves to the end of the conveyor divert into the pick up position 

7. The VLS picks up the case off the pick up position and moves it into the VLS 

8. The VLS puts the case away in the nearest empty position in the VLS 

9. The case id and VLS location are recorded by the Best Fit Software and WES 

10. Steps 1 through 9 are repeated for all inbound cases. 

 

Case Tracking 

All inbound cases are tracked on the sorter and VLS using sensors.  The case id is only read at 

the sorter induction point.  If the case is recirculated it must pass through the scan tunnel again.  

Case ids and locations in each VLS are held in the WES and Best Fit software.  This allows real 

time status through the WES at any time for a supervisor.
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Palletizer Module – Outbound Cases 
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Outbound Cases 

When building an order pallet the Best Fit software will direct the VLS units to pick the correct 

cases for that pallet.  The cases must come to the pallet building robot in the sequence they must 

be built on the pallet.  Cases arrive at the VLS units in random order from the pick modules.  

With a capacity of 1,824 cases, each module can hold up to 36 order pallets. 

1. The Best Fit Software recognizes that all the cases for an order pallet have arrived in the 

VLS units of the palletizer module. 

2. An empty pallet is positioned in one of the two build positions (this goes on concurrently) 

3. The Software signals the VLS units to pick the first 8 cases for the pallet. 

4. Each VLS retrieves the correct case and places it onto the outbound feed spur (see 

graphic) 

5. Each case is moved to the end of the feed spur.  The VLS units repeat step 4 at this time 

placing another case immediately behind the case on the feed spur. 
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6. All 8 cases are simultaneously moved onto the main outbound line from each feed spur.  

This forms the exact sequence of 8 needed to build the pallet. 

7. All 8 cases are moved down the main outbound line to the pallet building positions. 

8. As soon as the last case of the first 8 clears the last feed spur the system repeats steps 6 

and 7.  This keeps a constant stream of cases at the pallet build positions. 

9. Each case is automatically labeled just prior to entering the pallet build positions 

10. Cases are picked up by the robots and place on the correct pallets. 

11. Steps 3 through 9 are repeated until the order pallet is completed.  The full pallet is 

dropped down to the lower level and a new pallet is moved into the build position. 

12. After a pallet is completed steps 1 through 11 are repeated until the wave of work is 

completed. 

Palletizer Module – Outbound Cases 

Pallet Building Sequence 

A pick wave is a group of orders that will be picked from the system and sent to the palletizing 

modules.  Within the wave, the WES selects orders and pallets to be sent to each palletizing 

module. The Best Fit software determines the pallet building sequence for each pallet to be built 

in the module.  This sequence determines the VLS destination for every inbound case. At 1,824 

cases each module can build up to 36 pallets (@50 per pallet). The Best Fit software will build 

the first pallet available in the system and continue at full speed until the wave is done. This 

means that completed pallets will be coming out of the palletizing module in random order 

within the wave. This keeps the system running as fast as possible. 
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Important Notes 

Maintain High Rates 

To keep building pallets at the fastest possible rate it is critical that the system have the 

widest range of cases to choose from in the available in the VLS units.  In short the system 

needs the freedom to build the first pallets available.  This method keeps the system running 

fast and insures there are no delays waiting to build specific pallets if the cases are not all 

there yet. 

Larger Waves 

It is equally important for the system to process the largest waves possible.  This insures the 

maximum amount of pallets in each module and increases the probability of pallets being 

available in the modules more quickly.  Larger waves have positive impacts on the system in 

multiple other areas.  This is further described in the WES section of this document. 
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Palletizing Robots 

Robot 2

travel range

Head

1

Robot 1

travel range

Head 2

Pallet A

Pallet B

11

2

2

Robot 2

Robot 1

Travel range

for both heads

Overhead Gantry

Pickup 1

Inbound Conveyor

Transfer

Support Structure

Pallet Build

Position

Queue 1

Pickup 2
Queue 2

Case

Auto Labeler

 

General Description 

The palletizer takes the inbound cases and builds the pallets in predetermined sequence.  There 

are two robots with 2 separate heads that pickup cases from the inbound conveyor and place 

them on a pallet.  Both robots work on one pallet at a time. The control system coordinates the 

movement of the two heads so they work together efficiently.  

Robots 

Each robot has a different range of movement but can reach any space on both pallets. Each 

robot has a dedicated pickup point on the inbound conveyor.  The graphic above shows the range 

of movement. 
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Palletizing Robots 

Palletizer Operation 

The goal of this design is to keep the pallet stacking operation moving without interruption.  This 

is why there are two operating positions on most parts of the palletizing system.  There are two 

pickup positions on the conveyor so both robot heads can work at the same time.  There are two 

robot heads to maintain a constant high rate of case stacking. There are two pallet build positions 

so no time is lost to switching out full pallets for empty ones.  This description of operation goes 

sequentially through the pallet building process.  In a two head robotic palletizer there are 

multiple operations happening simultaneously.   

1. Cases arrive in streams of 8 on the outbound conveyor.   

2. Each case is labeled with a unique order label by the automatic labeler. 

3. Cases arrive on the inbound conveyor in alternating head sequence (1,2,1,2,1,2,1,2) 

4. Case 1 moves to the pickup point for head 1 at the end of the conveyor.  Simultaneously 

case 2 is transferred to the pickup point for head 2. 

5. The next two cases move to their respective queue positions (case 1 and 2). 

6. Robot 1 picks up the case in pickup point 1 and places it on the pallet in position (A). 

7. Robot 2 picks up the case in pickup point 2 and places it on the same pallet (A).  Steps 6 

and 7 operate at the same time but follow independent paths. 

8. Cases in the queue positions move up along with the cases behind them.  This happens 

concurrently with steps 6 and 7. 

9. Steps 3 through 8 repeat until pallet A is completed. 
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10. When completed pallet A is dropped down to the floor level, shrink wrapped, and moved 

to the outbound pallet conveyor. 

11. When pallet A is moved out an empty pallet is moved into its place and raised back up 

into position A. 

12. Immediately after step 9 the robots start building pallet (B).  This happens at the same 

time as steps 10 and 11 are taking place. 

13. When pallet (B) is completed the robots switch to pallet (A) and steps 6 through 9 are 

repeated. 

 

Order Labeling 

Each case is labeled with a specific order label prior to entering the palletizers.  The outbound 

case sequence is known.  The cases are tracked down the conveyor so the labeler places the 

correct order label on each case.  Note that the automatic labeler is placed in an area easy to 

access. This allows operators to get to it easily for roll replacement or troubleshooting. 

 

Robot Design 

Improvements for speed and reliability are constantly being made in the robotic configuration of 

the palletizer unit.  The robotic design for this system may be different than the graphics shown. 
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Inbound Pallets 
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Inbound Empty Pallet Stacks 

Inbound empty pallets will be coming from the pick modules and reserve storage in the main 

transport aisle.  These will be staged in stacks of 10 pallets along the VLS units in front of the 

inbound pallet conveyor.  They will be loaded onto the inbound pallet conveyor as space 

becomes available.   

 

Inbound Pallet Conveyor 

The inbound pallet conveyor supplies empty pallets for the palletizers.  There is queue space for 

6 stacks of pallets (60 pallets).  The destacker takes a stack of 10 pallets in one side and 

dispenses them out one at a time on the other side. Single pallets are queued up to feed both 

pallet building positions at the floor level 

 

• 16 pallets per hour (@ 800 cases per hour and 50 cases per pallet) 

• 1 pallet every 3.75 minutes (3 minutes 45 seconds) 
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• 60 pallets in queue @ 3.75 minutes per = 225 minutes 

• 3.75 hours supply of empty pallets on the inbound conveyor 

 

The inbound pallet conveyor must be kept constantly full to keep the palletizers supplied.  This 

means the inbound pallet conveyor must be loaded with 6 stacks of empty pallets every 3 hours 

or so. This in turns means there must be stacks of empty pallets staged for loading. 

 

Operators should continually keep these conveyor queues full with empty pallets in the course of 

the day.  This process is visually simple since operators can easily see and react to the inbound 

pallet conveyors along the main aisle.  This status is also available on the WES screens as well. 

 

Inbound Pallets 

Inbound Pallet Conveyor 

1. Truck operators load stacks of empty pallets onto the end of the inbound pallet conveyor.  

Each stack has 10 empty pallets. 

2. Stacks of pallets are moved to the pallet destacker.  A stack of pallets is moved into the 

destacker.  All the stacks in queue move up one position on the pallet conveyor. 

3. The destacker dispenses one pallet at a time onto the pallet conveyor on the other side.  

This conveyor takes the pallets into the two build positions.  The pallet conveyor can 

queue up 5 empty single pallets prior to the two build positions. 

4. When a pallet is completed it moves to the lower level and moves off the build position.   
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5. An empty single pallet moves into its place and other pallets behind it in queue move up 

one position.  This operation will happen approximately every 3 minutes and 45 seconds. 

Completed Pallets 

Completed pallets come down to the floor level at two positions.  The pallets are moved by the 

outbound pallet conveyor onto a shared line where they are queued up for transport to the 

shipping dock.  They move to a pick up point at the end of the conveyor. 

1. The completed pallet is lowered from the upper level and is shrink wrapped on the way 

down to the lower level position (directly under the build position).   

2. The completed pallet moves off the build position onto the outbound conveyor.  Both 

positions make two 90 degree transfers right. 

3. The completed pallet moves to the end of the conveyor and stops at the pallet pick up 

point. 

4. Completed pallets coming behind it queue up on the pallet conveyor.  There are 6 queue 

positions for completed pallets. 

5. The pallet is taken off the pickup position by fork truck.  All pallets behind it move up 

one position. 

There is space for six completed pallets on the outbound pallet conveyor.  At 3.75 minutes per 

pallet this means the outbound line fills up every 22 minutes.  Truck operators at the shipping 

dock must keep up with the outbound rate of completed pallets and remove them from the 

conveyor at regular intervals (10 to 15 minutes). Otherwise the palletizers must stop. 

Note 
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There is no limitation in assigning dock doors to any order in the system.  It is recommended that 

the dock door assignments be set reasonably close to the palletizing module building that order.  

This minimizes the travel time for moving pallets to the dock doors. 

 

Inbound Pallets 

Status Screen 

The status screen shows the truck operators which pallets are completed and what dock door to 

take them to.  This is a large screen mounted above the pallets at the pallet pickup point.  This is 

critical to know since the completed pallets will be coming off the palletizer in a random 

sequence.  This also becomes an easy and visible way for anyone on the dock to instantly see the 

status of outbound pallets at any module.  This data is also visible on the mobile screens of the 

trucks. At a minimum, for each position it will show. 

• Order ID 

• Order Status (2 of 6 pallets etc.) 

• Dock door assignment 

During the engineering phase we may decide to make more information available on this screen 

(module status etc.) This will be worked out in cooperation with Law during the engineering 

phase. 

Manual Pickup 

Currently every outbound case goes on a pallet.  The system is designed to support this process. 

Two of the palletizing modules have a bypass divert and a manual pickup line.  This allows a 

case to go through the main sorter, bypass the palletizes, and be diverted directly down to the 
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shipping dock.  This will be necessary from time to time for broken or miscellaneous cases that 

simply need to get to the dock without going through the VLS units and into a pallet. 

This is also necessary to provide some flexibility in the system.  There may be times when cases 

are required that don’t need to be part of a pallet.  We should not design the system so that every 

case must pass through the palletizers.  While this feature is included on two modules, it can be 

added to all 4 modules in the future.   
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3.5   Shipping 

Sample Wave 

Palletize Cases in Pallets

Module Truck Order Cases Module Pallets on truck

1 1 1 800 16 16

1 2 5 350 7

1 2 8 250 5

1 2 15 100 1500 2 14

2 3 4 500 10

2 3 12 175 4

2 3 18 100 2 16

2 4 7 350 7

2 4 23 85 2

2 4 24 75 2

2 4 10 200 1485 4 15

3 5 2 700 14 14

3 6 9 300 6

3 6 19 80 2

3 6 20 50 1

3 6 21 90 2

3 6 13 200 1420 4 15

4 7 22 100 2

4 7 6 400 8

4 7 16 150 3 13

4 8 3 400 8

4 8 11 150 3

4 8 14 125 3

4 8 17 50 1375 1 15

4 8 24 5780 5780 118 118

trucks orders cases pallets  

Work Wave 

All shipping operations depend on the make up of the wave of work coming to the palletizers.  

The wave is a selection of orders that will be going out on a specific group of trucks.  It is 

determined by the WES prior to any work being sent into the pick zones.  Waves must be large 

enough to fill the palletizers with enough work that they can run without interruption.  They will 

typically have between 5,000 to 7,000 cases.  This means they will fill a range of 100 to 150 

pallets and go into 5 to 10 trucks per wave. 

 

Pallet Building Sequence 

To get the fastest pick rates the wave is sent as a single block of work into the pick zones.  It 

comes from all pick zones, through the conveyor system and is sorted into the palletizer 

modules.  It arrives at the palletizers in a random sequence of cases across all orders.  The 

palletizers start building pallets as soon as all the cases for a pallet arrive in the VLS units.  This 

means the palletizers build the pallets assigned to them in a random sequence.  This is absolutely 

necessary in order to maintain maximum rates.   

Description 

The chart on the left is the wave that 

corresponds to the graphic on the following 

page.  This would be a typical size wave on an 

average day of 21,000 cases.  The columns are 

explained below. 

 

1. Column 1 shows the palletizer the orders 

would be assigned to. 

2. column 2 lists the trucks assigned to the 

orders for that palletizer. 

3. Column 3 shows the orders assigned to 

each truck (to be built in that palletizer) 

4. Column 4 shows the cases in each order. 

5. Column 5 shows the total cases for each 

palletizer (sum of the cases in the orders). 

6. Column 6 shows the quantity of pallets to 

be built for each order. 

7. Column 7 shows the quantity of pallets 

going onto each truck from the palletizer. 

The bottom row shows the totals for orders, 

cases, and pallets across all palletizers and all 

trucks. 
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Shipping 
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Wave Configuration 

The wave cannot be larger than the total amount of 

cases than the 4 palletizer modules can process.  

Within the wave each palletizer module cannot be 

given more cases than it can process. 

Other than total case quantities listed above, there is 

no limitation on the amount of orders within a wave.  

There is no limitation to the amount of trucks used to 

ship the wave either.   

Orders can be assigned to one or multiple palletizers 

depending on order size.  Any combination of trucks 

can be assigned for shipping orders as well. 

 

Door Selection 

Any door can be selected for truck loading.  It makes 

sense to assign doors close to the palletizers building the 

orders for those trucks.  This minimizes travel time 

between the pallet pick up point and the dock door.   

When trucks are in place, space on the dock should be 

allowed on each side of a truck for staging pallets that 

can’t go directly onto the truck.  This is likely to happen 

for trucks making multiple stops since pallets do not 

come out in stop sequence.  This is not needed for trucks 

making a single stop. 

Pallet Staging 

There will be times when pallets are being built for 

shipping and the trucks are not in place at the dock.  

There is 50’ of space between the docks and the pallet 

pickup points for this reason.  This allows multiple 

spaces for staging pallets for truck pickup. 

Lines will be painted on the floor to match the outlines of 

the trailers.  These spaces will be subdivided by lines 

dividing the truck into multiple spaces (3 or 4 spaces).  

The status screen directs the truck operator to the space 

where the pallet is to be dropped off.  This allows

operators to place every pallet coming off the palletizers 

into the exact space it needs to be.  

Status Screens 

The status screen at the pick up points shows the truck 

operators which pallets are completed and what dock 

door to take them to.  This is critical to know since the 

completed pallets will be coming off the palletizer in a 

random sequence.   

• Order ID 

• Order Status (2 of 6 pallets etc.) 

• Dock door assignment 

• Truck load position 
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Shipping 

This section describes the process for operators moving pallets from the palletizers to the 

shipping docks. 

Truck Loading 

1. The palletizers place a pallet on the outbound pallet conveyor at the floor level.  This 

pallet is moved to the end of the conveyor at the pick up position.  The pallet conveyor 

can hold up to 6 pallets in queue. 

2. The status screen shows the destination for the pickup pallet.  It also shows the same 

information for all pallets in queue at the pallet conveyor.  This gives the operators 

advance knowledge of what is coming and where it will be going. 

3. The truck operator picks up the pallet at the end of the pick up position (end of the pallet 

conveyor).  The status screen tells them the dock door destination and load sequence.  

The operator enters the pickup on the mobile unit on his truck.  This unit carries the same 

information as the status screen. 

4. The operator moves the pallet to the truck or dock loading point indicated on the screen.  

The pallet status is again updated on the mobile screen which also updates the WES.  

5. The operator repeats steps 3 and 4 until all pallets are taken off the inbound conveyor. 

Pallet Staging 

If pallets are being staged on the dock operators will complete the staging process with no truck 

in place.  When a truck is in place operators will move the pallets from the staging space to the 

truck.  Pallet status will then be updated.  
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Pallet Tracking and Identification 

The system knows which pallet is being built so the movement is tracked on the outbound 

conveyor to the pickup point.  From the pickup point the pallet can be tracked from its pick up 

entry on the truck mobile unit.  If a pallet needs to be identified at any point, the order label on 

any case on the pallet can be scanned.  The WES system knows which cases are on which pallets 

so the pallet can be identified. 

Notes on Procedure 

There are multiple methods for setting up the shipping process.  The procedure described here is 

preliminary.  Law Warehouses may want to set this process up differently.  The exact procedures 

used on the shipping dock will be worked out in cooperation with Law Warehouses during the 

engineering phase of the project. 
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3.6   Conveyor System 
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Recirculation Loop 

The carousel conveyor system is designed as a single loop with cases entering at the loading 

area and exiting onto the diverts for the carousel stacks.  This design enables the system to 

handle surges of hundreds of inbound cases and continue to present a steady flow to all the 

carousel stacks.  Each divert can handle up to 3 cases in accumulation in front of the 

extractor.  This means the conveyor system can absorb 24 inbound cases immediately without 

having to recirculate any.  At normal system rates the extractors will continually store a range 

of 16 to 20 cases per minute.  This means the conveyor system can absorb a steady rate of 960 

to 1200 cases per hour.  This would be 19 to 24 inbound pallet loads at the pallet stripping 

area. 

 

Future Expansion 

 

The inbound sorter is designed to handle future expansion to 14 carousel stacks.  Future sort 

points will be built into the sorter that will allow these carousel stacks to be added without 

having to reconfigure the conveyor system.  The sorter itself will be a shoe sorter so it can 

handle the future expanded rate.  This is the same type used in the main sorter at the palletizer 

modules. 

 

The outbound conveyor also will have future merge points built into it to accommodate the 

expanded system.  This also allows stacks to be added without interrupting the operation in 

the future. 
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Carousel System – Inbound Cases 

1. Cases are loaded onto the conveyor at the floor level in the pallet stripping aisle (A).  Cases 

will be loaded in groups of 50 or so since whole pallets will be dropped off to be sent to the 

carousels.   

2. Cases go up the incline conveyor (B) reaching the mezzanine height and run into the sorter 

induction area (C).  

3. Cases are spaced out at the sorter induction area (C) and pass through the scan tunnel (D).  

The case id (SKU) is scanned at the scan tunnel.  Tracking of cases begins when the case 

comes out of the scan tunnel. 

4. The WES selects a carousel stack to route the case to.   

5. The case enters the inbound sorter (E) and is diverted to the chosen carousel stack on an 

inbound diverts (F).   

6. The inbound diverts (F) can accumulate up to 3 cases in front of the extractor.  Cases are 

indexed onto the extractor as needed.   

7. The case is moved onto the extractor (G) and stored in the carousel stack. 

8. If the case cannot be diverted then it runs of the end of the sorter onto the recirc loop (H).  

Tracking of the case ends when it runs off the sorter and enters the recirc loop. 

9. The recirc loop (H) brings the case back around to the end of the belt conveyor on the floor 

passing through the pallet stripping area (A).  Steps 2 through 6 are repeated until the case is 

diverted. 

10. If the case label cannot be read at the scan tunnel it is diverted onto the no read line (I).  The 

case is taken to the floor level where it can be manually examined and the label fixed.  These 

cases can then be sent back into the system at case loading area. 
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Routing 

The routing of the cases is determined by the WES.  There are a series of routing priorities for 

different SKUs going into the carousel system.  This routing process is described in more detail 

in the WES section of this document. 

Case Loading 

The belt conveyor at the floor level extends across multiple aisles of the VNA system to allow 

multiple pallets to be dropped off in this area at the same time.  Whole pallets will be stripped 

and loaded onto the conveyor at this point.  This means cases will enter the system in groups of 

50 or so in a short window of time.  The system is designed to handle these surges of inbound 

cases. 

No Read Line 

The no read line runs from the sorter on the mezzanine along the side of the carousel stacks 

down to the floor level at the end of the carousel stacks (about 100 feet long).  The full distance 

is not shown on this graphic.  No read cases are moved down to the floor level on this line since 

they must reenter the system at the floor level over at the loading area.  Cases will be manually 

examined and the labels will be fixed at the floor level.  If a case must be removed then the 

operator will enter it in the WES and call for another case. 

 

Inbound to Bottle Pick 

 

Sections for the bottle system have not been finished yet.  They will be added to this document 

as soon as they are completed. 
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Outbound from Picking 
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Conveyor Support 

The conveyor is supported by dedicated mezzanines and 

decks in the pick modules and at the carousels.  It is hung 

from the sorter mezzanine in two places.  It is supported by 

the palletizer mezzanine before crossing into shipping.  In 

the shipping area the conveyor is supported by an open 

frame structure on the floor.  Catwalks next to the conveyors 

are used for maintenance access in shipping (not shown). 

 

Inbound Traffic 

Inbound cases will typically be spread out across 

the 5 input lines for carousels, and the pick 

modules.  The average split will be 28% from the 

carousels and 18% on each pick module line.  This 

will vary wave to wave and at different times of the 

day.   

Conveyor Paths 

The conveyors cross the palletizer mezzanine at 

breaks between the palletizer robot and the VLS 

units of the adjacent module.  This is the only place 

in the system layout where the lines can run east to 

the shipping area.  This is why the lines from the 

pick modules turn right after coming out of the 

modules.   

Palletizer Mezzanine 

The exact configuration of the palletizer mezzanine can 

be seen in this graphic.  This mezzanine section may be 

hung from the adjacent sorter mezzanine and supported 

by the frames of the VLS units.  This decision will be 

made during the engineering phase of the project.  

Transport Speed 

The goal for this part of the conveyor system is to 

get the cases from the pick zones to the 

palletizers as fast as possible without damage or 

hangups.  Speeds for individual sections of 

conveyor will be set during the testing phase of 

the project. 
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Outbound from Picking 

1. Cases will simultaneously come from the carousel system (A), the bottle system (B), and 

both pick modules (C) and (D).  All of these cases will be put onto the conveyor lines to be 

taken to the sorter.  This process will be ongoing on all conveyor lines at the same time 

during a pick wave. 

Pick Modules 

2. Each pick module has 4 levels with a belt conveyor line on each level.  Cases can enter the 

conveyor system at any of the four levels in the pick module.  With pickers on all levels this 

will be happening at the same time on all levels. 

3. In each module there are two separate conveyor lines.  Levels 1 and 2 use one conveyor line 

and levels 3 and 4 use another one.  Each conveyor line runs separately to the saw tooth 

merge.  These lines run parallel to each other and follow the same path through the system. 

4. Case on all the conveyor lines coming from the pick modules run on the belt conveyor up to 

the accumulation zones (H) in front of the saw tooth merge.   

Carousel and Bottle Systems 

5. Cases coming out of the carousel system (A) will be placed on individual spurs coming off 

the extractors.  Each spur can hold 2 cases.  One in the feed position and one in queue. 

6. Cases are fed onto the merge line running across the carousel extractors.  Multiple spurs are 

feeding cases onto the merge line at the same time.  The control system manages the timing 

and case traffic. 

7. Cases move onto the belt conveyor and run up to the accumulation zones (H) in front of the 

saw tooth merge. 
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8. Cases coming from the bottle system (B) come off the carousel pod and run on a dedicated 

belt conveyor line up to the saw tooth merge (H). 

Saw Tooth Merge 

9. Cases accumulate on each line going into the saw tooth merge independently.  When the 

cases on a line accumulate to a set level, the control system releases the slug of cases onto 

the saw tooth merge.  Cases can also be released at any time based on the open capacity on 

the sorter.  These setting will be made configurable in the control system. 

Notes 

The belt conveyor lines for each area will be set at the highest speeds possible without 

endangering the safe transport of the cases.  This will be determined during the testing phase of 

the project. 

 

All conveyors will be 24” wide with guardrails independently set.  The accumulation zones will 

be 24” long.  The maximum case size that can be put onto the conveyor is 21” long by 17” wide 

by 6” tall.  Any wider than this and the cases will get caught up on the curve sections.  The 21” 

long case leaves a maximum of 1.5” of clear space to the case in the next accumulation zone. 
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Sorter Operation 
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Sorter Design 

A shoe sorter will be used for the sorting of cases into the VLS units.  This is 

the best choice for diverting cases of liquor.  It can run at high speed yet 

moves the case smoothly onto the divert spurs.  It has a high sorting rate and 

can handle a wide range of case sizes.  Shoe sorters have a long and reliable 

history moving this type of case load.  The sorter is designed to process cases 

at 75 per minute and handle surges up to 90 per minute. 

 

Conveyor Design 

Belt conveyor is used wherever a controlled speed is required on the 

conveyor system.  This is especially important whenever cases are being 

tracked.  It is used on the induction line, in between the sorters and on the 

divert spurs.  

Live roller conveyor is used whenever cases need to be slowed down, 

accumulated, and on curves.  This method also has a long history of success 

with this type of case load. 

 

Equipment selection 

Final equipment selections will be made during the system engineering phase 

of the project.  Some alterations may be made based on changes in 

dimension, speed, or function. 
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The VLS transfer is part of the VLS machine.  This section sits outside the 

VLS and receives cases from the conveyor (divert).  The moving arm is 

mounted to a fixed track that runs into the VLS.  This arm sweeps the case 

onto a pickup section that is integrated with the “fingers” of the VLS 

storage shelf.  This places the case into a position where it can be picked 

up by the vertical carriage of the VLS. 

Sorter Divert Design 

Cases will come off the sorter and onto the divert at  approximately 250 feet 

per minute.  Cases need to be slowed down and moved one at a time into the 

VLS transfer without damaging, tipping, or hitting each other.  This must to 

be done with multiple cases being diverted consecutively down a single 

divert since this is a possibility when sorting a wave. 

 

1. A case come off the sorter onto the powered roller section of the divert.  

This clears the case off the sorter quickly. 

2. The case move onto the belt conveyor which slows it down to a 

controlled speed for entry onto the accumulation zones.  The belt 

conveyor moves at a variable speed.  It takes the inbound case at the 

sorter speed at one end and slows it down to roughly 100 feet per minute 

on the other.  It can do this with consecutive cases. 

3. Cases move onto the accumulation zones and are indexed toward the 

VLS transfer.  Each accumulation zone is an independently powered 

section of belts over rollers.  This insures exact positioning (spacing) of 

the cases as they advance to the VLS transfer point.  

4. Cases are transferred into the VLS by an arm which moves on a track.  

This arm moves the case into the VLS for pickup and storage. 
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Sorter Operation 

1. Cases accumulate on the lines coming from the picking areas.  Cases enter the saw tooth 

merge (A) in slugs and run onto live roller accumulation conveyor line. 

2. Cases move into the induction line (B) where they are spaced out by a series of belt 

conveyors.  This spaces them out for the sorter. 

3. Cases enter the scan tunnel (C) where the SKU id is assigned to each case passing through.   

4. When the cases enter the sorter immediately after the scan tunnel (C) the system begins 

tracking the cases as they move down the sorter on the left and right side.   

5. Depending on the case id the system may divert the case onto the right side sorter at the 

sorter split (D).  The cases going into the sorter will be split in approximately in half between 

the left side (E) and right side sorter (F). 

6. If the case label cannot be read (no read) the case is diverted down the no read line on the 

left side sorter.  At the end of this line the case is manually examined and the label is fixed.  

The case is then put onto the adjacent recirc line going back into the saw tooth merge. 

7. Almost all cases going down the sorter will be diverted to one of the VLS units on one of the 

32 sorter diverts (G).  Each divert can hold up to 4 cases in queue.  This allows multiple 

cases to go down single diverts when necessary and greatly reduces the recirculation of 

cases. 

8. When cases reach the end of the sorter (H) the system stops tracking them.   

9. Cases that reach the end of the sorter on either side run onto the recirc lines (I).  At this point 

they must go back through the scan tunnel to go back onto the sorter. 
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10. The recirc lines merge into a single line (J) which goes back to the saw tooth merge (A).  

When the case reaches the saw tooth merge steps 1 through 8 are repeated. 

WES Routing 

The routing of the cases is predetermined by the WES using the Best Fit software.  What this 

means is that specific SKUs are to be sent to specific VLS units, not specific cases.  When a slug 

of cases of the same SKU enters the sorter, the WES can choose which VLS to send each case to.  

They will eventually all end up in the correct VLS units but the sequence they are sorted in is up 

to the WES.  This gives the WES the flexibility to route cases on the sorter in a way that spreads 

cases evenly across all diverts, prevents backups at diverts, and reduces recirculation of cases.  

The most important reason to do this is to keep all palletizing modules working evenly through 

the course of a wave.  This routing process is described in more detail in the WES section of this 

document. 

Bypass Diverts 

There are two diverts on the left side sorter that bypass the VLS units and go directly down to the 

shipping level.  These diverts are there for any cases that need special handling or that do not 

need to be palletized.  These diverts are in palletizer modules 1 and 4 at both ends of the system.  

Modules 2 and 3 have divert points built into the sorter so they can be added in the future if 

required. 
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Outbound from VLS Units 
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Outbound Cases to Palletizers 

1. Cases are put out in groups of 8 at a time (1 from each VLS) to match the sequence needed to build 

the pallet that is in the palletizer.  The conveyor system is designed to support this movement of 8 

cases simultaneously.   

2. Each VLS picks a case out of storage and places it on the queue position (A).  Tracking of cases 

begins at this point. 

3. Cases are moved from the queue position (A) to the outbound feed position (B). 

4. When all outbound feed positions have a case then all outbound feed positions (B) move the case 

onto the main outbound line (C) at the same time. 

5. The eight cases move down the outbound line (C) and pass the auto labeler (D). 

6. The auto labeler (D) places the order label on the case as it goes by.   

7. Cases are fed into the palletizer unit (E).  A detailed description of the case movement within this 

unit is included in the palletizer description of operation. 

8. When all eight cases pass the last outbound feed position (closest to the auto labeler) then steps 4 

through 7 are repeated.  Cases are continually coming out onto the queue positions (A) and feed 

positions (B) while the previous group of 8 is moving down the main outbound line (C).  

9. Tracking on the conveyor ends when the cases are placed on the pallet.   

Note 

The system must simultaneously pick and move 8 cases at time due to the tight space windows on the 

conveyor.  The system can process less than eight cases at a time however the process still takes the same 

amount of time as it does for a group of 8. 
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Pallet Conveyor 
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Configuration 

The pallet conveyor is located on the floor directly below the palletizer robots.  The goal of the 

pallet conveyor is: 

• Queue up and supply empty pallets to the palletizer robots 

• Remove full pallets from the robots and queue them up for transport to shipping. 

At full speed the palletizing robots can build a pallet every 3.75 minutes.  This means the system 

will need an empty pallet and discharge a full pallet every 3 minutes and 45 seconds.  Both 

empty and full pallets are moved by fork truck to and from the pallet conveyor.  This requires a 

large enough inbound queue space so that the fork trucks are not consumed with transporting 

empty pallets.  It also means that there must be adequate outbound queue space on the outbound 

side to allow trucks to leave the palletizer module briefly for other tasks on the shipping dock.   
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The system is designed so truck can stock the system with over 3 hours of empty pallets.  This 

allows the system to work without interruption and frees up trucks for other tasks. 

 

Pallet Conveyor 

1. Empty pallets will be staged on the floor next to the system in stacks of 10.  There is space 

for 8 to 10 stacks of pallets next to the inbound conveyor. 

2. Fork trucks load stacks of empty pallets (10 per stack) onto the inbound load position (A). 

3. Stacks of empty pallets are moved down the inbound pallet conveyor (B) towards the 

destacker unit (C).  There is space for 6 stacks of empty pallets on the conveyor and 1 in the 

destacker.  At 3.75 minutes per pallet these 6 stacks represent 3 hours and 45 minutes of 

palletizer operation at maximum speed.   

4. A stack of empty pallets moves from the pallet conveyor (B) into the pallet destacker unit 

(C).   

5. The pallet destacker unit puts 1 pallet at a time onto the pallet conveyor (D) on the other 

side.  The unit looks for any empty space immediately on the other side.  If there is an empty 

space then a single empty pallet is placed there. 

6. Single pallets move down the pallet conveyor (D) and are fed onto the two feed lines for 

each build position (E).  There are 2 pallets in queue for position 2 and 3 pallets in queue for 

position 1.  Regardless of position, an empty pallet will be advanced to fill any open position 

created. 

7. When a full pallet is discharged of either build position (1 or 2) an empty pallet is moved in 

to take its place on the pallet build position (F). 
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8. Pallets are built in positions 1 or 2 in alternation sequence.  This means a pallet is built in 

position 1 then 2, and then back to 1 (1,2,1,2 etc.) 

9. When a pallet is done it is lowered to the floor level and discharged onto the outbound pallet 

conveyor (G).  There is a separate discharge lane for each build position.  Tracking on the 

conveyor begins at this point for the WES. 

10. The full pallet is moved down the outbound pallet conveyor (G) and makes a right turn. 

11. Full pallets can accumulate in the queue positions (H).  There are 7 queue positions for full 

pallets on the outbound conveyor (G). 

12. Full pallets are taken off the conveyor (G) by fork truck at the pallet pickup point (I).  The 

status screen give the information (pallet, order, dock destination, etc.) at the pickup point.  

This is further described in the shipping section.  The tracking on the conveyor allows the 

WES to know which pallets or on the outbound pallet conveyor. 

13. When a pallet is taken from the pickup point, all pallets behind it move up one space. 

14. The conveyor tracking ends when the pallet is picked up off the conveyor.  The WES still 

knows where the pallet is though. 

Notes 

At 3.75 minutes per pallet the outbound pallet conveyor can accumulate 26 minutes of full 

pallets on the outbound conveyor at each module.  Trucks on the shipping dock must keep up 

with this outbound flow of full pallets.  If they don’t, the palletizing robots will stop because 

there is not space to put full pallets.  In practice this means the trucks on the shipping docks must 

stay there continuously when the palletizers are operating. 
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3.7   Network 
 

System Network 

The graphic on the following page shows a conceptual view of the network for this system.  The 

exact configuration will be developed in cooperation with Law Warehouses.  System Logistics 

will be supplying the computer hardware and Law Warehouses will supply the network.  This 

makes sense since the building network will be integrated with the Law Warehouses offices and 

other Law Warehouses operations.  It is typical for the customer to buy the computer hardware 

directly since this is more cost effective.   

Additional stations may be added or changed during the engineering phase of the project.  A 

network plan should be developed for the system that supports all Law Warehouses current 

requirements and can easily be expanded as the system changes or expands.  

Connections 

This graphic shows the organization and components of the network controlling the system.  

Actual network connections (shown in lines on the graphic) can be hard wired or wireless.  Due 

to the physical size of this system it is likely that much or this network will be wireless.  This 

will be determined during the engineering phase of the project. 

 

Hardware List 

Item Description Quantity 

   

1 Server with backup 1 

2 Station computers (monitors) 5 

3 Display screens 4 

4 Automatic labelers 4 

5 Canbus network (pick modules and bottle system) 1 

6 Wireless scanners (pick modules) 8 

7 Truck mounted mobile units 16 

8 Mobile scanners 3 

9 Workstation computer (carousel pods) 2 

10 Hand Held Laser Scanners and Wedges  (bottle system) 3 

11 Laser printer (bottle system) 1 

12 Pod Cabling Kits (bottle system) 2 

   

Actual quantities and physical positions will be worked out in cooperation with Law 
Warehouses.  It is likely that we will work up standard configurations (such as for the trucks and 
monitors) and Law Warehouses will decide how many they would like and where to put them in 
the system.   
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Network 

 

 

Carousel Pod 2

 WMS

System Logistics Network

Network

SWITCH

A server for a standard pc network would be required 
for the WES.  A backup system would be needed to 
insure continued system operation. 

Server

This is a drawing of a conceptual network for this 
system.  The actual network would be developed in 
cooperation with Law Warehouses.

It is highly likely that all systems in the building would 
run on a single network. (except CANbus for lights)

846 Displays 

8 Scanners

CANbus

Canbus network with pick to light system

Pick modules and bottle pick system

Screen

RF network

VNA 

Man up

picking

WMS Network

Server location in office

Ethernet (pc network)

Expansion

Additional computers may be 
added for expanding the carousel 
pods or other workstations.

CANbus network

The CANbus network that controls the light system in 
the picking modules would be run directly from the 
System Logistics server.

Conveyor Controls

The conveyor controls would be located in a controls 
cabinet near the coneyor system.  The system is 
accessible from remote computers that connect to the 
control panel through the network.

Due to the physical size it is likely there will be multiple 
control panels for the conveyor system. The exact 
configuration will be worked out during the sytem 
engineering phase of the project.

Office

Warehouse

Floor

Servers

System

Monitor

System

Monitor

ServerDrive Array System

Monitor

System

Monitor

System

Monitor

Palletizers Shipping Carousels Pick mod 1 Pick mod 2

Screen Screen Screen

Shipping

Labeler Labeler Labeler Labeler

Carousel Pod 1

3 carousels

1 extractor

3 carousels

1 extractor

Conveyor

System

VNA 

Pallet

Transport

Pallet

Transport
Mobiles

Palletizing

Expansion

The case pick system can be expanded 
by adding up to 6 carousel stacks.

Expansion

A screen and labeler would be added to 
the network for each added palletizing 
module.

3 carousels

1 extractor

3 carousels

1 extractor

3 carousels

1 extractor

3 carousels

1 extractor

3 carousels

1 extractor

3 carousels

1 extractor

96 Displays 

2 Scanners

Truck Units

All trucks in the system will be directed by mobile units on the 
trucks.   This method will be used on the VNA trucks and 
transport trucks.  

The hand held mobiles would only be used individual cases 
sent to shipping or cases that needed to be checked at 
miscellaneous places like the no read line.

The system monitors allow supervisors and operators 
to see all areas of the system with real time status 
(dashboards).  All system monitors have the same 
data available.  

Due to the distance between areas,  monitors are 
placed in mutliple places in the system.

System Monitors

Shipping Screens

Large screens will be placed above the full pallet 
takeaways lines at each palletizing module.  Shipping 
data (dock doors and order data) will be easily visible 
on these screens.  This gives any operator direction on 
the order status and where to move the pallet.
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4.  Warehouse Execution System 

4.1 Introduction 

WES 

The Warehouse Execution System is a customized software package designed to operate the 

warehouse at the direction of the WMS. It fills in many of the complex functions between the 

inventory management functions of the WMS and the standard warehouse operations such as 

receiving, put away, picking, palletizing etc.   

In traditional automated material handling systems designs, many of the standard operations are 

such as batch picking, pick to light, and palletizing, are handled by standard software packages. 

These are often supplied on a stand-alone basis.   Standard packages on this system would be, 

Best Fit, PowerPick, AutoPick, and DirectPick.  All of these software packages can work directly 

with a WMS however this would not give us a good working system in this operation.   

The WES manages the efficient direction of these sub-system operations, as well as covering 

such material flow necessities such as routing, wave management, work metering, order 

consolidation, and conveyor operation.  These types of operations are different for every system 

and often have to be custom designed for each operation. By implementing WES, the overall 

system works in an integrated and optimized basis and costly changes to the WMS are 

minimized.  The WES is made up of a series of modules with different functions.  These 

software modules are described in the following sections. 

WMS 

The graphic on the following page shows the split between WMS functions and those of the 

WES.  The principle goal is to minimize any changes to the WMS and keep this operating in 

much the same way as it does now.  The WES is used to handle any operations that the WMS is 
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not capable of.  These are listed on the right side of the graphic.  The WMS will have to handle 

the operations described on the left side of the graphic.   

System Logistics can handle the WMS side of this operation if required.  We have a WMS that 

has been implemented at multiple sites and can easily implement it here if Law Warehouses 

needs us to.  This will vastly reduce system interface problems with the WES and minimizes 

installation risk for Law Warehouses. 
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Warehouse Execution System 

Typical Store Order Info.

Order info. (store id.)

Lines to pick

Locations to pick from

Quantity to pick

Priority

Shipping requirements / destination

Label info. 

Typical Replenishment Info.

SKU ids

Locations to replenish (forward pick zones)

Quantity to replenish

Priority

Typical Cycle Count Info.

Locations to count

SKU id and expected quantity (optional)

Warehouse Execution System

 WMS

System Logistics 

Interface

Orders for the day

Case Routing

The WES will route cases through the conveyor 
system. There are two conveyor sorters that require 
routing decisions.

 Cases are routed on the main sorter based
 on the destination palletizer module and VLS
 within that module.  The WES will make real
 time decisions based on the SKU id (case)
 and the equipment status at sorter induct. 

 Cases are routed on the carousel sorter
 based on the case id and the inventory level
 in each stack.  This is to keep all stacks
 operating evenly and at maximum rate. 

Stores

Replenishments

Cycle counts

Carton Tracking

The WES will track all order cases moving 
throughout the system. We will know what cases 
are in which conveyor sections, palletizer modules, 
VLS, and order pallet. This allows real time 
forecasting for order status and completion.     

Dock Assignment

The WES will assign dock doors for orders 
(automatically or manually).  This will be based on 
available doors, selected palletizer modules.  This is 
necessary to direct the moving of finished order 
pallets coming off the palletizers.

Transaction and administrative data

DirectPick

DirectPick controls all the pallet flow and flow rack 
zones using the light displays. 

Order Processing

The WES will organize the store order info. and 
pass the order picking info. to the appropriate  
picking zones. The forward picking zones are 
controlled by System Logistics  software products. 
Picking data for multiple orders will be batched by 
the WES and distributed to the correct pick zones.

Controls light displays in pick modules

Transaction data for order picking 

Registering carton ids (bottle pick pick)

Light display diagnostics and testing

PowerPick

PowertPick controls the carousel pods. 

Registering carton ids

Controls carousels and light displays

Tracking contents to carton ids (within zone)

Transaction data for order picking and 
replenishment (updates WMS)

Work Planning

The WES will have all the store orders at the 
beginning of the day.  Order information includes 
the shipping priority and all relevant shipping 
information. This visibility allows the WES to choose 
the sequence and timing for processing orders 
through the system.  These decisions will be made 
based on the system configuration and current 
system status throughout the day.  The WES is 
choosing the size and makeup of the work waves 
being fed into the system.

System Metering

The WES will meter work into the system at 
appropriate levels to keep pick zones busy and work 
balanced.  Work willl be assigned in waves based 
on the order requirements or current system status. 
This applies to the starting of orders, equipment 
availability, and where to assign labor.

Work Processing

The WES will manage the work volumes on a 
constant basis. Wave starting and routing decisions 
will be made based on the real time conditions of 
the system. example: Palletizing modules may be 
selected based on current VLS volume or position 
on the shipping dock.

Administrative Data

The WES constantly monitors the system and 
allows adjustments to be made throughout the day. 
In addition to order data, administrative and 
inventory  transaction data is easily visible and 
constantly being sent back to the WMS. All 
equipment is also monitored and can be checked on 
the screen for real time status and history.

Manage Inventory in all zones

The WMS will continue to manage the inventory in all 
zones. It will track all locations and quantities  the same 
way it does now.  Only the carousel case pick zone will be 
different.

Work for the Day

The WMS sends all the store orders for the day 
to the WES.  Additional stores or individual 
orders can be added throughout the day.

Pick Module Locations

The WMS assigns forward pick locations in the pick 
modules. The WMS will set min / max levels for these 
locations and direct replenishments to them.  
Replenishments to the bottle system (carousel/ flow rack) 
will be sent to the WES the same way they are now.

Reserve Storage Locations

The WMS assigns reserve locations by zone.  Specific 
SKU must be sent to the correct zone.  Locations can be 
assigned but are not critical as long as the pallet is in the 
correct zone.

Receiving

The WMS will direct receiving in the same way is does 
now. Inbound pallets will be processed with RF units and 
directed by the WES. No changes are required.  

Shipping

Order data will be sent to the WMS by the WES. Cartons 
can be labeled and packing slips can be printed under 
the direction of the WES. No major changes are required 
for the WMS in shipping.  

Sorting of VNA man up picks into efficient aisle 
sequences

Picks directed by RF unit on the trucks.

Directed putaways of received pallets to the 
correct reserve rack zones.

Directed moves of pallets from reserve racks to 
the pick modules.

Transaction data for order picking and 
replenishment (updates WMS)

Putaway

The WES will direct the putaway for pallets into the 
correct zone of the reserve rack.  The specific 
location will come from the WMS (or be chosen 
manually at WMS discretion).  This will be done by 
RF units on the VNA trucks.

Picking

The WES will direct the picking of replenishment 
cases by the VNA man up trucks via RF units on the 
trucks.  Picks will be deteremined by the WMS.  
These picks will be batched by the WES and turned 
into picks sequenced by aisle for efficient truck 
movement and picking.

Moves

The WES will direct the movement of pallets from 
receiving to the VNA drop stations and from the 
reserve rack to the pick modules.  Locations will 
come from the WMS.  The WES collects these 
moves and directs the trucks to the correct zone or 
location.

Wave of Work

Law Warehouses

Palletizing

Best Fit Software
Pallet build plan

Work Planning

Work processing
System Metering

Order Processing

DirectPick software
Light operation (picking)
AutoPick software
carousel case picking

PowerPick software
carouse bottle system
Batch processing
Transaction processing

Conveyor System

Case routing
Case tracking
Conveyor sortation

Replenishment

Directed putaway (VNA)
Directed picking (VNA)
Directed moves (trucks)

Management

Operating screens
System monitoring
Administrative data

Palletizing

The Best Fit software determines which cases will 
go onto specific pallets for an order.  It also 
determines what the exact sequence for loading 
these cases will be.  This information determines 
the routing of cases into the VLS units in the 
palletizing modules.  The data flow is:

 WES selects order for a wave
 Pallet build sequence determined by Best Fit
 Build sequence passed to WES
 WES turns sequence into case routes
 WES starts order picking (case picking) 
 WES routes cases to cases to correct VLS
 Best Fit builds pallets for orders as cases
 are available in VLS (palletizing module)
 Best Fit confirms transaction data back to
 WES for order tracking.

AutoPick

AutoPick controls the carousel / extractor stacks. 

Executes all case picks from carousel stacks

Executes all case stores to carousel stacks

Records storage locations and case ids in the 
carousel system (inventory record)

Transaction and storage data for WMS with 
admin data for system and inventory.

All diagnostics and testing of carousel and 
Replenishment

The WES will direct all VNA man up picking and all 
pallet movement throughout the system. This allows 
all the moves to be batched and then sequenced for 
the most efficient picking and truck movement.  
Picks for the VNA man ups will originate at the 
WMS.

Operating Screens

"Dashboard" operating screens will be used to 
operate and monitor the system.  These allow 
supervisors to "see" the whole system on one 
screen. This allows quick supervisory, equipment, 
and diagnostic desicisions to be made. 

Carousel Case Pick Locations

The carousel stacks do not use assigned locations.  All 
pick and store locations are determined by the WES.  All 
inventory data is updated to the WMS for tracking only.  
The WMS treats the carousel case pick system as a 
single zone with global inventories.  The WES handles all 
location decisions for both picking and storing.  The WMS 
simply sends batches of picks to the WES.
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4.2  Work Planning 

The WES starts the day with approximately 100% of all the orders.  This visibility allows the 

WES to plan the blocks of work to be sent into the system.  These blocks of work are called 

waves.  The quantity and organization of these waves are the key to operating the system 

effectively.  The waves drive the pick modules, VNA case picking, carousel picking, the sorters, 

and palletizers.  In short they are at the heart of the system and determine the efficiency of all 

parts of the system.   

Goals 

The goals for setting up the waves are listed by priority. 

1. Break up the day into as few waves as possible.  This means the waves will be as large as 

possible within the maximum limits.  This increases the pick rate in the modules by 

cutting down the number of trip through the pick modules.  The same is true for the 

carousel case picking. 

2. Plan the waves to be roughly equal in size.  This allows flexibility in work metering since 

each wave should finish in roughly the same amount of time. 

3. Within each wave, distribute the work evenly between all palletizer modules.  This keeps 

all palletizers operating and finishes all available work more quickly. 

4. Within each wave plan the work going to each palletizer to match up to the planned truck 

routes.  This keeps trucks close to the palletizer and limits the truck loading traffic on the 

shipping dock. 

5. Whenever possible, plan waves to combine small orders together that can go onto single 

pallets.  This is more efficient for all parts of the system. 
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6. Plan the wave of picks for the VNA case picking operation to maximize the amount of 

cases picked per location visited.  This is done by batching picks across multiple days. 

Functions 

1. The WES is sent all the work to be done in the day well before the work day starts.  Work 

can be added in the course of the day but it will be added to an upcoming wave.  If there 

is enough work to be added the WES may alter multiple upcoming waves to handle it.  

This can only be done before a wave is sent into the system.  It cannot be done after a 

wave has started. 

2. The WES breaks all the work for the day into a fixed amount of waves.  The following 

elements are considered: 

• Total quantity of cases for all orders in the day 

• Total quantity of orders in the day 

• Order priority or specific shipping times for any orders if required 

3. After the initial breakdown of waves is decided, then the WES must configure each 

individual wave and assign groups of orders to each palletizer module.  Within a wave, 

the WES looks at the following elements: 

• Total case quantity for all orders in the wave 

• Total quantity of orders in the wave 

• Case quantity for each order 

• Truck assignment for each order 

• Loading sequence in the truck (route stop sequence) 
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Work Planning 

4. After the group of orders is assigned to a palletizer module the WES passes the order 

information to the Best Fit software.  The Best Fit software checks the SKU data and case 

quantities for each order and determines the amount of pallets for that order and the 

individual case makeup for each pallet.  This information is sent back to the WES for use 

in other system functions. 

5. The pallet building plan from the Best Fit software allows the WES to determine which 

VLS unit each case must be sent into in each palletizing module.  The WES translates 

this data into routing destinations for each case in the wave.  This is known before any 

cases are even picked.   

6. The work metering module handles the waves for the VNA case picking (carousel 

replenishment) differently.  These picks will be sent to the system as one large wave for 

the day.  This wave is optimized by the WES to create efficient picking for the man up 

trucks.  This optimization process includes: 

• Batching picks across multiple days to increase the cases picked per location 

• Picking additional cases per location visit to clear a location or to get ahead in the 

carousel storage.  (this will be common in higher volume SKUs) 

• Picking additional cases per location to move the pallet out. 

Notes 

It is critically important that the WES have as many orders as possible before the work day 

begins.  There must be enough work to keep the pick zones and palletizers busy.  In short the 
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system works best if there is a lot work to optimize.  It gets less efficient if the system is starved 

for work. 

Possible Conditions 

Very Large Orders  

Some orders may be large enough that it makes sense to use two or more palletizer modules 

to process them.  Trigger settings for case quantity will be set up in the work planning module 

to determine when the system assigns multiple palletizers to one order.  In addition the WES 

will assign this order to two adjacent palletizing modules.  This will minimize the truck traffic 

on the shipping dock since they are both likely to be supplying pallets to a single truck. 

Special Waves 

The fourth level of the pick modules may be slotted for slower moving SKUs in order to 

concentrate work in the lower three levels.  Depending on the total work for the day the WES 

may send a special wave out for all the picks on the fourth level for multiple waves.  This 

may eliminate some trips to the fourth level by consolidating picks for multiple waves.  This 

is only likely to happen on days that are slower and when there is excess capacity in the VLS 

units. 

Other special waves can include emergency orders that are sent into the system or added to 

existing waves that may not have been picked yet. 
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4.3  Work Metering 

The quantity and configuration of the waves are determined at the beginning of the day.  The 

WES monitors the progress of each wave as it is processed through the system.  Each wave is 

likely to take between 60 and 90 minutes in any given area.  As this wave passes through the 

system the WES automatically determines when to drop the next wave.  The timing of this action 

takes into account the picking rates for both the pick modules and carousels, conveyor travel 

times, and case accumulation time for pallet building.  This process is call metering.  In this 

system there will be 3 to 5 waves to drop on a typical day. 

Goals 

The goals for metering work are listed by priority. 

1. The most important goal is to keep the palletizers working continuously.  This is done by 

keeping the VLS units from running out of cases.  This is the primary trigger for 

dropping the next wave. 

2. Keep the pickers in the pick modules working continuously.  This is an extension of the 

first goal.  As the VLS units run low the next wave will be sent into the system. 

3. Time the dropping of the waves so they do not interfere with the completion of the 

previous wave.  This is especially important for the carousel system. 

Functions 

Work Metering 

1. The WES tracks the progress of the wave as it goes through the system.  The metering 

module may cause some areas to wait until others are far enough along so the next wave 

can be sent.  This is most likely to happen on different levels of the pick modules.  
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Regardless of the timing, pickers in the modules must finish their pick loops from the 

previous wave, even if the next wave is sent into the system on top of the previous one. 

2. The carousels may finish a wave faster or slower than the pick modules.  The metering 

module may send the wave to the carousels early or delay it depending on the size of the 

wave and the amount of picks coming from the carousels. 

3. Carousels must finish picking the previous wave before the next wave is sent.  This is so 

picks from the previous wave do not get lost in the optimization of the new wave.  This 

process can be isolated down to the stack level in order to keep all stacks picking. 

4. The WES monitors total volume on the system.  If there are backups on the conveyor 

system the WES will automatically restrict or even shut down the picking modules and 

carousel stacks until the system clears.   

5. The metering module will match any special waves or picking to the current waves of 

work so the cases get to the palletizing modules or shipping dock at the correct times. 

6. The metering module controls the pick wave sent to the VNA case pick modules.  This is 

likely to be one single wave for the day but it can also be broken into smaller waves if 

required. 

4.4  Wave Processing (picking) 

All order picking tasks are passed from the WMS to the WES.  The WES directs all order 

picking in each zone and confirms the transactions back to the WMS. The WMS passes all order 

information to the WES.  This includes but is not limited to: 

• The order number (store number) 

• SKUs to pick 
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• Locations to pick from 

• Quantities to pick (per SKU) 

• Priority 

• Shipping requirements 

The WES batches multiple orders together to create pick waves.  This process is described in the 

work planning section (4.2) of this document.  After all the picks in the wave are batched, the 

WES separates the picks for each picking area.  This means that each location will be given the 

collected picks for multiple orders in the wave.  This creates the picking efficiency in the system. 

This information is distributed to the pick modules, carousel system, and bottle system.  Each of 

these subsystems use existing software with standard interfaces.  DirectPick controls picking in 

the pick modules (light displays).  AutoPick controls picking in the carousels stacks.  PowerPick 

directs picking in the bottle system.  Law is familiar with both PowerPick and DirectPick since 

they are both in use in the existing bottle picking system in Nashua. 

Goals 

The goals this module are listed by priority. 

1. Distribute the picks in the wave to each picking zone in the system. 

2. Process all picking in the different zones. 

3. Update the WMS with completed transactions in the picking zones. 
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Functions 

Wave Processing 

1. Within the pick modules, the picks for wave are broken into the picks for each location in 

the modules.  These picks are further divided into the picks for each zone occupied by a 

picker (this is most often the different levels of the module).  These groups of picks are 

sent into the system when the WES determines the optimal time for release (see section 

4.3 on metering). 

2. Within the carousel system, the picks for a wave are broken into the picks for each stack.  

These picks are sent into the system when the WES determines the optimal time.  This is 

done on a stack by stack basis.  This means some stacks may wait for others to finish a 

wave and others may be picking ahead on the next wave.  This determination is made by 

the metering module but the picks in the wave must be subdivided by stack before this is 

possible. 

3. Within the bottle system, the picks for a wave are broken into the picks for each zone in 

the system (2 pods, and flow rack).  These groups of picks are sent into the system at the 

discretion of the WES.  Due to low daily volume it is highly likely that picks for multiple 

waves may be combined into single waves in the bottle system. 

4. All picking transactions are updated to the WMS at regular intervals throughout the day.  

The WMS uses this data to trigger replenishments to locations that become depleted. 

5. The carousel inventory is treated differently from the pick modules.  The WES (through 

AutoPick) manages the individual locations in the carousel stacks.  AutoPick tracks the 

SKU and location throughout the carousel system.  The WMS does not know (or care 
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about) the exact location of a case in the carousel system.  It just knows that it is in the 

carousel system. 

The WES will update the WMS with location information for inventory purposes.  

Locations are not needed to pick a wave, only the SKU and quantities required.  Picking 

transactions are updated to the WMS so replenishment decisions can be made for the 

carousel system.  The actual storage location within the stacks is up to the WES. 

4.5  Replenishment 

 

All replenishments in the system originate with the WMS.  The WMS sends replenishment tasks 

to the WES based on picking transactions coming back from the WES for each area.  The vast 

majority of the replenishments in the system will start at the VNA trucks with either full pallet 

moves or case picking from pallets in reserve locations.   

It is important to recognize that replenishments do not reflect the exact quantities and SKUS 

picked for the previous day’s orders.  Due to the capacities and slotting of the picking areas the 

WES has the flexibility to batch and organize the replenishments to reflect the physical layout of 

the system.  In short it means the WES can optimize the replenishments for efficient VNA truck 

movement.   

Unlike picking, most replenishments can be sent into the system as one big wave.  Due to 

stocking levels in the pick modules most replenishments are not time critical in any given day. 
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Goals 

1. Batch pallet moves from the reserve locations to the pick modules for efficient truck 

movement 

2. Batch VNA case picks to single aisles and sequence those picks for efficient pick paths. 

3. Balance inbound replenishment cases across all stacks in the carousel system. 

Functions 

Work Processing 

1. Replenishment to the pick modules is by full pallet.  Each location in the pick modules 

has 3 pallets.  When a replenishment pallet is needed there are often 2 pallets ahead of it.  

This means that the timing of the pallet delivery can be flexible over several hours or 

even days. 

The WES will batch pallet moves to the pick modules over longer periods of time (4 

hours would be typical).  This allows the WES to accumulate enough moves in a batch 

that it can set up the most efficient sequence of pallet moves on each side of a pick 

module.  The WES would send these replenishment waves in and direct the trucks based 

on their real time work levels. 

2. Replenishments to the carousels start out as case picks from the VNA man up trucks.  The 

WES will batch these picks across the whole day and divide them up by picking aisle.  

The picks in the aisle may be further divided up by pallet load.  These aisle picks will be 

sequenced in the most efficient travels path for that aisle.  Some of these picks (by aisle) 

may be prioritized over others but this will not be frequent requirement. 
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3. Replenishments to the carousels end up as cases coming down the inbound conveyor to 

the carousel sorter.  These cases will be distributed evenly across all stacks.  This allows 

all stacks to be optimally busy when the cases are picked for outbound waves.  

4. Replenishments to the bottle system start out as case picks from the VNA man up trucks.  

These picks will be picked to a pallet and delivered to the replenishment point of the 

bottle pick system.  This follows the same method as the carousels but the pallet is 

dropped off in a different place. 

Due to low case volume the replenishments to the bottle system may have some 

replenishment pallets may be picked across multiple aisles in the VNA system.  The same 

aisle optimization process will still be used. 

Replenishment 

High Priority Replenishments 

There will be some replenishments that are needed for picking that same day.  This is most likely 

to happen on the slowest SKUs stored in the carousel system.  The stocking level in the carousels 

for many these slow SKUs is one case.  Some orders for these SKUs may exceed the one case in 

the carousel system.  This can be expected to happen every day. 

When this happens the WMS identifies any picks that exceed the stocking levels in the picking 

areas and creates an individual list of cases to pick.  This becomes a high priority pick list for the 

WES.  This pick list is assigned to a VNA man up truck and is the first group of picks made that 

day.  These picks are put into the carousel system where they can be picked later in the day when 

their assigned wave comes up. 
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Stock Levels 

The WMS tracks all inventory levels in the reserve rack.  The WES does not keep track of the 

inventory in these zones.  The WMS updates inventory records based on transaction data coming 

back from the WES.  The WMS may decide to pick more of a particular SKU based on stocking 

levels for that location.  This could be done for multiple reasons: 

• Picking a few cases left to clear the pallet location 

• Picking a few more cases to clear a pallet layer 

• Picking a few more cases to finish off the SKU or partial pallet location 

 

Multiple Day Batches 

The carousel system is designed to have approximately 3 days’ worth of stock for the SKUs in 

storage.  Picks for some days may not reach levels for some SKUs that require a replenishment 

trip into the VNA aisle every day.  This will be very common on slower days.  The WMS should 

set trigger levels by SKU for replenishment into the carousel system.  This will limit the amount 

of locations to visit in the VNA case picking system on a daily basis.  It will also maximize the 

amount of cases to pick when a location is visited.  Ultimately all cases going out will have to go 

back in.  It just allows the WMS to choose the optimal sequence to pick each day.   

4.6  Put Away 

Put away is defined the process of taking newly received cases and putting them away in the 

reserve storage locations.  Because SKUs are stored in specific areas of this system the process 

of choosing storage locations for SKUs must be directed by the WES.  The WMS determines the 

area, aisle, and location that a SKU is to be stored.  The WES executes this transaction in the 

most efficient possible way. 
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There are two stages to the put away process. The first is handling the SKUs in receiving and 

delivering them to the drop off location for VNA pickup.  The second is the storage of the pallet 

in the VNA rack location.  Different trucks are used at each stage so both processes need to be 

optimized.  

 

Goals 

1. Plan the receiving and transport process for efficient truck movement. 

2. Execute the put away process within the VNA racks to minimize truck movement. 

Functions 

Work Processing 

1. The WMS drives the receiving process.  It chooses the SKUs and quantities to be 

received by selecting which truck to unload.  The SKUs and quantities are known ahead 

of time by the WMS.  This allows the WMS to direct the specific storage location for 

each received item well before it arrives on the dock.  The WMS plans the pallet 

organization for all received SKUs.  After a SKU pallet is built in receiving the WMS 

sends the pallet id, the SKU, and intended storage location to the WES.  Based on the 

intended storage location (which included the aisle number), the WES directs the fork 

truck to drop off the pallet at the drop station for that aisle.  The pallet id and drop station 

are recorded by the WES. 

2. The WMS also directs the pallet organization for SKUs that will be put away in the VNA 

case pick locations.  These will always be cases put away to pallet locations in the VNA 

rack by the man up trucks.  Pallets for this purpose hold multiple SKUs and will be 
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organized by aisle.  The goal is to minimize the amount of aisles that a pallet must go 

through to complete the put aways.  After a pallet is completed for put away the WMS 

sends the pallet id, the SKUs, case quantities, and their storage locations to the WES. 

Based on the intended storage locations (which included the aisle number), the WES 

directs the fork truck to drop off the pallet at the drop station for that aisle.  The pallet id 

and drop station are recorded by the WES 

3. The WES keeps a running record of all pallets in drop stations.  This is accessed by the 

VNA trucks doing put aways.  This allows the WES to direct them to the nearest pallets 

for pickup.  When possible, the WES may allow multiple pallets to accumulate at one 

drop station in order to batch the put aways in one aisle for a VNA truck.   

4. The WES directs the movement of the VNA trucks doing put aways.  This is quite simple 

for full pallet put aways since it is one move and store.  The WES directs the sequence of 

the put aways for multiple SKU pallets to match the location sequence in the aisle. 

5. Moves of pallets from location to location within the VNA rack is directed by the WMS.  

The move is handled in the same way as a replenishment except the destination location 

is still in the reserve rack.   
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4.7  Palletizing Operation  

 

The Best Fit software is responsible for planning the case sequence for building the order pallets.  

The palletizer robots follow this sequence to build the pallets.  The WES is responsible for 

bringing the cases to the palletizer robots in the correct sequence.  The process is listed below 

describes the data flow for a single wave of work.  This process is repeated for each wave. 

 

1. The WES decides what orders in a wave go into which palletizer modules.  The work 

planning section describes this process. 

2. This information is passed to the Best Fit software in each palletizer module. 

3. Best Fit software decides how to build the pallets for the orders within each module. 

4. Best Fit software passes the pallet build plans back to the WES and the palletizer 

controllers. 

5. The WES translates the pallet build plans to sorting routes for all cases in the wave. 

6. The WES routes cases on the main sorter to the correct VLS units in all palletizer 

modules. 

7. The WES stores the cases in the VLS units and records the case id and location. 

8. When all cases for a pallet are in the VLS units of a palletizer module, the WES can 

select that pallet to be built.  When multiple pallets are present the WES picks the pallet 

with the highest priority in the wave.  Otherwise it will select the first pallet available. 

9. The WES passes the pallet id to be built to the palletizer robot controller. 
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10. The WES picks cases out of VLS units in the correct sequence to match pallet build plan. 

Cases are placed on the conveyor in groups matching the sequence (8 at a time). 

11. The WES moves cases down the conveyor and labels each case going into palletizer. 

12. The palletizer robots build the pallet according to the Best Fit software builds plan. 

13. The palletizer controller passes pallet contents (case ids) to WES after pallet is built 

14. WES directs the finished pallet to the correct shipping dock. 

 

Goals 

1. Build the order pallets as fast as possible 

2. When selection is possible build the order pallets in prioritized sequence 

3. Make real time records of palletizer operation available to WES. 

 

Notes 

The process described here may change during the final engineering of the system.  Regardless 

of any changes made the system will still follow the goals listed.  The exact process for 

prioritizing pallets based on truck routes will be worked out in cooperation with Law 

Warehouses. 
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Palletizing Operation 

Functions 

Palletizing 

1. The WES will be tracking cases throughout the palletizing process.  Case must be tracked 

from when they hit the main sorter all the way through to the palletizing robots.  

Knowledge of all cases in the VLS units is critical to run the system effectively.  Absolute 

accuracy is needed or the pallets cannot be built correctly. 

2. Within the VLS units of every palletizer module there will be multiple cases of the same 

SKU.  In fact there may be multiple cases of the same SKU within one VLS unit.  The 

WES can pick any case that matches the SKU for a pallet to be built.  This allows the 

WES the flexibility to pick any SKU case from a VLS location to build a pallet earlier 

and replace the case with another one coming in later.  This will be a very common 

occurrence since 450 SKUs account for 60% of the cases picked per day.  This process 

allows pallets to be started earlier and keeps the palletizers running longer. 

3. Pallets with higher priorities are pallets that should be loaded into the trucks first.  This 

would be preferable on trucks making multiple stops. During the second half of a wave 

the there may be multiple pallets available to be built in a palletizer module.  When this is 

possible the WES will choose pallets that would be loaded into a truck first.  If no pallets 

are available the WES will choose the first pallet available to be built regardless of its 

position in the truck. 

4. There will be no specific pallet id label on the finished order pallets.  The WES tracks all 

cases going to the palletizer robots. This means that any pallet can be identified by simply 

scanning any case order label on the pallet.   
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4.8  Case Routing 

There are two places in the system where the WES makes routes cases to specific destinations.  

These are the sorting of inbound cases going into the carousel stacks (carousel sorter), and the 

sorting of cases going into the VLS units of the palletizer modules (main sorter).  The goals and 

logic used for each of these sorting operations are listed below. 

Goals for carousel sorter 

The carousel sorter takes inbound cases coming from the VNA case pick modules and sorts them 

into the 8 carousel stacks.  The number of sort points matches the number of carousel stacks.  All 

of these cases are inbound to the carousel system as replenishments.  It is important to note that 

within the carousel system, no location (carousel shelf) is any more efficient than another.  In 

short the shelf position does not matter.  The stack location is most important thing.   

Due to the difference in case sizes, there will be two different location sizes in the carousel 

system.  One group of stacks will be sized for cases 9” to 15” long.  The other group of stacks 

will be sized for cases 15” to 21” long.  This is necessary for reliable case storage and extraction.  

The list of goals describe here applies to both stack configurations.  The goals for routing of 

cases into the carousels are: 

1. Within size classification, distribute each group of SKUs across the carousel stacks 

evenly.  This means that all stacks will be operating evenly during the picking process.  

This gets the best possible rate out of the system. 

2. Within size classification, distribute the fast moving SKUs (cases) across all stacks 

evenly.  This is the most critical element for maximizing outbound rate during pick 

waves. 
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3. Within size classification, distribute the slowest moving SKUs (cases) across all stacks 

evenly.  This will have no effect on rate but it keeps an even number of locations open in 

each stack for the faster moving SKUs. 

Functions 

Carousel Sorter 

1. The WES keeps a real time inventory of the carousel stacks at all times.  This includes 

SKU id, stack number, carousel, bin, and shelf location.  This allows the WES to know if 

a stack is running above or below the others in capacity for each SKU classification (fast 

and slow).   

2. The WES uses the carousel inventory to make routing decisions for each inbound case.  

For example if stack 4 has 100 more fast SKU cases than the other stacks, then the WES 

will route the next fast SKU cases coming onto the sorter to the other stacks until the 

levels even out across all stacks.  In effect the WES is constantly trying to keep all stacks 

equal. 

3. Routing decisions are made after the case is scanned at the scan tunnel.  Even though we 

know the cases coming from the VNA system ahead of time, case destinations are not 

predetermined.  This is because the WES needs to spread inbound work across all stacks 

on a continuous basis.  This keeps the sorter and the stacks all operating evenly. 

4. The simple practice of spreading inbound traffic across all stacks will likely result in an 

even volume outbound from all stacks.  Knowing this is true, the system must still be able 

to balance itself if things get out of whack in the stack capacities. 
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Case Routing 

Goals for the Main Sorter 

The main sorter is taking all the cases coming from the carousels and the pick modules and 

sorting them to the correct VLS units assigned for that picking wave.  This sorter handles all the 

outbound cases picked for all the orders every day. 

The routing of the cases on the main sorter is predetermined by the WES using the Best Fit 

software.  What this means is that specific SKUs are to be sent to specific VLS units, not specific 

cases.  When a slug of cases of the same SKU enters the sorter, the WES can choose which VLS 

to send each case to.  Within the wave, they will eventually all end up in the correct VLS units 

but the sequence they are sorted in is up to the WES.  The routing goals of the main sorter are:  

1. The most important goal in sorting the cases within a wave, is to keep all palletizing 

modules working evenly and at full speed through the course of a wave.   

2. Spread cases evenly across all diverts continuously.  This prevents backups at diverts, and 

reduces recirculation of cases.  It also results in the palletizer modules all working evenly 

as well. 

3. Sort the cases on the first pass on the sorter as much as possible.  Every recirculated case 

delays the building of a pallet in one of the palletizer modules.  In effect it can hold up 50 

other cases. 
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Functions 

Main Sorter 

1. The WES will make routing choices for each case immediately after it exits the scan 

tunnel.  This provides the maximum flexibility to route cases to the best possible 

destinations.  Many cases will have only one destination VLS.  These cases have no 

routing flexibility.  Faster moving SKU will have multiple cases that could go to multiple 

different locations at different times. 

2. Multiple cases of a single SKU may enter the sorter in a slug.  This could easily happen 

for fast moving SKUs coming from the pick modules.  The WES spreads these SKUs out 

across multiple modules and multiple VLS units.  The idea is not to cause a backup at one 

divert or palletizer module.  Ultimately every SKU case will arrive at the correct 

destination during the wave. 

3. Routing flexibility is highest at the beginning of a wave when most destinations in the 

VLS units are not filled.  As the VLS units fill up more and more cases will have to be 

sent to specific destinations.  This is why the overall filling of the VLS destinations 

should proceed evenly.  It keeps the maximum number of sorter diverts open for the 

longest possible time during a wave. 

4. There will be times when a wave is released for picking before the previous wave is 

completed at the sorter.  This will be a common method of operation since we do not 

want the palletizers to run out of cases.  When this happens the WES will always choose 

to route cases to finish a previous wave instead of the newer one. 
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5. If any cases for a wave are not sorted within a set amount of time or cases with SKUs 

have gotten “lost” the WES will signal the picking zones for a hot pick of the missing 

SKUs.  It is important to finish these picks as quickly as possible since they may be 

holding up as many as 50 cases for an outbound pallet in the VLS modules.  

4.9  Case Tracking 

The WES will track cases moving throughout the system.  We will know what cases are on the 

different conveyor sections, the VLS units, the palletizers, and the completed pallets.  This is a 

necessary function so the WES knows the quantity and location of all cases that are in process at 

any point in time.  This allows the system to time out expected cases, issue hot picks for missing 

ones, check the status for pallet building, and give real time status on the progress of orders in 

each wave. This also governs when the next wave is sent into the system. 

Goals 

1. Track the quantity and id (SKU) of picked cases in process in the following areas of the 

system: 

• The picking zones (pick modules and carousels) 

• On the transport conveyor 

• On the sorter loop 

• In the palletizer modules 

• On the inbound carousel conveyor (cases coming from VNA case pick area) 

2. Insure that order cases arrive at their destinations in a timely manner.  If they do not 

arrive when they are expected they are considered “lost”.  This is necessary to ensure that 

a palletizer is not waiting indefinitely on a no-read or lost case.   
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Functions 

Tracking Process 

Cases are tracked in multiple different areas including the pick zones, in transit on the conveyor, 

and in the palletizer modules.  A case is moved to each tracking classification when it leaves the 

previous zone.  There are no individual case ids.  Cases simply change classifications and the 

WES monitors the quantities and timing between tracking points. 

1. The tracking module begins tracking picked cases in the pick zones when a wave is sent 

into the system.  Each task complete at a SKU location in the pick modules registers the 

quantity of that SKU as “on transport conveyor” with the WES.  The same thing happens 

when a case is picked by the carousel system.  The WES is updated immediately after the 

pick is completed. 

2. When a case is picked by the carousel system the extractor deposits the case onto the 

outbound conveyor spur.  When the transaction is completed the WES registers the case 

as “on transport conveyor”. 

3. When the cases hit the scan tunnel at the main sorter the WES changes the classification 

to “on sorter”.  This classification lasts until the case is diverted or hits the recirc line. 

4. When a case is diverted the WES updates the classification to “diverted”. 

5. If the case is not diverted (missed expected divert) then it is classified as “in recirc”. 

6. When the VLS stores a case the SKU and VLS location are recorded and the WES is 

updated.  The case is now classified as “in module”.   

7. When a case is pulled out of the VLS the transaction is recorded, the WES is updated, and 

it is classified as “on pallet”. 
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8. When a pallet is completed the case and pallet are classified as “in shipping”.  This 

classification can be further broken down to “on dock” and “on truck”. 

Case Tracking 

Method 

It is important to recognize that cases are tracked by area.  In most instances the exact position of 

the case within that area is not known.  Cases are tracked by updating their classification when 

they trigger a transaction or scanner entering another area.   

Timers are set between update points in different areas.  This is especially predictable with 

conveyor transport.  If too much time passes between one update point and another it indicates 

there is problem with the case.  The case is then considered “lost” or is now missing.  

Appropriate action should be taken to find the case or issue a hot pick and get another one picked 

and moving on the system. 

In a system such as this time lost to finding individual cases cannot be allowed to slow the entire 

system down.  It may often be better to pick another case to finish the wave and resolve the 

“lost” case later after the wave is completed. 

Replenishment Tracking Process (from VNA case pick) 

This describes the case tracking process for cases picked by the VNA man up trucks and sent 

into the carousel system. 

1. The tracking module begins tracking picked cases in the VNA case pick zones when the 

case is picked by the picker.  As soon as the transaction is recorded as complete the WES 

classifies the case as “on pallet”.   
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2. When these cases hit the scan tunnel at the carousel inbound sorter the WES changes the 

classification to “on carousel sorter”.  This classification lasts until the case is diverted or 

hits the recirc line. 

3. When a case is diverted the WES updates the classification to “diverted to carousels”. 

4. If the case is not diverted (missed expected divert) then it is classified as “in recirc”. 

5. When the extractor stores the case the SKU, and carousel location are recorded.  The 

WES is updated and the case is no longer being tracked as a moving case on the system. 

Tracking Data 

Real time tracking of cases through the system is particularly important for this system 

operation.  The metering module which times the waves entering the system is dependent on the 

tracking data.  Pick waves will often be sent into different areas at different times.  This will be 

common in different levels of the pick modules and the carousel system.  The tracking data 

allows the metering module to determine when and where it can drop the next pick wave. 

This data is also critical for general management of the system.  It will be used constantly for 

troubleshooting, and operational decisions during the day.  It also makes up the bulk of the data 

feeding the WES dashboard management screen described in section 4.11.   

 

4.10  Shipping 

All pallets in the wave are assigned to trucks at the start of the wave.  Some pallets are assigned 

specific loading sequences within the trucks doing multiple stops.  The shipping module of the 

WES assigns the dock doors and directs the movement and loading of pallets into the trucks.  
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Goals 

1. Automatically determine the loading plan for each truck 

2. Assign dock doors automatically based on Palletizer module 

3. Process pallets coming off palletizer modules as quickly as possible 

4. Insure all cases and pallets get to the correct trucks by directing pallet transport. 

Functions 

Shipping 

1. The wave plan sets up the orders going into each palletizer module.  These orders all 

have truck assignments.  The WES takes the truck assignments and assigns dock doors 

for those trucks.  Doors closest to the assigned palletizer module will be chosen first.  

This will be known well before the wave starts in the system.  Doors can also be 

reassigned as needed. 

2. Dock door assignments will also take into account doors that are already assigned for 

receiving or previous waves. 

3. Each truck will have specific routes assigned to it based on the orders it will be carrying.  

Pallets must be loaded in the sequence that matches the route and stops the truck will 

make.  The WES will determine the pallet loading plan for each truck based on the orders 

assigned to that truck.   

4. Fork trucks will be used to move pallets from the palletizing modules to the dock doors.  

Within a wave pallets will come off the palletizers in random order.  The trucks in 

shipping must be directed to the dock doors on a pallet by pallet basis.  The WES will 
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direct the fork trucks on the shipping docks based on the pallet id.  Pallet moves will be 

confirmed to the WES for updates to the control screens. 

5. There will be some cases delivered to the shipping dock that do not arrive through the 

palletizers.  Some cases may be diverted on the bypass lines.  Some oversize / undersize 

cases will be picked from the special case pick zone.  These cases will arrive on pallets 

for each wave.  These cases will have to be sorted and manually brought to their assigned 

trucks.  These cases will have their order labels already on them.  This makes them easy 

to sort and identify at the shipping dock. 

4.11  Operations Screens 

In a system this large it is necessary to track key data in multiple areas of the system.  This 

includes the pick modules, carousels, the conveyor, the sorters, the VLS units, and the shipping 

area.  All of these areas can affect the others.  Operational decisions often must be made in one 

area that will immediately affect other areas that are not visible to the person making the 

decision.  There are three things the operation screens must do.   

• Create a single control point where all important real time data is visible in one place.  

This allows one person to make intelligent operational decisions because they can “see” 

the whole system. 

• Provide equipment status at a single control point.  This can visually indicate where there 

is a problem on the system.  This is extremely important on a system of this size. 

• Maximize data visibility all around the system.  This helps all operators working in the 

system.  
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Control Point 

Due to the size of the layout it cannot be managed visually.  It will be necessary to manage this 

system from a single point of control.  This control point must have real time access to all key 

data in the system.  This includes all the pick zones, the conveyor, and the palletizer modules.  

The supervisor managing the system must have this data in front of them on a constant basis.  

This allows quick and efficient decisions for where to move labor, change assignments, and react 

to problems.   

Equipment Status 

All the equipment can be monitored from a single point by showing a graphic showing the whole 

system.  Different parts of the system indicate status or error conditions by changing color.  This 

section can be broken down into subsystems and even to the individual device level right at the 

screen. 

Data Visibility 

Key data must be visible to supervisors at multiple points in the system.  This allows quick 

decisions not only at the system level but the individual zone level as well.  It is also valuable for 

individual operators to have forward visibility to coming work not only in their zones but for 

other areas of the system.  Supervisors and operators can immediately know what the rest of the 

system is doing. 
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Goals 

Goals for the operations screens are listed by priority: 

1. Provide real time data for all areas at a single control point so overall system operations can 

be monitored and decisions can be made quickly enough. 

2. Provide real time status of all equipment used in the system.  System controllers need to 

know exactly where and what a problem is as soon as possible.   

3. Provide key real time data to individual areas so local supervisors and operators can react 

effectively. 

4. Provide an effective means of communication to keep everyone in the system knowledgeable 

about what is happening in other areas that affect them. 

Operations Screens 

Functions 

Control Point 

The master control screen describes the minimum status data that should be available real time.  

This amount of data and the screen configuration will likely change during the engineering phase 

of the project.  Other changes may be made after the system is running if it found that they are 

needed.  This is common for system operations of this size. 

Communication 

The supervisor at the control point must be able to communicate with all the people working in 

the system on a real time basis.  Data moves too fast and the system is too large for someone to 

walk from single point and cover all areas.  We recommend a simple hand held radio system 

(walkie talkie type).  This allows the control person to immediately talk to everyone they need to.  
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This is especially important in the pick modules and for truck operators.  In effect it becomes the 

communication network for dynamic labor assignments through the day.  During the engineering 

phase, we will work with Law Warehouses to develop a simple inexpensive method to do this. 
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Operations Screens 
 

Master Screen 

 

Palletizer

1

Palletizer

2

Palletizer

3

Palletizer

4

Conveyor

Pick Module 1

Pick Module 2

Carousel Stacks

Carousel Conveyor

VNA Man UpVNA Full Pallet

Shipping

 
The master control screen will show the key data for all the important parts of the system.  This screen 

should be constantly monitored by the “control person”.  This allows the control person to “see” the 

whole system from one spot.  The list below is a preliminary description of the items that would be on the 

master control screen.  This screen organization is preliminary and will be finalized during the functional 

spec phase of the project.  The organization and arrangement of the screen will be a reflection of the final 

organization of the WES software. 

Operation 

The control person (supervisor) monitors the screen during the day.  This allows someone to monitor a 

pick wave as it passes through the system and react quickly to changes in equipment or pick waves.  The 

control person monitors such things as: 

• Pick zone imbalances and labor assignments 
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• Carousel status  

• Conveyor sorter and recirc volume 

• Replenishment status and timing 

• Conveyor status 

• VLS and palletizer status 

Not only can the control person monitor the system, they can change assignments, redirect case flow, and 

with the proper communication system they can move operators on the system as required.   

Operations Screens 

The list below is a preliminary description of the items that would be on the master control 

screen.  This information would be shown on a “by wave basis” since everything in the system is 

set up to operate by wave.  This list will be finalized during the functional spec phase of the 

project.  It is highly likely that the configuration of this screen and the organization of the 

information will be modified as the WES software is completed.  Further modifications may be 

made during the testing phase and during early operation.   

For Each Palletizer Module (4 blocks like this one) 

• Total cases in wave • Total cases in module 

• Total orders in wave • Orders in module 

• Total pallets in wave • Pallets in module 

• Pallets built • Trucks in wave 

• Outbound case rate •  

 

For Main Sorter (1 block) 

• Total cases in wave • Cases diverted • Cases on sorter 

• Cases in recirc • Case rate • No reads 

 

For Transport Conveyor (1 block) 

• Pick module 1 – line 1 • Cases in process 

• Pick module 1 – line 2 • Cases in process 

• Pick module 2 – line 3 • Cases in process 

• Pick module 2 – line 4 • Cases in process 

• Carousel stacks – line 5 • Cases in process 

• Bottle system – line 6 • Cases in process 
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For Pick Module 1 and 2 (1 block for each) 

• Cases in wave level 1 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave level 2 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave level 3 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave level 4 • Cases picked • Case rate 

 

For Carousel Stacks (1 block) 

• Cases in wave for stack 1 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 2 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 3 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 4 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 5 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 6 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 7 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 8 • Cases picked • Case rate 

 

Operations Screens 

 

For Carousel Sorter (1 block) 

• Total cases in wave • Cases diverted • Cases on sorter 

• Cases in recirc • Case rate • No reads 

 

For VNA Pallet Trucks (1 block) 

• Pallets to replenish • Pallets replenished • Rate in pallets 

• pallets to put away • pallets put away • rate in pallets 

 

For VNA Man Up Trucks (1 block) 

• Cases to pick • cases picked • case pick rate 

• Pallets to pick • Pallets picked • Pallet pick rate 

• Locations to pick from • Locations hit • Location pick rate (lines) 

 

For Shipping (1 block) 

• Total cases in wave • Cases processed • rate 

• Total orders • Orders processed • rate 

• Total pallets • Pallets processed • rate 

• Trucks to load • Trucks loading * •  

• Breakout by truck •  •  

 

Notes 

All of this information would be displayed by wave.  After a wave is completed the screen would 

reset all quantities and start over on another wave.  This does not mean that a wave cannot be 

started ahead of time. It just means the screen will catch up after the previous wave is completed.  
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Another possibility is to attach wave numbers to all data shown.  Again, the exact details will be 

worked out in cooperation Law Warehouses and our software group. 

Screen Locations 

The master control screen can be located anywhere in the building.  It could be out on the 

operations floor or in the offices or in multiple places.  We recommend that it be located 

somewhere on the palletizer mezzanine where the shipping docks are easily visible.  The 

information on this screen is also valuable to others in the offices and could easily be set up at 

other supervisory or management stations if required.   

Operations Screens 

 

Equipment Status 
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Equipment Status 

All the equipment can be monitored from a single point by showing a graphic showing the whole system.  

Different parts of the system indicate status or error conditions by changing color.  This section can be 

broken down into subsystems and even to the individual device level right at the screen. 

This screen will visually indicate any problems with any equipment in the system.  Its primary value is for 

showing conveyor problems that would not be visible to anyone in this system.  This is because large 

sections of conveyor are not readily visible to workers in this system.  After detailed system engineering 

the breakdown will most certainly be changed to match the final system design.  Sections that will be 

shown are: 

• Conveyor transport sections 

• Conveyor feed spurs 

• Conveyor spirals 

• Conveyor accumulation zones  

• Sorters and diverts 

• Conveyor recirc lines 

• Carousel stacks 

• VLS units and transfers 

• Palletizers 

• Pallet conveyor sections 

Individual breakouts of each of these sections will be made if further detail is needed.  Drill down to 

specific devices will also be available from this screen.  
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Operations Screens 

 

Data Status Screens 

 

PALLET

1
WAVE 3

ORDER 42

STORE 28

PALLETS

6
CURRENT

2

DOCK

16

PALLET

2
WAVE 3

ORDER 42

STORE 28

PALLETS

6
CURRENT

3

DOCK

16

PALLET

3
WAVE 3

ORDER 159

STORE 65

PALLETS

3
CURRENT

3

DOCK

14

PALLET

4
WAVE 3

ORDER 8

STORE 52

PALLETS

2
CURRENT

1

DOCK

18

PALLET

5
WAVE 3

ORDER 42

STORE 28

PALLETS

6
CURRENT

4

DOCK

16

PALLET

6
WAVE 3

ORDER 32

STORE 17

PALLETS

8
CURRENT

6

DOCK

14

1
PICKS

RATE
PICKER

2
PICKS

RATE

PICKER

3
PICKS

RATE

PICKER

4
PICKS

RATE
PICKER

 
 

Data status screens are used in visible areas to allow operators to know what the current status is 

on the system.  The two areas where this is most valuable are the pick modules and at the 

shipping dock.  These are the two places where labor is concentrated.   

 

Pick Modules 

The pick module screens should be located on one level of each module.  This will be convenient 

both for the pickers and supervisors because it gives them local visibility to what is coming for 

that module both for the current and upcoming waves.  This allows them to anticipate heavy or 

lighter volumes and take the necessary steps to prepare. 

 

Shipping Docks 

The status screens in the shipping docks are located at the pickup points for outbound pallets in 

each palletizer module.  These screens can be easily seen by fork truck drivers taking pallets off 

the conveyor.  They not only give direction for the pallet to be moved but show the status of the 
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wave for that palletizer.  This gives them ongoing visibility to the amount of pallets coming and 

where they are going. 

 

Notes 

The availability of data in these areas is critical. It allows supervisors or operators to see what is 

coming and how they are doing (getting ahead or falling behind).  It also allows operators 

themselves to take initiative and handle upcoming situations when they see them. 

 

4.12  System Software 

System Software 

DirectPick 
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Pick Modules and Bottle System 

 

This software will be used to drive the light displays in the pick modules and the flow racks in 

the bottle system.  It is already in use at Law Warehouses in the existing bottle system in Nashua.  

 

DirectPick is a software product, originally developed by Diamond Phoenix.  It is now managed 

and supported as a System Logistics product.  It operates on a Windows platform using a 

standard computer network.  It functions as a transaction processor for a host system. 
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System Software 

 
PowerPick 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Carousel Picking in the Bottle System 

 

This software will be used to drive the carousels and light displays in the bottle system.  It is 

already in use at Law Warehouses in the existing bottle system in Nashua.  

 

PowerPick is a software product, originally developed by Diamond Phoenix.  It is now managed 

and supported as a System Logistics product.  It operates on a Windows platform using a 

standard computer network.  It functions as a transaction processor for a host system.  It 

enhances the capabilities of a warehouse management system while managing the details of the 

carousel picking zones.  It provides fast transaction feedback to the host system and a wealth of 

administrative information for managing the system. 
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System Software 

 

AutoPick 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Extractor / Carousel Picking and Storage 
 

This software will be used to drive the carousel stacks and extractors in the carousel case pick 

system.  
 

AutoPick is a software product, originally developed by Diamond Phoenix.  It is now managed 

and supported as a System Logistics product.  AutoPick was specifically designed to support 

large multiple stack carousel systems such as this one.  The operating system, organization, and 

features of this software are geared for large scale buffer operations moving at high speeds.  This 

is the most advanced, reliable, and simple software product in the industry. 
 

The features and documentation of AutoPick take up too much space to be included in this 

proposal.  Please consult the separate documentation package.  This includes: 

 

• Functional Specification 

• Host Interface 

• Control System 

• User Guide 

• Control System (conveyor) 
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System Software 
 

Best Fit 
 

 
 

Pallet Build Planning 

The Best Fit software plans the pallet building for all orders in the system.  It drives the 

configuration of the waves by the WES and all the routing of cases on the main sorter.  It sets the 

plan for all cases pulled from the VLS units and the operation of the palletizer robots.  In a wave, 

everything the WES does from the main sorter forward is a response to the pallet build plans 

made by the Best Fit software.    
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The Best Fit software is a product developed by System Logistics.  It is specifically designed for 

building pallets in beverage distribution.  It is one of the most powerful products in the industry 

and it is extremely well suited for this application.   

This section describes the organization of the software.  Capabilities that are particularly 

important for Law Warehouses are described in more detail.  This process is described in much 

greater detail in the attachment 3. 

 

System Software 

Process  

The process happens in two steps.  Step 1 splits the order into the number of pallets to be built.  

Step 2 calculates the sequence for building the pallets created in step 1.  There are multiple goals, 

constraints, and rules for each step.  

 

Split Phase 

The splitting phase calculates the number of pallets to be built for an order and which SKUs and 

cases quantities go onto each pallet.  There are two goals in this process.  They are: 

• Make minimum number of pallets considering volume and weight 

• Within the first goal, assign specific SKUs to pallets.  Some considerations are: 

• Keep compatible SKUs together.  This could be food types, products, or in this 

operation, specific liquor types. 

• Keep SKU package types together such as cans, trays, crates etc.  
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• Keep same size and type together.  This will figure heavily in this system since 

many cases fall into the same size ranges and it has a big effect on pallet 

stackability. 

• Keep same SKU together.  This not only helps stacking but makes the stocking 

process at the store much easier as well. 

Best Fit Phase 

The best fit phase decides the exact sequence to build each pallet in after the SKUs and case 

quantities have been assigned to pallets in the split phase.  There are 4 goals in this process.  

There are: 

• Make solid pallets with minimum empty space and no unstable cases. 

• Keep same SKUs close together.  This can be done by layer or column. 

• Keep within height limits of the pallet and keep overall height as low as possible. 

• Adjust sequence for 1 or 2 robot operation if required. 

 

Within best fit phase the system considers constraints for each SKU.  This insures that the 

system will consistently build stable pallets for all order combinations. 

• The stackabilty of each SKU is rated.  Some SKUs are more fragile than others so each 

SKU is rated for where it can go in a pallet.  This is where SKUs that must be turned 

(bottles moving horizontally) would be classified as non stackable.  This insures they will 

be on the top layer of a pallet.  In effect Law Warehouses can set this up so that any 

specific SKUs can be stacked in any sequence required on a pallet. 

• The physical shape of the SKU can also dictate its stackabilty rating. 
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• Size limitations of some SKUs will determine where they must go in a pallet. 

• Some SKUs can be used to bridge across cases in a pallet while others can’t.  This also 

becomes a consideration when setting up the stacking sequence for some pallets. 

 

Handling Capability 

The Best Fit software is designed to handle multiple types of container and palletize them 

together.  These are all the common types found in the beverage distribution industry.  These are: 

 

 
Generic box 

 

The current inventory in Law Warehouses is almost 100% generic boxes.  Over the next 15 years 

this may change as liquor suppliers modify or change their packaging methods.   Law many also 

want to expand into different beverage distribution for other customers.  The picking, transport, 

and palletizing parts of this system are designed to support any of these packaging changes. 

 

Pallet Constraints 

There are some constraints on the building of pallets also.  These are affected by the constraints 

of the SKU type but also for how the pallet is to be divided up.  There are two types of 

constraints.  They are: 

• SKU constraints such as case stackability, type, bridgeabiltiy, or physical shape 

• Pallet divisions such as requirements to stack by layer, columns, or order.  Note that the 

ability to stack a pallet by order would allow Law Warehouses to combine multiple 

Crate 

 
Pet 

 
Tray 
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small orders (5 to 10 cases) for a single route truck and put them onto a pallet in such a 

way as they can be easily pulled off for each stop. 

There is a user interface in the software that allows operators to individually control features of 

each pallet.  These include. 

• Viewing the pallet on screen and seeing all dimensions quantities 

• Viewing the construction sequence listed by case and order 

• Changing the constraints and recalculating the pallet sequence 

 

5.  Scope of Work 

 

5.1  Introduction 

A complete listing of all the equipment, software, and services for this project will be put 

together on a separate document.  This document will list everything by item and quantity.  

Relevant vendor details for each piece of equipment will be included.   

 

5.2  Bill of Materials 

 

A separate scope of work document is included on a separate section in attachment 1. 
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6.  Project Implementation 
 

6.1  Project Plan 

The System Logistics Project Manager is the focal point for system engineering, manufacturing, 

installation, startup, training, testing and system support.  Site managers report to the project 

manager.  From the start of installation through acceptance testing and training, the System 

Logistics site managers will maintain a regular and scheduled presence and will be in regular 

contact with Law Warehouses. All subcontracted equipment and service providers’ 

representatives will report directly to the System Logistics site managers. 

System Logistics will begin the project startup promptly after a signed contract is received or 

authorization to start the project.  The initial activities include: 

• Assign the project team members 

• Review the system with the project team members 

• Establish the project reporting structure 

• Select subcontracted vendors and finalize their contracts and schedule requirements 

• Refine and distribute the project schedule per appropriate discipline (internal and 

 subcontractors) 

• Create a mobilization plan to site 

Project Kickoff Meeting 

A project kickoff meeting to review all the key elements will be scheduled by the project 

manager.  System Logistics will review the system design and project plan with Law 

Warehouses.  This includes all deliverables and contract requirements.  The result of the kickoff 

meeting is a project specific action list. 
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System Design 

Immediately after contract award, the system design is completed.  Law Warehouses will be sent 

detailed engineered drawings and a system design document for approval.  This proposal is the 

system design document. Law Warehouses approval of the design document and drawings 

allows detailed equipment engineering to begin.  This process has been ongoing for some months 

so this should move quickly.  

System Functional Specification: 

The system functional specification describes the operation of the software running the system.  

This document will describe in detail all data flow, material flow, operations logic, procedures, 

operator interfaces, controls, and other relevant guidelines for system operation.  The functional 

spec closely follows the process described in the design document.  This becomes the plan for all 

software code to be developed for the system.   

In addition to internal review by Law Warehouses, there will be a meeting between the Law 

Warehouses team and the System Logistics team (project manager, systems design engineer, lead 

software engineer) to work out all the final details of the system operation.  The result of this 

meeting will be the functional specification document for Law Warehouses to review and 

approve.  Expect this meeting to take at least 5 days since every operational detail of the system 

must be reviewed. 

Project Implementation 

System Engineering: 

Upon approval of the system design document and system design drawings, system engineering 

will start.  There will be multiple system engineering efforts going on simultaneously.  This is 

because there are multiple subsystems and multiple suppliers involved.  System engineering 
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efforts will be coordinated by the Systems Logistics staff located in Lewiston Maine.  

Subsystems include: 

• Conveyor system 

• Carousel system 

• Palletizers and VLS units 

• Pick modules 

• Pallet rack and VNA system 

• Mezzanines 

Manufacturing: 

Manufacturing will start after the detail design is completed and approved.  For each subsystem 

this includes: 

• Procurement 

• Fabrication and machining of components 

• Final assembly 

• Factory testing 

Installation: 

There will be multiple subsystems being installed simultaneously at this site.  It is likely there 

will be multiple site managers (directing different teams) on the site at the same time.  All site 

managers report to the project manager.  All site managers will work in cooperation with each 

other and coordinate their teams on site.  One lead site manager will be designated as the contact 

person for the site operations. 
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Documentation 

The following documents will be developed during the course of the project.  Those for review 

and/or acceptance are so noted. 

• System Functional Description This is a review and approval document 

• Controls Protocol Document  This is a review and approval document. 

• Software Functional Specification This is a review and approval document. 

• Host Interface Specification This is a review and approval document.  

• Conveyor Controls Descriptions of Operation  

• System Integration and Acceptance Test Plan Defines testing requirements of each of 

the subsystems.  This document also describes the requirements for each of the tests such 

as personnel, equipment, and test loads.  The acceptance criteria for each test are also 

defined.  This is a review and approval document. 

• Operation and Maintenance Manuals - Manuals provide the information necessary for 

trained personnel to maintain the equipment.  Information includes troubleshooting, 

lubrication, repair, replacement, adjustment, alarm messages, diagnostic routines, and 

drawings, as applicable.  Operations manuals will be included for the computer system 

elements.  

Project Implementation 

Acceptance Testing 

A comprehensive testing plan will be developed during the course of the project.  System 

Logistics will demonstrate the equipment features and functions during multiple levels of 
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acceptance testing.  Important safety and operation features will be demonstrated to ensure the 

quality and functionality of the installation. 

The system logistics project manager, site managers, and engineering staff has overall 

responsibility for assuring that the system acceptance test plan is developed and carried out.  The 

test plan defines a systematic approach for each level of required subsystem testing, and the 

expectations of the specific tests.  The test plan additionally defines the time periods, personnel, 

equipment, and test loads that are required for each test.  A tests plan is described in section 7 of 

this document. 

6.2  Commissioning 

After the equipment has been installed, technicians will start the on-site checkout of the 

equipment in various modes of operation.  These checkout procedures will include both a visual 

and functional inspection to ensure a quality installation.  The commissioning process ensures 

the following: 

• All components and subsystems have been installed according to the contract. 

• All components and subsystems are operational according to the contract. 

• All subsystems and components are properly integrated to operate as a system. 

Mechanical Commissioning 

The mechanical commissioning is a “static” check and a “run” check.  The static check is visual 

and verifies the equipment is installed properly and ready to operate.  The run check verifies 

operates the equipment and checks product handling and positioning. 
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Electrical Commissioning 

The electrical commissioning is a field wiring and control panel check to verify the electrical 

installation has been completed in accordance with the drawings and contract.  Following that, a 

continuity check is performed; and the control devices are tested to ensure their I/O points are 

correct. 

Control System Commissioning: 

This is a checkout of equipment controls and the testing of the software.  During the controls 

check, all aspects of the equipment level controls are tested to verify the functions as required by 

the contract.  The operating software testing includes communications testing with a “host” 

system and interface testing with the equipment. 

6.3  Site Support – Installation and Commissioning 

System Logistics is committed to providing a comprehensive site system support program to 

ensure a successful installation, testing and operational turnover.  One or more System Logistics 

site managers will be on site extensively from the commencement of installation through 

acceptance testing.   

The project manager will make trips to site regularly to ensure the project is on schedule and the 

highest quality standards are maintained.  The project manager and required site managers will 

be on site during acceptance testing. 
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6.4  Customer Responsibilities 

 

System Logistics is responsible for the following as described in this proposal: 
 

• Palletizer robots • Moving the bottle system • Conveyor controls 

• VLS modules • Case conveyor system • System engineering 

• Mezzanines • Pallet conveyor system • Installation supervision 

• Pallet racks • Control Panels • Project management 

• Pick modules • Equipment installation • Acceptance testing 

• Carousels • Computer hardware • Equipment / software training 

• Extractors • System software • Service and support (first year) 
 

Law Warehouses is responsible to configure their host software around the capabilities and 

capacities of the software and equipment listed in the system design.  There is a fixed amount of 

space with a fixed capacity for the pallet racking, pick modules, conveyor, and floor space.  

There are fixed speed ranges for the conveyor system.  In designing its other systems, it becomes 

the customer’s responsibility not to exceed the capabilities of the material handling system.  The 

following is a list of our standard customer responsibilities.  

CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

1. Prepare the work site to permit the unloading, staging, installation, testing, of the equipment.  

2. Insure the structural strength and soundness of the building structure and floor matches the 

drawings we have been given. 

3. Insure that the concrete floor matches the building drawings we have been given. 

4. Any voids under the existing concrete flooring are the responsibility of the customer. 

5. Remove and/or relocate any building obstructions, such as ducting, lighting fixtures and wiring, 

drains, piping, structural steel, electrical wiring, conduit, etc. which interfere with the equipment 

clearances. 
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6. Perform and accept responsibility for all excavations, drainage, pilings, foundations, masonry, 

and concrete work, concrete lining, steel, and other building modifications, which may be 

deemed necessary for the proper installation of the equipment.  

7. Provide a static and clean electrical environment, to insure proper operation of controllers and 

electronic devices. 

8. Provide a free and clear work and installation area, with all existing equipment and inventory 

moved out of the way of the working area. 

9. Maintain the work site in a watertight condition, and orderly state; free of debris and obstructions 

10. The customer is responsible to provide a dumpster for the removal of crating material from the 

installation area.  System Logistics is responsible to maintain a clean work area and place trash 

in the customer provided containers. 

11. Insure free and clear access for moving equipment from the receiving docks to the installation 

area. 

12. Provide access to and use of facilities, such as washrooms, lunchroom/cafeteria, telephones, 

copiers, and internet.   

13. Provide suitable electric current, lighting, compressed air, water, and heat, as required for the 

installation, testing, acceptance, and operation of the system. Precise power, air drop locations, 

and sizing details are to be provided by System Logistics on the detailed system design 

drawings. The customer is responsible for bringing power to the panels and air drops where 

required. System Logistics is responsible for all wiring going from the panels to the installed 

equipment. 

14. Insure that voltage supplies for the system’s hardware and control devices (photo eyes, limit 

switches, solenoids, etc.) not vary more than +/- 10%. Frequency variation must not exceed +/- 
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1%. Voltage supplies for the system’s logic control hardware and software must be further 

refined by line conditioning. Unless otherwise provided for in the proposal, the customer is 

responsible for supplying clean and conditioned power to the previously listed logic controls 

equipment at +/- 5%. Frequency variations are not to exceed +/- 1%. Clean and conditioned 

power will insure proper system operation and prevent the loss of data. 

15. Provide and install the computer network (wired and wireless) as required for the WMS and 

System Logistics servers and work stations to the customer Host Computer.   

16. Provide all fork trucks in the system (VNA and standard) along with associated installation. 

17. Sprinkler and fire safety devices are the responsibility of the customer or its contractor including 

the sprinkler design and mounting hardware for connection to carousel framework. 

18. Provide any lighting fixtures and wiring, as required. 

19. Provide all 110 volt electrical utility outlets and wiring, as required. 

20. Provide for the physical loading of inventory into the system, stock counting, building the 

inventory database, and back-up systems and procedures for use in integrating the system into 

the existing operation. 

21. Insure that the customer personnel participating in training sessions are in attendance for 

scheduled training sessions. 

22. Provide VPN access to system and dedicated analog phone lines for on site management and 

engineers use.  
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Power Requirements  

 

motors amps per total

Item Unit qty per unit motor Voltage amps

Conveyor system 1 422 2 480V 844

carousels (case pick) 24 2 13 480V 624 *

extractors 8 1 32 480V 256

VLS units 32 1 30 480V 960

Palletizer robots 8 1 30 480V 240

carousels (bottle system) 6 2 13 480V 156

Misc items (add 10%) 1 480V 308

Totals 3388

Future Expansion

Conveyor system 1 100 2 480V 200

carousels (case pick) 18 2 13 480V 468 *

extractors 6 1 32 480V 192

VLS units 16 1 30 480V 480

Palletizer robots 4 1 30 480V 120

carousels (bottle system) 6 2 13 480V 156

Misc items 1 480V 162

Future Totals 1778

Total possible in future 5166  
 

This is a preliminary power requirements list.  It is based on the total amount of motors and 

calculated based on an amperage per motor.  To use this total amperage every motor in the 

system would have to be running at the same time.  

The carousel stacks are shown with an asterisk.  This is because all carousels running at once is 

highly unlikely.  During normal operation the extractors would be stopped at one carousel each 

so the most that could be running at one time would be 16 carousels.  The one exception to this is 

at the start of a wave. This can be set up for a staggered start so the power is not spiked in the 

system. 

Other equipment in the system such as the extractors, VLS units, palletizers, and conveyor will 

indeed be running on a constant basis.   
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Note 

This list does not included recharging units for the VNA trucks or other fork trucks.  It does not 

include misc 110 V items for computers and other peripheral items.  A total list should be created 

during the detailed engineering phase of the project. 

 

7.  Testing 

Testing for this system will require extensive and detailed planning.  This is absolutely critical to 

maintain the project schedule and for a successful system.  There are no shortcuts.  Law 

Warehouses is in a unique position to execute this plan.  The sheer volume and case 

requirements alone would be nearly impossible for any other company.  Law Warehouses would 

be the only organization with the liquor storage and transport knowledge to make this possible.  

 

Listed below are some key elements to be considered for testing. 

Quantity of Cases and SKUs 

• Between 10,000 and 20,000 real cases will be needed to run subsystem tests.  One wave 

would be about 6,000 cases alone.  These cases will often pass through one palletizer in 

groups of 1,200 at a time for a test.  All of them must be put back into the system while 

other testing continues.  In short you will need a lot of cases. 

• All 8,788 different SKUs would be required for testing the palletizers and Best Fit 

software for different pallet building combinations.  This may not be possible however 

we should try to get as large a percentage as possible.  
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Real Cases are required 

• The stacking of cases onto the pallets makes it mandatory that the real cases be used for 

testing.  Cases cannot be stacked on top of others in an automated system without the 

bottles extending to the top of the case.  This is needed to support the cases stacked on 

top. There is no other way to do this. 

• Real cases are also required in the carousels for testing the extractor.  Bottles must fill out 

the case from side to side for the grippers on the extractor to work properly.  Real case 

sizes and weights are required for testing the movement in and out of the carousel 

shelves. 

• Real cases are required for testing the conveyor system.  All tracking on the sorters and 

diverts requires the real case sizes and weights.  The sorter touches nearly every case in 

the system so it must be thoroughly tested with multiple combinations of real cases. 

Dedicated Testing Time 

• All system testing must be done separately from real shipping of orders.  Testing and 

troubleshooting require time and space on the equipment.  Equipment and software need 

to be constantly adjusted and changed during the testing process.  It is impossible to do 

this if you are using the same equipment to ship real orders.   

• Law Warehouses is in the unique position of being able to continue shipping out of 

Nashua while testing the system in Seabrooke.  Law is the only company in a position to 

guarantee that no shipping days will be lost to switching over systems.  They can fall 

back on Nashua for as long as needed to bring the new system up. 

Testing 
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Testing Labor 

• During the later phases of testing the system can easily go through up to 4,000 of cases in 

an hour.  This would only be just over an hour on the sorter and palletizer modules.  All 

of these cases go through the palletizer and are stacked on pallets.  These cases must be 

unpacked and put back into the system for continued testing.  This requires some steady 

labor to be available on a daily basis during these phases of testing. 

• This labor requirement provides an opportunity to train people in the system operation in 

places like picking in modules, conveyor loading, VNA operation, palletizers and WES 

software.  Since these cases will essentially be following a closed loop through the 

system it creates a training opportunity for Law.  

Choosing SKUs 

• Fast SKUs will be needed for testing the pick modules.  These are the SKUs that Law has 

the largest quantities of full pallets on hand for.  There are often 10 to 20 pallets on hand 

for these SKUs.  1 or 2 pallets of these can be sent over for testing without creating stress 

at Nashua.   

• Medium SKUs are the cases that would go into the carousels.  These are the cases that are 

used in sufficient quantities that there may be 1 to 2 pallets in stock.  1 to 5 cases of these 

SKUs can be taken from stock and moved for testing.  These SKUs will require the most 

careful selection since they have the lowest stock levels combined with regular 

movement. 

• Slow SKUs will be the easiest to send to Seabrooke since many do not move at all.  

Many of these SKUs have as much as a full pallet in stock and move just a few cases per 
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year.  These are ideal cases to send to Seabrooke for testing since they will not be missed 

in Nashua at all. 

 

Testing 

This is a proposed acceptance test plan for this project.  Law Warehouses and System Logistics 

can work together to modify this plan in the course of the project.  The duration of the test will 

also be subject to limitations such as available personnel and cases to be used for the system.  

Acceptance testing will be done in three stages.  Each section is part of a different stage listed 

below. 

Stage 1 – Equipment Testing 

This stage tests for all the general elements of the system. It insures that all the basic parts are 

checked off before operational testing begins. 

• General system elements 

• Acceptance checklist 

• Mechanical inspection 

• Electrical inspection 

Stage 2 – System Testing 

This stage tests the operation of each part of the system separately.  The software is typically in 

place and operating for this stage of testing 

• Operations testing 

• Subsystems testing 

Stage 3 – Integrated System Test 
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This stage tests all parts of the system operating together.  The WES and all other software is in 

place and operating for this stage of testing. 

• Integrated systems test 

7.1  Equipment Testing 

Applicable Documents 

Applicable documents will be the project design document (this one), the functional 

specification, engineered drawings, and modified descriptions of operation; submitted and 

approved by the customer at the beginning of the project.  All documents will be signed off `by 

the customer well in advance of the testing phase. 

Acceptance Checklist 

System Logistics will develop a comprehensive checklist that goes through each physical 

element of the system. The acceptance checklist identifies items to check for installation 

completeness, as well as equipment and controls check lists to ensure that all product mechanical 

and local control elements are working according to specifications. 

Testing 

General System Elements 

• 2 pick modules with 4 levels each, 848 total pallet lanes, 2,538 total pallets 

• Light displays on all 848 locations in the pick modules 

• Pallet rack arranged in 42 rows, 6 levels per bay, 2,078 bays, 23,160 pallet locations 

• 8 carousel stacks, 8 extractors, 24 carousels, 2,640 bins, 21,120 total shelves 

• Sorter mezzanine, palletizer mezzanine, carousel mezzanine 
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• Conveyor system 

• 32 VLS units with 226 cases each and 7,232 cases in total 

• 4 palletizer modules, 2 pallet build spots and 2 robots in each module. 

• Pallet conveyor to and from the palletizer robots 

• Integrated bottle system (existing one is moved) 

• Computer Hardware and Network  

General Mechanical Inspection 

This checklist is used as the basis for a complete mechanical inspection of the entire system to 

ensure proper installation and the working nature of the equipment.  This checklist will be 

applied to all the items listed above.  Please not that some of the items listed are quite large and 

will require independent lists for inspection.   The conveyor system would be inspected like this.. 

General Electrical Inspection 

This checklist is used as the basis for a complete electrical inspection of the entire system to 

ensure proper installation of the equipment. Items such as connectors/wire ends, cable/wire 

condition, proper installation of conduit, wire way, cabinets, and boxes, proper grounding, proper 

safety labels, etc. are all inspected for completion. 
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Testing 

7.2  System Testing 

The objective of this test is to demonstrate that each part of the system operates correctly when 

driven by the WMS and System Logistics software.  The testing will be done for each subsystem.  

This Testing will be done prior to actual operation.  Real cases, test data, and orders will be 

used.  Each individual test will be done to mimic a single wave and should take between 1 and 

two hours.  Subsystems to test are: 

 

• Pick module picking (lights) • Conveyor transport from picking 

• Conveyor replenishment to carousels • Conveyor merging at saw tooth 

• Carousel picking and storing • Pallet conveyors with empty pallets 

• Conveyor sorting to VLS units • Pallet conveyors with full pallets 

• Conveyor sorting to carousel stacks • Bottle system picking and conveyor 

• Palletizer modules • Bottle system replenishment and conveyor 

 

Each subsystem will be tested with the applicable software used to run it in the system.  After 

sub-system controls are shown to be operationally correct, a complete test of the WES system 

will be performed.  

The precise details of how each area is to function will be listed in the applicable software 

document from Diamond Phoenix.  This functionality will be reviewed, approved, and signed off 

by law Warehouses long before the any acceptance testing begins.  Each area test listed in 

section 7.2 will be individually signed off by Law Warehouses as they are completed.   Stage 2 

will be completed when all the tests listed in section 7.2 are completed. 

 

7.3  Acceptance Testing 

The objective of this test is to demonstrate that all parts of the system work together.  This test 

will take place before actual system operation.  Two test waves of 6,000 cases each will be run 

through the entire system consecutively.  This will require 12,000 cases and take about 4 hours.  
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The WES will process “test orders” created by the WMS.  This test must be done with customer 

personnel.  The test will be complete if 99.5% of all attempted transactions are completed 

correctly on the test day.   

 

Training of Law Warehouses personnel must be well under way before this test can take place.  

Law Warehouses is responsible for providing product to run the test with.  Law Warehouses is 

responsible for putting product back into the picking locations after the test is done. 

 

Actual testing time can be agreed to between Law Warehouses and System Logistics in the 

course of the project.  This many need to be adjusted given the volume of material and labor 

needed for the test.  Keep in mind that all of these cases will turn into about 240 pallets.  All of 

these pallets must be taken apart to be restocked back into the system for each full test. 

 

8.  Training 
 

8.1  Training during the Installation 

There are significant training opportunities during the installation and we highly recommend that 

Law take advantage of it.  During installation maintenance personnel can get “ground up” 

training and fully understand how the equipment works.  In addition, training during the startup 

phase provides valuable insight into the inner workings of the hardware and software and any 

details that may provide an advantage in future troubleshooting. 

 

8.2  Scheduled Training 

System Logistics provides a comprehensive training program for supervisors, operators, and 

maintenance personnel.  Our training plan will ensure a complete and successful transition.  The 
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training program will cover the whole system and be “hands-on”.  Training will cover 

mechanical maintenance; basic controls, and PC based operating systems. Following is a 

summary of the training to be provided: 

 

Type Attendance Days Duration Trainer 

PowerPick Software Pickers / supervisors 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

DirectPick Software Pickers / supervisors 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

AutoPick Software Supervisors 2 8 hour days System Logistics 

BestFit Software Supervisors 3 8 hour days System Logistics 

WES (software) IT / supervisors 4 8 hour days System Logistics 

Carousel Maintenance Maintenance 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

Extractor Maintenance Maintenance 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

General Conveyor procedures Operators / pickers 1 4 hour day System Logistics 

Conveyor Maintenance Maintenance 1 4 hour day Conveyor supplier 

Conveyor Controls Maintenance 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

 

Please note that the System Logistics equipment in this system is very simple to operate and use.  

The equipment operation does not require more training than we are listing here.  PowerPick and 

DirectPick are already in use with the existing bottle picking system.  AutoPick software runs the 

automated carousel picking stacks and does not require operator interface unless there is a 

problem. It rarely takes us more than one day to train operators in the work areas.  Depending on 

the final system configurations we may adjust the training time for some areas.  The scheduling 

of this training will be left to the discretion of the project manager working in cooperation with 

Law Warehouses.   

 

Note 

While much of this training can be completed in the time shown, the WES requires some “hands 

on time”.  This is especially true in a system this large and with multiple subsystems.  We 

encourage Law Warehouses personnel to work with us during the testing phases to watch and 

learn how the software works with the system.  Most of the WES software is in place by this 
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time and it is in use during the testing phase.  Time spent working with it in this way is the most 

effective method to learn the software and the system operation.  

8.3  Training Manuals 

 

System Logistics will supply copies of our standard documentation for this equipment and 

software.  Our standard documentation is extensive and complete.  Maintenance manuals will 

include detailed instructions on both preventive and corrective maintenance of electronic and 

mechanical components (inspection requirements, periodic tests, lubrication requirements, 

adjustment procedures, preventive maintenance procedures and repair and replacement 

procedures).  The quantities supplied are listed in the table below. 

 

Training Type Documentation Bound 

copies 

digital 

Carousel Maintenance Horizontal Carousel Maintenance Manual 

Carousel Preventive Maintenance Schedule 

Horizontal Carousel Troubleshooting Guide 

Carousel Controller Operation Manual 

Spare Part List 

3 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Extractor Maintenance Same list as carousels 3 1 

AutoPick (extractor stacks) Operators manual and software documents 3 1 

PowerPick (carousel picking) Operators manual and software documents 3 1 

DirectPick (light picking) Operators manual and software documents 3 1 

Best Fit (palletizers) Operators manual and software documents 3 1 

WES (overall system) Operators Guide  3 1 

Palletizer Robots Same list as carousels 3 1 

Conveyor System Operations manual 

Maintenance manual and spare parts list 

3 1 

1 

 

Note that we have supplied these manuals for hundreds of systems which continue to operate and 

train their own people.  Our equipment and software is not that complex and is easy to 

understand and operate.  PowerPick, Direct Pick, and AutoPick software packages include: 
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• Host interface 

• Workstation users guide 

• System administration guide 

• System configuration guide 

 

Additional documentation will be supplied for any relevant equipment used in the system 

(hardware or software).    

 

9.  Service 

 

A separate service agreement will be needed for this project. 

 

This is included on a separate section in attachment 4. 
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10.  Schedule 
 

10.1  Project Schedule 

 

LAW WAREHOUSES PRELIMINARY GANTT CHART FOR IMPLEMENTATION

TASKS
Duration

(wks)

Contract Award 0

General System Layout Finalized and Approved 3

Engineering, Mecanical/Electrical/Controls/Software 14

Procument / Manufacturing

Rack & Mezzanine 10

Conveyors 10

VLS / Palletizer 14

Inserter/Extractor System 11

SHIPPING

Rack & Mezzanine 5

Conveyors 6

VLS / Palletizer 14

Inserter/Extractor System 8

INSTALLATION-Mechanicical/Electrical

Rack & Mezzanine 8

Conveyors 16

VLS / Palletizer 16

Inserter/Extractor System 12

Split Case Picking Moved 3

CONTROLS/SOFTWARE INTEGRATION

Conveyors 10

VLS / Palletizer 10

Inserter/Extractor System 6+6

Split Case Picking 3

COMMISSIONING

Conveyors 3

VLS / Palletizer 4

Inserter/Extractor System 4

Split Case Picking 3

SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE

Acceptance  Testing 4

Go-Live 0 X

Stand-By Support 4

M16M4M1 M15M8 M12 M14M11M9 M13M10M3 M5M2 M6 M7

 

Preliminary Schedule 

This is a preliminary schedule.  The final 

schedule will be completed using Microsoft 

Schedule and will contain significantly more 

detail than what is shown here.  Schedule is 

affected by the time of the order, various 

vendor lead times, testing requirements and 

multiple other issues.  The detailed schedule 

will be produced early in the engineering phase 

of the project. 

 

Expected Timing 

This goal of this preliminary schedule is to 

show Law Warehouses the stages of the 

project and the expected timing of those 

stages.  This project will take 12 to 14 months 

to complete.  This should be taken into account 

planning the related operations and for 

training. 

 

Moving Stock 

There are approximately 17,000 pallets of 

stock in Nashua right now.  This is a lot of 

material to be moved and it will take 

considerable time and planning to do it.  The 

reserve storage racks will be available as much 

as 6 months before the system is completed.  

Law Warehouses should work out a plan to 

move as much stock as possible  into the 

reserve racks during this time.   

 

This process should be included on the detailed 

schedule to everyone is working to the same 

plan. 
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PART 1. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS 
1.0 Definition of Terms:  

Understood 

 

1.1 Purpose: 

We understand the purpose of this Request for Proposal (RFP) is to solicit responses from 

qualified Vendors to provide a comprehensive and efficient distribution system for the State of New 

Hampshire Liquor Commission (NHSLC), a system which will be capable of responding to the 

needs of its customers while maximizing revenue to the NHSLC. 

Following our analysis of the RFP and of our existing operations, we have determined that 

service enhancements, such as reduced cycle times and increased receiving slots, are not feasible in 

the existing Concord/Nashua warehouse scenario.  In addition, a manually operated split volume 

system will continue to be heavily reliant on labor cost factors.  As the combination of SKUs, 

inventory and order volumes increase, the impact on these factors in a manual operation 

environment are compounded.  This will be exacerbated in an improving economy as the demand 

for this type of labor exceeds supply.  Without the high volume SKUs currently shipped from 

vendor inventory in Concord, the revenues do not support transitioning to a new automated 

operation.  In addition, completing such a transition, only to be followed by adding the Concord 

volumes a few years later, adds significant cost.  As a result of these cost factors we have declined 

to submit a two warehouse proposal (Scenario B).     

 

1.2  Schedule of Events through 1.5.1 Nature of Proposal:   

Understood 
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1.5.2  Proposal Offer: 

Law currently has options in place for our proposed facility in Seabrook, NH which expire 

September 30, 2012 (115 days from Proposal submission).  To the extent that a contract is not 

executed with the NHSLC under this procurement process prior to August 30, 2012 Law reserves 

the right to withdraw its Proposal and shall not forfeit its bidders bond of $50,000. 

 

1.5.3  Amendments to this RFP: 

Understood 

 

1.5.4  Assignment Provisions: 

 We reserve the right to address in contract negotiations the legal permissibility, extent and 

appropriateness of requiring vendors to assign such rights.  

 

1.5.5  NHSLC’s Options:   

Understood 

 

1.5.6  Public Information: 

 Understood, subject to the conditions in Sections 1.5.8 (Inspection of Records), 1.13 

(Property of NHSLC) and 1.14.b (Disclosure of Proposal; NHSLC Obligation) and our Statement of 

Confidentiality (Exhibit A) included with the proposal as required under RFP, Section 1.14b.  

 

1.5.7  Liability:   

We reserve the right to address in contract negotiations the validity and appropriateness of 

requiring us to agree to such a broad waiver of liability, including without limitation, requiring us to 
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waive the pursuit of available legal remedies and recovery of damages for violation of the NHSLC’s 

confidentiality obligations or a misappropriation of intellectual property rights. 

 

1.5.8  Inspection of Records: 

We have included information about our finances and operations, including but not limited 

to, our audited financial statements (Exhibit B), for the purpose of enabling the NHSLC to evaluate 

our ability to conduct the operations required under the RFP.  This information is confidential, 

financial, and proprietary information exempt from public disclosure under RSA 91-A:5 and other 

applicable laws or regulations.  We submit this confidential, financial and proprietary information to 

the NHSLC subject to the conditions described in Sections 1.13 (Property of NHSLC) and 1.14.b 

(Disclosure of Proposal; NHSLC Obligation) and our Statement of Confidentiality (Exhibit A) 

included with the proposal as required under RFP, Section 1.14b. 

 

1.6  Proposal Submission through 1.7.2 Mandatory Requirements:   

Understood 

 

1.7.3  Innovation:  

 Law agrees with the NHSLC’s interest in innovation.  Beginning with Law’s proposal 15 

years ago to develop the first ordering and reporting website for the NHSLC, we have worked to 

create new ideas and enhancements.  In the fall of 2007 we invested more than $500,000 in an 

automated system designed to more efficiently handle the growing demand for split cases.  In 

addition to the operational benefits it has provided for the split case side of the business, it also gave 

us a window into the process of evaluating more automated systems for the growing full case side 

of the business as well.  
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Over the past few years we have been researching systems designed for wine and spirit 

distribution centers across the country.  We believe, the system we are proposing, is the most 

innovative distribution system available.  One that will provide the process improvements, 

operational efficiencies, and operational flexibility that will allow the NHSLC to remain at the 

forefront of wine and spirit distribution for years to come. 

 In Section II of our proposal and in Section 3-IX, the Rate and Price Analysis, we have 

outlined the elements of the system and the service enhancements this Proposal provides the 

NHSLC. 

 

1.7.4  Financing: 

Law has worked diligently with its primary financial institutions to obtain the most 

advantageous financing available.  One of our primary banks (TD Bank or Sovereign), working in 

conjunction with Granite State Development, will provide funding to successfully implement the 

planned automation.  This financing will include a combination of short-term “construction” 

financing during the build phase of the project and long-term, permanent financing for the 

amortization of the loan.  Actual rates will be locked in as soon as possible to take advantage of 

exceptionally low interest rates and to limit variables that could potentially impact costs to the 

NHSLC.  However, an optional floating rate for a period of time may be beneficial and allow the 

NHSLC to share in the additional saving with Law.  Law is willing to discuss this option with the 

State during negotiations.  Although fixed rates are expected to remain low in the short-term, please 

understand that any delay in the award of this contract could impact the interest rates of this project.  

An interest rate increase of more than ½% may require a revision of contract rates.   
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1.8  The Americans with Disabilities and USA Patriot Acts:  

Understood 

 

1.9  Contract Performance Bond:  

Understood.  However, if the amount of the Performance Bond changes significantly from 

what is currently in place, Law reserves the right to make corresponding adjustments to its rates.  

 

1.10.1     Duration of Contract:  

 Understood 

 

1.10.2   Exclusive Contract:  

Our proposal is specifically based upon the volumes only available through the award of an 

exclusive contract. 

 

1.10.3   Rates:  

  Understood; however, Law proposes that our rates will be put into effect January 1, 

2013 and run through April 30, 2016 rather than implementing the 14% rate increase scheduled to 

take effect January 1, 2013.  This will eliminate the increase of $1,200,000 of costs to the NHSLC 

and Suppliers.  In addition, this will provide forty-eight (48) months at our initial proposed rates 

instead of the minimum thirty (30) months requested by the NHSLC.   

 

1.10.4  Rate Changes: 

Law reserves the right to negotiate rate changes beyond the requested limit to CPI for the 

previous twelve months.  Rates are fixed for approximately three year periods; however, the RFP 
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limits rate increases to the change in CPI for the previous twelve months, which will not match 

increases in costs and will quickly put any contractor in a loss position.  In order for the State to 

benefit from service enhancements of a long-term contract, it is imperative that the contractor 

remain a Going Concern so that it can meet its operating requirements, financial obligations, etc.  

 

1.11  Monthly Billing Summary through 1.12 Supportive Materials: 

 Understood 

 

1.13  Property of NHSLC: 

The information contained in our proposal includes proprietary, financial, confidential, and 

other competitively sensitive information, including, but not limited to, information pertaining to 

our operations and financial matters, services, suppliers, sales, revenues, customers, employees and 

other business matters.  While we understand that the NHSLC will not return our written proposal 

to us, by submitting a proposal we do not agree to transfer any property or other rights, title or 

interest in the information and materials contained in our proposal, and all such rights, title and 

interest in the information shall remain with us and any third parties to whom the information 

belongs. We submit our proposal subject to the conditions that any use or disclosure, publication or 

dissemination of the information and materials in the proposal is limited to (a) authorized state 

officers and employees for the limited purpose of evaluating our proposal, (b) to those state officers 

and employees that have a reasonable need to know such information in order to assist in carrying 

out the provisions of any resulting contract with us, and (c) any public disclosure of the Confidential 

Information (as defined in Section 1.14.b) is subject to the conditions described in Section 1.14.b 

(Disclosure of Proposal; NHSLC Obligation) and our Statement of Confidentiality (Schedule A) 

included with the proposal as required under RFP, Section 1.14b. 
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1.14 Disclosure of Proposal: 

 a.  Understood  

b.  We have included in our proposal highly valuable and significant confidential, 

financial, and proprietary information belonging to us and third parties for the limited purpose of 

enabling the NHSLC to evaluate our proposal for contract award. This information includes without 

limitation and regardless of its format, information relating to our operations, customers, suppliers, 

business plans, finances, revenues, trade secrets, know-how, technology, and intellectual property as 

may exist now and/or hereafter come into existence, regardless of whether such rights arise under 

the laws of the United States or any other jurisdiction (including without limitation copyrights, 

trademarks, patents, rights of privacy and publicity, and goodwill), and information belonging to 

third parties, (collectively the confidential and proprietary information is referred to as the 

“Confidential Information”).   

The Confidential Information is exempt from public disclosure under the Right to Know 

Law, RSA 91-A:5, IV, because it constitutes “confidential,” “commercial” and “financial” 

information, the disclosure of which would constitute an invasion of privacy within the meaning of 

RSA 91-A:5, IV.  As held by the New Hampshire Supreme Court, and consistent with the State of 

New Hampshire’s longstanding practice, the terms “commercial or financial” encompass 

information such as business sales statistics, research data, technical designs, overhead and 

operating costs, and information on financial condition.  The disclosure of any of the Confidential 

Information would result in substantial harm and irreparable damage to our legitimate business 

interests and competitive position, and to those of third parties whose Confidential Information is 

included in our proposal.  For example, if the Confidential Information were publicly disclosed, a 

competitor could use the information to develop similar practices or systems, placing us and third 

parties in jeopardy of losing our competitive positions. Given the nature of the Confidential 
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Information and its high economic value, we have a valid and substantial interest in maintaining the 

confidentiality of the Confidential Information which far outweighs any interest in public 

disclosure.  We do not waive any privacy interests in maintaining the confidentiality of the 

Confidential Information by submitting our proposal.  We have included, as required under RFP 

Section 1.14b, a signed Statement of Confidentiality (Exhibit A) describing in detail the nature of 

the Vendor Confidential Information and the grounds for its position that the Vendor Confidential 

Information is exempt from public disclosure under applicable laws and regulations. 

In addition, the benefits of non-disclosure to the NHSLC far outweighs any interest in public 

disclosure of the Confidential Information for numerous reasons, including without limitation, the 

NHSLC’s interest in preventing any impairment of its ability to obtain confidential, financial or 

proprietary information in the future.  If the Confidential Information were publicly disclosed, such 

disclosure would operate to discourage companies from responding to future RFPs, if, by 

responding, a company faces forced disclosure of its confidential, financial or proprietary 

information.    

Accordingly, we are submitting the Confidential Information subject to the conditions that 

the NHSLC maintain the confidentiality of and not at any time publish, reproduce or disclose the 

Confidential Information, except as (a) reasonably necessary to authorized state officers and 

employees for the limited purpose of evaluating our proposal, and (b) to those state officers and 

employees that have a reasonable need to know such information in order to assist in carrying out 

the provisions of any resulting contract with us. 

Further, we understand that the NHSLC will maintain the confidentiality of the Confidential 

Information in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, including, but not limited to, RSA 

91-A.  If the NHSLC receives a request for the Confidential Information and determines that any of 

the Confidential Information is subject to public disclosure for any reason, we understand that the 
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NHSLC will immediately notify us and specify the date by which the NHSLC intends to release 

such information to the extent that the NHSLC determines in its opinion that any of the requested 

information is subject to public disclosure under RSA 91-A.  Given the competitive and confidential 

nature of the Confidential Information, and the substantial harm that would result to us and third 

parties if that information were disclosed, the Confidential Information must not be released in the 

absence of a final order by a court of competent jurisdiction requiring such disclosure.  Further, the 

conditions described herein must remain in force even if we are not awarded a contract or 

notwithstanding the termination of any resulting contract with us. 

 

1.15  News Releases:  

In accordance with our existing contract, Law Warehouses may publicly disclose, including 

issue a press release or other public statement that refers to the Agreement or the existence of the 

parties’ business relationship without the prior written consent of the State. Further, subject to the 

confidentiality provisions of the Agreement and NHSLC approval, which shall not be unreasonably 

withheld, Contractor may publicly disclose any information concerning the Agreement that is 

available for public disclosure under applicable laws and regulations, including without limitation, 

N.H. RSA Chapter 91-A.   

 

1.16  Use of Electronic Versions of This RFP through 1.17 Proposal Format:  

Understood 
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1.18  Confidentiality:  

We understand that the NHSLC may seek to maintain the confidentiality of 

“confidential/sensitive information,” but reserve the right to address the content of any such 

confidentiality agreement in contract negotiations. 

 

1.19  Form of Contract:  

We object to the inclusion of the following provisions contained in Appendix E (General 

Standards and Requirements), as amended in Exhibit C thereto, in any resulting contract, and 

request that these provisions be modified as follows: 

9. Data: 

In accordance with our existing contract, we require that the language in the existing 

contract serve as the definition of data.  

   

12. Assignments: 

In accordance with our existing contract, we require the addition of the existing language 

providing that consent not be unreasonably withheld. 

 

13. Indemnification: 

In accordance with our existing contract the language must be modified to replace “acts and 

omissions” with “negligence”.   
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Appendix E – Exhibit C: 

25. Protest Process: 

We reserve the right to negotiate the contract protest process and any provision in the RFP 

that requires the contractor to waive or delay institution of any available legal remedies, at law or in 

equity, including without limitation with respect to confidentiality requirements imposed on the 

state.   

  

26. Contract Transition Period:  

In the event a new Vendor is selected to provide warehousing services at the end of this 

contract, we agree to assist in the transition for up to 6 months and until the end of a reasonable 

transition period as determined by the NHSLC, however an increase in rates will be required, the 

scale of which will be dependent upon the length of the transition period.  The loss of trained 

personnel and the replacement of such individuals with unskilled, untrained people, 

receiving/shipping volume changes, etc. will also impact our ability to maintain service levels.  As 

such service commitments are likely to be impacted by these and other factors, which could lead to 

service interruptions and/or lost sales.  Law will work to minimize such eventualities that are within 

its control but may be constrained based on the how such a transition is planned and the many 

factors that cannot be anticipated until such an event takes place.    

In addition, we cannot accept responsibility for costs associated with the transfer of product 

and control to a new warehouse organization.  There is no way to anticipate the costs of a transfer 

and, thus, such costs cannot reasonably be factored into the proposed pricing.   

Net overages and shortages by supplier shall be used to determine any financial obligation 

between Law and the new warehouse vendor.  Net shortages will be paid to each supplier at cost 
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upon invoicing by each supplier.  The new warehouse vendor is required to work with Law and 

perform cycle counts as needed to verify discrepancies.  

 

 27. Assignment Provision: 

 In accordance with our existing contract we require this section be removed. 

  

 28. News Releases: 

 Law may publicly disclose any information concerning this agreement that is available for 

public disclosure under applicable laws and regulations, including without limitation, the award of 

the contract to Law and existence of the contractual between the parties 

 

To the extent the NHSLC does not agree to modify Appendix E as requested herein, we 

reserve the right to negotiate these provisions. 

 

1.20 State Funding: 

Understood 

 

1.21  Subcontractor: 

We do not intend to use subcontractors to perform any of the basic functions outlined in the 

RFP.  For the initial term of this contract we will be leasing the property from Nestle.   

 

1.21.1  Conflict of Interest: 

Law Warehouses has no contracts that may present a conflict of interest 
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1.22  Proposal Guaranty:  

We have submitted this proposal with a certified check made payable to the NHSLC and 

pledge to enter into a contract with the NHSLC on the terms stated in our Proposal.  We understand 

if we fail or refuse to enter into such a contract without just cause, the amount of the Proposal 

guaranty shall be forfeited to the NHSLC as liquidated damages, and not as a penalty. 

Law currently has options in place for our proposed facility in Seabrook, NH which expire 

September 30, 2012 (115 days from Proposal submission).  To the extent that a contract is not 

executed with the NHSLC under this procurement process prior to August 30, 2012 Law reserves 

the right to withdraw its Proposal and shall not forfeit its Proposal Guaranty of $50,000. 

 

1.23  Venue – Merrimack County:  

Understood  

 

1.24  RFP Protest Process:  

We reserve the right to negotiate the contract protest process and any provision in the RFP 

that requires the contractor to waive or delay institution of any available legal remedies, at law or in 

equity, including without limitation with respect to confidentiality requirements imposed on the 

state.   

 

1.25  Contract Transition Period: 

In the event a new Vendor is selected to provide warehousing services at the end of this 

contract, we agree to assist in the transition for up to 6 months and until the end of a reasonable 

transition period as determined by the NHSLC, however an increase in rates will be required, the 

scale of which will be dependent upon the length of the transition period.  The loss of trained 
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personnel and the replacement of such individuals with unskilled, untrained people, 

receiving/shipping volume changes, etc will also impact our ability to maintain service levels.  As 

such service commitments are likely to be impacted by these and other factors, which could lead to 

service interruptions and/or lost sales.  Law will work to minimize such eventualities that are within 

its control but may be constrained based on how such a transition is planned and the many factors 

that cannot be anticipated until such an event takes place.    

Law takes exception to storage charges for transferred product not beginning until the first 

day of the following month due to the 14-day recurring cycle, however we agree that there will be 

no duplication of charges to Suppliers or the NHSLC.   

Net overages and shortages by supplier shall be used to determine any financial obligation 

between Law and suppliers.  Net shortages will be paid to each supplier at their cost upon invoicing 

by each supplier subject to limits of liability then in effect.  The new warehouse vendor is required 

to work with Law and perform cycle counts as needed to verify discrepancies.  

  

Part 2  GENERAL:  

2.1  Introduction: 

We agree that one strategically located warehouse will provide the optimal distribution 

system for the NHSLC, its customers and suppliers.  We have spent a great deal of time and 

resources over the past few years developing a solution that provides the opportunity for the 

NHSLC to realize the long-term gains that can be brought by consolidating operations into one 

location. The system design and fulfillment solution proposed by Law Warehouses offers the 

NHSLC a long-term opportunity to benefit from automation in beverage fulfillment and achieve the 

following: 

- Bailment Revenue sharing 

- Elimination of the per case Outbound Order Processing fee charged to the NHSLC 
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- Reduced Order to Delivery Cycle Times 

- 6-day per week delivery for key stores 

- A State-of-the-Art Distribution Center designed to meet future needs 

 

2.2  Factors Affecting the NHSLC's Operation: 

 We agree that the NHSLC is likely to incur heavy financial losses by not selecting the 

distribution system which best meets their needs, for today and for the future.  We have seen this on 

a smaller scale with the implementation of the new web licensee ordering site.  Our institutional 

knowledge has been invaluable in helping the NHSLC’s customer service personnel and licensees 

navigate this transition as seamlessly as possible.   

As we look forward we must look back.  Over the past 15-years we have seen a more than 

75% increase in daily shipping with an even greater increase in SKUs and inventory.  Any vendor 

must understand the complexities of this distribution model in order to provide the systems needed 

to allow the NHSLC to take advantage of these continued growth opportunities.  We believe we are 

uniquely qualified to provide these systems and services to ensure that the NHSLC meets all of its 

growth objectives.  Taking a chance that another vendor’s lower cost solution will be capable of 

servicing these needs could have catastrophic consequences for the NHSLC and the State of NH. 

 

2.2.1  Transportation and Access: 

Our new Seabrook facility is well suited for the inbound and outbound distribution of 

products in New Hampshire.  The facility is within 1 mile of I-95, with more than twenty-five 

(25%) percent of all liquor store sales coming from stores within fifteen (15) miles of the facility, 

and seventy percent (70%) of all liquor store sales coming from stores within one hour of the 

facility. The facility was built in an industrial area designed to handle truck traffic 24/7.   
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2.2.2 Operation:  

Over the past fifteen years daily shipping has grown by more than 75% while inventory and 

SKU growth exceeds 145% requiring a substantial increase in square footage to accommodate this 

growth.  We currently utilize more than 350,000 sqft.  Our Seabrook facility is a 505,000 sqft 

facility providing the necessary space to accommodate growth over the next twenty years. 

Exhibit F provides the specific information which highlights the opportunity this unique 

facility provides.   

 

2.2.3 Interface:  

We currently interface with the NHSLC’s automated systems while maintaining our own 

automated warehouse and business management systems, ones which have been developed through 

communication and input from NHSLC staff over the years.  Our IT staff members have years of 

experience working with the NHSLC, ensuring our ability to meet expected needs of the 

commission and maintain a fully functioning / communicating computer system.  These individuals 

have developed a superior working relationship with NHSLC personnel and, with an open system of 

communication and an understanding of the NHSLC’s internal operations, they are able to 

communicate with the appropriate individual immediately and effectively reducing the risk of 

service failures. 

All of Law’s critical systems are safeguarded against service interruptions via 

uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), on-hand duplicate hardware and/or 24-hour service 

maintenance organizations staffed locally.  We continue to seek, analyze and implement both 

internal and external information system solutions to improve our distribution services.   
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2.2.4 Relationship with NHSLC Suppliers: 

Along with the NHSLC, we consider the NHSLC’s suppliers, brokers and licensees as our 

customers.  We recognize that our ability to service the Commission is contingent upon our ability 

to maintain effective partnerships throughout the supply chain.  For more than 40 years we have 

developed and maintained solid relationships with suppliers and work to serve their collective and 

individual distribution center needs.  We work hard to recognize and service their needs while 

working within the rules and regulations established by the NHSLC and the State of New 

Hampshire. 

For a number of suppliers, we provide services beyond the scope of bailment.  We provide 

cross-dock services for the transfer of products to other New England states saving the suppliers 

transportation costs.  We consolidate non-alcoholic wine orders with bailment orders as directed by 

supplier brokers.  We also provide transportation services for suppliers and licensees in New 

England. We believe the selection of the Law Companies for non-bailment services is indicative of 

the support and relationships we have developed with the supplier base. 

 

PART 3  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS:  

3.0.1 A Single Warehouse:  

Our Seabrook facility is a single 505,000 sqft distribution center situated on 80 acres. 

 

3.0.2 Location of Product:  

This Proposal is contingent upon Law providing 100% of the distribution services for 

vendor owned wine and spirits for the NHSLC.  Our rates are contingent upon the transition of the 

Concord Warehouse Vendor accounts and inventory no later than October 2012. 
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3.0.3 Conducting Business with the NHSLC:  

We will continue to work the NHSLC’s IT team to maintain the optimum data-transfer 

capabilities.  We recognize the need for continuous improvement and its correlation with changing 

customer requirements.  We remain committed to utilizing our resource base, external partners and 

the NHSLC staff to affect positive change in the system; however we reserve the right to negotiate 

the NHSLC’s responsibility to share in the cost of significant costs as a result of NHSLC 

requirements.  

We will continue to work with all members of the supply chain to identify and implement 

improvements in an effort to improve service and efficiency.  As always, we will work with the 

NHSLC to provide a win-win solution for all parties involved in such work.  The costs and 

restrictions associated with such modifications can only be determined on a case by case basis.  

 

3.0.4 Warehouse General Requirements: 

Federal, State and Local Regulations: 

Understood 

 

Temperature Control / Protection: 

Our Seabrook facility is designed to maintain the required temperature limits.  The 

warehouse will be heated for winter operation.  For summer operation, the facility is outfitted with a 

series of large louvered intake vents on the eastern facing walls with a series of exhaust fans on the 

western facing wall providing substantial air flow within the facility.  This system, in addition to the 

cool white roof, will allow us to regulate the temperature to within acceptable ranges.  
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Refrigerated Space: 

In the first term of the previous contract we experimented with utilizing refrigerated space 

for the storage of wines that suppliers requested be stored at cooler temperatures.  This project was 

suspended for a variety of reasons.  As a result of this experience, we have not established the 

capability to provide this service for this contract and thus take exception to the requirement that 

suppliers may set their own temperature control standards.  Providing suppliers and/or the NHSLC 

the open-ended undefined flexibility to require a different storage temperature range for any 

specified Product is not a service which can be properly covered in this Proposal.  In addition, it is 

not feasible to adequately develop a proposal to provide a 5,000+ square foot area to be temperature 

controlled to 55 degrees without providing the associated inventory, throughput and delivery 

information.  We recognize that there is some interest in the industry to provide such services, 

however too many of the variables continue to be undefined.  We are happy to work with the 

Commission to research the viability of such a program. 

 

First-In / First-Out: 

Our receiving procedures are designed to put away products in accordance with first-in / 

first-out practices and the default setting of our inventory control system are to allocate product 

similarly.  Law has further enhanced the fulfillment process to allow priority shipping at the 

NHSLC or Supplier representative’s request (e.g., product with “Bike Week” medallions to ship 

and reach stores in advance of Motorcycle Weekend or to move an older vintage that has a newer 

receipt into the marketplace before shipping the newer vintages that may have come in earlier).  

These are examples of how Law has worked with the NHSLC and the Supplier community to 

provide programming and services above and beyond that being requested in this section.   
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Receiving: 

We commit to unloading standard, single & double appointments within two-hours of the 

loads scheduled appointment time.  More complicated loads will take additional time without 

penalty to Law Warehouses by the carrier or supplier. 

To facilitate improved receiving schedules, receiving entry, and to keep costs down for the 

entire system, the following supplier requirements will be enacted: 

- Items with average monthly shipping volumes greater than three (3) pallets to be shipped 

inbound in full pallet quantities. 

- Pallets must be no larger than 40” wide x 48” deep x 64” high.  Pallets exceeding these 

dimensions will be subject to a break-down labor charge.  

- To facilitate bar code scanning of all product, and to maintain uniformity in the industry, 

all cases must be labeled in accordance with the current Pennsylvania labeling standard, 

which  includes an SCC bar code, NH Code, and packaging data such as Gift and 

vintage on the label.  In addition the code data must be maintained by the supplier/broker 

in the NHSLC’s brand master database.  This will require the NHSLC to create the 

appropriate fields within the brand master to accommodate this function.  The decision 

to utilize the Pennsylvania labeling standard was done to minimize any costs to the 

Suppliers since they are already conforming to this standard. 

- All Gift items and non-standard packaging configurations must have a unique SCC bar 

code. 

- All items that the supplier wishes to be tracked by the vintage must include the vintage 

on the label and have a separate SCC code.  

- To receive an appointment an electronic or paper packing list identifying the details on 

the load must be in Law’s possession. 
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An additional benefit of incorporating SCC bar codes into the inventory control process is to 

minimize the cycle time between the beginning of unloading a truck/container and when the product 

is available to be ordered.  The cycle time in our proposal will be reduced by improving two key 

functions.   

Firstly, scanning SCC bar codes will improve the efficiencies of the receiving crew in the 

warehouse, both reducing the unload time and improving accuracy of the receiving tally.  Secondly, 

electronically created receiving tallies will not have to wait to be hand-keyed into the WMS, again 

reducing time while improving the accuracy entered data.  Although we are proud of the processes 

that we have developed over the years and the accuracy of our warehouse and customer service 

employees, we recognize that the NHSLC and Suppliers seek to have products available as soon as 

possible to minimize out-of-stocks and increase sales.  We look forward to implementing these 

changes for the betterment of our business partners.        

 

Packaging Configurations: 

We are quite familiar with the various packaging configurations utilized by the industry and 

have amassed a handling equipment fleet capable of handling all configurations (Exhibit D).  We 

also recognize that some products arrive in nonstandard configurations such as kegs, wooden cases, 

pallet-packs, gift packs, etc.  We have the resources, equipment and experience to continue to 

handle these products as well.  In the receiving section above we have outlined new labeling and 

inbound shipping requirements that will be presented to suppliers.  
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Hours of Operation: 

To reduce order to delivery cycle times for the NHSLC’s highest volume stores, and to 

address the extremely high volumes shipped to these stores coming out of weekends and holidays, 

Law Warehouse will move to a Sunday – Friday operating week. 

The new Seabrook facility and the transition to bar code scanning has the potential to 

dramatically reduce the receiving processing time providing more open appointments during the 

normal work day.  Law Warehouses will maintain a schedule of available receiving appointments 

from 6:00am to 9:30pm unless both parties agree otherwise.  Law will continue its process of 

adding appointment slots when necessary to meet peak demand periods.  

 

3.0.4.1     Audit:  

We have demonstrated our excellence in reporting accuracy and inventory control.  Law 

receives and ships more than 3,500,000 cases per year with an average annual discrepancy of 4 one-

thousandths of 1%.  We continue to improve the administration and operational aspects of inventory 

control, are committed to on-going cycle counting, and to performing the annual inventory in no 

more than two (2) business days.   

 

3.0.5 Transportation Access:  

3.0.5.1   Road: Incoming and Outgoing Requirements  

3.0.5.2   Access:  

Our Seabrook facility spans 80 acres and was specifically built to serve as a large scale 

distribution center.  The complex currently services tractor-trailers, straight trucks, vans, and 

automobiles with significantly more doors than are presently available or required under this RFP.  

All travel surfaces are sufficiently paved for industrial traffic.  The entire area leading to and 
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surrounding our complex has handled significant truck and auto traffic throughout its existence.  As 

an industrial area it is designed to accommodate 24 hour operations. 

 

3.0.5.3   Dock and Approach:  

We recognize the need for each of the more than 100 suppliers to have the ability to ship 

product to the warehouse on a timely basis while also providing sufficient shipping doors to 

accommodate all outbound loading.  Our new facility is set up specifically to handle multiple loads 

simultaneously providing more than adequate capacity for inbound and outbound carrier activity.  

Our dock and approach facilities are as follows: 

- Fifty-Six (56) roofed or covered docks capable of handling 53' trailers; 

- Two (2) large overhead door areas for van and automobile traffic. 

- Three hundred (300) trailer parking spaces for trailers waiting loading or unloading. 

Each truck dock area meets the requirements of adjustable height features and floor approaches plus 

has additional security features including individual trailer lighting and UCC bumper locks. 

 

3.0.6 Floor Capacity and Storage Strategy:   

Law Warehouses has in place a dynamic computerized inventory control system which 

identifies each inventory lot by NH code number, bottles per case, warehouse location, status, 

gift/non-gift, priority, vintage and receipt date.  Vintage is recorded if the vintage is clearly printed 

on the outside of case and easily identifiable at the time of receipt.  
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Inventory Growth: 

Our Seabrook facility is 505,000 sqft., with the system having a capacity of more than 

1,400,000 cases utilizing less than 375,000sqft.  As a result, there is ample capacity to meet the 

growth of the business during the life of the contract. 

Having the capacity for growth in SKU, inventory, and shipping volume growth is a critical 

element of this RFP.  During the existing contract the number of codes in inventory has grown from 

4,000 to 9,000; inventory has grown from less than 400,000 to peaks over 750,000, and average 

shipping has grown from less than 9,000 per day to 14,000 per day.   

From traveling to conferences and speaking with industry experts, we believe this type of 

growth over the next contract period is possible.  This is one of the most significant reasons why we 

believe moving to a larger facility and implementing automated systems is critical to the continued 

success of the NHSLC.  As the following charts show, SKU growth has been the catalyst for 

volume growth and volume growth is directly related to and NHSLC sales.  Here you see that the 

proliferation of SKU’s has far outpaced shipping; however, this increase in customer choice has 

clearly been a driving force in increasing sales. 
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It is imperative that the NHSLC have a distribution center of adequate size that it is not only 

capable of handling today’s volumes, but also the expected growth in both SKUs and shipping 

volume over the next twenty years.  Our Proposal provides for those growth opportunities.  

 

Customs Bonded Area: 

In past years we have operated a Customs Bonded Area for bailment customers.  Due to a 

lack of demand, this service was discontinued.  We commit to reinstating this service upon 

sufficient demand.  Rates for such service will be determined at the time of reinstatement based 

upon expected volumes and the administrative resources required to meet customs regulations in 

effect at that time. 

 

Breakage and Damage: 

Law Warehouses currently maintains a broken package room program for handling received 

damage and operational damage.  Each bailment vendor is notified of damaged products and the 

remaining bottles are segregated for future recoupment, transfer to the split case operation, removal 

or destruction.  

 

Unsaleable status: 

Unsaleable products are physically segregated according to the nature of the status and the 

quantity of the product involved.  In all instances, products can be clearly identified through 

placarding and computer hold codes. 
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Carrier Returns: 

Carrier returns are segregated from inbound bailment stock upon receipt.  Each case is then 

evaluated as to its reason for return and dispositioned according to NHSLC guidelines. 

 

SKU and volume capacity:  

Our Seabrook facility is a 505,000 sqft distribution center which will be configured 

specifically to become the NHSLC’s distribution center of the future.  Section IV provides the 

specific information which highlights the opportunity this unique facility provides.   

 

Non-FIFO Inventory Allocation: 

Law Warehouses allocates inventory based on a FIFO strategy; however, programming to 

accommodate non-FIFO allocation is in place when instructed by the NHSLC or the 

Supplier/Broker.  In addition, our ordering system allows licensee and state stores to order both gift 

and non-gift items in the same order.  We will continue to work with the NHSLC to manage non-

FIFO shipping strategies as needed and can be accomplished utilizing the bar code systems 

described in previous sections of this Proposal. 

During the development of the web ordering systems at the beginning of the current 

contract, brokers specifically communicated that it was important that vintage was captured at the 

time of receipt when possible and tracked through the inventory system, but that vintage not be 

made part of the ordering systems.  As such our systems are not designed to allow ordering by 

vintage.  Should this functionality become necessary, we are prepared to accommodate this ability 

provided it is implemented in accordance with our bar code labeling requirements. 
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Shipping Volumes: 

We are aware that the combined volumes of Nashua and Concord have resulted in peak 

shipping days of more than 43,000 cases in one day.  The significant investment in distribution 

systems we are making is specifically designed to more efficiently and effectively manage such 

volumes while at the same time provide for compressed cycle times.  Over the life of the current 

contract daily shipping volume has grown more than 75%.  We have specifically chosen this facility 

and this design to accommodate this type of growth over the next twenty-years.   

This Proposal is specifically contingent upon the total combined volumes of Concord and 

Nashua.  Should the NHSLC choose an option which splits volume between warehouses, Law 

reserves the right to withdraw this Alternate Proposal without forfeiture of our $50,000 Proposal 

Guaranty.  During the life of the contract, should the NHSLC choose to shift volume to another 

warehouse facility, we reserve the right to adjust rates accordingly; such adjustment cannot be 

unreasonably denied.  

 

3.0.7 Floor Movement Capacity: 

Over the term of the current contract, the number of codes, the levels of inventory and 

various shipping measurements have all increased dramatically.  We recognize that in order to 

ensure that we can handle this type of growth in the future, without placing limitations on receiving 

and shipping, it requires a single large facility specifically designed to accommodate this business.  

For several years we have been traveling the country touring other wine and spirit distribution 

systems while working with an international distribution systems integration company, System 

Logistics, specifically for the purpose of designing the distribution center of the future for the 

NHSLC.   
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Law Warehouses is proposing to support wine and spirits fulfillment from a new and 

modern distribution center.  This distribution center will promote trending technologies in beverage 

fulfillment such as paperless picking, automated storage and retrieval, automated conveyors and 

robotic mixed case pallet building.  This new and modern distribution center will incorporate a 

well-balanced mix of conventional and automated handling systems to assure order accuracy and 

on-time shipping.   

The distribution center is managed by intelligent software systems to facilitate inventory, 

receipts, product putaway, paperless case and bottle picking, intelligent conveyor routing, 

automated case labeling, automated pallet building and shipping.  The objective of this intelligent 

and efficient beverage handling system is to minimize product touches, speed order processing, 

assure accurate and timely shipping, accommodate peak velocity and plan for scalability. 

Section IV provides a more detailed explanation of the systems we will utilize to ensure the 

required capacity is in place to meet the expected growth of the NHSLC.   Exhibit D is a listing of 

our other equipment. 

This fleet is maintained by in-house mechanics.  These mechanics are supplemented by our 

Heavy Duty Truck & Diesel operation, which is in the business of repairing and maintaining large 

truck and handling equipment fleets.  As such, the new systems, all lift trucks, attachments, walkie 

riders, and accessorial equipment are well-maintained.  With our own repair center and an extensive 

material handling fleet, the warehouse operation is positioned to minimize any downtime and 

maximize performance. 

 

3.0.8  Product Distribution: 

We have clearly listed all charges related to the storage and distribution of product and 

understand that Licensees will define the carrier we are to give their order to within every order file. 
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Rigid Control: 

We will continue to maintain rigid control over outgoing products through the use of our 

existing or a similar label design.  Each case picked will have a label affixed identifying, at a 

minimum, the consignee, and product code and invoice date.  Each non-automatic order is verified 

by a supervisory level employee to ensure the accuracy of the shipment. 

 

Scheduling: 

Currently both Law and NHSLC store management personnel develop a mutually agreed 

upon delivery and polling schedule.  We require that this practice be maintained.  As always we 

seek to develop a delivery schedule that optimizes the NHSLC’s ability to have product on store 

shelves when and where needed.  To reduce order to delivery cycle times for the NHSLC’s highest 

volume stores, and to address the extremely high volumes shipped to these stores coming out of 

weekends and holidays, we require the NHSLC move to a 6-day per week order and delivery cycle 

for the highest volume stores that are within 1-hour of Seabrook.   

 

Shifts / Outside Normal Working Hours: 

Two significant reasons for moving to this system design are to compress order-to-shipment 

cycle times and to address the significant shipping and delivery peaks realized coming out of 

weekends and holidays.  To meet these goals we have established a shift schedule where the week 

will begin on Saturday night, taking order data for the NHSLC’s highest volume stores within 1-

hour of Seabrook, and delivering them on Sunday.  Eight (8) and Ten (10) hour shifts, with 

mandatory overtime as required, will continue throughout each day and night through Friday.  As 

these schedules will be developed in concert with the NHSLC, there are no extra charges for night 

picking.  Charges for unscheduled weekend and/or holiday work are detailed in Appendix D. 
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Customer Pick-Up: 

We will continue to allow licensees to pickup directly from the warehouse in a way which 

does not affect distribution to NHSLC stores.  The approval of the customer pick-up schedule 

cannot be unreasonably denied by the NHSLC.   

 

Order-to-Shipment Cycle Times: 

A significant benefit of our Proposal is the compression of order-to-shipping cycle times.  

Through the implementation and learning process we will collectively determine the optimum cycle 

time for various store groups.  Our picking processes will release orders in waves in accordance 

with the load they will be delivered.  As such, it is not practical to pick and load all orders within 8-

hours of receipt of the order; however, Law will continue to commit to timely delivery of orders to 

NHSLC stores. 

 

3.0.9  Additional Services: 

Law Warehouse currently provides additional services to NHSLC suppliers, such as sub-

assembly and the distribution of non-alcoholic products.  The charges for these types of services are 

determined on a case-by-case basis.   

 

3.0.10  Computer Linkage with the NHSLC: 

We have considerable experience interfacing with NHSLC computer systems.  We maintain 

an Information Technology team of three (3) on staff in part to continually work with the NHSLC to 

improve and upgrade the information systems to meet tomorrow’s needs.  We believe our resources 

and experience could provide extremely valuable insight into upgrade considerations as the NHSLC 

begins the process of looking for Mapper’s replacement.  These are very significant considerations 
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for the NHSLC as a disruption in the computer linkage between the two parties would result in 

considerable additional costs for the NHSLC. 

We have reviewed Appendix K and have a number of objections which we will address with 

the NHSLC directly in the continued development of our systems. 

 

3.0.11  Transition from the Current Contract:  

We are proud of our more than forty (40) year partnership with the NHSLC.  We feel that 

we have played a key role in creating the systems and the environment which has lead to a more 

than 75% growth in volume over the past 15 years.  We have expended considerable resources over 

the past year developing a strategy that we believe will put the NHSLC in the best position to take 

advantage of the opportunities the next twenty years will bring.  We are prepared to make the 

necessary investment to secure New Hampshire’s position as the leading retail and distribution 

channel for wine and spirits in New England.  To transition to a new vendor would put all of these 

elements at tremendous risk of failure. 

Should Law not be the successful bidder, net overages and shortages by supplier shall be 

used to determine any financial obligation between Law and the supplier.  The new warehouse 

vendor would be required to work with Law and perform cycle counts as needed to verify 

discrepancies.  

 

3.0.12 Warehouse Charges and Rates: 

Our pricing goal remains to appropriately match revenues to costs and to reward suppliers 

who manage their inventories.  As a result, we have chosen to maintain a scaled rate structure in our 

Proposal which allocates revenues to costs.   

a – f: Understood  
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• Locations to pick from 

• Quantities to pick (per SKU) 

• Priority 

• Shipping requirements 

The WES batches multiple orders together to create pick waves.  This process is described in the 

work planning section (4.2) of this document.  After all the picks in the wave are batched, the 

WES separates the picks for each picking area.  This means that each location will be given the 

collected picks for multiple orders in the wave.  This creates the picking efficiency in the system. 

This information is distributed to the pick modules, carousel system, and bottle system.  Each of 

these subsystems use existing software with standard interfaces.  DirectPick controls picking in 

the pick modules (light displays).  AutoPick controls picking in the carousels stacks.  PowerPick 

directs picking in the bottle system.  Law is familiar with both PowerPick and DirectPick since 

they are both in use in the existing bottle picking system in Nashua. 

Goals 

The goals this module are listed by priority. 

1. Distribute the picks in the wave to each picking zone in the system. 

2. Process all picking in the different zones. 

3. Update the WMS with completed transactions in the picking zones. 
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Functions 

Wave Processing 

1. Within the pick modules, the picks for wave are broken into the picks for each location in 

the modules.  These picks are further divided into the picks for each zone occupied by a 

picker (this is most often the different levels of the module).  These groups of picks are 

sent into the system when the WES determines the optimal time for release (see section 

4.3 on metering). 

2. Within the carousel system, the picks for a wave are broken into the picks for each stack.  

These picks are sent into the system when the WES determines the optimal time.  This is 

done on a stack by stack basis.  This means some stacks may wait for others to finish a 

wave and others may be picking ahead on the next wave.  This determination is made by 

the metering module but the picks in the wave must be subdivided by stack before this is 

possible. 

3. Within the bottle system, the picks for a wave are broken into the picks for each zone in 

the system (2 pods, and flow rack).  These groups of picks are sent into the system at the 

discretion of the WES.  Due to low daily volume it is highly likely that picks for multiple 

waves may be combined into single waves in the bottle system. 

4. All picking transactions are updated to the WMS at regular intervals throughout the day.  

The WMS uses this data to trigger replenishments to locations that become depleted. 

5. The carousel inventory is treated differently from the pick modules.  The WES (through 

AutoPick) manages the individual locations in the carousel stacks.  AutoPick tracks the 

SKU and location throughout the carousel system.  The WMS does not know (or care 
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about) the exact location of a case in the carousel system.  It just knows that it is in the 

carousel system. 

The WES will update the WMS with location information for inventory purposes.  

Locations are not needed to pick a wave, only the SKU and quantities required.  Picking 

transactions are updated to the WMS so replenishment decisions can be made for the 

carousel system.  The actual storage location within the stacks is up to the WES. 

4.5  Replenishment 

 

All replenishments in the system originate with the WMS.  The WMS sends replenishment tasks 

to the WES based on picking transactions coming back from the WES for each area.  The vast 

majority of the replenishments in the system will start at the VNA trucks with either full pallet 

moves or case picking from pallets in reserve locations.   

It is important to recognize that replenishments do not reflect the exact quantities and SKUS 

picked for the previous day’s orders.  Due to the capacities and slotting of the picking areas the 

WES has the flexibility to batch and organize the replenishments to reflect the physical layout of 

the system.  In short it means the WES can optimize the replenishments for efficient VNA truck 

movement.   

Unlike picking, most replenishments can be sent into the system as one big wave.  Due to 

stocking levels in the pick modules most replenishments are not time critical in any given day. 
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Goals 

1. Batch pallet moves from the reserve locations to the pick modules for efficient truck 

movement 

2. Batch VNA case picks to single aisles and sequence those picks for efficient pick paths. 

3. Balance inbound replenishment cases across all stacks in the carousel system. 

Functions 

Work Processing 

1. Replenishment to the pick modules is by full pallet.  Each location in the pick modules 

has 3 pallets.  When a replenishment pallet is needed there are often 2 pallets ahead of it.  

This means that the timing of the pallet delivery can be flexible over several hours or 

even days. 

The WES will batch pallet moves to the pick modules over longer periods of time (4 

hours would be typical).  This allows the WES to accumulate enough moves in a batch 

that it can set up the most efficient sequence of pallet moves on each side of a pick 

module.  The WES would send these replenishment waves in and direct the trucks based 

on their real time work levels. 

2. Replenishments to the carousels start out as case picks from the VNA man up trucks.  The 

WES will batch these picks across the whole day and divide them up by picking aisle.  

The picks in the aisle may be further divided up by pallet load.  These aisle picks will be 

sequenced in the most efficient travels path for that aisle.  Some of these picks (by aisle) 

may be prioritized over others but this will not be frequent requirement. 
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3. Replenishments to the carousels end up as cases coming down the inbound conveyor to 

the carousel sorter.  These cases will be distributed evenly across all stacks.  This allows 

all stacks to be optimally busy when the cases are picked for outbound waves.  

4. Replenishments to the bottle system start out as case picks from the VNA man up trucks.  

These picks will be picked to a pallet and delivered to the replenishment point of the 

bottle pick system.  This follows the same method as the carousels but the pallet is 

dropped off in a different place. 

Due to low case volume the replenishments to the bottle system may have some 

replenishment pallets may be picked across multiple aisles in the VNA system.  The same 

aisle optimization process will still be used. 

Replenishment 

High Priority Replenishments 

There will be some replenishments that are needed for picking that same day.  This is most likely 

to happen on the slowest SKUs stored in the carousel system.  The stocking level in the carousels 

for many these slow SKUs is one case.  Some orders for these SKUs may exceed the one case in 

the carousel system.  This can be expected to happen every day. 

When this happens the WMS identifies any picks that exceed the stocking levels in the picking 

areas and creates an individual list of cases to pick.  This becomes a high priority pick list for the 

WES.  This pick list is assigned to a VNA man up truck and is the first group of picks made that 

day.  These picks are put into the carousel system where they can be picked later in the day when 

their assigned wave comes up. 
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Stock Levels 

The WMS tracks all inventory levels in the reserve rack.  The WES does not keep track of the 

inventory in these zones.  The WMS updates inventory records based on transaction data coming 

back from the WES.  The WMS may decide to pick more of a particular SKU based on stocking 

levels for that location.  This could be done for multiple reasons: 

• Picking a few cases left to clear the pallet location 

• Picking a few more cases to clear a pallet layer 

• Picking a few more cases to finish off the SKU or partial pallet location 

 

Multiple Day Batches 

The carousel system is designed to have approximately 3 days’ worth of stock for the SKUs in 

storage.  Picks for some days may not reach levels for some SKUs that require a replenishment 

trip into the VNA aisle every day.  This will be very common on slower days.  The WMS should 

set trigger levels by SKU for replenishment into the carousel system.  This will limit the amount 

of locations to visit in the VNA case picking system on a daily basis.  It will also maximize the 

amount of cases to pick when a location is visited.  Ultimately all cases going out will have to go 

back in.  It just allows the WMS to choose the optimal sequence to pick each day.   

4.6  Put Away 

Put away is defined the process of taking newly received cases and putting them away in the 

reserve storage locations.  Because SKUs are stored in specific areas of this system the process 

of choosing storage locations for SKUs must be directed by the WES.  The WMS determines the 

area, aisle, and location that a SKU is to be stored.  The WES executes this transaction in the 

most efficient possible way. 
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There are two stages to the put away process. The first is handling the SKUs in receiving and 

delivering them to the drop off location for VNA pickup.  The second is the storage of the pallet 

in the VNA rack location.  Different trucks are used at each stage so both processes need to be 

optimized.  

 

Goals 

1. Plan the receiving and transport process for efficient truck movement. 

2. Execute the put away process within the VNA racks to minimize truck movement. 

Functions 

Work Processing 

1. The WMS drives the receiving process.  It chooses the SKUs and quantities to be 

received by selecting which truck to unload.  The SKUs and quantities are known ahead 

of time by the WMS.  This allows the WMS to direct the specific storage location for 

each received item well before it arrives on the dock.  The WMS plans the pallet 

organization for all received SKUs.  After a SKU pallet is built in receiving the WMS 

sends the pallet id, the SKU, and intended storage location to the WES.  Based on the 

intended storage location (which included the aisle number), the WES directs the fork 

truck to drop off the pallet at the drop station for that aisle.  The pallet id and drop station 

are recorded by the WES. 

2. The WMS also directs the pallet organization for SKUs that will be put away in the VNA 

case pick locations.  These will always be cases put away to pallet locations in the VNA 

rack by the man up trucks.  Pallets for this purpose hold multiple SKUs and will be 
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organized by aisle.  The goal is to minimize the amount of aisles that a pallet must go 

through to complete the put aways.  After a pallet is completed for put away the WMS 

sends the pallet id, the SKUs, case quantities, and their storage locations to the WES. 

Based on the intended storage locations (which included the aisle number), the WES 

directs the fork truck to drop off the pallet at the drop station for that aisle.  The pallet id 

and drop station are recorded by the WES 

3. The WES keeps a running record of all pallets in drop stations.  This is accessed by the 

VNA trucks doing put aways.  This allows the WES to direct them to the nearest pallets 

for pickup.  When possible, the WES may allow multiple pallets to accumulate at one 

drop station in order to batch the put aways in one aisle for a VNA truck.   

4. The WES directs the movement of the VNA trucks doing put aways.  This is quite simple 

for full pallet put aways since it is one move and store.  The WES directs the sequence of 

the put aways for multiple SKU pallets to match the location sequence in the aisle. 

5. Moves of pallets from location to location within the VNA rack is directed by the WMS.  

The move is handled in the same way as a replenishment except the destination location 

is still in the reserve rack.   
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4.7  Palletizing Operation  

 

The Best Fit software is responsible for planning the case sequence for building the order pallets.  

The palletizer robots follow this sequence to build the pallets.  The WES is responsible for 

bringing the cases to the palletizer robots in the correct sequence.  The process is listed below 

describes the data flow for a single wave of work.  This process is repeated for each wave. 

 

1. The WES decides what orders in a wave go into which palletizer modules.  The work 

planning section describes this process. 

2. This information is passed to the Best Fit software in each palletizer module. 

3. Best Fit software decides how to build the pallets for the orders within each module. 

4. Best Fit software passes the pallet build plans back to the WES and the palletizer 

controllers. 

5. The WES translates the pallet build plans to sorting routes for all cases in the wave. 

6. The WES routes cases on the main sorter to the correct VLS units in all palletizer 

modules. 

7. The WES stores the cases in the VLS units and records the case id and location. 

8. When all cases for a pallet are in the VLS units of a palletizer module, the WES can 

select that pallet to be built.  When multiple pallets are present the WES picks the pallet 

with the highest priority in the wave.  Otherwise it will select the first pallet available. 

9. The WES passes the pallet id to be built to the palletizer robot controller. 
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10. The WES picks cases out of VLS units in the correct sequence to match pallet build plan. 

Cases are placed on the conveyor in groups matching the sequence (8 at a time). 

11. The WES moves cases down the conveyor and labels each case going into palletizer. 

12. The palletizer robots build the pallet according to the Best Fit software builds plan. 

13. The palletizer controller passes pallet contents (case ids) to WES after pallet is built 

14. WES directs the finished pallet to the correct shipping dock. 

 

Goals 

1. Build the order pallets as fast as possible 

2. When selection is possible build the order pallets in prioritized sequence 

3. Make real time records of palletizer operation available to WES. 

 

Notes 

The process described here may change during the final engineering of the system.  Regardless 

of any changes made the system will still follow the goals listed.  The exact process for 

prioritizing pallets based on truck routes will be worked out in cooperation with Law 

Warehouses. 
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Palletizing Operation 

Functions 

Palletizing 

1. The WES will be tracking cases throughout the palletizing process.  Case must be tracked 

from when they hit the main sorter all the way through to the palletizing robots.  

Knowledge of all cases in the VLS units is critical to run the system effectively.  Absolute 

accuracy is needed or the pallets cannot be built correctly. 

2. Within the VLS units of every palletizer module there will be multiple cases of the same 

SKU.  In fact there may be multiple cases of the same SKU within one VLS unit.  The 

WES can pick any case that matches the SKU for a pallet to be built.  This allows the 

WES the flexibility to pick any SKU case from a VLS location to build a pallet earlier 

and replace the case with another one coming in later.  This will be a very common 

occurrence since 450 SKUs account for 60% of the cases picked per day.  This process 

allows pallets to be started earlier and keeps the palletizers running longer. 

3. Pallets with higher priorities are pallets that should be loaded into the trucks first.  This 

would be preferable on trucks making multiple stops. During the second half of a wave 

the there may be multiple pallets available to be built in a palletizer module.  When this is 

possible the WES will choose pallets that would be loaded into a truck first.  If no pallets 

are available the WES will choose the first pallet available to be built regardless of its 

position in the truck. 

4. There will be no specific pallet id label on the finished order pallets.  The WES tracks all 

cases going to the palletizer robots. This means that any pallet can be identified by simply 

scanning any case order label on the pallet.   
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4.8  Case Routing 

There are two places in the system where the WES makes routes cases to specific destinations.  

These are the sorting of inbound cases going into the carousel stacks (carousel sorter), and the 

sorting of cases going into the VLS units of the palletizer modules (main sorter).  The goals and 

logic used for each of these sorting operations are listed below. 

Goals for carousel sorter 

The carousel sorter takes inbound cases coming from the VNA case pick modules and sorts them 

into the 8 carousel stacks.  The number of sort points matches the number of carousel stacks.  All 

of these cases are inbound to the carousel system as replenishments.  It is important to note that 

within the carousel system, no location (carousel shelf) is any more efficient than another.  In 

short the shelf position does not matter.  The stack location is most important thing.   

Due to the difference in case sizes, there will be two different location sizes in the carousel 

system.  One group of stacks will be sized for cases 9” to 15” long.  The other group of stacks 

will be sized for cases 15” to 21” long.  This is necessary for reliable case storage and extraction.  

The list of goals describe here applies to both stack configurations.  The goals for routing of 

cases into the carousels are: 

1. Within size classification, distribute each group of SKUs across the carousel stacks 

evenly.  This means that all stacks will be operating evenly during the picking process.  

This gets the best possible rate out of the system. 

2. Within size classification, distribute the fast moving SKUs (cases) across all stacks 

evenly.  This is the most critical element for maximizing outbound rate during pick 

waves. 
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3. Within size classification, distribute the slowest moving SKUs (cases) across all stacks 

evenly.  This will have no effect on rate but it keeps an even number of locations open in 

each stack for the faster moving SKUs. 

Functions 

Carousel Sorter 

1. The WES keeps a real time inventory of the carousel stacks at all times.  This includes 

SKU id, stack number, carousel, bin, and shelf location.  This allows the WES to know if 

a stack is running above or below the others in capacity for each SKU classification (fast 

and slow).   

2. The WES uses the carousel inventory to make routing decisions for each inbound case.  

For example if stack 4 has 100 more fast SKU cases than the other stacks, then the WES 

will route the next fast SKU cases coming onto the sorter to the other stacks until the 

levels even out across all stacks.  In effect the WES is constantly trying to keep all stacks 

equal. 

3. Routing decisions are made after the case is scanned at the scan tunnel.  Even though we 

know the cases coming from the VNA system ahead of time, case destinations are not 

predetermined.  This is because the WES needs to spread inbound work across all stacks 

on a continuous basis.  This keeps the sorter and the stacks all operating evenly. 

4. The simple practice of spreading inbound traffic across all stacks will likely result in an 

even volume outbound from all stacks.  Knowing this is true, the system must still be able 

to balance itself if things get out of whack in the stack capacities. 
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Case Routing 

Goals for the Main Sorter 

The main sorter is taking all the cases coming from the carousels and the pick modules and 

sorting them to the correct VLS units assigned for that picking wave.  This sorter handles all the 

outbound cases picked for all the orders every day. 

The routing of the cases on the main sorter is predetermined by the WES using the Best Fit 

software.  What this means is that specific SKUs are to be sent to specific VLS units, not specific 

cases.  When a slug of cases of the same SKU enters the sorter, the WES can choose which VLS 

to send each case to.  Within the wave, they will eventually all end up in the correct VLS units 

but the sequence they are sorted in is up to the WES.  The routing goals of the main sorter are:  

1. The most important goal in sorting the cases within a wave, is to keep all palletizing 

modules working evenly and at full speed through the course of a wave.   

2. Spread cases evenly across all diverts continuously.  This prevents backups at diverts, and 

reduces recirculation of cases.  It also results in the palletizer modules all working evenly 

as well. 

3. Sort the cases on the first pass on the sorter as much as possible.  Every recirculated case 

delays the building of a pallet in one of the palletizer modules.  In effect it can hold up 50 

other cases. 
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Functions 

Main Sorter 

1. The WES will make routing choices for each case immediately after it exits the scan 

tunnel.  This provides the maximum flexibility to route cases to the best possible 

destinations.  Many cases will have only one destination VLS.  These cases have no 

routing flexibility.  Faster moving SKU will have multiple cases that could go to multiple 

different locations at different times. 

2. Multiple cases of a single SKU may enter the sorter in a slug.  This could easily happen 

for fast moving SKUs coming from the pick modules.  The WES spreads these SKUs out 

across multiple modules and multiple VLS units.  The idea is not to cause a backup at one 

divert or palletizer module.  Ultimately every SKU case will arrive at the correct 

destination during the wave. 

3. Routing flexibility is highest at the beginning of a wave when most destinations in the 

VLS units are not filled.  As the VLS units fill up more and more cases will have to be 

sent to specific destinations.  This is why the overall filling of the VLS destinations 

should proceed evenly.  It keeps the maximum number of sorter diverts open for the 

longest possible time during a wave. 

4. There will be times when a wave is released for picking before the previous wave is 

completed at the sorter.  This will be a common method of operation since we do not 

want the palletizers to run out of cases.  When this happens the WES will always choose 

to route cases to finish a previous wave instead of the newer one. 
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5. If any cases for a wave are not sorted within a set amount of time or cases with SKUs 

have gotten “lost” the WES will signal the picking zones for a hot pick of the missing 

SKUs.  It is important to finish these picks as quickly as possible since they may be 

holding up as many as 50 cases for an outbound pallet in the VLS modules.  

4.9  Case Tracking 

The WES will track cases moving throughout the system.  We will know what cases are on the 

different conveyor sections, the VLS units, the palletizers, and the completed pallets.  This is a 

necessary function so the WES knows the quantity and location of all cases that are in process at 

any point in time.  This allows the system to time out expected cases, issue hot picks for missing 

ones, check the status for pallet building, and give real time status on the progress of orders in 

each wave. This also governs when the next wave is sent into the system. 

Goals 

1. Track the quantity and id (SKU) of picked cases in process in the following areas of the 

system: 

• The picking zones (pick modules and carousels) 

• On the transport conveyor 

• On the sorter loop 

• In the palletizer modules 

• On the inbound carousel conveyor (cases coming from VNA case pick area) 

2. Insure that order cases arrive at their destinations in a timely manner.  If they do not 

arrive when they are expected they are considered “lost”.  This is necessary to ensure that 

a palletizer is not waiting indefinitely on a no-read or lost case.   
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Functions 

Tracking Process 

Cases are tracked in multiple different areas including the pick zones, in transit on the conveyor, 

and in the palletizer modules.  A case is moved to each tracking classification when it leaves the 

previous zone.  There are no individual case ids.  Cases simply change classifications and the 

WES monitors the quantities and timing between tracking points. 

1. The tracking module begins tracking picked cases in the pick zones when a wave is sent 

into the system.  Each task complete at a SKU location in the pick modules registers the 

quantity of that SKU as “on transport conveyor” with the WES.  The same thing happens 

when a case is picked by the carousel system.  The WES is updated immediately after the 

pick is completed. 

2. When a case is picked by the carousel system the extractor deposits the case onto the 

outbound conveyor spur.  When the transaction is completed the WES registers the case 

as “on transport conveyor”. 

3. When the cases hit the scan tunnel at the main sorter the WES changes the classification 

to “on sorter”.  This classification lasts until the case is diverted or hits the recirc line. 

4. When a case is diverted the WES updates the classification to “diverted”. 

5. If the case is not diverted (missed expected divert) then it is classified as “in recirc”. 

6. When the VLS stores a case the SKU and VLS location are recorded and the WES is 

updated.  The case is now classified as “in module”.   

7. When a case is pulled out of the VLS the transaction is recorded, the WES is updated, and 

it is classified as “on pallet”. 
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8. When a pallet is completed the case and pallet are classified as “in shipping”.  This 

classification can be further broken down to “on dock” and “on truck”. 

Case Tracking 

Method 

It is important to recognize that cases are tracked by area.  In most instances the exact position of 

the case within that area is not known.  Cases are tracked by updating their classification when 

they trigger a transaction or scanner entering another area.   

Timers are set between update points in different areas.  This is especially predictable with 

conveyor transport.  If too much time passes between one update point and another it indicates 

there is problem with the case.  The case is then considered “lost” or is now missing.  

Appropriate action should be taken to find the case or issue a hot pick and get another one picked 

and moving on the system. 

In a system such as this time lost to finding individual cases cannot be allowed to slow the entire 

system down.  It may often be better to pick another case to finish the wave and resolve the 

“lost” case later after the wave is completed. 

Replenishment Tracking Process (from VNA case pick) 

This describes the case tracking process for cases picked by the VNA man up trucks and sent 

into the carousel system. 

1. The tracking module begins tracking picked cases in the VNA case pick zones when the 

case is picked by the picker.  As soon as the transaction is recorded as complete the WES 

classifies the case as “on pallet”.   
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2. When these cases hit the scan tunnel at the carousel inbound sorter the WES changes the 

classification to “on carousel sorter”.  This classification lasts until the case is diverted or 

hits the recirc line. 

3. When a case is diverted the WES updates the classification to “diverted to carousels”. 

4. If the case is not diverted (missed expected divert) then it is classified as “in recirc”. 

5. When the extractor stores the case the SKU, and carousel location are recorded.  The 

WES is updated and the case is no longer being tracked as a moving case on the system. 

Tracking Data 

Real time tracking of cases through the system is particularly important for this system 

operation.  The metering module which times the waves entering the system is dependent on the 

tracking data.  Pick waves will often be sent into different areas at different times.  This will be 

common in different levels of the pick modules and the carousel system.  The tracking data 

allows the metering module to determine when and where it can drop the next pick wave. 

This data is also critical for general management of the system.  It will be used constantly for 

troubleshooting, and operational decisions during the day.  It also makes up the bulk of the data 

feeding the WES dashboard management screen described in section 4.11.   

 

4.10  Shipping 

All pallets in the wave are assigned to trucks at the start of the wave.  Some pallets are assigned 

specific loading sequences within the trucks doing multiple stops.  The shipping module of the 

WES assigns the dock doors and directs the movement and loading of pallets into the trucks.  
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Goals 

1. Automatically determine the loading plan for each truck 

2. Assign dock doors automatically based on Palletizer module 

3. Process pallets coming off palletizer modules as quickly as possible 

4. Insure all cases and pallets get to the correct trucks by directing pallet transport. 

Functions 

Shipping 

1. The wave plan sets up the orders going into each palletizer module.  These orders all 

have truck assignments.  The WES takes the truck assignments and assigns dock doors 

for those trucks.  Doors closest to the assigned palletizer module will be chosen first.  

This will be known well before the wave starts in the system.  Doors can also be 

reassigned as needed. 

2. Dock door assignments will also take into account doors that are already assigned for 

receiving or previous waves. 

3. Each truck will have specific routes assigned to it based on the orders it will be carrying.  

Pallets must be loaded in the sequence that matches the route and stops the truck will 

make.  The WES will determine the pallet loading plan for each truck based on the orders 

assigned to that truck.   

4. Fork trucks will be used to move pallets from the palletizing modules to the dock doors.  

Within a wave pallets will come off the palletizers in random order.  The trucks in 

shipping must be directed to the dock doors on a pallet by pallet basis.  The WES will 
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direct the fork trucks on the shipping docks based on the pallet id.  Pallet moves will be 

confirmed to the WES for updates to the control screens. 

5. There will be some cases delivered to the shipping dock that do not arrive through the 

palletizers.  Some cases may be diverted on the bypass lines.  Some oversize / undersize 

cases will be picked from the special case pick zone.  These cases will arrive on pallets 

for each wave.  These cases will have to be sorted and manually brought to their assigned 

trucks.  These cases will have their order labels already on them.  This makes them easy 

to sort and identify at the shipping dock. 

4.11  Operations Screens 

In a system this large it is necessary to track key data in multiple areas of the system.  This 

includes the pick modules, carousels, the conveyor, the sorters, the VLS units, and the shipping 

area.  All of these areas can affect the others.  Operational decisions often must be made in one 

area that will immediately affect other areas that are not visible to the person making the 

decision.  There are three things the operation screens must do.   

• Create a single control point where all important real time data is visible in one place.  

This allows one person to make intelligent operational decisions because they can “see” 

the whole system. 

• Provide equipment status at a single control point.  This can visually indicate where there 

is a problem on the system.  This is extremely important on a system of this size. 

• Maximize data visibility all around the system.  This helps all operators working in the 

system.  
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Control Point 

Due to the size of the layout it cannot be managed visually.  It will be necessary to manage this 

system from a single point of control.  This control point must have real time access to all key 

data in the system.  This includes all the pick zones, the conveyor, and the palletizer modules.  

The supervisor managing the system must have this data in front of them on a constant basis.  

This allows quick and efficient decisions for where to move labor, change assignments, and react 

to problems.   

Equipment Status 

All the equipment can be monitored from a single point by showing a graphic showing the whole 

system.  Different parts of the system indicate status or error conditions by changing color.  This 

section can be broken down into subsystems and even to the individual device level right at the 

screen. 

Data Visibility 

Key data must be visible to supervisors at multiple points in the system.  This allows quick 

decisions not only at the system level but the individual zone level as well.  It is also valuable for 

individual operators to have forward visibility to coming work not only in their zones but for 

other areas of the system.  Supervisors and operators can immediately know what the rest of the 

system is doing. 
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Goals 

Goals for the operations screens are listed by priority: 

1. Provide real time data for all areas at a single control point so overall system operations can 

be monitored and decisions can be made quickly enough. 

2. Provide real time status of all equipment used in the system.  System controllers need to 

know exactly where and what a problem is as soon as possible.   

3. Provide key real time data to individual areas so local supervisors and operators can react 

effectively. 

4. Provide an effective means of communication to keep everyone in the system knowledgeable 

about what is happening in other areas that affect them. 

Operations Screens 

Functions 

Control Point 

The master control screen describes the minimum status data that should be available real time.  

This amount of data and the screen configuration will likely change during the engineering phase 

of the project.  Other changes may be made after the system is running if it found that they are 

needed.  This is common for system operations of this size. 

Communication 

The supervisor at the control point must be able to communicate with all the people working in 

the system on a real time basis.  Data moves too fast and the system is too large for someone to 

walk from single point and cover all areas.  We recommend a simple hand held radio system 

(walkie talkie type).  This allows the control person to immediately talk to everyone they need to.  
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This is especially important in the pick modules and for truck operators.  In effect it becomes the 

communication network for dynamic labor assignments through the day.  During the engineering 

phase, we will work with Law Warehouses to develop a simple inexpensive method to do this. 
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Operations Screens 
 

Master Screen 

 

Palletizer

1

Palletizer

2

Palletizer

3

Palletizer

4

Conveyor

Pick Module 1

Pick Module 2

Carousel Stacks

Carousel Conveyor

VNA Man UpVNA Full Pallet

Shipping

 
The master control screen will show the key data for all the important parts of the system.  This screen 

should be constantly monitored by the “control person”.  This allows the control person to “see” the 

whole system from one spot.  The list below is a preliminary description of the items that would be on the 

master control screen.  This screen organization is preliminary and will be finalized during the functional 

spec phase of the project.  The organization and arrangement of the screen will be a reflection of the final 

organization of the WES software. 

Operation 

The control person (supervisor) monitors the screen during the day.  This allows someone to monitor a 

pick wave as it passes through the system and react quickly to changes in equipment or pick waves.  The 

control person monitors such things as: 

• Pick zone imbalances and labor assignments 
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• Carousel status  

• Conveyor sorter and recirc volume 

• Replenishment status and timing 

• Conveyor status 

• VLS and palletizer status 

Not only can the control person monitor the system, they can change assignments, redirect case flow, and 

with the proper communication system they can move operators on the system as required.   

Operations Screens 

The list below is a preliminary description of the items that would be on the master control 

screen.  This information would be shown on a “by wave basis” since everything in the system is 

set up to operate by wave.  This list will be finalized during the functional spec phase of the 

project.  It is highly likely that the configuration of this screen and the organization of the 

information will be modified as the WES software is completed.  Further modifications may be 

made during the testing phase and during early operation.   

For Each Palletizer Module (4 blocks like this one) 

• Total cases in wave • Total cases in module 

• Total orders in wave • Orders in module 

• Total pallets in wave • Pallets in module 

• Pallets built • Trucks in wave 

• Outbound case rate •  

 

For Main Sorter (1 block) 

• Total cases in wave • Cases diverted • Cases on sorter 

• Cases in recirc • Case rate • No reads 

 

For Transport Conveyor (1 block) 

• Pick module 1 – line 1 • Cases in process 

• Pick module 1 – line 2 • Cases in process 

• Pick module 2 – line 3 • Cases in process 

• Pick module 2 – line 4 • Cases in process 

• Carousel stacks – line 5 • Cases in process 

• Bottle system – line 6 • Cases in process 
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For Pick Module 1 and 2 (1 block for each) 

• Cases in wave level 1 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave level 2 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave level 3 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave level 4 • Cases picked • Case rate 

 

For Carousel Stacks (1 block) 

• Cases in wave for stack 1 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 2 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 3 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 4 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 5 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 6 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 7 • Cases picked • Case rate 

• Cases in wave for stack 8 • Cases picked • Case rate 

 

Operations Screens 

 

For Carousel Sorter (1 block) 

• Total cases in wave • Cases diverted • Cases on sorter 

• Cases in recirc • Case rate • No reads 

 

For VNA Pallet Trucks (1 block) 

• Pallets to replenish • Pallets replenished • Rate in pallets 

• pallets to put away • pallets put away • rate in pallets 

 

For VNA Man Up Trucks (1 block) 

• Cases to pick • cases picked • case pick rate 

• Pallets to pick • Pallets picked • Pallet pick rate 

• Locations to pick from • Locations hit • Location pick rate (lines) 

 

For Shipping (1 block) 

• Total cases in wave • Cases processed • rate 

• Total orders • Orders processed • rate 

• Total pallets • Pallets processed • rate 

• Trucks to load • Trucks loading * •  

• Breakout by truck •  •  

 

Notes 

All of this information would be displayed by wave.  After a wave is completed the screen would 

reset all quantities and start over on another wave.  This does not mean that a wave cannot be 

started ahead of time. It just means the screen will catch up after the previous wave is completed.  
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Another possibility is to attach wave numbers to all data shown.  Again, the exact details will be 

worked out in cooperation Law Warehouses and our software group. 

Screen Locations 

The master control screen can be located anywhere in the building.  It could be out on the 

operations floor or in the offices or in multiple places.  We recommend that it be located 

somewhere on the palletizer mezzanine where the shipping docks are easily visible.  The 

information on this screen is also valuable to others in the offices and could easily be set up at 

other supervisory or management stations if required.   

Operations Screens 

 

Equipment Status 
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Equipment Status 

All the equipment can be monitored from a single point by showing a graphic showing the whole system.  

Different parts of the system indicate status or error conditions by changing color.  This section can be 

broken down into subsystems and even to the individual device level right at the screen. 

This screen will visually indicate any problems with any equipment in the system.  Its primary value is for 

showing conveyor problems that would not be visible to anyone in this system.  This is because large 

sections of conveyor are not readily visible to workers in this system.  After detailed system engineering 

the breakdown will most certainly be changed to match the final system design.  Sections that will be 

shown are: 

• Conveyor transport sections 

• Conveyor feed spurs 

• Conveyor spirals 

• Conveyor accumulation zones  

• Sorters and diverts 

• Conveyor recirc lines 

• Carousel stacks 

• VLS units and transfers 

• Palletizers 

• Pallet conveyor sections 

Individual breakouts of each of these sections will be made if further detail is needed.  Drill down to 

specific devices will also be available from this screen.  
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Operations Screens 

 

Data Status Screens 
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Data status screens are used in visible areas to allow operators to know what the current status is 

on the system.  The two areas where this is most valuable are the pick modules and at the 

shipping dock.  These are the two places where labor is concentrated.   

 

Pick Modules 

The pick module screens should be located on one level of each module.  This will be convenient 

both for the pickers and supervisors because it gives them local visibility to what is coming for 

that module both for the current and upcoming waves.  This allows them to anticipate heavy or 

lighter volumes and take the necessary steps to prepare. 

 

Shipping Docks 

The status screens in the shipping docks are located at the pickup points for outbound pallets in 

each palletizer module.  These screens can be easily seen by fork truck drivers taking pallets off 

the conveyor.  They not only give direction for the pallet to be moved but show the status of the 
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wave for that palletizer.  This gives them ongoing visibility to the amount of pallets coming and 

where they are going. 

 

Notes 

The availability of data in these areas is critical. It allows supervisors or operators to see what is 

coming and how they are doing (getting ahead or falling behind).  It also allows operators 

themselves to take initiative and handle upcoming situations when they see them. 

 

4.12  System Software 

System Software 

DirectPick 
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Pick Modules and Bottle System 

 

This software will be used to drive the light displays in the pick modules and the flow racks in 

the bottle system.  It is already in use at Law Warehouses in the existing bottle system in Nashua.  

 

DirectPick is a software product, originally developed by Diamond Phoenix.  It is now managed 

and supported as a System Logistics product.  It operates on a Windows platform using a 

standard computer network.  It functions as a transaction processor for a host system. 
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System Software 

 
PowerPick 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Carousel Picking in the Bottle System 

 

This software will be used to drive the carousels and light displays in the bottle system.  It is 

already in use at Law Warehouses in the existing bottle system in Nashua.  

 

PowerPick is a software product, originally developed by Diamond Phoenix.  It is now managed 

and supported as a System Logistics product.  It operates on a Windows platform using a 

standard computer network.  It functions as a transaction processor for a host system.  It 

enhances the capabilities of a warehouse management system while managing the details of the 

carousel picking zones.  It provides fast transaction feedback to the host system and a wealth of 

administrative information for managing the system. 
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System Software 

 

AutoPick 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Extractor / Carousel Picking and Storage 
 

This software will be used to drive the carousel stacks and extractors in the carousel case pick 

system.  
 

AutoPick is a software product, originally developed by Diamond Phoenix.  It is now managed 

and supported as a System Logistics product.  AutoPick was specifically designed to support 

large multiple stack carousel systems such as this one.  The operating system, organization, and 

features of this software are geared for large scale buffer operations moving at high speeds.  This 

is the most advanced, reliable, and simple software product in the industry. 
 

The features and documentation of AutoPick take up too much space to be included in this 

proposal.  Please consult the separate documentation package.  This includes: 

 

• Functional Specification 

• Host Interface 

• Control System 

• User Guide 

• Control System (conveyor) 
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System Software 
 

Best Fit 
 

 
 

Pallet Build Planning 

The Best Fit software plans the pallet building for all orders in the system.  It drives the 

configuration of the waves by the WES and all the routing of cases on the main sorter.  It sets the 

plan for all cases pulled from the VLS units and the operation of the palletizer robots.  In a wave, 

everything the WES does from the main sorter forward is a response to the pallet build plans 

made by the Best Fit software.    
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The Best Fit software is a product developed by System Logistics.  It is specifically designed for 

building pallets in beverage distribution.  It is one of the most powerful products in the industry 

and it is extremely well suited for this application.   

This section describes the organization of the software.  Capabilities that are particularly 

important for Law Warehouses are described in more detail.  This process is described in much 

greater detail in the attachment 3. 

 

System Software 

Process  

The process happens in two steps.  Step 1 splits the order into the number of pallets to be built.  

Step 2 calculates the sequence for building the pallets created in step 1.  There are multiple goals, 

constraints, and rules for each step.  

 

Split Phase 

The splitting phase calculates the number of pallets to be built for an order and which SKUs and 

cases quantities go onto each pallet.  There are two goals in this process.  They are: 

• Make minimum number of pallets considering volume and weight 

• Within the first goal, assign specific SKUs to pallets.  Some considerations are: 

• Keep compatible SKUs together.  This could be food types, products, or in this 

operation, specific liquor types. 

• Keep SKU package types together such as cans, trays, crates etc.  
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• Keep same size and type together.  This will figure heavily in this system since 

many cases fall into the same size ranges and it has a big effect on pallet 

stackability. 

• Keep same SKU together.  This not only helps stacking but makes the stocking 

process at the store much easier as well. 

Best Fit Phase 

The best fit phase decides the exact sequence to build each pallet in after the SKUs and case 

quantities have been assigned to pallets in the split phase.  There are 4 goals in this process.  

There are: 

• Make solid pallets with minimum empty space and no unstable cases. 

• Keep same SKUs close together.  This can be done by layer or column. 

• Keep within height limits of the pallet and keep overall height as low as possible. 

• Adjust sequence for 1 or 2 robot operation if required. 

 

Within best fit phase the system considers constraints for each SKU.  This insures that the 

system will consistently build stable pallets for all order combinations. 

• The stackabilty of each SKU is rated.  Some SKUs are more fragile than others so each 

SKU is rated for where it can go in a pallet.  This is where SKUs that must be turned 

(bottles moving horizontally) would be classified as non stackable.  This insures they will 

be on the top layer of a pallet.  In effect Law Warehouses can set this up so that any 

specific SKUs can be stacked in any sequence required on a pallet. 

• The physical shape of the SKU can also dictate its stackabilty rating. 
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• Size limitations of some SKUs will determine where they must go in a pallet. 

• Some SKUs can be used to bridge across cases in a pallet while others can’t.  This also 

becomes a consideration when setting up the stacking sequence for some pallets. 

 

Handling Capability 

The Best Fit software is designed to handle multiple types of container and palletize them 

together.  These are all the common types found in the beverage distribution industry.  These are: 

 

 
Generic box 

 

The current inventory in Law Warehouses is almost 100% generic boxes.  Over the next 15 years 

this may change as liquor suppliers modify or change their packaging methods.   Law many also 

want to expand into different beverage distribution for other customers.  The picking, transport, 

and palletizing parts of this system are designed to support any of these packaging changes. 

 

Pallet Constraints 

There are some constraints on the building of pallets also.  These are affected by the constraints 

of the SKU type but also for how the pallet is to be divided up.  There are two types of 

constraints.  They are: 

• SKU constraints such as case stackability, type, bridgeabiltiy, or physical shape 

• Pallet divisions such as requirements to stack by layer, columns, or order.  Note that the 

ability to stack a pallet by order would allow Law Warehouses to combine multiple 

Crate 

 
Pet 

 
Tray 
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small orders (5 to 10 cases) for a single route truck and put them onto a pallet in such a 

way as they can be easily pulled off for each stop. 

There is a user interface in the software that allows operators to individually control features of 

each pallet.  These include. 

• Viewing the pallet on screen and seeing all dimensions quantities 

• Viewing the construction sequence listed by case and order 

• Changing the constraints and recalculating the pallet sequence 

 

5.  Scope of Work 

 

5.1  Introduction 

A complete listing of all the equipment, software, and services for this project will be put 

together on a separate document.  This document will list everything by item and quantity.  

Relevant vendor details for each piece of equipment will be included.   

 

5.2  Bill of Materials 

 

A separate scope of work document is included on a separate section in attachment 1. 
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6.  Project Implementation 
 

6.1  Project Plan 

The System Logistics Project Manager is the focal point for system engineering, manufacturing, 

installation, startup, training, testing and system support.  Site managers report to the project 

manager.  From the start of installation through acceptance testing and training, the System 

Logistics site managers will maintain a regular and scheduled presence and will be in regular 

contact with Law Warehouses. All subcontracted equipment and service providers’ 

representatives will report directly to the System Logistics site managers. 

System Logistics will begin the project startup promptly after a signed contract is received or 

authorization to start the project.  The initial activities include: 

• Assign the project team members 

• Review the system with the project team members 

• Establish the project reporting structure 

• Select subcontracted vendors and finalize their contracts and schedule requirements 

• Refine and distribute the project schedule per appropriate discipline (internal and 

 subcontractors) 

• Create a mobilization plan to site 

Project Kickoff Meeting 

A project kickoff meeting to review all the key elements will be scheduled by the project 

manager.  System Logistics will review the system design and project plan with Law 

Warehouses.  This includes all deliverables and contract requirements.  The result of the kickoff 

meeting is a project specific action list. 
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System Design 

Immediately after contract award, the system design is completed.  Law Warehouses will be sent 

detailed engineered drawings and a system design document for approval.  This proposal is the 

system design document. Law Warehouses approval of the design document and drawings 

allows detailed equipment engineering to begin.  This process has been ongoing for some months 

so this should move quickly.  

System Functional Specification: 

The system functional specification describes the operation of the software running the system.  

This document will describe in detail all data flow, material flow, operations logic, procedures, 

operator interfaces, controls, and other relevant guidelines for system operation.  The functional 

spec closely follows the process described in the design document.  This becomes the plan for all 

software code to be developed for the system.   

In addition to internal review by Law Warehouses, there will be a meeting between the Law 

Warehouses team and the System Logistics team (project manager, systems design engineer, lead 

software engineer) to work out all the final details of the system operation.  The result of this 

meeting will be the functional specification document for Law Warehouses to review and 

approve.  Expect this meeting to take at least 5 days since every operational detail of the system 

must be reviewed. 

Project Implementation 

System Engineering: 

Upon approval of the system design document and system design drawings, system engineering 

will start.  There will be multiple system engineering efforts going on simultaneously.  This is 

because there are multiple subsystems and multiple suppliers involved.  System engineering 
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efforts will be coordinated by the Systems Logistics staff located in Lewiston Maine.  

Subsystems include: 

• Conveyor system 

• Carousel system 

• Palletizers and VLS units 

• Pick modules 

• Pallet rack and VNA system 

• Mezzanines 

Manufacturing: 

Manufacturing will start after the detail design is completed and approved.  For each subsystem 

this includes: 

• Procurement 

• Fabrication and machining of components 

• Final assembly 

• Factory testing 

Installation: 

There will be multiple subsystems being installed simultaneously at this site.  It is likely there 

will be multiple site managers (directing different teams) on the site at the same time.  All site 

managers report to the project manager.  All site managers will work in cooperation with each 

other and coordinate their teams on site.  One lead site manager will be designated as the contact 

person for the site operations. 
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Documentation 

The following documents will be developed during the course of the project.  Those for review 

and/or acceptance are so noted. 

• System Functional Description This is a review and approval document 

• Controls Protocol Document  This is a review and approval document. 

• Software Functional Specification This is a review and approval document. 

• Host Interface Specification This is a review and approval document.  

• Conveyor Controls Descriptions of Operation  

• System Integration and Acceptance Test Plan Defines testing requirements of each of 

the subsystems.  This document also describes the requirements for each of the tests such 

as personnel, equipment, and test loads.  The acceptance criteria for each test are also 

defined.  This is a review and approval document. 

• Operation and Maintenance Manuals - Manuals provide the information necessary for 

trained personnel to maintain the equipment.  Information includes troubleshooting, 

lubrication, repair, replacement, adjustment, alarm messages, diagnostic routines, and 

drawings, as applicable.  Operations manuals will be included for the computer system 

elements.  

Project Implementation 

Acceptance Testing 

A comprehensive testing plan will be developed during the course of the project.  System 

Logistics will demonstrate the equipment features and functions during multiple levels of 
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acceptance testing.  Important safety and operation features will be demonstrated to ensure the 

quality and functionality of the installation. 

The system logistics project manager, site managers, and engineering staff has overall 

responsibility for assuring that the system acceptance test plan is developed and carried out.  The 

test plan defines a systematic approach for each level of required subsystem testing, and the 

expectations of the specific tests.  The test plan additionally defines the time periods, personnel, 

equipment, and test loads that are required for each test.  A tests plan is described in section 7 of 

this document. 

6.2  Commissioning 

After the equipment has been installed, technicians will start the on-site checkout of the 

equipment in various modes of operation.  These checkout procedures will include both a visual 

and functional inspection to ensure a quality installation.  The commissioning process ensures 

the following: 

• All components and subsystems have been installed according to the contract. 

• All components and subsystems are operational according to the contract. 

• All subsystems and components are properly integrated to operate as a system. 

Mechanical Commissioning 

The mechanical commissioning is a “static” check and a “run” check.  The static check is visual 

and verifies the equipment is installed properly and ready to operate.  The run check verifies 

operates the equipment and checks product handling and positioning. 
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Electrical Commissioning 

The electrical commissioning is a field wiring and control panel check to verify the electrical 

installation has been completed in accordance with the drawings and contract.  Following that, a 

continuity check is performed; and the control devices are tested to ensure their I/O points are 

correct. 

Control System Commissioning: 

This is a checkout of equipment controls and the testing of the software.  During the controls 

check, all aspects of the equipment level controls are tested to verify the functions as required by 

the contract.  The operating software testing includes communications testing with a “host” 

system and interface testing with the equipment. 

6.3  Site Support – Installation and Commissioning 

System Logistics is committed to providing a comprehensive site system support program to 

ensure a successful installation, testing and operational turnover.  One or more System Logistics 

site managers will be on site extensively from the commencement of installation through 

acceptance testing.   

The project manager will make trips to site regularly to ensure the project is on schedule and the 

highest quality standards are maintained.  The project manager and required site managers will 

be on site during acceptance testing. 
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6.4  Customer Responsibilities 

 

System Logistics is responsible for the following as described in this proposal: 
 

• Palletizer robots • Moving the bottle system • Conveyor controls 

• VLS modules • Case conveyor system • System engineering 

• Mezzanines • Pallet conveyor system • Installation supervision 

• Pallet racks • Control Panels • Project management 

• Pick modules • Equipment installation • Acceptance testing 

• Carousels • Computer hardware • Equipment / software training 

• Extractors • System software • Service and support (first year) 
 

Law Warehouses is responsible to configure their host software around the capabilities and 

capacities of the software and equipment listed in the system design.  There is a fixed amount of 

space with a fixed capacity for the pallet racking, pick modules, conveyor, and floor space.  

There are fixed speed ranges for the conveyor system.  In designing its other systems, it becomes 

the customer’s responsibility not to exceed the capabilities of the material handling system.  The 

following is a list of our standard customer responsibilities.  

CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

1. Prepare the work site to permit the unloading, staging, installation, testing, of the equipment.  

2. Insure the structural strength and soundness of the building structure and floor matches the 

drawings we have been given. 

3. Insure that the concrete floor matches the building drawings we have been given. 

4. Any voids under the existing concrete flooring are the responsibility of the customer. 

5. Remove and/or relocate any building obstructions, such as ducting, lighting fixtures and wiring, 

drains, piping, structural steel, electrical wiring, conduit, etc. which interfere with the equipment 

clearances. 
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6. Perform and accept responsibility for all excavations, drainage, pilings, foundations, masonry, 

and concrete work, concrete lining, steel, and other building modifications, which may be 

deemed necessary for the proper installation of the equipment.  

7. Provide a static and clean electrical environment, to insure proper operation of controllers and 

electronic devices. 

8. Provide a free and clear work and installation area, with all existing equipment and inventory 

moved out of the way of the working area. 

9. Maintain the work site in a watertight condition, and orderly state; free of debris and obstructions 

10. The customer is responsible to provide a dumpster for the removal of crating material from the 

installation area.  System Logistics is responsible to maintain a clean work area and place trash 

in the customer provided containers. 

11. Insure free and clear access for moving equipment from the receiving docks to the installation 

area. 

12. Provide access to and use of facilities, such as washrooms, lunchroom/cafeteria, telephones, 

copiers, and internet.   

13. Provide suitable electric current, lighting, compressed air, water, and heat, as required for the 

installation, testing, acceptance, and operation of the system. Precise power, air drop locations, 

and sizing details are to be provided by System Logistics on the detailed system design 

drawings. The customer is responsible for bringing power to the panels and air drops where 

required. System Logistics is responsible for all wiring going from the panels to the installed 

equipment. 

14. Insure that voltage supplies for the system’s hardware and control devices (photo eyes, limit 

switches, solenoids, etc.) not vary more than +/- 10%. Frequency variation must not exceed +/- 
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1%. Voltage supplies for the system’s logic control hardware and software must be further 

refined by line conditioning. Unless otherwise provided for in the proposal, the customer is 

responsible for supplying clean and conditioned power to the previously listed logic controls 

equipment at +/- 5%. Frequency variations are not to exceed +/- 1%. Clean and conditioned 

power will insure proper system operation and prevent the loss of data. 

15. Provide and install the computer network (wired and wireless) as required for the WMS and 

System Logistics servers and work stations to the customer Host Computer.   

16. Provide all fork trucks in the system (VNA and standard) along with associated installation. 

17. Sprinkler and fire safety devices are the responsibility of the customer or its contractor including 

the sprinkler design and mounting hardware for connection to carousel framework. 

18. Provide any lighting fixtures and wiring, as required. 

19. Provide all 110 volt electrical utility outlets and wiring, as required. 

20. Provide for the physical loading of inventory into the system, stock counting, building the 

inventory database, and back-up systems and procedures for use in integrating the system into 

the existing operation. 

21. Insure that the customer personnel participating in training sessions are in attendance for 

scheduled training sessions. 

22. Provide VPN access to system and dedicated analog phone lines for on site management and 

engineers use.  
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Power Requirements  

 

motors amps per total

Item Unit qty per unit motor Voltage amps

Conveyor system 1 422 2 480V 844

carousels (case pick) 24 2 13 480V 624 *

extractors 8 1 32 480V 256

VLS units 32 1 30 480V 960

Palletizer robots 8 1 30 480V 240

carousels (bottle system) 6 2 13 480V 156

Misc items (add 10%) 1 480V 308

Totals 3388

Future Expansion

Conveyor system 1 100 2 480V 200

carousels (case pick) 18 2 13 480V 468 *

extractors 6 1 32 480V 192

VLS units 16 1 30 480V 480

Palletizer robots 4 1 30 480V 120

carousels (bottle system) 6 2 13 480V 156

Misc items 1 480V 162

Future Totals 1778

Total possible in future 5166  
 

This is a preliminary power requirements list.  It is based on the total amount of motors and 

calculated based on an amperage per motor.  To use this total amperage every motor in the 

system would have to be running at the same time.  

The carousel stacks are shown with an asterisk.  This is because all carousels running at once is 

highly unlikely.  During normal operation the extractors would be stopped at one carousel each 

so the most that could be running at one time would be 16 carousels.  The one exception to this is 

at the start of a wave. This can be set up for a staggered start so the power is not spiked in the 

system. 

Other equipment in the system such as the extractors, VLS units, palletizers, and conveyor will 

indeed be running on a constant basis.   
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Note 

This list does not included recharging units for the VNA trucks or other fork trucks.  It does not 

include misc 110 V items for computers and other peripheral items.  A total list should be created 

during the detailed engineering phase of the project. 

 

7.  Testing 

Testing for this system will require extensive and detailed planning.  This is absolutely critical to 

maintain the project schedule and for a successful system.  There are no shortcuts.  Law 

Warehouses is in a unique position to execute this plan.  The sheer volume and case 

requirements alone would be nearly impossible for any other company.  Law Warehouses would 

be the only organization with the liquor storage and transport knowledge to make this possible.  

 

Listed below are some key elements to be considered for testing. 

Quantity of Cases and SKUs 

• Between 10,000 and 20,000 real cases will be needed to run subsystem tests.  One wave 

would be about 6,000 cases alone.  These cases will often pass through one palletizer in 

groups of 1,200 at a time for a test.  All of them must be put back into the system while 

other testing continues.  In short you will need a lot of cases. 

• All 8,788 different SKUs would be required for testing the palletizers and Best Fit 

software for different pallet building combinations.  This may not be possible however 

we should try to get as large a percentage as possible.  
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Real Cases are required 

• The stacking of cases onto the pallets makes it mandatory that the real cases be used for 

testing.  Cases cannot be stacked on top of others in an automated system without the 

bottles extending to the top of the case.  This is needed to support the cases stacked on 

top. There is no other way to do this. 

• Real cases are also required in the carousels for testing the extractor.  Bottles must fill out 

the case from side to side for the grippers on the extractor to work properly.  Real case 

sizes and weights are required for testing the movement in and out of the carousel 

shelves. 

• Real cases are required for testing the conveyor system.  All tracking on the sorters and 

diverts requires the real case sizes and weights.  The sorter touches nearly every case in 

the system so it must be thoroughly tested with multiple combinations of real cases. 

Dedicated Testing Time 

• All system testing must be done separately from real shipping of orders.  Testing and 

troubleshooting require time and space on the equipment.  Equipment and software need 

to be constantly adjusted and changed during the testing process.  It is impossible to do 

this if you are using the same equipment to ship real orders.   

• Law Warehouses is in the unique position of being able to continue shipping out of 

Nashua while testing the system in Seabrooke.  Law is the only company in a position to 

guarantee that no shipping days will be lost to switching over systems.  They can fall 

back on Nashua for as long as needed to bring the new system up. 

Testing 
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Testing Labor 

• During the later phases of testing the system can easily go through up to 4,000 of cases in 

an hour.  This would only be just over an hour on the sorter and palletizer modules.  All 

of these cases go through the palletizer and are stacked on pallets.  These cases must be 

unpacked and put back into the system for continued testing.  This requires some steady 

labor to be available on a daily basis during these phases of testing. 

• This labor requirement provides an opportunity to train people in the system operation in 

places like picking in modules, conveyor loading, VNA operation, palletizers and WES 

software.  Since these cases will essentially be following a closed loop through the 

system it creates a training opportunity for Law.  

Choosing SKUs 

• Fast SKUs will be needed for testing the pick modules.  These are the SKUs that Law has 

the largest quantities of full pallets on hand for.  There are often 10 to 20 pallets on hand 

for these SKUs.  1 or 2 pallets of these can be sent over for testing without creating stress 

at Nashua.   

• Medium SKUs are the cases that would go into the carousels.  These are the cases that are 

used in sufficient quantities that there may be 1 to 2 pallets in stock.  1 to 5 cases of these 

SKUs can be taken from stock and moved for testing.  These SKUs will require the most 

careful selection since they have the lowest stock levels combined with regular 

movement. 

• Slow SKUs will be the easiest to send to Seabrooke since many do not move at all.  

Many of these SKUs have as much as a full pallet in stock and move just a few cases per 
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year.  These are ideal cases to send to Seabrooke for testing since they will not be missed 

in Nashua at all. 

 

Testing 

This is a proposed acceptance test plan for this project.  Law Warehouses and System Logistics 

can work together to modify this plan in the course of the project.  The duration of the test will 

also be subject to limitations such as available personnel and cases to be used for the system.  

Acceptance testing will be done in three stages.  Each section is part of a different stage listed 

below. 

Stage 1 – Equipment Testing 

This stage tests for all the general elements of the system. It insures that all the basic parts are 

checked off before operational testing begins. 

• General system elements 

• Acceptance checklist 

• Mechanical inspection 

• Electrical inspection 

Stage 2 – System Testing 

This stage tests the operation of each part of the system separately.  The software is typically in 

place and operating for this stage of testing 

• Operations testing 

• Subsystems testing 

Stage 3 – Integrated System Test 
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This stage tests all parts of the system operating together.  The WES and all other software is in 

place and operating for this stage of testing. 

• Integrated systems test 

7.1  Equipment Testing 

Applicable Documents 

Applicable documents will be the project design document (this one), the functional 

specification, engineered drawings, and modified descriptions of operation; submitted and 

approved by the customer at the beginning of the project.  All documents will be signed off `by 

the customer well in advance of the testing phase. 

Acceptance Checklist 

System Logistics will develop a comprehensive checklist that goes through each physical 

element of the system. The acceptance checklist identifies items to check for installation 

completeness, as well as equipment and controls check lists to ensure that all product mechanical 

and local control elements are working according to specifications. 

Testing 

General System Elements 

• 2 pick modules with 4 levels each, 848 total pallet lanes, 2,538 total pallets 

• Light displays on all 848 locations in the pick modules 

• Pallet rack arranged in 42 rows, 6 levels per bay, 2,078 bays, 23,160 pallet locations 

• 8 carousel stacks, 8 extractors, 24 carousels, 2,640 bins, 21,120 total shelves 

• Sorter mezzanine, palletizer mezzanine, carousel mezzanine 
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• Conveyor system 

• 32 VLS units with 226 cases each and 7,232 cases in total 

• 4 palletizer modules, 2 pallet build spots and 2 robots in each module. 

• Pallet conveyor to and from the palletizer robots 

• Integrated bottle system (existing one is moved) 

• Computer Hardware and Network  

General Mechanical Inspection 

This checklist is used as the basis for a complete mechanical inspection of the entire system to 

ensure proper installation and the working nature of the equipment.  This checklist will be 

applied to all the items listed above.  Please not that some of the items listed are quite large and 

will require independent lists for inspection.   The conveyor system would be inspected like this.. 

General Electrical Inspection 

This checklist is used as the basis for a complete electrical inspection of the entire system to 

ensure proper installation of the equipment. Items such as connectors/wire ends, cable/wire 

condition, proper installation of conduit, wire way, cabinets, and boxes, proper grounding, proper 

safety labels, etc. are all inspected for completion. 
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Testing 

7.2  System Testing 

The objective of this test is to demonstrate that each part of the system operates correctly when 

driven by the WMS and System Logistics software.  The testing will be done for each subsystem.  

This Testing will be done prior to actual operation.  Real cases, test data, and orders will be 

used.  Each individual test will be done to mimic a single wave and should take between 1 and 

two hours.  Subsystems to test are: 

 

• Pick module picking (lights) • Conveyor transport from picking 

• Conveyor replenishment to carousels • Conveyor merging at saw tooth 

• Carousel picking and storing • Pallet conveyors with empty pallets 

• Conveyor sorting to VLS units • Pallet conveyors with full pallets 

• Conveyor sorting to carousel stacks • Bottle system picking and conveyor 

• Palletizer modules • Bottle system replenishment and conveyor 

 

Each subsystem will be tested with the applicable software used to run it in the system.  After 

sub-system controls are shown to be operationally correct, a complete test of the WES system 

will be performed.  

The precise details of how each area is to function will be listed in the applicable software 

document from Diamond Phoenix.  This functionality will be reviewed, approved, and signed off 

by law Warehouses long before the any acceptance testing begins.  Each area test listed in 

section 7.2 will be individually signed off by Law Warehouses as they are completed.   Stage 2 

will be completed when all the tests listed in section 7.2 are completed. 

 

7.3  Acceptance Testing 

The objective of this test is to demonstrate that all parts of the system work together.  This test 

will take place before actual system operation.  Two test waves of 6,000 cases each will be run 

through the entire system consecutively.  This will require 12,000 cases and take about 4 hours.  
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The WES will process “test orders” created by the WMS.  This test must be done with customer 

personnel.  The test will be complete if 99.5% of all attempted transactions are completed 

correctly on the test day.   

 

Training of Law Warehouses personnel must be well under way before this test can take place.  

Law Warehouses is responsible for providing product to run the test with.  Law Warehouses is 

responsible for putting product back into the picking locations after the test is done. 

 

Actual testing time can be agreed to between Law Warehouses and System Logistics in the 

course of the project.  This many need to be adjusted given the volume of material and labor 

needed for the test.  Keep in mind that all of these cases will turn into about 240 pallets.  All of 

these pallets must be taken apart to be restocked back into the system for each full test. 

 

8.  Training 
 

8.1  Training during the Installation 

There are significant training opportunities during the installation and we highly recommend that 

Law take advantage of it.  During installation maintenance personnel can get “ground up” 

training and fully understand how the equipment works.  In addition, training during the startup 

phase provides valuable insight into the inner workings of the hardware and software and any 

details that may provide an advantage in future troubleshooting. 

 

8.2  Scheduled Training 

System Logistics provides a comprehensive training program for supervisors, operators, and 

maintenance personnel.  Our training plan will ensure a complete and successful transition.  The 
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training program will cover the whole system and be “hands-on”.  Training will cover 

mechanical maintenance; basic controls, and PC based operating systems. Following is a 

summary of the training to be provided: 

 

Type Attendance Days Duration Trainer 

PowerPick Software Pickers / supervisors 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

DirectPick Software Pickers / supervisors 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

AutoPick Software Supervisors 2 8 hour days System Logistics 

BestFit Software Supervisors 3 8 hour days System Logistics 

WES (software) IT / supervisors 4 8 hour days System Logistics 

Carousel Maintenance Maintenance 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

Extractor Maintenance Maintenance 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

General Conveyor procedures Operators / pickers 1 4 hour day System Logistics 

Conveyor Maintenance Maintenance 1 4 hour day Conveyor supplier 

Conveyor Controls Maintenance 1 8 hour day System Logistics 

 

Please note that the System Logistics equipment in this system is very simple to operate and use.  

The equipment operation does not require more training than we are listing here.  PowerPick and 

DirectPick are already in use with the existing bottle picking system.  AutoPick software runs the 

automated carousel picking stacks and does not require operator interface unless there is a 

problem. It rarely takes us more than one day to train operators in the work areas.  Depending on 

the final system configurations we may adjust the training time for some areas.  The scheduling 

of this training will be left to the discretion of the project manager working in cooperation with 

Law Warehouses.   

 

Note 

While much of this training can be completed in the time shown, the WES requires some “hands 

on time”.  This is especially true in a system this large and with multiple subsystems.  We 

encourage Law Warehouses personnel to work with us during the testing phases to watch and 

learn how the software works with the system.  Most of the WES software is in place by this 
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time and it is in use during the testing phase.  Time spent working with it in this way is the most 

effective method to learn the software and the system operation.  

8.3  Training Manuals 

 

System Logistics will supply copies of our standard documentation for this equipment and 

software.  Our standard documentation is extensive and complete.  Maintenance manuals will 

include detailed instructions on both preventive and corrective maintenance of electronic and 

mechanical components (inspection requirements, periodic tests, lubrication requirements, 

adjustment procedures, preventive maintenance procedures and repair and replacement 

procedures).  The quantities supplied are listed in the table below. 

 

Training Type Documentation Bound 

copies 

digital 

Carousel Maintenance Horizontal Carousel Maintenance Manual 

Carousel Preventive Maintenance Schedule 

Horizontal Carousel Troubleshooting Guide 

Carousel Controller Operation Manual 

Spare Part List 

3 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Extractor Maintenance Same list as carousels 3 1 

AutoPick (extractor stacks) Operators manual and software documents 3 1 

PowerPick (carousel picking) Operators manual and software documents 3 1 

DirectPick (light picking) Operators manual and software documents 3 1 

Best Fit (palletizers) Operators manual and software documents 3 1 

WES (overall system) Operators Guide  3 1 

Palletizer Robots Same list as carousels 3 1 

Conveyor System Operations manual 

Maintenance manual and spare parts list 

3 1 

1 

 

Note that we have supplied these manuals for hundreds of systems which continue to operate and 

train their own people.  Our equipment and software is not that complex and is easy to 

understand and operate.  PowerPick, Direct Pick, and AutoPick software packages include: 
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• Host interface 

• Workstation users guide 

• System administration guide 

• System configuration guide 

 

Additional documentation will be supplied for any relevant equipment used in the system 

(hardware or software).    

 

9.  Service 

 

A separate service agreement will be needed for this project. 

 

This is included on a separate section in attachment 4. 
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10.  Schedule 
 

10.1  Project Schedule 

 

LAW WAREHOUSES PRELIMINARY GANTT CHART FOR IMPLEMENTATION

TASKS
Duration

(wks)

Contract Award 0

General System Layout Finalized and Approved 3

Engineering, Mecanical/Electrical/Controls/Software 14

Procument / Manufacturing

Rack & Mezzanine 10

Conveyors 10

VLS / Palletizer 14

Inserter/Extractor System 11

SHIPPING

Rack & Mezzanine 5

Conveyors 6

VLS / Palletizer 14

Inserter/Extractor System 8

INSTALLATION-Mechanicical/Electrical

Rack & Mezzanine 8

Conveyors 16

VLS / Palletizer 16

Inserter/Extractor System 12

Split Case Picking Moved 3

CONTROLS/SOFTWARE INTEGRATION

Conveyors 10

VLS / Palletizer 10

Inserter/Extractor System 6+6

Split Case Picking 3

COMMISSIONING

Conveyors 3

VLS / Palletizer 4

Inserter/Extractor System 4

Split Case Picking 3

SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE

Acceptance  Testing 4

Go-Live 0 X

Stand-By Support 4

M16M4M1 M15M8 M12 M14M11M9 M13M10M3 M5M2 M6 M7

 

Preliminary Schedule 

This is a preliminary schedule.  The final 

schedule will be completed using Microsoft 

Schedule and will contain significantly more 

detail than what is shown here.  Schedule is 

affected by the time of the order, various 

vendor lead times, testing requirements and 

multiple other issues.  The detailed schedule 

will be produced early in the engineering phase 

of the project. 

 

Expected Timing 

This goal of this preliminary schedule is to 

show Law Warehouses the stages of the 

project and the expected timing of those 

stages.  This project will take 12 to 14 months 

to complete.  This should be taken into account 

planning the related operations and for 

training. 

 

Moving Stock 

There are approximately 17,000 pallets of 

stock in Nashua right now.  This is a lot of 

material to be moved and it will take 

considerable time and planning to do it.  The 

reserve storage racks will be available as much 

as 6 months before the system is completed.  

Law Warehouses should work out a plan to 

move as much stock as possible  into the 

reserve racks during this time.   

 

This process should be included on the detailed 

schedule to everyone is working to the same 

plan. 
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PART 1. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS 
1.0 Definition of Terms:  

Understood 

 

1.1 Purpose: 

We understand the purpose of this Request for Proposal (RFP) is to solicit responses from 

qualified Vendors to provide a comprehensive and efficient distribution system for the State of New 

Hampshire Liquor Commission (NHSLC), a system which will be capable of responding to the 

needs of its customers while maximizing revenue to the NHSLC. 

Following our analysis of the RFP and of our existing operations, we have determined that 

service enhancements, such as reduced cycle times and increased receiving slots, are not feasible in 

the existing Concord/Nashua warehouse scenario.  In addition, a manually operated split volume 

system will continue to be heavily reliant on labor cost factors.  As the combination of SKUs, 

inventory and order volumes increase, the impact on these factors in a manual operation 

environment are compounded.  This will be exacerbated in an improving economy as the demand 

for this type of labor exceeds supply.  Without the high volume SKUs currently shipped from 

vendor inventory in Concord, the revenues do not support transitioning to a new automated 

operation.  In addition, completing such a transition, only to be followed by adding the Concord 

volumes a few years later, adds significant cost.  As a result of these cost factors we have declined 

to submit a two warehouse proposal (Scenario B).     

 

1.2  Schedule of Events through 1.5.1 Nature of Proposal:   

Understood 
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1.5.2  Proposal Offer: 

Law currently has options in place for our proposed facility in Seabrook, NH which expire 

September 30, 2012 (115 days from Proposal submission).  To the extent that a contract is not 

executed with the NHSLC under this procurement process prior to August 30, 2012 Law reserves 

the right to withdraw its Proposal and shall not forfeit its bidders bond of $50,000. 

 

1.5.3  Amendments to this RFP: 

Understood 

 

1.5.4  Assignment Provisions: 

 We reserve the right to address in contract negotiations the legal permissibility, extent and 

appropriateness of requiring vendors to assign such rights.  

 

1.5.5  NHSLC’s Options:   

Understood 

 

1.5.6  Public Information: 

 Understood, subject to the conditions in Sections 1.5.8 (Inspection of Records), 1.13 

(Property of NHSLC) and 1.14.b (Disclosure of Proposal; NHSLC Obligation) and our Statement of 

Confidentiality (Exhibit A) included with the proposal as required under RFP, Section 1.14b.  

 

1.5.7  Liability:   

We reserve the right to address in contract negotiations the validity and appropriateness of 

requiring us to agree to such a broad waiver of liability, including without limitation, requiring us to 
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waive the pursuit of available legal remedies and recovery of damages for violation of the NHSLC’s 

confidentiality obligations or a misappropriation of intellectual property rights. 

 

1.5.8  Inspection of Records: 

We have included information about our finances and operations, including but not limited 

to, our audited financial statements (Exhibit B), for the purpose of enabling the NHSLC to evaluate 

our ability to conduct the operations required under the RFP.  This information is confidential, 

financial, and proprietary information exempt from public disclosure under RSA 91-A:5 and other 

applicable laws or regulations.  We submit this confidential, financial and proprietary information to 

the NHSLC subject to the conditions described in Sections 1.13 (Property of NHSLC) and 1.14.b 

(Disclosure of Proposal; NHSLC Obligation) and our Statement of Confidentiality (Exhibit A) 

included with the proposal as required under RFP, Section 1.14b. 

 

1.6  Proposal Submission through 1.7.2 Mandatory Requirements:   

Understood 

 

1.7.3  Innovation:  

 Law agrees with the NHSLC’s interest in innovation.  Beginning with Law’s proposal 15 

years ago to develop the first ordering and reporting website for the NHSLC, we have worked to 

create new ideas and enhancements.  In the fall of 2007 we invested more than $500,000 in an 

automated system designed to more efficiently handle the growing demand for split cases.  In 

addition to the operational benefits it has provided for the split case side of the business, it also gave 

us a window into the process of evaluating more automated systems for the growing full case side 

of the business as well.  
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Over the past few years we have been researching systems designed for wine and spirit 

distribution centers across the country.  We believe, the system we are proposing, is the most 

innovative distribution system available.  One that will provide the process improvements, 

operational efficiencies, and operational flexibility that will allow the NHSLC to remain at the 

forefront of wine and spirit distribution for years to come. 

 In Section II of our proposal and in Section 3-IX, the Rate and Price Analysis, we have 

outlined the elements of the system and the service enhancements this Proposal provides the 

NHSLC. 

 

1.7.4  Financing: 

Law has worked diligently with its primary financial institutions to obtain the most 

advantageous financing available.  One of our primary banks (TD Bank or Sovereign), working in 

conjunction with Granite State Development, will provide funding to successfully implement the 

planned automation.  This financing will include a combination of short-term “construction” 

financing during the build phase of the project and long-term, permanent financing for the 

amortization of the loan.  Actual rates will be locked in as soon as possible to take advantage of 

exceptionally low interest rates and to limit variables that could potentially impact costs to the 

NHSLC.  However, an optional floating rate for a period of time may be beneficial and allow the 

NHSLC to share in the additional saving with Law.  Law is willing to discuss this option with the 

State during negotiations.  Although fixed rates are expected to remain low in the short-term, please 

understand that any delay in the award of this contract could impact the interest rates of this project.  

An interest rate increase of more than ½% may require a revision of contract rates.   
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1.8  The Americans with Disabilities and USA Patriot Acts:  

Understood 

 

1.9  Contract Performance Bond:  

Understood.  However, if the amount of the Performance Bond changes significantly from 

what is currently in place, Law reserves the right to make corresponding adjustments to its rates.  

 

1.10.1     Duration of Contract:  

 Understood 

 

1.10.2   Exclusive Contract:  

Our proposal is specifically based upon the volumes only available through the award of an 

exclusive contract. 

 

1.10.3   Rates:  

  Understood; however, Law proposes that our rates will be put into effect January 1, 

2013 and run through April 30, 2016 rather than implementing the 14% rate increase scheduled to 

take effect January 1, 2013.  This will eliminate the increase of $1,200,000 of costs to the NHSLC 

and Suppliers.  In addition, this will provide forty-eight (48) months at our initial proposed rates 

instead of the minimum thirty (30) months requested by the NHSLC.   

 

1.10.4  Rate Changes: 

Law reserves the right to negotiate rate changes beyond the requested limit to CPI for the 

previous twelve months.  Rates are fixed for approximately three year periods; however, the RFP 
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limits rate increases to the change in CPI for the previous twelve months, which will not match 

increases in costs and will quickly put any contractor in a loss position.  In order for the State to 

benefit from service enhancements of a long-term contract, it is imperative that the contractor 

remain a Going Concern so that it can meet its operating requirements, financial obligations, etc.  

 

1.11  Monthly Billing Summary through 1.12 Supportive Materials: 

 Understood 

 

1.13  Property of NHSLC: 

The information contained in our proposal includes proprietary, financial, confidential, and 

other competitively sensitive information, including, but not limited to, information pertaining to 

our operations and financial matters, services, suppliers, sales, revenues, customers, employees and 

other business matters.  While we understand that the NHSLC will not return our written proposal 

to us, by submitting a proposal we do not agree to transfer any property or other rights, title or 

interest in the information and materials contained in our proposal, and all such rights, title and 

interest in the information shall remain with us and any third parties to whom the information 

belongs. We submit our proposal subject to the conditions that any use or disclosure, publication or 

dissemination of the information and materials in the proposal is limited to (a) authorized state 

officers and employees for the limited purpose of evaluating our proposal, (b) to those state officers 

and employees that have a reasonable need to know such information in order to assist in carrying 

out the provisions of any resulting contract with us, and (c) any public disclosure of the Confidential 

Information (as defined in Section 1.14.b) is subject to the conditions described in Section 1.14.b 

(Disclosure of Proposal; NHSLC Obligation) and our Statement of Confidentiality (Schedule A) 

included with the proposal as required under RFP, Section 1.14b. 
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1.14 Disclosure of Proposal: 

 a.  Understood  

b.  We have included in our proposal highly valuable and significant confidential, 

financial, and proprietary information belonging to us and third parties for the limited purpose of 

enabling the NHSLC to evaluate our proposal for contract award. This information includes without 

limitation and regardless of its format, information relating to our operations, customers, suppliers, 

business plans, finances, revenues, trade secrets, know-how, technology, and intellectual property as 

may exist now and/or hereafter come into existence, regardless of whether such rights arise under 

the laws of the United States or any other jurisdiction (including without limitation copyrights, 

trademarks, patents, rights of privacy and publicity, and goodwill), and information belonging to 

third parties, (collectively the confidential and proprietary information is referred to as the 

“Confidential Information”).   

The Confidential Information is exempt from public disclosure under the Right to Know 

Law, RSA 91-A:5, IV, because it constitutes “confidential,” “commercial” and “financial” 

information, the disclosure of which would constitute an invasion of privacy within the meaning of 

RSA 91-A:5, IV.  As held by the New Hampshire Supreme Court, and consistent with the State of 

New Hampshire’s longstanding practice, the terms “commercial or financial” encompass 

information such as business sales statistics, research data, technical designs, overhead and 

operating costs, and information on financial condition.  The disclosure of any of the Confidential 

Information would result in substantial harm and irreparable damage to our legitimate business 

interests and competitive position, and to those of third parties whose Confidential Information is 

included in our proposal.  For example, if the Confidential Information were publicly disclosed, a 

competitor could use the information to develop similar practices or systems, placing us and third 

parties in jeopardy of losing our competitive positions. Given the nature of the Confidential 
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Information and its high economic value, we have a valid and substantial interest in maintaining the 

confidentiality of the Confidential Information which far outweighs any interest in public 

disclosure.  We do not waive any privacy interests in maintaining the confidentiality of the 

Confidential Information by submitting our proposal.  We have included, as required under RFP 

Section 1.14b, a signed Statement of Confidentiality (Exhibit A) describing in detail the nature of 

the Vendor Confidential Information and the grounds for its position that the Vendor Confidential 

Information is exempt from public disclosure under applicable laws and regulations. 

In addition, the benefits of non-disclosure to the NHSLC far outweighs any interest in public 

disclosure of the Confidential Information for numerous reasons, including without limitation, the 

NHSLC’s interest in preventing any impairment of its ability to obtain confidential, financial or 

proprietary information in the future.  If the Confidential Information were publicly disclosed, such 

disclosure would operate to discourage companies from responding to future RFPs, if, by 

responding, a company faces forced disclosure of its confidential, financial or proprietary 

information.    

Accordingly, we are submitting the Confidential Information subject to the conditions that 

the NHSLC maintain the confidentiality of and not at any time publish, reproduce or disclose the 

Confidential Information, except as (a) reasonably necessary to authorized state officers and 

employees for the limited purpose of evaluating our proposal, and (b) to those state officers and 

employees that have a reasonable need to know such information in order to assist in carrying out 

the provisions of any resulting contract with us. 

Further, we understand that the NHSLC will maintain the confidentiality of the Confidential 

Information in accordance with applicable laws and regulations, including, but not limited to, RSA 

91-A.  If the NHSLC receives a request for the Confidential Information and determines that any of 

the Confidential Information is subject to public disclosure for any reason, we understand that the 
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NHSLC will immediately notify us and specify the date by which the NHSLC intends to release 

such information to the extent that the NHSLC determines in its opinion that any of the requested 

information is subject to public disclosure under RSA 91-A.  Given the competitive and confidential 

nature of the Confidential Information, and the substantial harm that would result to us and third 

parties if that information were disclosed, the Confidential Information must not be released in the 

absence of a final order by a court of competent jurisdiction requiring such disclosure.  Further, the 

conditions described herein must remain in force even if we are not awarded a contract or 

notwithstanding the termination of any resulting contract with us. 

 

1.15  News Releases:  

In accordance with our existing contract, Law Warehouses may publicly disclose, including 

issue a press release or other public statement that refers to the Agreement or the existence of the 

parties’ business relationship without the prior written consent of the State. Further, subject to the 

confidentiality provisions of the Agreement and NHSLC approval, which shall not be unreasonably 

withheld, Contractor may publicly disclose any information concerning the Agreement that is 

available for public disclosure under applicable laws and regulations, including without limitation, 

N.H. RSA Chapter 91-A.   

 

1.16  Use of Electronic Versions of This RFP through 1.17 Proposal Format:  

Understood 
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1.18  Confidentiality:  

We understand that the NHSLC may seek to maintain the confidentiality of 

“confidential/sensitive information,” but reserve the right to address the content of any such 

confidentiality agreement in contract negotiations. 

 

1.19  Form of Contract:  

We object to the inclusion of the following provisions contained in Appendix E (General 

Standards and Requirements), as amended in Exhibit C thereto, in any resulting contract, and 

request that these provisions be modified as follows: 

9. Data: 

In accordance with our existing contract, we require that the language in the existing 

contract serve as the definition of data.  

   

12. Assignments: 

In accordance with our existing contract, we require the addition of the existing language 

providing that consent not be unreasonably withheld. 

 

13. Indemnification: 

In accordance with our existing contract the language must be modified to replace “acts and 

omissions” with “negligence”.   
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Appendix E – Exhibit C: 

25. Protest Process: 

We reserve the right to negotiate the contract protest process and any provision in the RFP 

that requires the contractor to waive or delay institution of any available legal remedies, at law or in 

equity, including without limitation with respect to confidentiality requirements imposed on the 

state.   

  

26. Contract Transition Period:  

In the event a new Vendor is selected to provide warehousing services at the end of this 

contract, we agree to assist in the transition for up to 6 months and until the end of a reasonable 

transition period as determined by the NHSLC, however an increase in rates will be required, the 

scale of which will be dependent upon the length of the transition period.  The loss of trained 

personnel and the replacement of such individuals with unskilled, untrained people, 

receiving/shipping volume changes, etc. will also impact our ability to maintain service levels.  As 

such service commitments are likely to be impacted by these and other factors, which could lead to 

service interruptions and/or lost sales.  Law will work to minimize such eventualities that are within 

its control but may be constrained based on the how such a transition is planned and the many 

factors that cannot be anticipated until such an event takes place.    

In addition, we cannot accept responsibility for costs associated with the transfer of product 

and control to a new warehouse organization.  There is no way to anticipate the costs of a transfer 

and, thus, such costs cannot reasonably be factored into the proposed pricing.   

Net overages and shortages by supplier shall be used to determine any financial obligation 

between Law and the new warehouse vendor.  Net shortages will be paid to each supplier at cost 
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upon invoicing by each supplier.  The new warehouse vendor is required to work with Law and 

perform cycle counts as needed to verify discrepancies.  

 

 27. Assignment Provision: 

 In accordance with our existing contract we require this section be removed. 

  

 28. News Releases: 

 Law may publicly disclose any information concerning this agreement that is available for 

public disclosure under applicable laws and regulations, including without limitation, the award of 

the contract to Law and existence of the contractual between the parties 

 

To the extent the NHSLC does not agree to modify Appendix E as requested herein, we 

reserve the right to negotiate these provisions. 

 

1.20 State Funding: 

Understood 

 

1.21  Subcontractor: 

We do not intend to use subcontractors to perform any of the basic functions outlined in the 

RFP.  For the initial term of this contract we will be leasing the property from Nestle.   

 

1.21.1  Conflict of Interest: 

Law Warehouses has no contracts that may present a conflict of interest 
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1.22  Proposal Guaranty:  

We have submitted this proposal with a certified check made payable to the NHSLC and 

pledge to enter into a contract with the NHSLC on the terms stated in our Proposal.  We understand 

if we fail or refuse to enter into such a contract without just cause, the amount of the Proposal 

guaranty shall be forfeited to the NHSLC as liquidated damages, and not as a penalty. 

Law currently has options in place for our proposed facility in Seabrook, NH which expire 

September 30, 2012 (115 days from Proposal submission).  To the extent that a contract is not 

executed with the NHSLC under this procurement process prior to August 30, 2012 Law reserves 

the right to withdraw its Proposal and shall not forfeit its Proposal Guaranty of $50,000. 

 

1.23  Venue – Merrimack County:  

Understood  

 

1.24  RFP Protest Process:  

We reserve the right to negotiate the contract protest process and any provision in the RFP 

that requires the contractor to waive or delay institution of any available legal remedies, at law or in 

equity, including without limitation with respect to confidentiality requirements imposed on the 

state.   

 

1.25  Contract Transition Period: 

In the event a new Vendor is selected to provide warehousing services at the end of this 

contract, we agree to assist in the transition for up to 6 months and until the end of a reasonable 

transition period as determined by the NHSLC, however an increase in rates will be required, the 

scale of which will be dependent upon the length of the transition period.  The loss of trained 
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personnel and the replacement of such individuals with unskilled, untrained people, 

receiving/shipping volume changes, etc will also impact our ability to maintain service levels.  As 

such service commitments are likely to be impacted by these and other factors, which could lead to 

service interruptions and/or lost sales.  Law will work to minimize such eventualities that are within 

its control but may be constrained based on how such a transition is planned and the many factors 

that cannot be anticipated until such an event takes place.    

Law takes exception to storage charges for transferred product not beginning until the first 

day of the following month due to the 14-day recurring cycle, however we agree that there will be 

no duplication of charges to Suppliers or the NHSLC.   

Net overages and shortages by supplier shall be used to determine any financial obligation 

between Law and suppliers.  Net shortages will be paid to each supplier at their cost upon invoicing 

by each supplier subject to limits of liability then in effect.  The new warehouse vendor is required 

to work with Law and perform cycle counts as needed to verify discrepancies.  

  

Part 2  GENERAL:  

2.1  Introduction: 

We agree that one strategically located warehouse will provide the optimal distribution 

system for the NHSLC, its customers and suppliers.  We have spent a great deal of time and 

resources over the past few years developing a solution that provides the opportunity for the 

NHSLC to realize the long-term gains that can be brought by consolidating operations into one 

location. The system design and fulfillment solution proposed by Law Warehouses offers the 

NHSLC a long-term opportunity to benefit from automation in beverage fulfillment and achieve the 

following: 

- Bailment Revenue sharing 

- Elimination of the per case Outbound Order Processing fee charged to the NHSLC 
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- Reduced Order to Delivery Cycle Times 

- 6-day per week delivery for key stores 

- A State-of-the-Art Distribution Center designed to meet future needs 

 

2.2  Factors Affecting the NHSLC's Operation: 

 We agree that the NHSLC is likely to incur heavy financial losses by not selecting the 

distribution system which best meets their needs, for today and for the future.  We have seen this on 

a smaller scale with the implementation of the new web licensee ordering site.  Our institutional 

knowledge has been invaluable in helping the NHSLC’s customer service personnel and licensees 

navigate this transition as seamlessly as possible.   

As we look forward we must look back.  Over the past 15-years we have seen a more than 

75% increase in daily shipping with an even greater increase in SKUs and inventory.  Any vendor 

must understand the complexities of this distribution model in order to provide the systems needed 

to allow the NHSLC to take advantage of these continued growth opportunities.  We believe we are 

uniquely qualified to provide these systems and services to ensure that the NHSLC meets all of its 

growth objectives.  Taking a chance that another vendor’s lower cost solution will be capable of 

servicing these needs could have catastrophic consequences for the NHSLC and the State of NH. 

 

2.2.1  Transportation and Access: 

Our new Seabrook facility is well suited for the inbound and outbound distribution of 

products in New Hampshire.  The facility is within 1 mile of I-95, with more than twenty-five 

(25%) percent of all liquor store sales coming from stores within fifteen (15) miles of the facility, 

and seventy percent (70%) of all liquor store sales coming from stores within one hour of the 

facility. The facility was built in an industrial area designed to handle truck traffic 24/7.   
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2.2.2 Operation:  

Over the past fifteen years daily shipping has grown by more than 75% while inventory and 

SKU growth exceeds 145% requiring a substantial increase in square footage to accommodate this 

growth.  We currently utilize more than 350,000 sqft.  Our Seabrook facility is a 505,000 sqft 

facility providing the necessary space to accommodate growth over the next twenty years. 

Exhibit F provides the specific information which highlights the opportunity this unique 

facility provides.   

 

2.2.3 Interface:  

We currently interface with the NHSLC’s automated systems while maintaining our own 

automated warehouse and business management systems, ones which have been developed through 

communication and input from NHSLC staff over the years.  Our IT staff members have years of 

experience working with the NHSLC, ensuring our ability to meet expected needs of the 

commission and maintain a fully functioning / communicating computer system.  These individuals 

have developed a superior working relationship with NHSLC personnel and, with an open system of 

communication and an understanding of the NHSLC’s internal operations, they are able to 

communicate with the appropriate individual immediately and effectively reducing the risk of 

service failures. 

All of Law’s critical systems are safeguarded against service interruptions via 

uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), on-hand duplicate hardware and/or 24-hour service 

maintenance organizations staffed locally.  We continue to seek, analyze and implement both 

internal and external information system solutions to improve our distribution services.   
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2.2.4 Relationship with NHSLC Suppliers: 

Along with the NHSLC, we consider the NHSLC’s suppliers, brokers and licensees as our 

customers.  We recognize that our ability to service the Commission is contingent upon our ability 

to maintain effective partnerships throughout the supply chain.  For more than 40 years we have 

developed and maintained solid relationships with suppliers and work to serve their collective and 

individual distribution center needs.  We work hard to recognize and service their needs while 

working within the rules and regulations established by the NHSLC and the State of New 

Hampshire. 

For a number of suppliers, we provide services beyond the scope of bailment.  We provide 

cross-dock services for the transfer of products to other New England states saving the suppliers 

transportation costs.  We consolidate non-alcoholic wine orders with bailment orders as directed by 

supplier brokers.  We also provide transportation services for suppliers and licensees in New 

England. We believe the selection of the Law Companies for non-bailment services is indicative of 

the support and relationships we have developed with the supplier base. 

 

PART 3  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS:  

3.0.1 A Single Warehouse:  

Our Seabrook facility is a single 505,000 sqft distribution center situated on 80 acres. 

 

3.0.2 Location of Product:  

This Proposal is contingent upon Law providing 100% of the distribution services for 

vendor owned wine and spirits for the NHSLC.  Our rates are contingent upon the transition of the 

Concord Warehouse Vendor accounts and inventory no later than October 2012. 
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3.0.3 Conducting Business with the NHSLC:  

We will continue to work the NHSLC’s IT team to maintain the optimum data-transfer 

capabilities.  We recognize the need for continuous improvement and its correlation with changing 

customer requirements.  We remain committed to utilizing our resource base, external partners and 

the NHSLC staff to affect positive change in the system; however we reserve the right to negotiate 

the NHSLC’s responsibility to share in the cost of significant costs as a result of NHSLC 

requirements.  

We will continue to work with all members of the supply chain to identify and implement 

improvements in an effort to improve service and efficiency.  As always, we will work with the 

NHSLC to provide a win-win solution for all parties involved in such work.  The costs and 

restrictions associated with such modifications can only be determined on a case by case basis.  

 

3.0.4 Warehouse General Requirements: 

Federal, State and Local Regulations: 

Understood 

 

Temperature Control / Protection: 

Our Seabrook facility is designed to maintain the required temperature limits.  The 

warehouse will be heated for winter operation.  For summer operation, the facility is outfitted with a 

series of large louvered intake vents on the eastern facing walls with a series of exhaust fans on the 

western facing wall providing substantial air flow within the facility.  This system, in addition to the 

cool white roof, will allow us to regulate the temperature to within acceptable ranges.  
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Refrigerated Space: 

In the first term of the previous contract we experimented with utilizing refrigerated space 

for the storage of wines that suppliers requested be stored at cooler temperatures.  This project was 

suspended for a variety of reasons.  As a result of this experience, we have not established the 

capability to provide this service for this contract and thus take exception to the requirement that 

suppliers may set their own temperature control standards.  Providing suppliers and/or the NHSLC 

the open-ended undefined flexibility to require a different storage temperature range for any 

specified Product is not a service which can be properly covered in this Proposal.  In addition, it is 

not feasible to adequately develop a proposal to provide a 5,000+ square foot area to be temperature 

controlled to 55 degrees without providing the associated inventory, throughput and delivery 

information.  We recognize that there is some interest in the industry to provide such services, 

however too many of the variables continue to be undefined.  We are happy to work with the 

Commission to research the viability of such a program. 

 

First-In / First-Out: 

Our receiving procedures are designed to put away products in accordance with first-in / 

first-out practices and the default setting of our inventory control system are to allocate product 

similarly.  Law has further enhanced the fulfillment process to allow priority shipping at the 

NHSLC or Supplier representative’s request (e.g., product with “Bike Week” medallions to ship 

and reach stores in advance of Motorcycle Weekend or to move an older vintage that has a newer 

receipt into the marketplace before shipping the newer vintages that may have come in earlier).  

These are examples of how Law has worked with the NHSLC and the Supplier community to 

provide programming and services above and beyond that being requested in this section.   
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Receiving: 

We commit to unloading standard, single & double appointments within two-hours of the 

loads scheduled appointment time.  More complicated loads will take additional time without 

penalty to Law Warehouses by the carrier or supplier. 

To facilitate improved receiving schedules, receiving entry, and to keep costs down for the 

entire system, the following supplier requirements will be enacted: 

- Items with average monthly shipping volumes greater than three (3) pallets to be shipped 

inbound in full pallet quantities. 

- Pallets must be no larger than 40” wide x 48” deep x 64” high.  Pallets exceeding these 

dimensions will be subject to a break-down labor charge.  

- To facilitate bar code scanning of all product, and to maintain uniformity in the industry, 

all cases must be labeled in accordance with the current Pennsylvania labeling standard, 

which  includes an SCC bar code, NH Code, and packaging data such as Gift and 

vintage on the label.  In addition the code data must be maintained by the supplier/broker 

in the NHSLC’s brand master database.  This will require the NHSLC to create the 

appropriate fields within the brand master to accommodate this function.  The decision 

to utilize the Pennsylvania labeling standard was done to minimize any costs to the 

Suppliers since they are already conforming to this standard. 

- All Gift items and non-standard packaging configurations must have a unique SCC bar 

code. 

- All items that the supplier wishes to be tracked by the vintage must include the vintage 

on the label and have a separate SCC code.  

- To receive an appointment an electronic or paper packing list identifying the details on 

the load must be in Law’s possession. 
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An additional benefit of incorporating SCC bar codes into the inventory control process is to 

minimize the cycle time between the beginning of unloading a truck/container and when the product 

is available to be ordered.  The cycle time in our proposal will be reduced by improving two key 

functions.   

Firstly, scanning SCC bar codes will improve the efficiencies of the receiving crew in the 

warehouse, both reducing the unload time and improving accuracy of the receiving tally.  Secondly, 

electronically created receiving tallies will not have to wait to be hand-keyed into the WMS, again 

reducing time while improving the accuracy entered data.  Although we are proud of the processes 

that we have developed over the years and the accuracy of our warehouse and customer service 

employees, we recognize that the NHSLC and Suppliers seek to have products available as soon as 

possible to minimize out-of-stocks and increase sales.  We look forward to implementing these 

changes for the betterment of our business partners.        

 

Packaging Configurations: 

We are quite familiar with the various packaging configurations utilized by the industry and 

have amassed a handling equipment fleet capable of handling all configurations (Exhibit D).  We 

also recognize that some products arrive in nonstandard configurations such as kegs, wooden cases, 

pallet-packs, gift packs, etc.  We have the resources, equipment and experience to continue to 

handle these products as well.  In the receiving section above we have outlined new labeling and 

inbound shipping requirements that will be presented to suppliers.  
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Hours of Operation: 

To reduce order to delivery cycle times for the NHSLC’s highest volume stores, and to 

address the extremely high volumes shipped to these stores coming out of weekends and holidays, 

Law Warehouse will move to a Sunday – Friday operating week. 

The new Seabrook facility and the transition to bar code scanning has the potential to 

dramatically reduce the receiving processing time providing more open appointments during the 

normal work day.  Law Warehouses will maintain a schedule of available receiving appointments 

from 6:00am to 9:30pm unless both parties agree otherwise.  Law will continue its process of 

adding appointment slots when necessary to meet peak demand periods.  

 

3.0.4.1     Audit:  

We have demonstrated our excellence in reporting accuracy and inventory control.  Law 

receives and ships more than 3,500,000 cases per year with an average annual discrepancy of 4 one-

thousandths of 1%.  We continue to improve the administration and operational aspects of inventory 

control, are committed to on-going cycle counting, and to performing the annual inventory in no 

more than two (2) business days.   

 

3.0.5 Transportation Access:  

3.0.5.1   Road: Incoming and Outgoing Requirements  

3.0.5.2   Access:  

Our Seabrook facility spans 80 acres and was specifically built to serve as a large scale 

distribution center.  The complex currently services tractor-trailers, straight trucks, vans, and 

automobiles with significantly more doors than are presently available or required under this RFP.  

All travel surfaces are sufficiently paved for industrial traffic.  The entire area leading to and 
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surrounding our complex has handled significant truck and auto traffic throughout its existence.  As 

an industrial area it is designed to accommodate 24 hour operations. 

 

3.0.5.3   Dock and Approach:  

We recognize the need for each of the more than 100 suppliers to have the ability to ship 

product to the warehouse on a timely basis while also providing sufficient shipping doors to 

accommodate all outbound loading.  Our new facility is set up specifically to handle multiple loads 

simultaneously providing more than adequate capacity for inbound and outbound carrier activity.  

Our dock and approach facilities are as follows: 

- Fifty-Six (56) roofed or covered docks capable of handling 53' trailers; 

- Two (2) large overhead door areas for van and automobile traffic. 

- Three hundred (300) trailer parking spaces for trailers waiting loading or unloading. 

Each truck dock area meets the requirements of adjustable height features and floor approaches plus 

has additional security features including individual trailer lighting and UCC bumper locks. 

 

3.0.6 Floor Capacity and Storage Strategy:   

Law Warehouses has in place a dynamic computerized inventory control system which 

identifies each inventory lot by NH code number, bottles per case, warehouse location, status, 

gift/non-gift, priority, vintage and receipt date.  Vintage is recorded if the vintage is clearly printed 

on the outside of case and easily identifiable at the time of receipt.  
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Inventory Growth: 

Our Seabrook facility is 505,000 sqft., with the system having a capacity of more than 

1,400,000 cases utilizing less than 375,000sqft.  As a result, there is ample capacity to meet the 

growth of the business during the life of the contract. 

Having the capacity for growth in SKU, inventory, and shipping volume growth is a critical 

element of this RFP.  During the existing contract the number of codes in inventory has grown from 

4,000 to 9,000; inventory has grown from less than 400,000 to peaks over 750,000, and average 

shipping has grown from less than 9,000 per day to 14,000 per day.   

From traveling to conferences and speaking with industry experts, we believe this type of 

growth over the next contract period is possible.  This is one of the most significant reasons why we 

believe moving to a larger facility and implementing automated systems is critical to the continued 

success of the NHSLC.  As the following charts show, SKU growth has been the catalyst for 

volume growth and volume growth is directly related to and NHSLC sales.  Here you see that the 

proliferation of SKU’s has far outpaced shipping; however, this increase in customer choice has 

clearly been a driving force in increasing sales. 
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It is imperative that the NHSLC have a distribution center of adequate size that it is not only 

capable of handling today’s volumes, but also the expected growth in both SKUs and shipping 

volume over the next twenty years.  Our Proposal provides for those growth opportunities.  

 

Customs Bonded Area: 

In past years we have operated a Customs Bonded Area for bailment customers.  Due to a 

lack of demand, this service was discontinued.  We commit to reinstating this service upon 

sufficient demand.  Rates for such service will be determined at the time of reinstatement based 

upon expected volumes and the administrative resources required to meet customs regulations in 

effect at that time. 

 

Breakage and Damage: 

Law Warehouses currently maintains a broken package room program for handling received 

damage and operational damage.  Each bailment vendor is notified of damaged products and the 

remaining bottles are segregated for future recoupment, transfer to the split case operation, removal 

or destruction.  

 

Unsaleable status: 

Unsaleable products are physically segregated according to the nature of the status and the 

quantity of the product involved.  In all instances, products can be clearly identified through 

placarding and computer hold codes. 
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Carrier Returns: 

Carrier returns are segregated from inbound bailment stock upon receipt.  Each case is then 

evaluated as to its reason for return and dispositioned according to NHSLC guidelines. 

 

SKU and volume capacity:  

Our Seabrook facility is a 505,000 sqft distribution center which will be configured 

specifically to become the NHSLC’s distribution center of the future.  Section IV provides the 

specific information which highlights the opportunity this unique facility provides.   

 

Non-FIFO Inventory Allocation: 

Law Warehouses allocates inventory based on a FIFO strategy; however, programming to 

accommodate non-FIFO allocation is in place when instructed by the NHSLC or the 

Supplier/Broker.  In addition, our ordering system allows licensee and state stores to order both gift 

and non-gift items in the same order.  We will continue to work with the NHSLC to manage non-

FIFO shipping strategies as needed and can be accomplished utilizing the bar code systems 

described in previous sections of this Proposal. 

During the development of the web ordering systems at the beginning of the current 

contract, brokers specifically communicated that it was important that vintage was captured at the 

time of receipt when possible and tracked through the inventory system, but that vintage not be 

made part of the ordering systems.  As such our systems are not designed to allow ordering by 

vintage.  Should this functionality become necessary, we are prepared to accommodate this ability 

provided it is implemented in accordance with our bar code labeling requirements. 
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Shipping Volumes: 

We are aware that the combined volumes of Nashua and Concord have resulted in peak 

shipping days of more than 43,000 cases in one day.  The significant investment in distribution 

systems we are making is specifically designed to more efficiently and effectively manage such 

volumes while at the same time provide for compressed cycle times.  Over the life of the current 

contract daily shipping volume has grown more than 75%.  We have specifically chosen this facility 

and this design to accommodate this type of growth over the next twenty-years.   

This Proposal is specifically contingent upon the total combined volumes of Concord and 

Nashua.  Should the NHSLC choose an option which splits volume between warehouses, Law 

reserves the right to withdraw this Alternate Proposal without forfeiture of our $50,000 Proposal 

Guaranty.  During the life of the contract, should the NHSLC choose to shift volume to another 

warehouse facility, we reserve the right to adjust rates accordingly; such adjustment cannot be 

unreasonably denied.  

 

3.0.7 Floor Movement Capacity: 

Over the term of the current contract, the number of codes, the levels of inventory and 

various shipping measurements have all increased dramatically.  We recognize that in order to 

ensure that we can handle this type of growth in the future, without placing limitations on receiving 

and shipping, it requires a single large facility specifically designed to accommodate this business.  

For several years we have been traveling the country touring other wine and spirit distribution 

systems while working with an international distribution systems integration company, System 

Logistics, specifically for the purpose of designing the distribution center of the future for the 

NHSLC.   
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Law Warehouses is proposing to support wine and spirits fulfillment from a new and 

modern distribution center.  This distribution center will promote trending technologies in beverage 

fulfillment such as paperless picking, automated storage and retrieval, automated conveyors and 

robotic mixed case pallet building.  This new and modern distribution center will incorporate a 

well-balanced mix of conventional and automated handling systems to assure order accuracy and 

on-time shipping.   

The distribution center is managed by intelligent software systems to facilitate inventory, 

receipts, product putaway, paperless case and bottle picking, intelligent conveyor routing, 

automated case labeling, automated pallet building and shipping.  The objective of this intelligent 

and efficient beverage handling system is to minimize product touches, speed order processing, 

assure accurate and timely shipping, accommodate peak velocity and plan for scalability. 

Section IV provides a more detailed explanation of the systems we will utilize to ensure the 

required capacity is in place to meet the expected growth of the NHSLC.   Exhibit D is a listing of 

our other equipment. 

This fleet is maintained by in-house mechanics.  These mechanics are supplemented by our 

Heavy Duty Truck & Diesel operation, which is in the business of repairing and maintaining large 

truck and handling equipment fleets.  As such, the new systems, all lift trucks, attachments, walkie 

riders, and accessorial equipment are well-maintained.  With our own repair center and an extensive 

material handling fleet, the warehouse operation is positioned to minimize any downtime and 

maximize performance. 

 

3.0.8  Product Distribution: 

We have clearly listed all charges related to the storage and distribution of product and 

understand that Licensees will define the carrier we are to give their order to within every order file. 
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Rigid Control: 

We will continue to maintain rigid control over outgoing products through the use of our 

existing or a similar label design.  Each case picked will have a label affixed identifying, at a 

minimum, the consignee, and product code and invoice date.  Each non-automatic order is verified 

by a supervisory level employee to ensure the accuracy of the shipment. 

 

Scheduling: 

Currently both Law and NHSLC store management personnel develop a mutually agreed 

upon delivery and polling schedule.  We require that this practice be maintained.  As always we 

seek to develop a delivery schedule that optimizes the NHSLC’s ability to have product on store 

shelves when and where needed.  To reduce order to delivery cycle times for the NHSLC’s highest 

volume stores, and to address the extremely high volumes shipped to these stores coming out of 

weekends and holidays, we require the NHSLC move to a 6-day per week order and delivery cycle 

for the highest volume stores that are within 1-hour of Seabrook.   

 

Shifts / Outside Normal Working Hours: 

Two significant reasons for moving to this system design are to compress order-to-shipment 

cycle times and to address the significant shipping and delivery peaks realized coming out of 

weekends and holidays.  To meet these goals we have established a shift schedule where the week 

will begin on Saturday night, taking order data for the NHSLC’s highest volume stores within 1-

hour of Seabrook, and delivering them on Sunday.  Eight (8) and Ten (10) hour shifts, with 

mandatory overtime as required, will continue throughout each day and night through Friday.  As 

these schedules will be developed in concert with the NHSLC, there are no extra charges for night 

picking.  Charges for unscheduled weekend and/or holiday work are detailed in Appendix D. 
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Customer Pick-Up: 

We will continue to allow licensees to pickup directly from the warehouse in a way which 

does not affect distribution to NHSLC stores.  The approval of the customer pick-up schedule 

cannot be unreasonably denied by the NHSLC.   

 

Order-to-Shipment Cycle Times: 

A significant benefit of our Proposal is the compression of order-to-shipping cycle times.  

Through the implementation and learning process we will collectively determine the optimum cycle 

time for various store groups.  Our picking processes will release orders in waves in accordance 

with the load they will be delivered.  As such, it is not practical to pick and load all orders within 8-

hours of receipt of the order; however, Law will continue to commit to timely delivery of orders to 

NHSLC stores. 

 

3.0.9  Additional Services: 

Law Warehouse currently provides additional services to NHSLC suppliers, such as sub-

assembly and the distribution of non-alcoholic products.  The charges for these types of services are 

determined on a case-by-case basis.   

 

3.0.10  Computer Linkage with the NHSLC: 

We have considerable experience interfacing with NHSLC computer systems.  We maintain 

an Information Technology team of three (3) on staff in part to continually work with the NHSLC to 

improve and upgrade the information systems to meet tomorrow’s needs.  We believe our resources 

and experience could provide extremely valuable insight into upgrade considerations as the NHSLC 

begins the process of looking for Mapper’s replacement.  These are very significant considerations 
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for the NHSLC as a disruption in the computer linkage between the two parties would result in 

considerable additional costs for the NHSLC. 

We have reviewed Appendix K and have a number of objections which we will address with 

the NHSLC directly in the continued development of our systems. 

 

3.0.11  Transition from the Current Contract:  

We are proud of our more than forty (40) year partnership with the NHSLC.  We feel that 

we have played a key role in creating the systems and the environment which has lead to a more 

than 75% growth in volume over the past 15 years.  We have expended considerable resources over 

the past year developing a strategy that we believe will put the NHSLC in the best position to take 

advantage of the opportunities the next twenty years will bring.  We are prepared to make the 

necessary investment to secure New Hampshire’s position as the leading retail and distribution 

channel for wine and spirits in New England.  To transition to a new vendor would put all of these 

elements at tremendous risk of failure. 

Should Law not be the successful bidder, net overages and shortages by supplier shall be 

used to determine any financial obligation between Law and the supplier.  The new warehouse 

vendor would be required to work with Law and perform cycle counts as needed to verify 

discrepancies.  

 

3.0.12 Warehouse Charges and Rates: 

Our pricing goal remains to appropriately match revenues to costs and to reward suppliers 

who manage their inventories.  As a result, we have chosen to maintain a scaled rate structure in our 

Proposal which allocates revenues to costs.   

a – f: Understood  
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Hourly Charges: It is not possible to anticipate all services that may be requested by the 

NHSLC and/or Suppliers and Broker within the hourly rate sections, and as such it is not feasible to 

provide a clear and accurate estimate of the hours necessary.   

 

 Appendices D and D-1: Understood 

 

3.0.13 Security: 

As a public warehouse operation we understand that we have a responsibility to take care 

custody and control as our customers would in their own facilities.  We also understand that wine 

and spirits are valuable commodities.  As such we take security very seriously.  Our facilities are 

secured by a centrally monitored alarm system which will utilize a combination of devices to 

protect against intruders including door/window sensors, motion detectors, cameras, coded security 

door access and 24/7 alarmed emergency exits.  Our Seabrook facility has the added security of a 

gated guard station utilizing video recording and remote access technology.  A detailed security 

plan will be developed for the Seabrook facility following successful award of the contract. 

Our operational policies are designed to maintain inventory integrity and prevent employee 

theft.  Employee access during business hours is monitored and restricted.  Employee parking is 

segregated from the facility. 

One of the ways we have been able to keep costs down over the years is through our ability 

to share resources between the NHSLC distribution operation and our non-bailment clients.  We 

have done so with no threat to security.  To provide the best pricing to the NHSLC and its suppliers 

we require the ability to co-mingle wine and spirit inventory with other inventories.  We pledge that 

this will in no way reduce the security of the facility or impact the integrity of the product. 
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3.0.14 Fire: 

The entire facility is protected by a high suppression automatic sprinkler system which, 

when triggered, immediately notifies the Fire and Police Departments and the central security agent.   

The Seabrook Fire Station is within three (3) miles of the facility. 

All sprinkler systems are maintained by High Tech Fire Protection of Auburn, ME.  We do 

not currently occupy the facility.  Following award and the completion of the sublease all 

documentation certifying the systems will be provided.   

 

3.0.15  Insurance, Bond and Registration: 

Copies of the applicable certificates are enclosed in Exhibit C.  Law maintains a Liquor 

Liability Bond and will continue to do so as required by this section.  This is also included in 

Exhibit C. 

Law Warehouses maintains a Warehouseman’s Legal Liability policy for damage to product 

under its care, custody and control due to its own negligence.  Limits of liability are shown in 

Appendix D, except that limits of liability for product owned by the NHSLC are at 100% of the 

NHSLC’s purchase price from the Supplier.    

Law Warehouses currently commits to absolute liability, subject to limited exclusions, of 

product owned by the NHSLC while in its care, custody and control.  We will continue to do so and 

are prepared to obtain an all risks insurance policy as described in this section.  Cancellation notices 

must be specifically endorsed in each policy and as such may vary from one insurer’s practices to 

another.  Law Warehouses agrees to work diligently and in good faith to obtain their agreement but 

reserves the right to negotiate a different time period should an insurer not be able to provide the 

required notification period. 
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3.0.16  Business Continuity: 

 As part of the current contract the NHSLC has been provided a copy of our current Business 

Continuity Plan.  Upon successful award of the contract we will update our business continuity plan 

for the Seabrook facility. At the onset of the transition, our existing Nashua IT facilities will remain 

providing excellent IT redundancy.  In addition, these facilities provide redundancy for storage and 

shipping while a more extensive alternative location network is established.  

 

3.1  APPENDIX A: 

A-1 Overview through A-2 NHSLC: 

Understood 

 

A-3 Related Documents: 

Please refer to Exhibit C for the documents required under this section. 

 

3.2  APPENDIX B:  

Understood 

 

3.3  APPENDIX C:  

I. Background: 

Understood, however this Proposal is specifically contingent upon the total combined 

volumes of Concord and Nashua.   
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II. General Requirements: 

Technical Plan: 

Immediately following the completion of a contract with the NHSLC, the final steps in the 

financing and purchase of the System Logistics system will be completed.  In the unlikely event that 

significant change in variables, such as interest rates, result from the period between Proposal 

submissions and contract award be realized, Law reserves the right to renegotiate rates.  Following 

the release of funds from financing the requisite purchase orders with all of the warehouse systems 

vendors will be executed.  The final build and delivery dates of the various systems will be used to 

create a transition schedule. 

A critical factor in our ability to provide the quoted rate structure and revenue sharing is the 

transition of the vendor owned inventory and volumes to our Seabrook facility prior to October 31, 

2012.  In order to secure the Seabrook facility for this contract we were obligated to begin paying 

rent, taxes and expenses on the Seabrook facility totally more than $147,000 per month beginning 

May 1, 2012.  Effective October 1, 2012 this number increases to more than $205,000 per month.  

In our previous proposal to the NHSLC we had negotiated a significant free rent period followed by 

a period of partial occupancy.  The loss of these negotiated factors has increased costs by nearly 

$2,000,000.  Our ability to eliminate the Outbound Order Processing fee paid by the NHSLC and 

eliminate the NHSLC’s expenses in the feeder program is contingent upon the transition of the 

Concord vendor owned inventories in October 2012.  Every month this transition is delayed 

requires an additional three-month delay in the introduction of these savings. 

 

Emergencies, etc. 

As we have throughout this contract, we will work together with the NHSLC, its suppliers 

and customers to address emergency situations as they occur.  However, we do agree that certain 
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emergency situations can be predicted and require pre-planning.  We encourage the NHSLC to 

develop a more detailed emergency order system as protection against order communication 

failures.  We will have installed a generator capable of maintaining operations should power be lost 

to the facility.  Our company is non-union, and we utilize the services of several temporary 

agencies.  In addition, by moving to an automated system, the impact of a labor action is reduced 

significantly.  Although the risk of a strike is low for our operation, our labor resources and 

managements knowledge of the system would provide for continued operation. 

 

Security: 

Our facility is secured by a centrally monitored alarm system which will utilize a 

combination of devices to protect against intruders including door/window sensors, motion 

detectors, cameras, coded security door access and 24/7 alarmed emergency exits.  In addition, the 

entrance and exit to the facility is gated and controlled by a guard shack with security cameras.   

Our operational policies are designed to maintain inventory integrity and prevent employee 

theft.  Employee access during business hours is monitored and restricted.  Employee parking is 

segregated from the facility. 

 

Warehouse Layout: 

Exhibit F provides a warehouse layout and system design explanation. 

 

Corporate Resolution: 

Exhibit C provides a copy of the corporate resolution evidencing authority to submit the 

Proposal and to negotiate and to bind the corporation to a contract. 
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A. Conflict of Interest: 

Law Warehouses, Inc. has not entered into any contract that may present a conflict of 

interest. 

 

B. Release of Information: 

Law Warehouses, Inc. agrees not to divulge or release any information provided to it by the 

NHSLC prior to the official release date. 

 

C. References: 

In Exhibit E we have provide references from two (2) customers from our public warehouse 

operations and from three (3) customers from bailment warehouse operations.   

 

D. Suspension: 

We certify that Law Warehouses, Inc. is not currently under suspension or debarment by the 

State of New Hampshire, any other state, or the federal government. 

 

E. W-9: 

Please refer to Exhibit G for our W-9.  

 

III. Personnel Data: 

Exhibit H provides an organizational chart as well as the resumes of the key managerial 

positions.  All Managers will be working from the Seabrook facility.  In addition to the Managers 

listed, approximately 63 employees are outlined in the organizational chart.  These numbers reflect 

our current operation.  Law Warehouses, Inc. is a non-union operation. 
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IV. Prior Experience: 

Law Warehouses has been performing distribution functions for the NHSLC for more than 

forty (40) years.  All current management employees have been working in the operation for more 

than ten years.  In addition to performing these functions for the NHSLC, we perform these 

functions for more than thirty (30+) non-liquor companies.  We have served as the U.S. distribution 

center for Asolo since 2000.  Other New Hampshire customers you may recognize include Segway, 

Hendrix Wire & Cable, Hitchiner Mfg., Elbit Systems (formerly Kollsman) and Radisson Hotels.  

We have been providing warehouse services since 1950 (over 60 years) and transportation services 

since 1882 (130 years). 

Although we are a diversified organization, our contract with the NHSLC represents our 

largest piece of business.  As a result, it is our primary focus.  Every person in our organization is 

involved in serving the NHSLC during the course of the year.  As a result, every person in our 

organization takes great pride in serving you and your customer’s needs. 

We are uniquely qualified to provide these services for the NHSLC for the next twenty (20) 

years.  We understand your business and the intricacies of interfacing the various systems.  Our in 

depth knowledge of the IT systems of both organizations makes us most suited to assisting the 

NHSLC during an upgrade of Mapper.   

A transition to a new organization creates great risk.  For a new organization to have the 

resources and experience to be qualified for this contract, this contract will most likely not be its 

primary business.  We continue to grow with the NHSLC, are uniquely qualified to provide the 

greatest return for the NHSLC, and are prepared to make the investments necessary to ensure 

continued success for years to come.  
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V. Qualifications: 

A. Proposal Guaranty: 

Exhibit I includes a $50,000 bond.  We understand that failure to comply with any of the 

terms of our Proposal could result in forfeiture of this bond. 

 

B. Compliance Statements 

Exhibit G includes the required compliance statement. 

 

VI. Subcontractors: 

Law Warehouses has no contracts that may present a conflict of interest.  We currently have 

no plans to utilize contractors to perform services under this contract.   

 

VII. General Requirements: 

1. Transportation: 

We agree that it is critical that the warehouse and transportation providers work together 

seamlessly.  This is especially true given the reduced cycle time parameters, 6-day shipping and 

delivery cycle, and wave picking cycles incorporated into our system design.  In order to provide 

for an efficient order picking operation, we require that the NHSLC’s contract transportation vendor 

provide an electronic loading manifest prior to the start of the picking shift, and provide delivery 

service to NHSLC stores Sunday through Friday.  As a result, we believe Law Motor Freight 

provides the greatest opportunity for a smooth, coordinated and timely operation, however, for 

many years prior to this contract, we worked closely with previous transportation vendors and will 
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do so should Law Motor Freight not be awarded the transportation contract. The transportation 

contractor must agree to abide the delivery schedule developed between Law and the NHSLC.  

 

2. Personnel and Equipment: 

 Understood 

 

3. Bills of Lading: 

Both Law Warehouses and the Concord warehouse have the carrier sign the packing list as 

the Bill of Lading.  We will to continue this practice. 

 

4. Transportation coordination: 

Law Warehouse requires the following from the transportation vendor: 

- An electronic load manifest must be transmitted prior to the start of each days picking 

shift within our defined window so as not adversely affect picking. 

- A six (6) day per week delivery schedule, Sunday through Friday, with Sunday 

deliveries being for the highest volume stores within 1-hour of Seabrook. 

- The staffing of a yard man to assure that all trailers are in place for loading at the start of 

each picking wave.   

- That the order picking scheduling is controlled by the warehouse in coordination with 

the NHSLC. 
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5. Schedule Changes: 

Law Warehouses will continue to work with the NHSLC to develop the standard and 

holiday delivery schedules, understanding changes to the schedule may be necessary due to 

unforeseen circumstances. 

 

6. Weekends and Holidays: 

Law Warehouses will continue to work with the NHSLC to develop the standard and 

holiday delivery schedules.  Rates for weekend or holiday services to be performed off schedule are 

listed in the extra labor section of Appendices D & D-1. 

 

7. Liability: 

In accordance with our applicable provisions in our existing contract, we shall be liable for 

any loss or damage to all liquor and wine products of the NHSLC during the period of time 

beginning from when we officially receive product at our warehouses until possession of product is 

officially transferred to the transportation contractor.  

 

8. Insurance: 

We agree to provide insurance coverage as defined in our existing contract.   

 

9. Shortages/Breakages: 

Understood 
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10. Performance Bond: 

Exhibit C includes a copy of our performance bond in the amount of $1,000,000.  Should the 

NHSLC require a higher limit, a change in rates may be necessary. 

a. We agree to provide receiving resources in accordance with our existing contract.   

b. Understood 

c. Understood 

d. We take exception to imposing penalties as defined in this section.  The proper 

coordination between all members of the supply chain is critical to its success and we are 

committed to ensuring delays do not become an operational issue, but we can not accept 

sole responsibility for this measurement under such a general definition. 

 

11. Employment laws: 

We agree to follow all federal and state laws in this regard. 

 

12. Termination through 13. Force Majeure: 

Understood 

 

VIII. Specific Requirements: 

A1. Picking and Staging Work Plan: 

This system incorporates three automated paperless picking processes: (1) high velocity 

SKUs are picked by light on conveyor from the pallet flow modules (2) low velocity SKUs are 

picked by automated storage and retrieval system on conveyor with no operator interface and (3) 

bottle picks are batch-picked by light on conveyor.   Wave picks from all three picking operations 

are sorted by conveyor into an automated case buffer and sequencing system.   
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A2. Order Loading Procedures: 

As pallets are completed by the palletizer they are positioned for the loader to apply the 

pallet tag and to either live load or stage for loading.  Since all load manifests are developed prior to 

the pick shift, the system designates to the operator where each pallet is to be loaded in the trailer, 

which trailer is to be loaded and at what door.  Once the trailer is loaded the shipping operator 

contacts the yard man indicating the load is complete and ready to be signed off. 

 

A3. Hours of Operation: 

Two significant reasons for moving to this system design are to compress order-to-shipment 

cycle times and to address the significant shipping and delivery peaks realized coming out of 

weekends and holidays.  To meet these goals we have established a shift schedule where the week 

will begin on Saturday night, taking order data for the NHSLC’s highest volume stores within 1-

hour of Seabrook, and delivering them on Sunday.  Eight (8) and Ten (10) hour shifts, with 

mandatory overtime as required, will continue throughout each day and night through Friday.   

 

A4. Order Merging: 

The system is specifically designed to merge split case cartons during the wave.  

Operationally the split case picking wave will begin prior to the full case picking wave to ensure the 

timely completion of each wave.  Add-on orders will be handled within the waves automatically. 

 

A5. Temperature Control: 

Our Seabrook facility is designed to maintain the required temperature limits.  The 

warehouse will be heated for winter operation.  For summer operation, the facility is outfitted with a 

series of large louvered intake vents on the eastern facing walls with a series of exhaust fans on the 
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western facing wall providing substantial air flow within the facility.  This system, in addition to the 

roof being light in color, allows us to regulate the temperature to within acceptable ranges.  

 

B1. Damage Processing: 

Damaged or distressed product is transferred from active inventory to the damage re-coup 

area.  A form is filled out identifying the product (code, quantity broken) and the reason code 

(warehouse drop damage, equipment damage, found/hidden damage or received damage).  

Remaining bottles are removed from the damaged case, wiped off and the case cleaned out.  The 

damaged product is processed through the AS-400 Damage Application and if prior damage product 

of that code number exists in the recoup area; the quantities will be combined to make a full case 

and one case returned to active inventory.  If a full case of that product is not available to recoup; 

the remaining bottles from the damaged case will be placed on a shelf in the damage area and 

recorded as a K-Status – partial case.  If the K-Status case is listed in the Brand Master as “Sub-

pack available” then the remaining partial case will be converted to bottles (Sub-packs) and 

transferred to a carousel bin location in the Sub-pack operation.  Periodically the Liquor 

Commission will authorize the purchase of some non-subpackable, K-Status items to be shipped to 

select Liquor Stores.  The Brokers are periodically notified of the items remaining that cannot be 

handled by one of the criteria listed above.  The Broker will then direct Law Warehouse of the 

action to take to dispose of the product.  Examples: destroy product under established guidelines, 

remove from inventory and ship back to supplier or request permission from the Commission to 

remove for “Samples”. 
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B2. FIFO: 

Our Seabrook facility eliminates the current bulk storage layout.  As a result, all inbound 

product is received directly to single pallet locations or directly into the carousels.  Every inbound 

load is assigned a Receipt Number. If the load contains product from multiple suppliers then a 

different receipt number is assigned to each account. The receipt number specifies the year, the 

month and a unique number identifying that receipt in date/time order.  The receipt number system 

establishes the “first in – first out” identification for each item in inventory. Receiving and shipping 

will be predicated on the assigned Receipt Number. Each pallet received will be labeled with the 

receipt number specific to the inbound load and supplier account. 

Our order processing system allocates based on FIFO, unless otherwise instructed.  Order 

files are transferred to the replenishment personnel instructing them to replenish the specific pallet 

or cases required to feed the picking system. 

 

B3. Merchandise Validation: 

Validation of product is primarily conducted at the time of receiving.  Each item received is 

checked against the packing slip or advanced paperwork for accuracy.  In addition the Receiver or 

Tally verification specialist will also check the item for accuracy against the information displayed 

in the Brand Master file.  Each lot received is checked for: 

• Correct code number 

• Correct description 

• Correct number of bottles per case 

• Correct size of bottles in case.  

• Gift or non-gift status 

• Vintage is recorded if printed on the outside of case and easily identifiable. 
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Any discrepancy recorded at the time of receiving results in the product being received on 

an unsaleable status (Mis-coded, Un-coded, Delisted or “C”/“S” status).  The Broker of record is 

then faxed a copy of the receiving tally and requested to advise the corrective action they want 

taken.    

Product already in inventory discovered to be misidentified follows a similar process.  The 

specific receipt lots are placed on the applicable status in the computer to prevent shipping and the 

pallets are placarded with the appropriate status tag.  The Broker of record is notified. 

 

B4. Re-Labeling: 

Product identified as un-coded or mis-coded will need to labeled or re-labeled with the 

correct NH code number. When product is identified with a code label discrepancy, the Broker is 

notified. The Broker will submit a work-order with the correct code label information and Customer 

Service at Law Warehouses will create the appropriate label for re-coding. 

NH Liquor Commission code label prepared by Law Warehouses: 

- Dimensions = 2” X 3” self adhesive label 

- Heading: NH State Liquor Commission (1/8” bold type) 

- The NH Code number (1” Bold type) 

- The Description (1/8” bold type) 

- The bottle size and the number of bottles per case (1/8” bold type) 

 

The warehouse will apply the new labels over the existing label.  If the case is un-coded; the 

warehouse will apply the code label in the upper right corner of the end panel.  If a multi-state code 

label is printed on the end-panel; the new code label will be applied next to the NH designation on 

the panel.  
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C1. Standards for Performance – Inbound Deliveries: 

Our first standard appointment is 6:00 AM and the last standard appointment begins at 9:30 

PM. We do, however, open up as early as 4:00 AM and stay open as late as 11:30 PM to receive 

product during periods of heavy inbound volume.   

 

C2. Standards for Performance – Receiving Accuracy: 

A significant performance enhancement of our Proposal is the upgrade of our system to real 

time receiving through the use of bar code scanning.  Scanning provides both a faster process, and a 

more accurate process, through the elimination of manual entries.  An important part of the process 

that is not eliminated is the comparison of what was actually received against the carrier’s delivery 

receipt and packing slip. Any discrepancies will be noted as over/short, received damaged, un-

coded, miss-coded etc on the carrier’s paperwork and within the receipt.    

Putaway accuracy is improved dramatically as well through the use of bar code scanning.  

As product transitions from the staging area to the reserve storage racks, both the item and the 

location are scanned updating the location system in real time while eliminating errors common to a 

manual system. 

 

C3. Standards for Performance – Picking & Loading Accuracy: 

The implementation of traditional bar code scanning during the picking process through the 

palletizing phase of the order process virtually eliminates picking errors.  The process of picking 

cases to conveyor, scanning bar codes and diverting to the applicable palletizing area is used by 

nearly every major distribution company today, in part because of its reliability in sorting 

accurately. 
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In order to efficiently release order by carrier and load, all load scheduling data will be 

integrated into the pick wave prior to picking.  As a result when each pallet is completed a pallet tag 

will be created identifying the licensee or store, the carrier, the trailer and the loading door.  This tag 

will include a bar code allowing the loading operator to scan the tag to be directed where to load the 

pallet reducing the loading errors found in a manual system. 

 

C4. Standards for Performance – Loading Schedule: 

An integral part of the new hire process is the communication of our service philosophy that 

we must provide better service for our customers then they would if they handled these functions 

themselves.  To accomplish that goal, all employees, across every part of the company, understand 

that we don’t go home until every order is picked and available for shipment - without exception.  

An important element of our design discussions centered on the critical nature of this goal 

understanding that the success of the NHSLC will push peak order volumes to higher and higher 

levels.  Our new system creates the ability to meet these needs going forward while reducing cycle 

times. 

 

D1. Staffing: 

Our staffing plan is outlined in the organizational chart provided in Exhibit H.   

 

D2. Personal Experience: 

Every member of Law’s management and supervisory team has a minimum of four (4) years 

working with the NHSLC.  We intend to complete a nationwide search for a marketing and sales 

specialist from the logistics industry.  A significant part of this person’s responsibilities will be to 
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become a liaison with the NHSLC, the suppliers, broker and licensee community to ensure the 

timely response to all issue and projects.   

 

D3. Training Plans: 

System Logistics has a great deal of experience implementing large order fulfillment 

projects such as this around the globe.  Once the contract is complete and the transition schedule has 

been established we will work closely with System Logistics to establish a detailed training plan.   

 

D4. Seasonal Demand: 

Historically we have hired on a temporary basis as many as six (6) seasonal material 

handlers for order picking, while extending the hours of the receiving crews, sometimes to include 

Saturday, in order to meet seasonal demands.  In addition we have utilized personnel from our 

Asolo hiking boot and other non-bailment operations personnel during extreme peak periods.  Our 

ability to use Law personnel from other internal operations provides a resource not easily 

accomplished by other companies. 

 

IX. Rate and Price Analysis: 

Appendices D and D-1 have been bound and sealed separately and clearly marked Rate and 

Price – RFP 2012-14 as instructed.   

 

1. Value-added Services: 

The implementation of this Proposal provides the NHSLC with six (6) day per week 

delivery for the highest volume stores, reducing the labor impact of receiving extremely large 

deliveries coming out of busy weekends and holidays.  This extra delivery day provides an 
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opportunity for stores to reduce their back room inventories, freeing up inventory dollars while 

making their back rooms more efficient.   

 This system also dramatically shortens the order-to-delivery cycle time should Law Motor 

Freight also be chosen as the NHSLC’s transportation provider.  Rather than the current two-day or 

more lead time between order and delivery, stores will be able to take advantage of an “order today 

receive delivery tomorrow” cycle time.  By reducing the cycle time, in some cases by several days, 

stores can better service their customers turn around needs while reducing back-room safety stock 

levels. 

The six (6) day schedule, in conjunction with shortened cycle time, provides an opportunity 

for the NHSLC to service on-line customers in a timely manner.  Reducing the cycle time to 

“overnight” creates the service levels expected of these consumers, driving up consumer demand 

for both the NHSLC web-site and NHSLC stores. 

 

Not only would service be enhanced, but our research has shown that the high volume 

nature of the current Concord products, when combined with Nashua’s products to create a single 

distribution center, generate significant transportation cost savings, warehouse cost savings and 

revenue sharing that can be returned directly to the State.  Following transition of the Concord 

vendor-owned products to Seabrook in the October 2012, the following cost savings will be 

implemented.   

 

Elimination of the NHSLC in the Feeder Program: Combining all vendor stock into our 

system provides the opportunity to internally manage the feeder program during the transition year.  

As a result the NHSLC’s cost of transferring and purchasing feeders is eliminated, savings the 

NHSLC more than $30,000 annually.   
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Elimination of the Order Processing Fee Charged to the NHSLC: Elimination of this fee 

results in direct savings to the NHSLC of more than $475,000 annually.  The first year savings to 

the NHSLC is more than $500,000. 

 

Substitution of the January 1, 2013 Rate Increase:   

Law proposes to substitute the current 14% rate increase, scheduled to go into effect on 

January 1, 2013, with the rate structure in this proposal.  Doing so results in direct, annualized 

savings to the NHSLC of more than $65,000.  In addition, it results in indirect savings of an 

additional $1,200,000 due to increases that would not be applied to Suppliers and, therefore, would 

not be passed through to the NHSLC in the form of Supplier price increases.   

 

Upon final transition of all liquor operations from Nashua to the new system in Seabrook in 

the fall of 2013 the following direct cost savings and revenue sharing will take effect: 

 

Revenue Sharing: Each month Law Warehouses will pay to directly to the NHSLC a 

per-case Revenue Sharing Fee.  The ‘per case’ fee will be scaled based upon the total number of 

cases shipped from our Seabrook facility over the previous rolling twelve months.   

 

Threshold      Fee  Min Annual Revenue  Projected Year: 

5,000,000 cases $0.05/case  $250,000         2014 

5,500,000 cases $0.10/case  $550,000         2016 

6,000,000 cases $0.15/case  $900,000         2019 
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Transportation Savings: Economy of scale efficiencies generated by the warehouse 

operation can also be applied to deliveries to state stores.  The improvement in load factors 

generated by delivering from one location, under the current Nashua delivery schedule, allows us to 

reduce the Transportation fee for delivery to NHSLC stores by a weighted average reduction of 

$0.06 per case for every case shipped to NHSLC stores savings the NHSLC $200,000 per year.  

 

Summary of Savings and Revenue Sharing:     The first year return to the NHSLC following 

full implementation is $1,000,000, while the average combined savings and revenue realized 

directly by the NHSLC is more than $1,750,000 per year, generating a combined return to the State 

of more than $37,000,000 during the term of the contract.   
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2. IT Support: 

Law is not requesting any computer processing or electronic communication support other 

than the mutual cooperation that Law and the NHSLC have established over the years.  It is our goal 

to be a business partner with the NHSLC and to create a world-class communication system that 

will become the “gold standard” to which all other Control States look to emulate.   

 

X. Smooth Transition: 

We have been providing reliable service to the NHSLC, its suppliers and customers for more 

than forty (40) years.  Our proposal creates an improved distribution model that will provide cost 

savings, service enhancements and revenue sharing, without the inherent risk of transitioning to a 

new Vendor.  We believe we are uniquely qualified to provide the systems and services required to 

ensure that the NHSLC meets all of its growth objectives this year and for years to come.  Taking a 

chance that another vendor’s lower cost solution will be capable of servicing these needs could have 

catastrophic consequences for the NHSLC and the State of NH.  Law is a fifth-generation family 

business that has operated in NH for 130 years.  We have a vested interest in this State, personally 

and professionally, and seek to ensure that jobs and revenues remain in NH and not flow to other 

out-of-state owners or parent companies. 

 

XI. Comingled Loads: 

Understood 

   

XII. Bid Specifications: 
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A detailed description of the financing can be found under Section 1.7.4.  Exhibit C includes 

certificates of insurance.   

XIII. Business Continuity Plan: 

As part of the current contract the NHSLC has been provided a copy of our current Business 

Continuity Plan.  Upon successful award of the contract we will update our business continuity plan 

for the Seabrook facility. By retaining our Nashua facilities, the existing computer room and 

systems provide immediate redundancy following a move to Seabrook.  In addition, these facilities 

provide redundancy for storage and shipping in the short run while a more extensive alternative 

location network is established. 

 

XIV. Breakage and Shortages: 

Breakage – The warehouse will only be responsible for breakage that is clearly identified as 

occurring during the picking or loading process. Once a loaded trailer or van has been accepted by 

the carrier; wet/damp-damage that is identified during the unloading process will be the 

transportation contractor’s responsibility.  

Shortages – Liquor Stores or Licensees should report shortages to their carrier at the time of 

delivery transportation contractor. If the carrier cannot resolve the shortage at their terminal site; 

then the warehouse should be contacted. The warehouse will perform a cycle-count on the item 

reported as a “short”. If the warehouse cycle-count confirms an overage; the warehouse will arrange 

transportation of the “shorted” item to the Licensee or Store. If the cycle-count does not reveal an 

overage; the shortage will be entered into the WMS as a Carrier Claim and resolved during 

reconciliation at the annual Physical Inventory process.  

  

XV. Temperature Control: 
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Our Seabrook facility is designed to maintain the required temperature limits.  The 

warehouse will be heated for winter operation.  For summer operation, the facility is outfitted with a 

series of large louvered intake vents on the eastern facing walls with a series of exhaust fans on the 

western facing wall providing substantial air flow within the facility.  This system, in addition to the 

roof being light in color, allows us to regulate the temperature to within acceptable ranges.  

Once the trailer is loaded, responsibility for protection of the load shifts to the 

Transportation Vendor, however our intention in the new facility is to stage product in the 

warehouse for loading shortly before departure to prevent temperature related spoilage and as an 

increased security measure.   

 

XVI. Overages: 

 Understood 

 

XVII. Financial Statements: 

We have included information about our finances and operations, including but not limited 

to, our audited financial statements (Exhibit B), for the purpose of enabling the NHSLC to evaluate 

our ability to conduct the operations required under the RFP.  This information is confidential, 

financial, and proprietary information exempt from public disclosure under RSA 91-A:5 and other 

applicable laws or regulations.  We submit this confidential, financial and proprietary information to 

the NHSLC subject to the conditions described in Sections 1.13 (Property of NHSLC) and 1.14.b 

(Disclosure of Proposal; NHSLC Obligation) and our Statement of Confidentiality (Exhibit A) 

included with the proposal as required under RFP, Section 1.14b. 

 

XVIII. Experience: 
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Our 130 years servicing New Hampshire companies’ distribution needs, including more than 

40 years with the NHSLC, provides the stability and experience required for such a crucial 

operation.  We are proud of our partnership with the NHSLC.  We believe that we have played an 

integral part in creating the systems and the environment which has lead to a more than 75% growth 

in volume over the past 15 years.  Over the past several years we have expended considerable 

resources developing the strategy that we believe will put the NHSLC in the best position to take 

advantage of the opportunities the next twenty years will bring. 

 

XIV. Default: 

 Understood  

XV. Severe Weather: 

 Understood 

 

XVI. Transition Period: 

In the event a new Vendor is selected to provide warehousing services at the end of this 

contract, we agree to assist in the transition for up to 6 months and until the end of a reasonable 

transition period as determined by the NHSLC, however an increase in rates will be required, the 

scale of which will be dependent upon the length of the transition period.  The loss of trained 

personnel and the replacement of such individuals with unskilled, untrained people, 

receiving/shipping volume changes, etc will also impact our ability to maintain service levels.  As 

such service commitments are likely to be impacted by these and other factors, which could lead to 

service interruptions and/or lost sales.  Law will work to minimize such eventualities that are within 

its control but may be constrained based on the how such a transition is planned and the many 

factors that cannot be anticipated until such an event takes place.    
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In addition, the cost of maintaining the facility for an undetermined amount of time is 

significant.  As such we cannot agree to an open-ended time frame for the Transition Period.  This 

time period shall be negotiated in conjunction with the rate negotiations for the Transition Period. 

 

XVII. Free Storage: 

 We agree to provide free storage for up to 35,000 full-cases per month for all active 

inventory full-cases that have been in inventory up to 84 days.  Receipt lots older than 84 days 

and/or on a hold status are subject to storage charges at the applicable rate.  Due to the limited 

capacity of the split case operation, all cases in inventory in the split case operation will be charged 

storage. 

 

XVIII. Receiving Appointments: 

Understood, however there may be instances of extreme inbound volume which require an 

appointment to be booked more than five business days out. 

 

3.4  APPENDICES D & D-1:  

D-1.  Purpose through D-3 Vendor’s Response: 

Understood 

 

D-4.  Value-Added Services: 

The details of the service enhancements and pricing elements that bring more than 

$37,000,000 in added value to the NHSLC have been outlined in Section II of our proposal and in 

Section 3-IX, the Rate and Price Analysis, above.  
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3.5  APPENDIX E:  

1 through 8: 

 Understood 

 

9. Data: 

In accordance with our existing contract, we require that the language in the existing 

contract serve as the definition of data.  

   

10 through 11: 

Understood 

 

12. Assignments: 

In accordance with our existing contract, we require the addition of the existing language 

providing that consent not be unreasonably withheld. 

 

13. Indemnification: 

In accordance with our existing contract the language must be modified to replace “acts and 

omissions” with “negligence”.   

 

14 through 24: 

Understood 
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Appendix E – Exhibit C: 

1 through 14: 

Understood 

 

25. Protest Process: 

We reserve the right to negotiate the contract protest process and any provision in the RFP 

that requires the contractor to waive or delay institution of any available legal remedies, at law or in 

equity, including without limitation with respect to confidentiality requirements imposed on the 

state.   

  

26. Contract Transition Period:  

In the event a new Vendor is selected to provide warehousing services at the end of this 

contract, we agree to assist in the transition for up to 6 months and until the end of a reasonable 

transition period as determined by the NHSLC, however an increase in rates will be required, the 

scale of which will be dependent upon the length of the transition period.  The loss of trained 

personnel and the replacement of such individuals with unskilled, untrained people, 

receiving/shipping volume changes, etc will also impact our ability to maintain service levels.  As 

such service commitments are likely to be impacted by these and other factors, which could lead to 

service interruptions and/or lost sales.  Law will work to minimize such eventualities that are within 

its control but may be constrained based on the how such a transition is planned and the many 

factors that cannot be anticipated until such an event takes place.    

In addition, we cannot accept responsibility for costs associated with the transfer of product 

and control to a new warehouse organization.  There is no way to anticipate the costs of a transfer 

and, thus, such costs cannot reasonably be factored into the proposed pricing.   
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Net overages and shortages by supplier shall be used to determine any financial obligation 

between Law and the new warehouse vendor.  Net shortages will be paid to each supplier at cost 

upon invoicing by each supplier.  The new warehouse vendor is required to work with Law and 

perform cycle counts as needed to verify discrepancies.  

 

 27. Assignment Provision: 

 In accordance with our existing contract we require this section be removed. 

  

 28. News Releases: 

 Law may publicly disclose any information concerning this agreement that is available for 

public disclosure under applicable laws and regulations, including without limitation, the award of 

the contract to Law and existence of the contractual between the parties 

 

29. Confidentiality: 

Understood 

 

3.6  APPENDIX F through APPENDIX J  

Understood 

 

3.11  APPENDIX K  

We have reviewed Appendix K and have a number of objections which we will address with 

the NHSLC directly in the continued development of our systems. 
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3.12  APPENDIX L through APPENDIX Q: 

 Understood 

 

PART 4 EVALUATION PROCESS  

4.1  General through 4.3 Evaluation Process:  

 Understood 

 

4.4  Phase I - Initial Analysis Review and Ranking:  

Criteria for Selection:  

Understood 

 

General:  

Understood 

 

Vendor Experience & Qualifications/Transition:  

Our 130 years of servicing New Hampshire companies’ distribution needs, including more 

than forty (40) years with the NHSLC, provides the stability and experience required for such a 

crucial operation.  We are proud of our partnership with the NHSLC, its suppliers and Licensees.    

We feel that we have played a key role in creating the systems and the environment which has lead 

to a more than 75% growth in volume over the past 15 years.  We are committed to investing in the 

business relationships, protocols and systems necessary to create the optimum distribution system 

for the NHSLC, its suppliers, and licensees.   

Our organizational chart (Exhibit H) clearly shows the depth of experience in the key 

management personnel as in the key supervisory personnel.  Many of these positions have in excess 
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of 20 or 30 years experience with Law and the NHSLC and are proud of the changes effected over 

the years and their team’s involvement in creating such changes.  In fact, the average Law employee 

has over 10 years with the company – a testament to their dedication.   

Law recognizes the importance of the organizational operating experience needed to handle 

high value and high velocity commodities and believes it is uniquely qualified to ensure the best 

possible solution has been provided with the least amount of risk to this extremely important 

revenue source for the State of NH.  We fully understand the magnitude of effort and resources 

necessary and have demonstrated our ability to resolve unforeseen problems and avert disruptions in 

service.    

 

Financial Stability and Capacity:  

The Law Family has been operating as a distribution services company in New Hampshire 

since 1882.  Our position as the valued distribution services partner of the NHSLC has been 

recognized over the years by multiple lending institutions as they have supported us in the 

expansion of our Nashua facilities.  These institutions and others have recognized us and our 

strategy for the NHSLC for the next twenty (20) years, by providing commitments to loan the 

$20,000,000 necessary to acquire the systems that will modernize the distribution system for the 

NHSLC.  Final approval is contingent upon satisfactory award of a long-term contract.  Final terms 

are contingent upon the timing of final contract award.  Law Warehouses, Inc. has the financial 

backing and capacity to undertake the investments necessary to create the distribution system 

necessary to accommodate the future growth of the NHSLC and is prepared to move forward 

following the award of a long-term contract. 
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Vendor Technical, Service, and Project Management Proposal:  

Law Warehouses has proven its willingness and ability to create and maintain IT systems 

beyond the minimum requirements and has been a valued IT partner to the NHSLC, its suppliers 

and customers.  Our institutional knowledge and resources are invaluable to the NHSLC, especially 

at a time when a major system upgrade is contemplated. 

We are committed, throughout the organization, to be a partner with the NHSLC, its 

suppliers and licensees, and to provide mechanisms for rapidly and effectively resolving errors and 

disruptions when they do occur.  In addition to our current staff we will hire a marketing and sales 

person whose highest priority will be to become a key liaison with the NHSLC, the suppliers, 

broker and licensee community to ensure the timely response to all issue and projects.   

We have reviewed Appendix K and have a number of objections which we will address with 

the NHSLC directly in the continued development of our systems. 

Our primary goal with this next contract is to take advantage of the opportunities that exist 

right now to create the state-of-the-art distribution facility and systems necessary to meet the 

growing demands of the NHSLC, its Suppliers and Customers.   We look forward to working 

together with the NHSLC to make this a reality. 

 

Vendor Overall Solution:  

We have spent considerable resources working with System Logistics to develop a strategy 

specifically designed to address the needs of the NHSLC and Law Warehouses for the next twenty 

years.  Our Proposal involves transitioning our operation to an existing 505,000 sqft, 40 ft. clear 

height, distribution center in Seabrook.  Over the course of the next year we will install a 

combination of traditional and state-of-the-art warehouse and order fulfillment technologies, 

creating the distribution center of the future for the NHSLC and Law.  We are prepared to invest 
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more than $20,000,000 in the development of a state-of-the-art distribution center while creating 

both service improvements and a financial benefit to the State of NH through substantial revenue 

sharing.    

The structural benefits of our Proposal provide the NHSLC with six (6) day per week 

delivery for the highest volume stores within 1 hour of Seabrook, reducing the labor impact in 

stores of receiving extremely large deliveries coming out of busy weekends and holidays.  This 

extra delivery day provides an opportunity for stores to reduce their back room inventories, freeing 

up inventory dollars while making their back rooms more efficient.   

This system also dramatically shortens the order-to-delivery cycle time.  Rather than the 

existing long lead times, which currently can extend to ten days between order and delivery, stores 

will be able to take advantage of an “order today receive delivery tomorrow” cycle time.  By 

reducing the cycle time, stores can better service their customer’s needs while reducing back-room 

safety stock levels. 

The six (6) day schedule, in conjunction with shortened cycle time, provides an opportunity 

for the NHSLC to service on-line customers in a timely manner.  Reducing the cycle time to 

“overnight” creates the service levels expected of these consumers, driving up consumer demand 

for both the NHSLC web-site and NHSLC stores. 

Financially the NHSLC benefits through cost reductions and revenue sharing averaging 

more than $1,750,000 per year, totaling more than $37,000,000 over the term of the contract.  

 

Vendor Pricing and Innovation:  

Understood.  In addition to the pricing provided in Appendices D and D-1, details of the 

service enhancements and pricing elements that bring more than $37,000,000 in added value to the 
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NHSLC have been outlined in Section II of our proposal and in the Rate and Price Analysis, Section 

3-IX, above.  

 

Vendor References:  

In Exhibit E we have provide references from two (2) customers from our public warehouse 

operations and from three (3) customers from bailment warehouse operations.   

 

4.5  Phase II Oral Interviews and Documentation Supplementation:  

We strongly urge the committee to allow us to take you through a presentation of the system 

we have designed for this contract – on site.  We feel that only through an on-site visit can you best 

understand why we would move our business from the city we have operated from for 130 years 

and why we would choose this system design for the NHSLC, its suppliers and customers.  

 

4.6  NHSLC Evaluation and Approval through 4.8 Contract Execution:  

Understood 

 

Definition of Terms: 

 Understood 

 

1.0 Introduction to the NHSLC through 2.0 Requirements:   

Understood 
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Vendor Confidentiality 
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Exhibit B - Financials 



Exhibit B 

Financials 

 

 

Removed from Redacted proposal.  
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Exhibit C  

RFP Section 1 Required Documents 
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Exhibit D  

RFP Section 3 Required Documents 
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Exhibit E References 
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Exhibit F 

 Seabrook Brochure 
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Proposed 505,000 sq ft facility 

100 Ledge Rd, Seabrook, NH 
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Exhibit F 

Seabrook Facility Inside 



N:\Managers\NHSLC 2012 - RFP 2 (RFP 2012-xx)\Finaal Copy for CD - Redacted\12.2. Exhibit F   Seabrook Facility Inside.doc 

Seabrook Facility – Inside View 
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Exhibit F  

Aerial view of Seabrook Facility  



N:\Managers\NHSLC 2012 - RFP 2 (RFP 2012-xx)\Finaal Copy for CD - Redacted\12.3. Exhibit F -Aerial view of Seabrook Facility 2012.doc 

Aerial view of Seabrook Facility 

NHSLC Store 73 NHSLC Store 76 

Proposed 
505,000 sq ft 

BJ’s Wholesame 
Club 
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Exhibit F  

Facility Block Plan and Layout 



2.6  Block Plan 
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Building Flow 

This graphic shows the primary flow from 

area to area in the building. It follows the 

same path as the flow chart.  Note that the 

space required for each operation is laid 

out over the building drawing.  This shows 

the actual space required for each 

operation. 

Perimeter Aisle 

All cases are moved on conveyor above  

the ground level.  All pallets are 

transported on the ground level.  There are  

fork truck aisles around the perimeter of 

each area for easy access and transport in 

any direction. 

Flexible Shipping Dock 

The shipping dock can be used for both 

shipping and receiving.  Both operations 

can happen at the same time.  The entire 

dock is open from one side to the other for 

easy truck traffic.  Access aisles allow 

easy movement to the storage racks. 

Expandable Design 

Every area of the system can be expanded 

both in capacity and rate.  All areas can be 

expanded separately depending on future 

growth or changed  requirements.  Storage 

and shipping will follow separate 

expansion paths. 

Cube Utilization 

VNA rack allows the densest and most 

cost effective storage for this building 

height.  The carousel case picking area 

also uses the full building height for 

storage of individual cases.   
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2.7  System Layout  
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Exhibit G 

 Appendix C Required Documents 
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Exhibit H  

Appendix C Personnel Documents 
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Exhibit I  

Proposal Guaranty 
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Exhibit J  

Glossary Of Warehouse Terms 
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AS-400 IBM eServer™ iSeries™ servers are built to handle the demands 

of core business applications and e-business 

Automated case buffer A section of racking where cases en-route to a palletizier are stored 

by the system 

Bailment In this context refers to all elements of the distribution of wine and 

spirits in NH. 

 

CO Carbon monoxide 

Fulfillment The process of receiving, picking, and shipping orders to 

customers. 

SCC Shipping Container Code: A bar code used internationally to 

identify product and packaging information during the shipping 

process. 

SKU(s)   Stock keeping units. Potentially NH Code may have multiple 

SKUs. Codes may have both Gift and Non-Gift stock and may be 

in both full case inventory and split case inventory. 

Split cases Order line items picked in less than full case quantities, such as 

bottles or sleeves of nips. 

Sqft Square Feet 

 

Wave  A series of orders released for picking 

 


